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ADDENDUM TO
FINAL ENVIRONMENAL IMPACT STATEMENT (U)
(U) This addendum provides clariff* i,
n')
rrection to some areas of the Final
Environmental Impact Statement
S)isic Sept nber 1991.
T,,

(U) Page 2.9-3, 2nd full para, 5th line: Insert "and the Nevada SHPO would be consulted"
prior to the phrase "before construction of these lines commenced".
(U) Page 2.9-3, 2nd full para, 6th line: Change sentence to read "Mitigation measures would
be implemented (such as modifying and rerouting the lines, and recovering any resources that
are discovered) if required by the SHPO following consultation to reduce ... "
(U) Page 2.9-5, Health Impacts Table: Change "GA bounding case accident" to "GTA bounding
case accident". In second footnote change "Mini-GA" to "Mini-GTA".
(U) Page 3.1-6, Figure 3.1-3: Change "NNFD Research Laboratory (NNFD-RL)" to
"Lynchburg Technology Center (LTC)".
(U) Page 3.2-19, 2nd para, 2nd sentence: Change "predominate" to "predominant".
(U) Page 3.2-12, 3rd full pam, line 2: Delete "in"and add comma after "NTS".
(U) Page 3.2-17, 3rd full para, 2nd line: Change "produce" to "are produced".
(U) Page 3.2-20, 4th full para, 5th line: Delete "between the Mojave and the Great Basin
deserts at elevations of". This is repetitive.
(U) Page 3.2-25, 6th para, last two sentences: Change *above" to "below'.
(U) Page 3.2-37, last para, 2nd sentence: Add to end of 2nd sentence "...and DOE Orders
5480.6 (Safety of DOE-owned Nuclear Reactors) and 5481.1B (Safety Analysis and Review
System)".
(U) Page 4.1-1, 1st para, 3rd line: Add comma after "testing" and insrt "and operation" after
"construction".
(U) Page 4.1-1, 4th pam, last line: Insut "environmenal resource" before "subsecon".
(U) Page 4.1-3, Ist full para, 4th line: Change "program" to "ground test facility".
(U) Page 4.2-4, 1st full par, 2nd line: Add comma after *r4uirerents'.
(U) Page 4.2-6, 4th paragraph, 8th and 9th setences: DeWe both sentences. InfonnatioA

redundant.
(U) Page 4.2-7, 2nd full pant, 3rd line: Insemt "be" after "to".
(U) Page 4.3-1, 3rd para, 6th line: Change "either" to "bothW.

(U) Page 4.3-1, 3rd pa, 7th h

. ChanM ,o"

to "And".,

-

is

(U) Page 4.3-2, 2nd full pam, Ist line: Change "is' to *has been".
(U) Page 4.3-2, 4th full para, 5th line: Change "regulation" to "regulations".
(U) Page 4.3-3, 3rd para, Ist and 2nd sentences: Delete from both sentences:
significance criteria level of'.

"the high

(U) Page 4.3-3, 3rd, 8th line: Change *operations personnel" to *construction and operations
personnel".
(LD Page 4.3-3, 4th pam, 9th line: Change 'construction" to "construction and operation".
(U) Page 4.3-7, 3rd full para, 3rd line: Delete "both".
(U) Page 4.3-7, top line: Change "induced" to "included".
(U) Page 4.3-11, fourth paragraph, first sentence: Change "18,000,000 ft" to "900,000 ft".
(U) Page 4.3-20, 1st para, last sentence: Add to beginning of sentence, "Ifapplicable...".
(U) Page 4.3-35, 5th para: See General Clarification #2 above.

(U) Page 4.3-35, 5th para, Ist line: Change "negligible" to "high". See #- for explanation
on mitigations that result in insignificant environmental consequences.
(U) Page 4.4-1, 7th para, 6th line: Change

"impose" to

*pose'.

(U) Page 4.4-2, 4th full pam, 4th line: Change "regulation" to 'regulations".
(U) Page 4.4-3, 2nd para, 1st line: Change '110 dBA* to "greater than 110 dBA".
(U) Page 4.4-3, 4th par, 1st and 2nd sentences:
significance criteria level of".

Delde from both seatences;

"the high

(U) Page 4.4-3, 5th para, last sentence: Delete "However," from beginning of sentence.
(U) Page 4.4-5, 6th paa, last line: Change *78.000 m'" to '49,000 m '".

(U) Page 4.4-6, 2nd full pam: Mixed wastes are periodically transpotted off-site. Therefom,
the remaining capacity would be more than the value curmndy given in the pamgraph.
(U) Page 4.4-9, 5th pam, Ist lie: Change affected," to 'affected and".
(U) 'age 4.4-10, 3rd pam: Add to beginning of paragrm

h: "A

i

-level biological

resources survey coaducted a f Qums ft ienawfud w dm
rde a
(SectIon 3.2.2.3).' In first 69n= chae 'prE
vity" to vdeae".

is

-!l

(U)Page 4.4-18, 4th para, 2nd sentence: Change "cultural and biological survey" to "cultural
and biological resource surveys".
(U) Page 4.4-18, 5th para: See General Clarification #2 above.
(U)Page 4.5-2, third paragraph, 11 th line: Change "impact" to "environmental consequences".
(U) Page 4.5-3, 1st line from top: Change "regulation" to "regulations".
(U) Page 4.5-3, 3rd line from top: Delete "the significance criteria".
(U) Page 4.5-3, 2nd full paa, 1st line: Delete "the high significance criteria".
(U)Page 4.5-4, 2nd pam, 3rd line: Change "insignificant" to "significant".
(U) Page 4.5-13, 2nd para: See General Clarification #2 above.
(U)Page 4.8-1, 4th pam, 2nd santence: Change "Ix I0-(P" to "7 x 10" and "4 x 10'" to "2
x 10"'.
(U) Page 4.8-2, 1st para, 2nd sentence: Change "1x M
x 10"".

to "7x 10" and "4x 10'"' to "2

(U) Page 4.8-2, 2nd pra: See Generl Clarification #2 above.
(U)Page 4.8-4, 3rd full pam, 1st line: Change "would" to "could".
(U) Page A.3-4, 4th para 4, 4th sentence: After "wheme" insert "small quantities could b

iradiated in existing facilities at SNL or tnsported to one of the'.
(Ii) Page A.3-4, para 4, last sentence:

After "irmdiation delft "small quantities could be

irradiaed inexisting facilities at SNL or tanpote to on of the".

Corrections:
(U)Page Ex-4, 3rd full para, first line: Change "and' to "however".
(U)Page EX-7, Table EX-1: See Cneral Clarification #2 above.
(U)Page Ex-8, 2nd para, first line: Change "and" to "'andthen".
(U) Page Ex-8, 1st para, 2nd sentence: Delete comma afte- -impacts" and insert "and the"
before "potential". Also delete comma after "bunker".
(U) Page Ex-8, 5th para, Ist line: Delete comma after "surveyed".
(U) Page E-9, 1st full para, last sentence:
consequences would be insignificant.

Change to:

"Therefore the environmental

(U) Page 2.3-6, 1st para, 4th line: Change "for" to "from" uranyl nitrate.
(U) Page 2.3-22, Ist pam, 12th line: Replace "...of only 1 mrew/year, or 10% of..." with
"...not to exceed...".
(U) Page 2.4-3, 4th para: Delete paragraph. This information is presented on page 4.3-12 as
a site speific desciption.
(1U) Page 2.4-8, 2nd para, 3rd line: Change "aplicable standard" to "applicable standards".
(U) Page 2.4-8, 4th para: Delete 2 commas in text.
(U) Page 2.4-9, 1st full para, 12th line: Change "Track record to "The track record".
(U)Page 2.4-10, 3rd para, las. line: Change "popu

ated
ams" to "work areas".

(U) Page 2.8-2, 1st par: Delete "by more than 35 dBA".
(U) Page 2.8-2 - last para, last line: Change "acideat" to "safety.
(U) Page 2.8-3, 1st para, 2nd line: Delete 2nd s

. Thi is programmanti sectio.

(U) Page 2.8-5, 2nd pua, 2nd Lin: Change propod ten lrat"

to "Proposed testing

locafimn"

(U) Page 2.9-1, 3rd para, 8th line: Dele "varOnal".
(U) Page 2.9-2, Table 2.9-1: See Geaal Chuification #2 above.
(U) Page 2.9-3, top pa,

Ist Um'o Change "4uuptcd" to "d

.uptim.

TABLE EX-lA:
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General Clarifications (U):
1. Radiological Impacts (U)

(U) This section provides clarification on radiological impact issues in Sections 2.8.6, 2.8.7,
2.9.7, 4.3.4, 4.4.4, and 4.5.4).

()

There are meteorological conditions that could result in exceedance of the predicted
impacts expected under typical meteorological conditions described in the EIS sections
referenced above. For example, under normal operations of a full-power QTA test (2000 MW
for 1000 seconds), if the inversion layer height is 1,000 meters instead of 2,000 meters, the
resulting dose to the maximally exposed individual would be 120 torem. This would result in
potentially significant impacts, specifically NESHAPs standards would be exceeded and
increased cancer deaths would occur, if left unmitigated.
W ) Testing under conditions that exceed NESHAP would also result in higher doses to the
population as a whole. For example, at NTS, a QTA run of 2000 MW for 1000 seconds during
a 5.5 m/s wind blowing toward 260, a stability Class D, and an inversion layer height of 1000
meters, would expose the population to a dose of 8.2 x 10Y person-mrem. Predicted health
effects would increase from 1188 to 1188.07 cancer fatalities and 119 to 119.02 genaic defects
for this unmitigated test.
W) Testing under conditions that exceed NFSHA.P would increase doses to the population
near INFL as well. For example, a QTA run of 2000 1W for 1000 seconds during a 5.5 m/s
wind blowing towaid 100, a stability Class D, and an inversion layer height of 1000 meters,
would expose the population to a dose of 1.9 x 10' person-torero. Predicted health effects would
increase from 28,049 to 28,051 cancer fatalities (a predicted increase of 2 cancer fatalities) and
2,550 to 2,550.5 genetic defects for the unmitigated cas.
(U) These potentially significant impacts of exceeding standards and of increased health effects
would be mitigated to insignificance by restricting testing such that the impacts would be limited
to those described in the Maximum Offsite Individual Dose and Population paragraphs in
sections 4.3.4.2.1, 4.4.4.2.1, and 4.5.4.2.1, This would be accomplished by nmonitoring and
then modeling actual meteorological conditions [along with other planned test parametr (i.e.
power level and test duration), as described in 2.9.7 of the FElS] pior to each test. No tests
individual Oxc*us
would be conducted if the resultant predicted dose to the maximally xp
the impacts described in those sctions above.
(U) Since normal operations without restriction would cause a potential exceedance of NESHAP
limits, and this is not permissible, analysis of the impacts of an accmidt under unmitig"d test

conditions, is nom necessary as testing would riot occur.
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2. Radiological Mfitigations (U)
(U) Impact analysis presented in Sections 4.3.4.2.1, 4.4.4.2.1 and 4.5.4.2.1 and summarized
in Sections 2.8 and 2.9 assess the radiological effects of testing under "program model
conditions". These program model conditions include restrictions on meteorological and test
conditions such that impacts are negligible and the environmental consequences are insignificant.
Since unrestricted combinations of meteorological and test conditions exist that could result in
significant radiological impacts, these impacts can be considered high and potentially significant
but mitigable to insignificant as shown on the attached Table EX-1A which supersedes Tables
EX-1 and 2.9-1, and as discussed in the addendum to the EWS.
3. Noise and Safety Impacts (U)
(L) The environmental consequences of noise impacts and safety impacts are potentially
significant prior to mitigation but are mitigable to insignificant. Hence, references to both noise
and safety environmental consequences after mitigation are corrected to insignificant. This is
also shown on Table EX-lA which supersedes Tables EX-l and 2.9-1.
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SUMMARY (U)

INTRODUCTION (U)
O

In a program known as
1),the
as the lead agency, and the U. S. Air Force (USAF), as the continuing
lead service, proposeo develop the technology and demonstrate the feasibility of a hightemperature particle bed reactor (PBR) propulsion system to be used to power an advanced
second stage nuclear rocket engine.
()
The advantages of such a nuclear propulsion system are attributable to its potentially very
high specific impulse (Isp) capability and its relatively low weight. Isp is a measure of the
effectiveness of a rocket engine and is expressed in units of time (seconds); it literally
represents the capability of generating a unit of force (pounds) for a given period of time
(seconds) for a given unit of propellaut weight (pounds). The objective of the
program is to develop a PBR rocket engine having an Isp of approximately 850 seconds and a
thrust to weight ratio of 30 to 40. Thi would be double the Isp of an advanced liquid fuel rocket
engine and triple the Isp of an advanced solid fuel rocket engine of comparable weight.

(W llextremely
A high
PBRaclrtos
propulsion system would allow the design of a rocket which could achieve
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EX-1

.. of PBR rocket engine
in a submque
teuing Will be asses

PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES (U)
a&
The general concept of the
PBR rocket engine involves use of a
remotely controlled reactor that heats cryogenic hydrogen propellant to very high temperature
gaseous hydrogen that is expanded and exhausted in the engine nozzle to produce thrust.
()
Activities involved in the proposed action consist principally of 1) development and
testing of the PBR engine and propellant components, assemblies, and systems; and 2)
construction and operation of a gmmd testing facility.
(JW Major technologicaf issues and goals of the
program include the
achievement and control of predicted nuclear power levels; the development of materials that
can withstaW, the extremely high operating temperatures and hydrogen flow environments; and
the reliaole control of cryogenic hydrogen and hot gaseous hydrogen propellant. The testing
process is designed to minimize radiation exposure to the environment.- A major goal of the
program would be to develop fuel particles that would minimize losses of fission products.
Tests carried out for the program would progress systematically from initial nuclear tests and
experiments to verify the PBR concept and to support the basic reactor design development; to
laboratory tests of materials for reactor and nozzle components; to laboratory and field tests of
reactor, nozzle, and propellant a=semblies; to open-cycle subsystem integration tests; and
engine demonstation and qualification tests. 1hs tests would in'lude some deliberate tests to

failure of the fuel and fuel elements to characterize fuel mchanisms and margins.

U)

The principal components of the engine subsystem are the Particle Bed Reactor (PBR),
the Nozzle Assembly, and the ProWlant Manage t System (PMS). The Particle Bed Reactor

consists of a core ofI

fuel elenents arranged in a,

surrounded by

a neutron moderating mmatel
Each individual fuel element contains millions of fuel particles
consisting. of a kernel of fissile -atoria surrourded by one or more protective coatings, each
nominally
in diameter. Cryogenic liquid hydrogen (LR) at 25-30 K (-250 to -240
C) enters the reactor assembly at the reator dome. The hydrogen is admitted to each fuel
element, moves across the paxticle bed where it is heated to ppoxinately 300 K (2730' C),
and then passes out through the nozzle, where it is expanded for propulsion. This systen is
projected to generate a power level of 2,000 megawatts (MW). The Prpellant Managemet
System provides controlled flow and pressure to the eagine a ncillary subsystem. The system
consists of the tank isolation valves, pump discharge valve, flowmeter, temperatre control

valve, maing chamber, ped coWW valve &W rbopump assmbly.
Ground Test Fuacity (U)
(U) Oe location st the DOE Nevada Test Site (NTS) and two locnioas at the DOE Idaho
Nauo:a Engineering Laboratmy (IN ) have be ideat&d as easonable aemativS for a

gro

test station.

(U) The ground rest facility would be constructed in two phae.

The sub-scale facility would

include a control bunker, data acquisition and insttumeatioWcontral systems, a receiving and
assembly facilwy, a tes cell, a coolant suply system (bydrogea and helium), an effluen

EX-2

treatment system, a remote inspection and maintenance system, roads and services, and
safeguards and physical security. Upon satisfactory completion of tests conducted at the subscale facility, the test station would be modified to the full-scale facility, Several components
would be added to the existing sub-scale facility to create a full-scale facility. These include a
disassembly building, a test evaluation center and additional coolant storage.
(U) An Effluent Treatment System (ETS) would be designed to remove from the effluent,
radioactive material generated as a result of the proposed ground testing activities. The
radioactive emissions would be reduced to a level that is consistent with the current as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA) program principles.
(MWThe effluent treatment system would be designed to accomplish the following objectives:
1) ensure that radioactive fuel material entering the ETS remains in a subcritical geometry; 2)
cool the test article effluent to temperatures acceptable for normal engineering materials used
in gas treatment systems; 3) remove particulates and debris ftom the effluent stream; 4)
remove nobel gases, halogens, and vapor phase contaminants from the effluent stream; and 5)
flare the hydrogen gas to the atmosphere. The ETS may be removed for full scale testing if it
is demonstrated that the fission product inventory can be contained and the impacts would be
insignificant.
Ground Testing (U)
The philosophy of the ground testing activities is to gradually approach prototypical
(M
conditions anticipated to be experienced during a test flight. The proposed system ground testing
would demonstrate the technology through a series of tests over a five or more year period
leading to the qualification of the Particle Bed Reactor (PBR) engine for a flight test. In
general, the ground tests are sequenced to commence with fuel element testing, progress through
multiple assemblies that gradually approach prototypic conditions, and culminate in a prototypic
assembly fully qualified for application to a flight vehicle. Specifically, this test series includes
the Particle Bed Reactor Integral Performance Element Tests (PIPE!) and the Engine Integration
Tests (EI) as well as tests of the Mini Ground Test Article (mini-GTA), the full-scale Ground
Test Article (GTA) and the Qualification Test Article (QTA).
[jd:
(in)
This test would

The PIPET test would be the first self-sustained, power producing PBR test.
demonsrate the reactor fuel element operation at p
ic wer densities

tempexatures, pressures, flow rates, and power durations. Each
could be subjected to 5 operating cycles at a maximum power level of 550 MW) for
as long as 500 seconds per cycle, with a minimum of 7 days separating each operating cycle.
Tests HM: Engine Integration Tests (ETs) would ba conducted to
)eeain
demonstrate the propellant management system without an operating reactor in the loop.
Ground Test Article (GTA: The mini-GTAs are seven element cores designed to
repremnt more closely a prototypic full size GTA PBR and would be operated similar to the
in the sub-sle facility test cell. The full-ale T test series would demonstate a
m rPET
PIR opeation with ied and contol hardware and a full complement of
complete

EX -3

instrumentation including the prototype planned Itht ,ensurs. These tests would demonstrate
controllability and stability at full power and rapid start-up and shldown uuder computer control
over a simulated full mission profile. The maximum ime It f reactor power for &ny
individual core assembly of the GTA test series is anticipated to be approximately 1000 seconds.
Q)uafication Test Article (OTA: The Qalification Test Article (QTA) is an engine
which simulates the operation of the complete engine systm at near prtotypical flight
conditions. The engine would 1) represent the flight eine hardware and software and the

planned full flight mission profile firing including fast t=
and 2) qualify the engine ard controlsystem for the flight test.
Flight Testing (U)

(U) The flight test is not pat of the proposo action analyzed in detail in the FEIS and, prior
to a decision and a commitment of resource to flight test, formal NEPA documentation would
be prepared to assess the environmental impacts of flight testing.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS (U)
(U) Environmental consequences associated with the proposed action, the no action alternative,

and three ground testing site alternatives are addressed in Chapter 4.0. The no action alternative
would result in no enviro'mental consequences because materials and component development
and ground testing would not be conducted.
(U) Potential impacts and environmental consequences ar addressed at the programmatic and

site specific level. At the programmatic level, waste would be stored on the installation where
testing would take place or be handled in existing process streams, resulting in low potential
inipacts. Cultural resource and biological resurce surveys would be conducted for any &reanot
previously surveyed and the appropriate State Historic Preservation Off'cer €, ul be contacted
prior to conducting any program activities.
(U) Radiological impacts were calculated for the maximally e

individual and total

downwind population for nonng operatio
and the boundin cs accident sceaio. Resuts
were found to be well within applicable standards and indicate that the predicted increaL risk
of health effects to the individual or the predited inctad hA effects to the pulon am
sufficiently small that no effect

insi-fcn.

a

expected and the eavumenta consouencs am

(U) Coasikdetion of these impc and mitiatis in ftr fll coatet has led to the
(Ietertnnatloa that tho S
"
Proga woul have inaSIfian Programmatic
eviroafflental COAquea e

ir

EX- 4

progrm include: (1) Brookhaven National
The principal particiants of the
Naval Nuclear Fuel Division
and
Wilcox (B&W)
NY;
(2)
Babcock
Laboratory (BNL) in Upton,

(NNFD) in Lynchburg, VA; (3)Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in Albuquerque, NM; (4)
Aerojet Propulsion Division of GENCORP in Sacramento, CA; (5) Hercules Aerospace
Corporation in 1agna, UT; (6) Garrett Fluid Systems Division (of Allied-Signal Aerospace
Company) in Tempe and San Tan, AZ; (7) Airesearch Los Angeles Division (ALAD) (of Allied
Signal Company) in Torrance, CA; (8) Gnmman Space Electronics Division in Bethpage, NY;

(9) Raytheon Services Nevada (RSN) in Las Vegas, NV; (10) Reynolds Electrical and
Engineering Company, Inc. MEECo) in Las Vcgas, NV; (11) Fluor-Daniel, Inc. (FDI) in

Irvine, CA; (12) the

y

F

W

M

inWashington, DC; (13)

rs i Washington, DC; (14) Idaho National Engineering
the Department of Energy
Laboratory near Idaho Falls, ID; (iO) the Nevada Test Site near Las Vegas, NV; (16) USAF

Phillips Laboratory in Albuquerque, NM; and (17) the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer. Huntsville Division (USACE-HND) in Huntsville, AL.
(
Three site alternatives were considered for the 0 ground testing facility. These include
the SMTS site at the Nevada Test Site and the QUBST site or LOFT facility at Idaho National
Engineering Laboratories. The SMTS, QUEST, and LOFr alternatives are all viable ground
test facility sites. A compilation of site-specific environmental impacts are presented in Table
EX-I.
(U)Both the NTS and INEL installations are remote from population n ers in regions that have
a relatively dry climate. The topography of the NTS is typical of much of the Basin and Range
physiographic province with elevations ranging fkom 910 to 1,370 meten (3,000 to 4,500 ft).
Annual preipitation in Southern Nevada is approximately 10 centimeters (4 inches). IL,
situated in a flat valley surrounded by mountains, is located in a region that exhibits semi-arid
characteristics with an annual average precipitation of 22 centimet (9 inches). Elevations at
INEL range from 1,430 to 1,580 mew (4,700 to 5,200 ft).
(U) The potential environmental consequences of the propawd action shown in Table EX- I were
aed for the following evironmental vesr :
Population and economy - The maximum employment of 100 construction and 60

operational employees would be avaablo from the existing NIS and INEL work
force.
Itand use od infstru

e - Land required for the ground test facility would be

less than 0.03 perMt of the total area of either the NS or

L insElltion.

Noise - OSHA saftly tadds would be maintained for program eMployees by
enclosure in a bunker during tsdn and the use of protective equiMM. The
geral pub would be far beyond any noise impacts.
Cultuml rources .Cultural rewmce surveys would be conducted for any areas

not previc-y surveyed yio to any =Mud= ativitim

EX - 5

Safety - Worker training programs and facility design safety features would be
implemented to reduce the probability of potential accidents from the handling
and storage of hydrogen, helium, and oxygen.
Waste management - Waste would be handled in existing process streams at NTS
or INEL in compliance with all applicable environmental regulations.
Topography - construction and operation of the facility would be limited to a
small portion of NTS or RiM installation and have minimal effect on
topography.
Geology - There would be a negligible impact on geologic resources at any of the
three sites.
Seismo!-gy and volcanism - There would be no impact associated with
seismology or volcanism at any of the three sites.
Water resources - There wMld be no measurable change in the water resource
levels nor any significant degradation to water quality at NTS or INEL
Meteorology and air quality - There would be a slight and temporary increase in
air pollution from the use of heavy equipment during the construction period.
Biological xesour- es - Biologica resource surveys would be conducted prior to
any constction activiies for those areas not previously surveyed.
,diological eniiroomet - The very low dose to the nximally exposed
individual or total downwind population would be well within all applicable
stand-ans.

-

(U) There were some dtffarences indicatod betwme, sites for potential impact levels for lad use
and infrstructure. Land use impacts wc-zld be negligible at SMTS but low at QUEST and
LOFT because gain areas a tb latter two sites may be temporatily dinWd by testing
land available, however, the eavironmental
acdvities, In the cowt~t of tho toal gr
conuiquece of this impact would be insLeificant. Aso, public roads cross the INEL
riufnncture impacts would he-negligible t SMTS, but low
installation. As a rasult, potential
at QUEST andW LOFT if publiL wads have to be closed during test runs. Because closings would

d bomow
be temporary. ad-fraqu
i
cosequenc would be insiflcant.
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(U)Potential noise impacts wouid be high and environmental consequences would be potentially
significant at all three sites. However, since the general public would be far beyond the area
of noise impacts, potential impacts to the few workers exposed during testing would be mitigated
by their enclosure in a bunker, and the use of protective safety equipment, the environmental
consequences would be insignificant.
(U) Cultural resource surveys would be conducted for areas not previously surveyed and the
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) would be consulted prior to any program activity.
Mitigation measurers would be implemented if required by the SHPO.
(U) Potential safety impacts would be moderate and environmental consequences would be
potentially significant at all three sites. However, because of extensive training and
precautionary preparation and because of the safety design features of the facility, there is a low
probability of an accident, and the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
(U) Waste impacts would be negligible at NIS and low at QUEST and LOFT. All wastes
would be handled within existing process streams and would be in compliance with all existing
environmental regulations and not require exceptional procedures. In this context, environmental
consequences would be insignificant at the three alternative sites.
(U)Biological resource surveys would be conducted for any area not previously surveyed, and,
if required, the FWS would be consulted prior to any program activities.
(U) The calculations of the effects to humans of low levels of radiation are predicted by the
MACCS model developed for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. This model was
developed for predicting radiological impacts associated with releases from severe accidents
involving terrestrial nuclear power plants. The model depends upon a set of 'program model
conditions" which include assumptions of fuel particle integrity, tst run times and power levels,
ETS performe and meteorological conditions. (These progam model ol
ar
described fully in Section 4.3.4.)
(U) Normal Operations - The program model conditios would result in x mdiological dose from
normal opmions to a hypothetical "maximally exposed individualo aid to the downwind
population which would be well below NESHAP standards. Modeling of the dose effect of the
facility from normal qxrtons indicates that th predicted adiional
of health effects to the
individual and the predicted additional health effects to the population a ufficienfly small that

no health effects are expected to occur from radiation exposum at the pro&rm model conditioms.

These impacts are c
Consequences.
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cae sccidnt ame thai
the total iotope invetory at the end of the loMge run becomes the soure tn.
dei
base accident would be datowned dwin# the ,afty analysi po and would be som fracti
of the hypothetc bour.ncae. Such an accident O odly our durig ti
U
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There is no risk of the bounding case accident between the test periods, which are expected to
be 10 to 20 minutes long, and spaced 1 or more weeks apart.
accident scenario would result in a dose to a mximally exposed
(S) The
individual and to the downwind population of an accident which would not exceed applicable
ANSI/ANS 15.7 accident standards. Modeling of the dose effect of the facility from normal
operations indicates that the predicted additional risk of health effects to the individual and the
predicted additional health effects to the population are sufficiently small that no health effects

are expected to occur from radiation exposure at the program model conditions.

The

environmental consequences for the maximally exposed individual would be insignificant.
(U) The potential environmental consequences discussed above for radiological impacts are based
on the "program model conditions" described in 4.0. The safety and environmental impacts of
radioactive releases are based on a number of factors which directly affect the exposure to site
workers, installation workers, and members of the general public. Based on the best available
information, including conservative engineering judgements of fuel particles and fuel element

characteristics, ETS design, required run time and power levels, and assumed meteorological
conditions, all applicable standards are shown to be met. The analysis indicates that potential

radiological impacts are well within applicable standards for the modeled meteorological
conditions. As the technology is developed, additional information may indicate that test
conditions can be redefined to allow greater flexibility and maintain radiological hazards within
limits set by applicable standards. Also, this information would allow the identification of
measures to reduce hazards to as low as reasonably achievable.
(U) The testing program would define, compatible with tosting objectives, the appropiate set
of conditions under which tests would be conduaed such that radiological releases would be
within all applicable standards. To asure that thse established conditions can be achieved,
the testing program would be subjected to the Safety Analysis Report process as required by
DOE Order 5480.6, "Safety of Departmet of Ewgy-Owned Nuclear Reactors.
CONCLUSION (U)
the SMTS, QUEST, and LPT sites all would be suitable for conducting the
program, radiological exposure would be les at SM because of the greater
distance to the site boundaries and lower popAin around the site.
)Although

full context has led to the
(U) Consideration of potential impat and mitigatic in ft
program at aa;
" with the
determination that construction and testing a
Prior
of the three alternative sites would rmult in no Wguificant eavitflMtaI cosequece.
would
doMwentation
NIHPA
test,
fomal
M
t
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to a decision and a comminent of resow
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(U) The Nct-Action alternative (ie., dismninuing the piugfm) would reMIt in no constuctio

or te.ng impacts and would precle developmed of the PM. tchnology.
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1.0 PURIPOSE AND NEED FOR PROPOSED ACTION (U)

*),

the
In a program known as
(m), as the initial lead agency, and the U. S. Air Force (USAF), as the
continuing lead service, propose to develop the technology and demonstrate the feasibility of a

high-temperature particle bad reactor (PBR)propulsion system to be used to power an advanced
ie. Following material and component development and PBR
second stage nuclear rocket
engine ground -esting,

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSE ACTION (U)

-

is continually seeking to develop and improve
W) The
effective propulsion systems for the major components of a
g
suportof hiscontining effort,a Bprulinsteisb
the UA

o

n the most advanced . and
In
drd th

s

of PBR propulsion systems greatly exceeds that of systems using cryogenic liquids or solid fuels.

The studies show that other propulsion systems cannot equal the potential performance of PBR
engines even when scaled to very large size vehicles. For example, to achieve results similar
to a second stage PBR propulsion system would require a conventional propulsion system (solids
or liquids) that would weigh 3-5 times more than PBR systems. The relatively low weight of
the PBR propulsion system allows the design of a rocket that is approximately the size of the
current Peace Keeper vehicle (Grumman, 1988; l4azd, 1988; Falco, 1990; DOD, 1991).

UIThe advantages of such a nuclear propulsion system are attributable to its potentially very

high specific impulse (Isp) capability and its relatively low weight. Isp is a measure of the
effectiveness of a rocket eagi and is expressed in units of time (Saonds); it literally
represents the capability of generating a unit of force (pounds) for a given peiod of time
(seconds) for a given unit of propellant weight (pounds). The objective of theE
program is to develop a PBR rocket engim having an Isp of approximately 850 econds and a
thrust to weight ratio of 30 to 40. This would be double the Isp of n advanced liquid fuel

rocket engu and tria e the Isp of an advanced solid fuel rocket cgin of cmqa *

weig

(Falco, 1990).

4MThe PBR nuclear rocket engine thuatfre is dirtly applicable
and is *uiqey qualified to perform a number of key
I.
many of vhich can be petformed by chemical propulsion systems because
issi,
i
of their much lower Ihp. Specifically, the PBR would probably reach 900 Woonds and may well
exceed 1000 semods oIlsp. Chemica rocket technology, by cont, is not eqOct to acieve

peformane gin much beyond cuA-ed level, or at best reach 500 samcns of ISp (Vend&oli,
1991).

i11-

Such a BR pwplsion y

deresent a

im

ent

would allow the d

f a rocket which could achieve

an aompanying

rand

W )The FBR als.&offers advantages over chemical systems by permitting the use of a much
lighter vehicle for the same payload, or by inreasuig the payload rapabili for the same vehicle
mass. Minimizing flight time is an important requirement of the
missions sensitive to engine thrust-to-weight ratios. The thrust-to-weight ratio for
the PBR propulsion system makes the engine mass a much less significant portion of the overall
vehicle mass and enables the deployment of effective, compact second stages which would assist
in
(Venetoklis, 1991). Development of PBR technology would provide
a range of options not presently available for
Mt)
deployment o

tilil

ues of the PBRt

include, but are not limited to:

(Venetokis, 1991).
The perforuance offered by the PBR propulsion system offers unique capabilities to
military mission planners in teims of increased available impulse, reduced weight, and reduced
complexity. The PBR's high Isp and compactness provide a substantial improvement to rocket
engine performance, and make it a valuable asset to military planners (Venetoklis, 1991).
(ED To develop nd damonstrate the feasibility of implementing the capabilities of a PBR
propulsion system, the M is undertaking this research program using a phased or incremental
approach. The innovative technologies involved in reaching the 0 program objectives require
that many experimental activities take place that address the design, fabricatiod, testing, and
analyses of the nuclear and non-nuclear components. These components consist of nuclear fuel
elements and reactor components, attitude control systems, propellent flow-control systems,
turbo pumps, and engite noz-les.

(

) Also, as an integral part of the development program, a ground test station is proposed
to be designed, constructed and operaed to provide facilities for testing of nuclear assemblies
and reactors and for ground qualification of a PBR rmcket engine.

(in)

The l
has entered into agreements with the USAF and the Department of Energy
(DOE) to develop and test tMW technology. The goal is to develop a nuclear rocWt egine that
provides significant performance advantages over chemical rocket engines and to demonstrt
USAF, DOE and National Aeronautics and
minimal environmental and saeety risk. The
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Space Administration (NASA) are all providing technical expertise to support attaining these
goals.
As the lead agency, the M is preparing this Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
to analyze the environmental consequences of the nuclear rocket engine development program
as required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the Council on Environmental
Quality (CEQ) regulations that implement the Act (40 CFR i500-1508), Department of Defense
(DOD) Directive 6050.1, and by DOE Oider 5440.11). The purpose of the EIS is to analyze
the impacts of implementing actions and their alternatives, and to develop appropriate mitigation
measures. The DOE and the USAF are cooperating agents for the EIS, due to their expertise
in the technology and DOE's role as host for the ground test site and the USAF's role as
successor lead agency. While the M will be involved through completion of the construction
of the subscale ground test facility, the USAF will continue the implementation of theE
program through the full scale ground test and qualification of the PBR raactor engine. The
DOE, as a cooperating agency, will host the ground test opeidoil at a DOE installation.
(U) A decision to engage in this technology research program does not constitute a decision to
perform a flight test, engage in manufacturing or deploy the technology.

_M---

1.1.

0 0-1

___ON

1.2 SCOPE AND STRUCTURE OF THE EIS (U)

()

This E[S assists the decision maker in evaluating the following two main issues: 1)
whether or not to continue PBR technology development through ground testing (programmatic
decision), and 2) where the ground testing should take place (site specific decision).
(U) The EIS assesses the potential environmental impacts of component development and testing;
construction of ground test facilities; and ground testing of the assembled system. The decision
to flight test will be made in the future. The impacts of a flight test are addressed in this ES
in a broad programmtic sense; supplemental NEPA analysis would assess the detailed
environmental impacts of flight testing.
()
The description of the proposed action as well as a discussion of alternatives to the
proposed action appear in Section 2.0. The description of the proposed action is organized
according to the specialized research, development, and test activities requied for the
development of the PBR rocket engine, including a discussion of the system ground tests series,
construction and operation of a new ground test facility, and the flight test. In Section 3.0, the
test facilities and alternative sites are described individually as part of the affected environment.
In Section 4.0, potential environmental consequences and mitigation activities are described for
the proposed action and alternatives.

...
... . ...
.

. m . . . . .. ..

.2 .

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES (U)
2.1 OVERVIEW (U)
2.1.1 Introduction (U)

-

Win)
p oses to develop the technology and demonstrate the feasibility of a hightemperature particle bed reactor propulsion system to be used to power an advanced second stage
nuclear rocket engine. The system anngement for the experimental rocket is shown in Figure
2.1-1. The general concept of the
nuclear rocket involves use of a reactor that
heats cryogenic hydrogen propellant to very high temperature gaseous hydrogen that is expanded
and exhausted through the engine nozzle to produce thrust. Activities involved in the proposed
action consist principally of 1) development and testing of the engine and propellant management
system components and assemblies; and 2) construction and operation of ground testing facilities.
2.1.2 History of Program (U)

(

) In 1982, scientists at the Brookhaven National LiRboratory (BNL) developed the concept
of the PBR. Soon after establishment of the
, the PBR
was recognized as an enabling technology for a number of potential military missions requiring
an advanced propulsion system. In1987,
assembled an industry/National Laboratories
team to carry out the
U0) Program. CMh participants and their
responsibilities are described further i Section 2.3. 1.)
(i)
A research development and testing program schedule was established and by December
1989, the program had made significant progress in verifying the PBR concept. Progress had
been made in completing preliminary design reviews; in development of the manufacturing
process; in development and testing of reactor components and materials; and in developing
environmental gd safety criteria of engine and vehicle components for syst tests (Pigure 2. 1-

2).
W Preliminary designs have been completed and reviews have been conducted on various
elements of the engine and vehicle, including the engine nozzle, the nose cmn and its sepaation
systems, the carbon fiber propellant tank and liner, the stage separation system, the upper stage
structure, the intetge structure between the booster and the up
stage, the stage propellant
start and feed systems, the cryogenic tubopump assembly, the inertial navigation systems, the
attitude control systems, the command destruct system, and the ground to vehicle
communications system. Manufacturing processes development addrM fuel paticles, fuel
elements, engine nozzles and tufbpump cowpoaft, The development testing for reacr
components included hydrogen blowdown tests on candidate fuel particles and frits, particle

heating tests, parile nuclear tests, pulsed mdia
eermeats, &Wd materials tstng

of fuel elments, macor critical

W) The early devclcpment work demonftrted the techniCal potenia of a PBR rocke engine
and concluded that work could proced without nountering unautpab safety hazrds. Each
DOD sevice soc=ry endatd tAe pwpa (MdrWg, 1988; Atwood, 1989; MAh, 1989;

----------.
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Ball, 1989). In the spring of 1990 a Task Force of the Defense Science Board concluded that
the . design approach was technically sound, that *there is no obvious reason why all
applicable safety and environmental standards should not be met", and that ptntial national
benefits from
technology extend beyond its current application to a
(Shea, 1991).

fl

i ) The principal participants of the. N program include: (1) Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) in Upton, NY; (2) Babcock and Wicox (B&W) Naval Nuclear Fuel Division
(NNFD) in Lynchburg, VA; (3) Sandia National Lsboi'tories (SNL) in Albuquerque, NM; (4)
Aerojet Propulsion Division of GENCORP in Sacramento, CA; (5) Hercules Aerospace
Corporation in Magna, UT; (6) Garrett Fluid Systems Division (of Allied-Signal Aerospace
Company) in Tempe and San Tan, AZ; (7) Airesearch Los Angeles Division (ALAD) (of Allied
Signal Company) in Torrance, CA; (8) Grumman Space Electronics Division (OSED) in
Bethpage, NY; (9) Raytheon Services Nevada (RSN) in Las Vegas, NV; (10) Reynolds
Electrical and Engieering Compan , Inc. (REECo) in Las Vegas, NV; (11) Fluor-Daniel, Inc.
(FDI) in Irvine, CA; (12) the
i in Washington,
DC; (13) the Department of Energy Headquarters (DOE) in Washington, DC; (14) Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory [NL) near Idaho Falls, ID; (15) the Nevada Test Site (NTS)
near Las Vegas, NV; (16) USAF Phillips Laboratory in Albuquerque, NM; and (17) the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers - Huntsville Division (USACE-HND) in Huntsville, AL.
(U) Other potential participants include (1) Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) in Los
Alamos, NM; (2) Marshall Space Flight Center (NASA) in Huntsville, AL; (3) Western Test
Range/Western Space & Missile Center at Vandenberg Air Force Base, CA near Santa Barbara,
CA; (4) Arnold Engineering Development Center in Manchester, TN; (5) UNC Manufacturing
Company in Uncasville, CT; (6) and Grumman Corporation's Calverton Facility in Long Island,
NY. The above is not an all inclusive list. Other participants and other locations of present
participants may be identified in the future. Table 2.1-1 shows the principal participants and
cooperating agencies and their respective responsibilities. Table 2.1-2 shows other potential

participants.
( ) The proposed ution is to continue developmental research; test materials, manufacturing
methods, components, and subsystems of a PB nuclear powered rocket; and construct special
facilities for ground tests involving prototypical assemblie.
2.1.3 Tehnology hues (U)

m

Major technological issues and goals of the

[ program include the

achievement and control of predicted nuclea power level; tr,development of material that can
withstand the extremely high operatig
and hyd en flow environmets; and the
reliable control of cryorne and high temperature hydrogen pq
. Tests cMWd out for
experiments to verify
tests
and
nuckar
initial
the program would progress sytematIcly from

the PBR concep and to support the ai meW design development; to laboratory tests of
mtials for reactor and nozzle compomets; to laboto and field tes of nator, nozzle, and
to synem bi on tests; and engine demoustation
popelnmgemet sysems a;
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and qualification tests. Upon successful completion of the gond testing,

2.1.4 Testing Requirements (U)
(U) The development of materials, components, and assemblies for the program requires an
extensive series of laboratory and field tests involving nuclear and non-nuclear materials. Most
tests involve very high temperatures and pressures in potentially hazardous hydrogen
environments. Each test performed would build upon the success or failure of the preceding
tests. Developmental activities and testing would take place in industrial and government
controlled laboratories and test sites in various parts of the U.S. These tests are described in
Section 2.3.
2.1.5 Ground Test Station (U)
W) Demonstration of the f technology requires testing of reactor, nozzle, and propellent
management system assemblies; system integration tests; and engine qualification tests. Because
no facility exists that fully meets testing requirements, construction of a ground test facility is
required. Alternative locations for a new ground test farility were considered and a summary
of the Site Narrowing Report finding is provided as Appendix C. One location at the Nevada
Test Site (NTS) and two locations at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) have
been identified as reasonable alternatives for a ground test station.
2.1.6 Radiological Safety (U)
M ) The basic nuclear safety philosophy of the
of the program, every effort would be made to d

OPa

program is that in all phases
cr d in a safe manw..
Itis

stated program policy that the highest priority be given to safety and ftat safety concerns be
adequately considered in all decisions. It is the program's objective to develop a poduct which
can fulfill its assigned missions without undue hazards to health, safety, and the environment.
Further, the developmental program (i.e., the subject of this MS) is to be executed in such a
way as to ensure maximum prtection to the health and safety of the public and program work r
and to protect the environment from contamination or damae as a consequenme o program
activities. The program would comply completely with federal, dte, aM local r hulations or
standards. Thes include all applicable tioas of T1e 0C
(10 CFR 20, 10 MM 50, nd
10 CFR 100) and Ttle 40 CFR (40 CPR 61 and 40 CFR 141); as well as DOE 0:.* 540.1,
5400.5, 5480.6, and 5480.11; ANSI/ANS 15.7; and NCRP Report 1 In add:Y 0 t clear
risks would be kqet as low as teasonably achievable, considering techak-a1, e=a.
, ocietal,
and other relevant factors. Pnprao
a& aW site spcfic safety pwgrw -4r iscussed in
detail in Section 2.4.3.

'ION (U)

SYSTEM DESCRJ

2.2

(U) This section describes the main components of the

system: the engine

subsystem and the non-engine rocket assembly.
2.2.1 Engine Subsystemns (U)
The principal engine subsystems are the Particle Bed Reactor (PBR), the Nozzle
(in
agement System (PMS).
Assembly, and the Propellan
Particle Bed Reactor (U)

(

) The Particle Bed Reactor consists of a core composed of
fuel elements, surrounded by a neutron moderating material.
W) Each individual fuel element (Figure 2.2-1) contains millions of fuel particles containing
. The fu- particles are contained in the
fissile material,
annular space between two concentric tubes enclosed in a hexagonal block of neutron moderator
material. The outer tube (referred to as the cold frit) conists of a porous aluminum material.
The inner tube (referred to as the hot frit) is a slotted, tapered cylinder composed of carbide

coated carbon-carbon or graphite material. Top and bottom beryllium-alumina end assemblies
complete the particle bed enclosure, provide positioning for the fuel element in the overall
reactor assembly and comprise portioms of tM coolant flow diWstition paths.

I)

Cryogenic hydrogen (LW~ at 25-30 9 (-250 to -240 C) eten fhe reactor assmbly at
the MAtt dOMe. Sotend pats provide for t mvemuw ent of t hydrogen downward though
the reactor. These pats ame: s"l Map betwMee AWe eeet, cliauel cat in the wArfeco
materia, the small gap between the press u vese wl and the ectort , And channels M"th
mod•rWW matel

U h downward flow is collected at the bookei of t CMt aIM is Aftite to each Wue
ek"-ent at the lower end aembly. Th flow moves QVtW into the VO-...

moderatr and cold ftit, then radaly inwald tbOu*
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remainder is directed to the noe throat, w.e it is expanded for propulsion. The system as
described here could generate a power level of 2000 megawatts (MW.
The prinipal technology issues and goals related to the engine are (1) verification of the
PBR concept; (2) design and fabrication of fuel particles that would have sufficiently high
melting points; (3) design and fabrication of the *hot" frits to withstand high temperatures and
not react adversely to the fuel particles or to the flow of coolant; (4) design and fabrication of

the engine nozzle to withstand the high temperatures and not react adversely to the propellant;
(5) dsgn of the cold frits to distribute coolant and match flow to power; and (6) design of a
reliable reactor control system.
Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) has the principal responsibility for designing and fabricating
the Particle Bed Reactor components; assembling the various reactors used in the sy.stems tests;
specifying the requirements associated with conducting special nuclear tests; and fabricating and
characterizing the nuclear fuel particles.
Pressu.re Vessel/N

l Asmbly (U)

The Pressure Vessel/Nozzle Assembly would perform the following two tasks: (1)
prnvide pressure containment and support for the PBR, and (2) collect hydrogen gas from each
reactor fuel eement and accelerate the gases through the throat section of the expansion ratio
nozzle skirt to generate thrust. The nozzle throat would be coated with a refractory material to
minimize erosion.

(

and its interface with the reactor is
Adiagram of the nozzle
shown in Figure 2.2-2. The nozzle section terminated by the,dotted line is referred to as the
"cut-back" nozzle, and represents the configuration which would be used for ground based
nozzle testing. The cut-back nozzle would provide prototypical back pressures to the reactor and
would best simulate space conditions. (Testing of the full nozzle in non-vacuum conditions
would result in unrepresentative, and possibly destrctive pressure loadings, and would produce
invalid test results.)
Rp=Uant Management System (U)
(U) The Propellant Management System (PMS) was shown in Figure 2.1-1. Its purpose is to
provide controlled flow and pressure to the engine and ancillary subsystem. The system consists
of the tank isolation valves, pump discharge valve, flowmeter, temperature control valve, mixing
chamber, speed control valve and turbopump assembly. The system contains provisions for tank
pressurization and chilldown/conditioning of cryogenic fluid paths as well as for supplying the
hot hydrogen working fluid to the thrust vector ccntrol actuators or the tMubopmp assembly.

( )

exits the propellant tank, flows
During operation, L OII
through a tank isolation valve and enters the pump secton of the turbopump as=zIy- The
..
pump raises the pressu-e and temperatre of the L to______________
is delivered to the reactor where
the p a
respectively. After exiting the

itis heated to the design temperature of

2.2-3

GROUND.TEST

Figure '..2-2 (U)

NOZZL9 ASSEMB3LY~ (U)

2.2.2 Non-Engine Rockdt Assmbly (U)

(U)The non-engine rocket am
nose shroud.

of the

2.2-5

kmt tank, the

e

t bay, and the

2.3

TEST PROGRAM (U)

(U)This section describes material and component development, fabrication and assembly of the
components, construction of the facilities and ground testing.
2M~Thet
tsing program is designed
to validate each component before preceding to the subassembly level and to validate each
subassembly before proceeding to the assembly level. A high level of confidence will be
achieved at each phase of testing before preceding to increasing levels of complexity. (Soction
2.3.3 describes the philosophy of the ground test program.)
(U) The testing process Ls also designed to minimize radiation exposure to the environment. A
major goal of the program will be to develop particle coatings that will minimize losses of
fission products during testing.
develupment program is shown in

(U) The conceptual flow diagram of the
Figure 2.3-1.

2.3.1 Materials and Component Development and Testing (U)

(W

Material and component development for the E program is a lengthy process in which
m'any firms and organizations would participate. Fabrication and assembly of thefE
components is anticipated to take place at many sites. The principal participants in the
fabrication and assembly process include: (1) Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in Upton,
NY; (2) Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) Naval Nuclear Fuel Division (NNFD) in Lynchburg, VA;
(3) Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in Albuquorque, NM; (4) Aerojet Propulsion Division
of GENCORP in Sacramento, CA; (5) Hermles Aerospace Corporation in Magna, UT; (6)
Garrett Fluid Systems Division (of Allied-Signal Aerospace Company) in Tempe an4 San Tan,
AZ; (7) Air-Research Los Angeles Division (ALAD) (of Allied Signal Company) in Torrance,
NY.
CA; and (8) Grumman Space Electronics Division in Bcthpage,
(U) Some of the materials tests have already taken place but are included in this Description of
Proposed Actions so that the decision maker can gain a full understanding and appreciation of
the research and development that have led to the proposed actions. Tests that have already

been perfomed are so noted.
2.3.1.1 General Material Tehs (U)

(U) The material development and testing ar described below:
Hydrogen Erosion Test (U)
h hydrogen eroson teat would bo conducted at Gumt's facility in San Tat,AZ. This
1U)

te

detmines the resistance of hot frit caididate materials to hydrogen erosion.

The

experiment also sports the development of particle wat materials and investigates the
compatbility of candidate coalig and frit materials. These tes involve flowin gaseoUS Ho

2.3-1
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over samples heated in an induction furnace. Waste products from this experiment include
gaseous H, and Ar and small chips of carbon/carbon and graphite.
Materials Q!mpatiblity Tet(U-)

at
The materials compatibility tests are being performed principally at BNL with additional
tests being performed at B&W and Garrett. The tests determine chemical compatibility among
various materials in a hot hydrogen environment. In these tests, graphite components are heated
in a stainless steel vcswl and are subjected to high temperature hydrogen gas

Helium gas at 350 kPa (50 psi) is used

for purging. Waste products include small volumes of gaseous H2 and He and a small amount
of evaporated alcohol and acetone. Zirconium oxide and boron nitride are used as insulating

materials in these experiments.
Chemical Processes Testing (U)
( ) Chemical processes testing would take place principally at B&W with additional tests to
be conducted at BNL. This testing involves heating graphite samples impregnated variously with
uranyl nitrate, umnium oxide, and uranium carbide in nitrogen, argon, and hydrogen
environments
Waste products from these tests include
the impregnated graphite, hydrogen gas and several micrograms of natural uranium per month.
All the uranium-bearing materials are toxic.

2.3.1.2 Nozzle Mateill Tests (U)

(M

Engine nozl development and fabrication is taking place at Hercules Aerospace
Corporation. The goal of the program is to develop a material which is lightweight, operates
in the appropriate design temperature range of
and is hydrogen
compatible and erosion resistant.

J,

(U) The engine nozzle is fabricated as a single piece catbon-carbon composite stncture. The

structure is formed from a woven carbon fiber pre-form which is then reinforced with a carbon
matrix.

(U) Three types of nozzle material testing would be performed at the coupon level. 1hes are
identified as materials properties tests, materials compatibility (corosion) tests, and mateil
erosion tests. The temperatures and flow rates achieved in the coupon tests are below those
expected in the full scale operation, but are considered -ufficien to properly chwamr'ze the

materials selected; full-scale materials will behave in the PrOtO in a similar mane as the
coupons will behave inthese tets. Bad type of tea is decibed bifly below:

IMUM

paw& N* "NOM ad

01ir.
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1) Materis Eaertie Tests (U)
(U) Material properties tests to provide information to support design tasks and to verify safety
margins would take place primarily at B&W with support provided by BNL. Test specimens
machined from carbon-carbon billets are conditioned to a prescribed temperature in an inert
(nitrogen) atmosphere and tested per standard methods. Procedures include testing for tensile,
compressive, and shear strengths; and thermal expansion; conductivity; and diffusivity. The
waste consists of scrap pieces of carbon-carbon. No hazardous wastes would be generated by

the materials properties tests.

2) Materils Compai1i (Corrosion) Tests

)

(W

Materials compatibility tests, which are taking place at the hot gas flow test facility at
BNL, evaluate the corrosion resistance of candidate coated carbon-carbon materials to hot
, temperatures =
gas at standard flow rates
flowing H gas.
would flow across the samples. Post test measurements
,and volumes
of the samples would be conducted following exposure to determine coating and carbon-cafbon
mass loss.
3) Materials Erosion Tests (U)
(U) Materials erosion tests, would take place at Garrett's hot gas flow test facility at San Tan
to evaluate the erosion resistance of candidate carbon-carbon materials and coatings to hot
flowing H, gas. Hot K gas (at similar flow rates and temperatures as used for the corrosion
tests discussed above) would flow across sample surfaces. Post test measuremeats of the
samples would be conducted following exposure to determine coating and carbon-carbon mass
loss.
2.3.1.3 Fuel Development (U)

(3

The development of refractory materials and coatings for fuel particles, which are subject
to extnmely high temperatures and possible hydrogen erosion, are some of the major technology
goals of the program. As discussed in Section 2.2. 1, the fuel particles consist either of a central
an outer coating of a nonkernel of fissile tatera surrod by oe or more carbon la

fissile refractoyya.

i

(U) Work presentdy taking place at BNL is aimed at dftmin pwperties, cW nstics,

peromanc% and compalbiity of candidate material under reference temperatures and
pressures as well as their raivity with hot hydrogen gas. The exeim t at BNL are carried
,ACcs
inductiCo Dfurnce,
out in ewisting facilities using existing eqipm t such as sistace fu
and gas-flow furunces.
oabcock and Wilcox is aimed at synthesizing the keels. The prmcesss and
(U) Work at
equipment are present at B&W and can be adapted to future variations in kernel constituents with
modif o to the process and equipment. Any of the f~mture variatioms in k= cnt

2.3-4

will have been developed in the laboratory through pilot plant levels prior to ntroduction into
the production line. Thus, none of the processes or equipment used or anticipated to be used
in the synthesis of the kernels fall into the category of new development. The processes and
waste products generated will be a pert of the in-place control system that is anticipated to easily

accommodate this activity.
W Some facility modification was required to complete fuel manufacturing activities in
support of the 0 Program. The modification included the installation of two bed furnaces,
ventilated enclosures, and various process improvement and quality control equ,

1988).

__

()B&W's

past experience in nuclear fuel fabrication using similar materials and processes
would be the foundation for developing fuel particle fabrication methods for the Particle Bed
Reactor. B&W would develop processes for application of high temperature coatings on
graphite and subsequent thermomechanical and thermochemical testing to assure the desired
performance at referenve !mperatures. These would be non-nuclear heating tests to measure
chemical effects and mechanical properties as a function of temperature for different coating
processes. Based on test results, the optimum coating composition, and coating process would
be selected
c

)

The quantities of low-level radiological waste that would be generated by f activities
are estimated to be less than one kilogram (2.2 lbs) per month for about 4-5 years. Small
quantities of mixed wastes (i.e. trichloroethylene (TCE)] would also be generated. B&W has
all the applicable permits required to conduct operations in support of the N program. No
additional personnel, facilities, or equipment are required to conduct operations at B&W.
(U) Potential processes for fabricating fuel particles include a gelation process; a diffusion
process;

These are described below:

Gelatlon PoEM-M 'Ul

(

) The B&W internal gelation process uses a partially hydrolyzed mixture of uranyl nitrate
solution mixed with concetrated hea thyle Ctetramine (HMTA) to form a broth that is
dispersed as droplets into a hot immiscible carrier liquid in which the gelai occurs. Heat
initiates the gelation reaction which reases ammonia by decomposing the HMTA
homogeneously and rapidly throughoul the droplet. The metal prcipitates as oxides on the
sphe-es, which are then spat from the carrier liquid and washed in an ammonium hydroxide
solution to remove the byproducts of the reaction. Following washing and drying, a team of
heat treaiunents are used to convert the "green* kernels to sinteled kernels Of the prop size and
density. For carbide formation, B&W combines highly dispersed carbon with the uranyl nitrates
c conversion preeding the
and converts the oxides to carbides in a high tperature cao

sintering phase of the fursace processes.
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(U) Hexamehylenetettamine has been identified as a slight health, flammability, reactivit and
contact hazard (Primarilly as a Obla and eye irritant), however, B]&W has the appropriate storing
and handling procedures to preclude any impacts on safety. In addition, B&W has appropriate
storage and handling procedures to preclude any impacts on safety for umnyl nitrate, identified
as a radioactive material according to Department of Transportation (DOT) hazard classification.
-ffsion Pros(U)
The diffusion method utilizes a zirconium carbide (ZrC) coated uranium carbide (UC)
sphere. This method involves applying very thin layers (flash coatings) of carbon and zirconium
metal to an uranium carbide sphere using a chemical vapor deposition technique. The particles
are then overcoated with zirconium carbide using standard technology already in use at B&W.
The resultant "kernel* is then heat treated to induce intmr-diffusion of the heterogeneous layers
into a homogenous kernel.

2.3.1.4 Hydrogen Blowdown Tests (M)

(i

Hydrogen blowdown tests are being performed at BNL. These tests obtain data on fluid
mechanics and heat transfer in a simulated PBR. In these tests, simulated no-nuclear fuel
elements of zirconium oxide aie heated to 2070 K (1800 ) and then subjected briefly to K
flow at 7 MPa (1000 psi) and 2270 K (2000 C) and allowed to blow-down. The hydrogen
blowdown tests use the lowest temperatures and pressures possible that will allow validation of
the numerical models. The experimental Apparatus consists of a pressure vessel, heater, and
coolant storage vessel located in a concrete walled enclosure. Gaseous waste products, including
approximately 2 kg (4.4 lbs) of hydrogen per test, and leser amounts of helium and nitrogen
are exhausted to the atmospher.
23.1.5 Particle Nuclear Tests (PlI) (U)

()The

Particle Nuclear Tests (PNT) are taking place at Sandia National Laboratory (SNL).

The tests are a series of in-reactor tests to determine candlidat POR fuel particle behavior
pe-formance limits and failure mechanisms when subjected to nuclear heating for different times,
temperatures and power levels.

This information would be used to improve fabrication

techniques, qualify fuel for additional testing, and determine limitad sfety related information
melease resultng fm partWe failure. (Part
such as size of debris and fission p duct
its f o poduts).
is dfiaed as the point when the parti fully
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failure

i)

The tests consist of the irradiation of small crucibles of fuel in an aluminum capsule in
the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) at Sandia. The fuel particles for each test have a
total mass of 14 grams (0.5 oz) of uranium carbide of which 5.6 grams (0.2 oz) islly enriched
uranium. Two to four tests occur each year, M
The test capsule is filled with a mixture of 4% hydrogen gas and 96% inert gas (argon or
helium). The particles are indiated up to 10 times in each test, after which they are removed
and examined. The radioactive waste products would be disposed of in accordance with SNL's
existing waste program. Estimated radioactive waste products generated during the PNT are
shown in Table 2.3-1.
2.3.1.6 Critical Experiment (CX) (U)
(in) The critical experiments, which were initiated by Sandia and are continuing at the Sandia
Pulsed Reactor (SPR) Facility, provide experimental verification of neutronic computer codes
and allow measurements of parameters which could not be resolved using computer modeling
techniques. The major components of the CX are the assembly structure, fuel, and moderator.
The quantity of waste products produced are 1,140 liters (300 gal) of deionized water, 5 grams
(0.2 oz) of boron, 6 liters (1.6 gal) of solvents, 6 liters (1.6 gal) of manitol, and 5 grams (0.2
oz) of boric acid, and 200 liters (55 gal) of anti-contamination clothing. A NBSHAP permit is
not required since the CX tests do not produce any new rdlonuclides.
2.3.1.7 Fuel Element Nuclear Tests (U)

()

Fuel element development nuclear tests include both component and operational testing
of PBR fuel elements. Component tests include Putted Irradiation Paricle Element (PIPE) tests
and Nuclear Element Tests (NM). These are done with external sources of radiation by

inserting a fuel element in existing tes reactors. Thee testz are dembed below:
23.1.7.1 PuLsed Irradiation Particle ,emew (ME) Tests (U)
The PIPE tests were carried out to verify the basic PBR concept by investigating the
-d
temperatre =I
performance of skgle fuel elements mat
power densities using gaseous hydrogen coolant. The tets recently completed in the ACRR
at Sandia National Laboratories, provided dat on both flow and thmal coditions of cold and

(D

hot frits and design data for the fuel olements.
23.1.7.2 Nuclear Element Tests (NEI) (U)
M) The Nuclear Element Test (NiT) serW consists of fuel ment qutafion tests
carriod out using the ACRRI at Sandia National Labotatories. Two to fouW tas are plannd per
year over a two to three year peiod starting in 1991. Th purpMM of these tests is to
demonstrate the integrity and per ormance of DBR fuel lnem di4ns under conditions of high
tempersture and moderate hydrogen flow. The test series would begin at low temper e with

subsequent tests appn

During each test, a single fue

g

periods in.the ACRR. Waste
isaiod for up to 4 e
element would be raly
production generated during the NET may includ both mixed waste and radioatve wae.
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TABLE 2.3-1
ESTIMATED RADIOACTIVE WASTE
FROM PARTICLE NUCLEAR TESTS (U)

Products

Quantity

Aluminum
Polyethylene
SS-304/316
Tungsten
Uranium-235
Xenon/Krypton (gas)
Zirconium Carbide
Other'

CU~kh;? &""-b4 Si fe a2 a?) of Ai

Type

50
50
50
0.1
0.015
<0.01 Cilyr
0.1

0za2

3

-WW).
8
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Radioactive
Radioactive
Radioactive
Radioactive
Radioactive
Radioactive
Radioactive

06af u40o0.

"w

These wastes would be disposed of in accordance with SNL's existing policies. Estimated
annual quantities (based on performing four NET tests) of such waste are listed in Table 2.3-2.
2.3.1.8 Propellant ManLgement System Testing (U)
(U) Most of the testing of the components of the Propellant Management System wou-d be
performed at Garrett Fluid Systems Division's Tempe facility. Spin testing of the turbine wheel
would be performed at existing test cells at the Air-Research Los Angeles Division (ALAD),
Allied Signal Company in Torrance, CA.
2.3.1.8.1 Turbopump Assembly Testing (U)
(U)The objective of the turbopump assembly testing is to measure the pumping performance of
the turbopump assembly when the pump is supplied with a source of either inert fluids or
cryogenic hydrogen. The testing consists of warm air and steam testing of the turbine wheel,
and cold spin testing of the rotating assembly using a bladeless turbine wheel. All waste
hydrogen generated by the tests would be burned in a flare stack that is vented to the
atuosphore.

iN.P Jst (U)
(U) The pump would be integrated into a standard pump test cell nd driven by an electric motor
or an air turbine motor. The test would be conducted using approximately 37,000 liters (10,000
gal) of water or liquid nitrogen as the working fluid. The pumps would be driven at various
speeds and relevant performance data recorded. Useful pump data would be generated during
component testing using these inert fluids in place of cryogenic hydrogen.
(U) The turbine shaft would be coupled to v dynamometer to mamsure load at various sped-s
under various presure a temperature conditions. Th tutqopump assembly would then be
installed in a test rig that would allow measurement of pump fluid flow rates, pump pressures,
pump temperatures and pump shaft speed while pumping cryogenic hydrOge. The hot-hydrogen
flow rate vould be determined while maintaining operating temperture and pressure at the inlet

of the turbine to satisfy an opemting speod oonditon, Approximately 56,700 liters (15,000 gal)
of liquid hydrogen would be consumed in less than oce hour.

2.3.1.8.2 Hot-llydrwge Gas Genramtor Testin (U)
(U) Garm is msxsible for the hot-hydrogea ga testing. An existing hot-hydrogen gas
generator would be used to denonstrfe the feasibility of generating a slream of hot hydrogen
with a &1atexchanger mhanism. A sealed model of the hot-hydrogen gas gnmrator requim
to drive the turbopwm assembly would be teswd with pressrized hydroge and oxygen.
Temperatures, pressures and flow rtes would be mMuMA to detemine the f.ectiveness of the
cornbst and the hea whag' (Gart 1991).
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TABLE 23-2
ESTIMATED RADIOACTIVE WASTE
FROM NUCLEAR ELEMNT TESTS (U)
Products

Quantity

Aluminum
Beryllium
Molybdenum
Polyethylene

100
55
150
50
100
1.0
1.0
<0.1 Cilyr
4.0

SS-3 041316

Tungsten
Uranium-235
Xenon/Krypton (gas)
Zirconium Carbide
Other2

(U, Maw V"

Vd
t~ib
aUNOa
0

NV 060 %to"&A*

Type

w

Awd .

Om
M34.I or.~

Radioactive
Mixed Waste'
Radioactive
Radioactive
Radioactive
Radioactive
Radioactive
Radioactive
Radioactive

il caa

4 06 bswgus. bosw

00

we 0*
4p
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,
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(U) Approximately 1900 liters (500 gallons) of cryogenic hydrogen and oxygen could be
consumed in less than one hour. All waste hydrogen generated by the tests would be burned in
a flare stack that is vented to the atmosphere. The burning of hydrogen is not regulated under
the Clean Air Act.
2.3.1.8.3 Valve Components Testig (U)
(U) The objective of this testing is to demonstrate the integiity and operational accuracy of the
speed control valve and the temperature valve control actuator. The flow of hot-hydrogen gas
would be passed through the components while it is operated over its control flow range.
Approximately 110 kg (250 Ibs) of hydrogen would be burned in a flare stack and vented to the
atmosphere during each test.
2.3.1.8.4 Cryogenic Component Testing (U)
(U) Development tests would be conducted on the cryogenic components which include valves
and a flow meter to determine their performance in a cryogenic hydrogen environment.
(U) The valves would be instaUed in a test rig that would allow the measurement of port
leakage, external leakage, opening rate, pressure drop, and closing rate. The flow meter would
be installed in a test rig that would allow the measurement of flow accuracy, pressure drop and
response time. Approximately 37,800 liters (10,000 gal) of cryogenic hydrogen would be
consumed in less than one hour. The waste hydrogen would be burned in a flare stack and
vented to the atmosphere.
2.3.2 Fabrication and Assembly (U)
(U) This section describes the fabrication and assenbly of the following components: the fuel
elements, the reactor ad ractor control system, and the Propellant Management Systm.
section also d-scribes the system grouW test atle assembly.
2.3.2.1 Components and Aseblies (U)
2.3.2.1.1 Fuel

emwt Assw

y (U)

)Te fuel lemtnts are assembled by loading the fuel particles intc the annulus between
...
ftit and the cold frit lier. This is done itb a fuel particle loadwg device. This device
would hold d.,element subsembty, expand the 'old fuit liner and homogeneously load th fuel
particlis to a nominal fmx
faction. TM- bed is vibrated to ensure unifonu packing. The
liner assmmbly is placed iWo the cold frit and an end flange is welded to the cold
hot fb
frit. Following a final visual and dimensioa WIpcton, the fu element is either loaded into

thWe shipping coumiw for nportan
lion to the gmind test sati
in the asembly to be wootd.
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for assembly or is installed

2.3.2.1.2 Reactor Assembly (U)
In general, the reactors to be used in ground testing are assembled in the following
seque-ec: Firs, the control devices are mounted on a locator grid plate and this plate is inserted
into the ieactor vessel. Then all of the power and control leads are passed through the vessel
wall. The fuel modules are then installed among the control devices. The hot channel of each
element contains a neutron poison material. The sv'31 plate is placed over the modules and each
one is weld to the seal plate. The support stucture and converging nozzle section are then
added and the nozzle section is attached to the reactor vessel. A neutron monitor would be used
to ensure sub-criticality during assembly.
(U)The appropriate external equipment such as the mixer and turbopump is then attached to the
vessel, partially completing the engine assembly.
2.3.2.1.3 Reactor Control System Development (U)
(
SNL, BNL and B&W would be responsible for formulating control algorithms for the
reactor. Grumman and Garrett would provide control algorithms for the propellant management
system. Grumman would integrate all of these algorithms, and provide the interface to the
control devices and sensors, and verify performance of the Integrated Control System (ICS).
The integration and verification activities would consist of software development validation. For
safety reasons, these simulations would not include use of radioactive materials or hydrogen.
The activities would 'e accomplished at Grumman Space Electronics Division in Bethpage, NY.
2.3.2.1.4 Propellant Management System (U)
(U) Garrett, has chief responsibility for the design and fabrication of the propellant flow control
system and the turbopump assembly. Except for the turbopump assembly, and perhaps the
mixer, the propellant management system is primarily comprised of conventional aerospace
components, which would be fabricated and assembled using conventional aerospace industry
processes and procedures. These processes and procedures include forging, machining, and
welding.
2.3.2.1.5 Test Article Assembly (U)
(U)All individual reactor fuel elzmev.assemblies or eactors would be fully prepared at B&W's
facility prior to shipment io the ground test station. The current test station design does not
include facilities to accommodate reactor fuel elewent assembly.
(U) The reactor manufacturer would prepare these elements as necessary to ensure incident fre
transportation from their facility to the ground test station. All shipments of elements would be
accomplished in suitable over-the-road shipping containers in accordance with Department of
Transportation (DOT) regulations 49 CFR 170-1791. Upon arrival at the ground testing
location, the components would be inspected and any necessary assembly perform to provide
'(U) Se .ctim 2.4.2 for di cuwui of preqrnatiom

p

ee

IWM
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a complete test article wich would then be transferred to the designated test cell for intuallation,
testing, and operatioas.
(U) Assembly actkitie4 would include all necessary quality control activities as specified by the
reactor manufacturer. Thew activities, to be performed by ground testing personnel, would be
monitored as necessary. Oversight requirements which are specified by the reactor manufacturer
may be augmented as deemed appropriate by safety review committees and/or test station
operational supervision.
(U) In the event that the Salety Analysis Report (SAR) safety analysis can not support shipment
of a complete reactor assembly (with fuel elements), the above procedure would be modified to
provide for assembly at the ground test station. Modification to include reactor assembly
capability would require design, construction and operating changes to tL ground test facility.
(U) The Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) will be available in early 1992. Conceptual
evaluations indicate that PIPET assemblies can be shippped and that it is likely (based on nuclear
navy experience) that the GTA and QTA SARs will show that assembled reactors can be shipped
intact.
2.3.2.2 Element/Reactor/Engine Ground Test Factlities (U)
(U) This section describes the facilities for assembling and testing the components for the
element/reactor/engine nuclear testing on the ground. (The alternative locations for these
facilities are described in Section 2.5).

()

Construction of new facilities would be phased to initially provide a sub-scale facility
to aecommodate the initial ground testing. Sub-scale tasts would include less than 50 tests over
a period of tbree or four years. Approximately five tests would be run on each set of fuel
eelments to be tested. These tests would include some deliberate tests to failure of the fuel and

fuel elements to characterize failure mechanisms and margins.
M The sub-scale facility would be expanded later to provide the full-scale facility necessary
to complete the proposed activities in support of the program. The expanded full-scale test
facility would be added to perform the subsequent ground tests based on the results of the test

series performed at the sub-scale facility. The ground test facility would be designed to
accommodate an engie with a capacity of 2,000 MW. It is estimatod that about five ful-scale
test series would be run. Each series may have one to five tests.
2.3.2.2.1 Ground Tot Facity Description ()
(U) le ground tet facility would be constructed in two phases, The sub-scale facility would
include a single test call for the ftwl element test reactor as well as the supporting infrastruoure.

Upon satisfactory completion of tests conducted at the sub-scale facility, the test station would
be expande to the full-scale facility. A detailed acumnt of the tests to be perforned at the suband full-scale facilities gre defib in Sclon 2.3.3.
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(U) Construction of the sub- and full-scale ground test facilities is expected to require an
approximately 18 month period each, with an average work force of about 35 and a peak work
force of about 100. The number of personnel on site during pre-operational activities at the subscale facility would Le limited to approximately 30 security, technical, administrative, and
maintenance personnel. The pre-operational staff of the full-scale facility would be
approximately 50-60. During actual testing operations for both the sub-scale and full-scale
facilities, the number of personnel on site would be reduced to no more than five.
2.3.2.2.1,1 Sub-Scale Facility (U)
(U) The conceptual design of the sub-scale facility is shown in Figure 2.3-2. The facility would
include a control bunker, data acquisition and instrumentation/control systems, a receiving and
assembly building, a test cell, a coolant Apply system, an effluent treatment system (ES), a
remote inspection and maintenance system, roads and services, and safeguards and physical
security. The major features of the sub-scale facility are discussed in detail below:

Control_ BL

(U)

(U) he control bunker would be an earth covered reinforced concrete building from which
access to the test station, activities involving the test cell, and a system to provide video
surveillance over the entire test station would be controlled. The bunker would contain all
control consoles associated with the test facility (SNL, 1990a).
M) Additional facilities would be required to accommodate the heating, ventilation and air
conditioning systems, and nuclear grade filtration trains required to enhance control room
habitability and mitigate abnormal reactor operating conditions. Specifications for the design
of nuclear filtration equipment sufficient to ensure control room habitability during both normal
and abnormal operating conditions would be developed subsequent of the results of the safety
analysis reports associated with the sub-scale test reactor. The bunker would be covered with
an approximately 0.5-m (2-ft) deep earth cover to provide adequate protection from normal
operating radiation fluxes and an improbable but hypothesized severe accident scenario involving
the sub-scale test reactor (SNL, 1990a).
(U) The fire protection system for the control bunker would be desigued in accordance with
DOE/EP-0108, Standard for Fire Protection of DOE Electronic Computer/Data Processing
Systems; Group 2 Ordinary Hazard Occupancy classification; and National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) Standard 13. These codes and regulations specify all aspects of design
which affect fire safety at the ground test faclity (SNL, 1990a).

Datm Acquisition~wi
annstMMetio

Qn/onl Systems (U)

(U) Data Ac~usition Sysm. To suport the data acquisition and storage needs for sub-scale
facility testing, a high performance data acquisition system would be required. The equipment
would be located either within the coatml bunker or on reinforcd concrete pads external to the

control bunker (SNL, 1990a).

_jI
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Pressure, flow, temperature, and neutron flux levels are the
(U) IIs-umentation Syse.
primary control and diagnostic indications required to meet the requirements of both the subscale and full-scale experiments. Temperature wculd be monitored with thermocouples.
Pressures would be measured by pressure taps and conducting tubes connected to strain gauge
transducers. Flows would be directly measured by turbine flow meters, calibrated for the
various fluids required for each test system. Neutron flux would be monitored by fission
chambers and self-powered neutron detectors. Leak detection is also necessary for fluid supply
systems. All signal conditioning and amplificton would be performed in areas within or near
the test cell with each area adequately shielded from the test article (SNL, 1990a).
(U) Co_!trol System. The control system provides the required safety and control functions for
all operations at the test facility. The system consists of sensors, electronics, actuators, and
displays necessary for remote control of all functions associated with the test systems. In
addition, the control system provides visual indication of critical system parameters and process
status to assure safe operation during all phases of the experimental programs (SNL, 1990a).
(U) To prevent an accident from inflicting personal injury or equipment damage, some of the
proposed procedures are to:
1)

Locate the control bunker in an area so that in emergencies all critical
equipment can be safely operated by operating personnel as required.

2)

Provide for an automatic shutdown that would be initiated if a critical outof-range condition is detected.

2,

E~sure that -n .nely controlld components/equipment would move to
their fail safe position (e.g., by spring action) if operational power is lost

(SNL, 1990a).
ReceitLj and Assembly Building (U)
(U) A receiving and assembly building is required at the test site. In this building, the
components of the reactor to be tested at the sub-scale level would be assembled and non-nuclear
,)sting conducted prior to their being transported to the test cell. Sufficient space would be
provided within this building for the normal administrative requirements aswcit with these
activities (SNL, 1990a).
W As conceptualized, the assembly bay contains work areas for assembling the sub-scale
test reactor components and associated instrumentation, as well as areas for operating the
Remote Inspection and Maintenance System (RIMS). These same areas may also be used for
checking the future engine components and reactors upon arrival and prior to installation in the
tt.t cells. A storage vault is required within the assembly building to store the sub-scale test
reactor fuel elements and canister assemblies, which contain ls than 50 kg (110 lb) of Category
M quantities of Special Nuclear Material (SNM) (SNL, 19904).
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Tes Coll (u)
(U) The sub-scale facility would include a test cell to accommodate the initial ground tests (SNL,
1990b). The sub-scale test cell would be an 4iprox.natey 7- to 8-m (25-ft) ucep, 30- to 40-n
(400-f) reinforced concrete structure. Ra"lidcn shielding would be provided by approximately
1-m (3 ft) thick reinforced concrete walls on three sides and a retaining wall on the fourth. The
test cell would be designed to accom',odaw the major components of the reactor and includes
sufficient penetrations to provide fluids, power, and instrumentation necessary for reactor
operations. All construction associa*ed with the test cells would incorporate materials designed
to minimize neutron activation (SNL, 1990a).

2.3.2.2.1.2 Full-Scale Facility (U)
(U) Several components would be added to the existing sub-scale facility to create a full-scale
facility (Figure 2.3-2). Identification of appropriate space on the sub-scale site plan is the only
activity associated with these components, which would be accomplished during the sub-scale
facility design effort. A separate cinsole would be installed in the control bunker for each
additional testing activity to be condicted at the test station. A test evaluation center to
accommodate increased data acquisition requirements, security control systems necessitated by
the additional testing program, and a dis-ssembly building to enable on-site post irradiation
examination activities would all be constructed at the expanded ground test station (SNL, 1990a).

(U) A test complex consisting of additional test cells would be constructed as required to
accommodate the additional ground testing. The proposed complex would consist of multiple
test cells on reinforced concrete slab on-grade. One side of the complex would be open to allow
both access for construction activities and discharge of operational effluents from the individual
cells. The test cells would be similar to those described above for the sub-scale test facility.
The cells would be designed to accommodate the engine test assemblies and include sufficient
penetrations to provide fluids, power, and instrumentation necessary for engine operation (SNL,

1990a).
(U)The reactors would be cooled by cryogenic hydrogen, supplied from the coolant storage and
distribution arma. Cryogenic hydrogen from the coolant supply system would be used to fill any
run tanks associated with prototypic engine configurations and provide necessary cooling
immediately following a design transient. Vacuum jacketed piping would penetrate the retaining
walls and enter the test cell chamber where they would be coupled to the test asaemblas.
Gaseous helium for testing and purging, elecrical power, and instrumentation would enter the
upper chambers through similar penetrations in the same walls (SNL, 1990).
(U) Adequate measures to prevent accumulation of hydrogen gas inside the test cells would be

incorporated into the design. Either air dilution and circulation or a means of inituing the
existing atmosphere would be employed to peclude potetial hydrogen deflagmatlo

detonation in the test cells (SNL, 1990a).
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and/or

Disassembly Buldin2 (U)
(U) A disassembly building with an integral hot cell would be required to accommodate initial
disassembly and post irradiation examination of irradiated fuel elements or test reactor
assemblies. The hot cell would be a closed system; all effluents would be captured and treated
within the cell. The building would have an enclosed warm cell area for unloading each test
article from the cask used to transport the assemblies from the test cell (SNL, 1990a).
B ine Integration Testing (EIT) (U)
(U) Space would be provided within the full-scale test facility to accommodate testing of liquid
hydrogen flow components for integration into the engines. Conceptual estimates indicate that
an area of approximately 150 m2 (1600 ft) would be required to accommodate this testing. This
testing area would provide appropriate blast protection (SNL, 1990a).
(U) An oxygen storage and distribution system would be designed and constructed as a part of
the E[T facility (SNL, 1990a). Approximately 19,000 liters (5,000 gal) of liquid oxygen would
be stored onsite. The oxygen would be mixed with hydrogen in a hot-hydrogen gas generator
and combusted to serve as a surrogate heat source during the BIT described in Section 2.3.3.2.

2.3.2.2.1.3 Process Fluid Systems (U)
(U) The process fluids systems for the sub- and full-scale ground test facilities consist of two
major subsystems: 1) the coolant storage and distribution system and 2) the Effluent Treatent
System (ETS) (SNL, 1990a). These are described below:
2.3.2.2.1.3.1 Coolant Supply System (CSS) (U)
(U) The coolant supply system (CSS) is composed of the hydrogen storage system, the helium
storage system, and the piping and valving for coolant distribution. These subsystems are
described below:
Hydrgen Stoa

Sym (U)

(U) Three types of hydrogen storage vessels are required at the test facility, low-pressure liquid
hydrogen storage, high prsu liquid hydrogen storage, P~M iLgh-pressure ambient temperature
hydrogen storage. The low-pressure liquid hydmin storage wtould provide bulk quantities of
hydrogen for all test station activities. The liquid and ambient temperature hydrogen would be
mixed at high pressure to provide a variable tmpe
hydrogen flow to the filit tes cells
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during test operations. The high pressure ambient temperature hydrogen would also be used as
a pressurant for the high pressure liquid hydrogen storage vessels (SNL, 1990a).
(U) The anticipated storage requirements for the hydrogen storage at the sub-scale facility are:
Low Pressure Liquid Hydrogen Storage: Volume: 420,000 liters (110,000 gal),
Pressure: 210-690 kPa (30-100 psi), Temperature: 20-320K (-250 to +500 C)
High Pressure Liquid Hydrogen Storage: Volume: 115,000 liters (30,000 gal),
Pressure: 20 MN (3000 psi), Temperature: 20-320K (-250 to +500 C)
High Pressure Ambient Temperture Hydrogen Storage: Volume: 310 in, (11,000 fW),
Pressure: 30 MN (4000 psi), Temperature: 300-320K (+30 to +50* C)
(U) Future expansion of the test facility to the full-scale facility could potentially increase these
values by a factor of two.

(U)Reactor safety concerns require that high pressure cryogenic hydrogen be supplied to the test
cell by two or more independ,-nt systems. Thus the total storage volume requirement would be
equally divided among an even number of equally sized storage vessels. During normal test
operation, each independent system would supp!y one half the hydrogen flow required by the
fuel elements; however, the piping and valving associated with each independent supply system
-would be sized to accommodate the total flow required by the reactor fuel. If a failure occurs
in one system the other system would increase flow to the reactor fuel and the test would be
terminated. Operational limits would be placed on tho high pressure LU2 level and the ambient
temperature gas storage pressure to ensure that each of the independent systems retains sufficient
hydrogen to provide an orderly reactor shutdown (SNL, 1990a).
(U) Each of these independent hydrogen supply systems would be protected from projectiles that
may result from the rupture of pressure vessels, piping, or the detonation/deflagration associated
with a failure in the other system. This protactIon would be provided by placing shrapnel

barriers in iocations to isolate storage vessels associated with one indendent supply system
from line of sight with the vessels of the other. Additional protection for the independent

hydrogen supply systems would be provided by placing shrapnel barries in locations to isolate
the high-pressure hydrogen storage vessels from the line of sight of the other storage vessels (i.e.
oxygen) located at the test station. The hydrogen and oxygen storage vessels would be separated
the
a
to
(75 ft) (as secifid in SPA OB) dec
by a minimum distance of 23 m
possibility of contact and detonation/deflagration should a leak occur (SNL, 1990a).
(U) Hydrogen is very reactive in an oxygen environment. To minimi
hydrogen deonation/deflagration, the following would be implemented:

the possibility of

I) (U) The liquid hydrogen storage aea would be grade to flow downhill away from the test
facility to prevent formation of a vapor cloud in the populated aeas and minimize the expoSUre
in tm va of a major lquid hydrog& kak assciate with
of thetestfacilhe fire ha

a dewar or pipiag failure.
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2) (U) Pipe joints, fittings, valves, etc. would be installed with welded joints to the maximum
extent possible to minimize the possibility of hydrogen leaks. All welds would be inspected,
leak tested, and certified for use with hydrogen.
3) (U)Redundant pressure relief devices would be incorporated in the design of all fluid storage
vessels to minimi the possibility of storage vessel overpressure and failure.
4) (U) Pressure relief devices would be incorporated into the design of any piping segment
intended to carry cryogenic hydrogen that would be isolated by closing valves to minimize the
possibility of over pressure and failure due to expansion of trapped cryogenic hydrogen.
5) (U) All lines, valves, and other system components carrying cryogenic fluids would be
vacuum jacketed or protected from inadvertent human contact.
6) (U) Remotely actuated valves would be utilized to the maximum extent possible in order to
minimize human interaction.
7) (U) All storage vessels, lines, etc would be purged with helium to remove all air prior to the
introduction of hydrogen to prevent freezing of trapped gases and/or formation of combustible
mixtures.
8) (U) All lines would be purged with helium after carrying hydrogen to prevent formation of
combustible mixtures.
9) (U) Helium at low pressure would be maintained in the process fluid system piping to aid in
leak detection.
10) (U) Enclosed areas where hydrogen leakage is possible would be maintained in a
configuration to avoid accumulation of hydrogen (ineted and/or ventilated).
11) (%)Large hydrogen flows, such as those that occur during dewar cooldown, rapid venting
of dewar storage, direct liquid flows to the vent, and nonal test op-ations, could be vented to
a flare stack and burned.
12) (U) Hydrogen off-load stations would be equipped with deluge fire suppression systems.
13) (U) Hydrogen leak detection equipment (portable and/or installed) would be incorporated
into the process fluids system design.
14) (U) H-gen fire detectors (infrared and/or ultraviolet) would be incorporated into the
procm fluids system design.
15) (U) Shrapnel barriers would be incorporated into the ground test facility design to protect
populated areas and other storage vessels from projectiles that MAy result from
dezonation/deflagrations in the vicinity of the hydrogen storage vessels.
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16) (U) Hydrogen storage vessels would be separated a sufficient distance from oxygen storage
vessels to preclude the possibility of a detonation/deflagmtion of the hydrogen vessels affecting
the oxygen vessels.
Helium Stomge System (U)
(U) Helium is required at the test facility for purging storage vessels, piping, and test articles;
for pressurizing certain fluid storage vessels; and for removing decay heat from the test cell
subsequent to testing operations. Helium would be stored as a gas at high pressure and ambient
temperatute. The helium storage vessels would be adequately protected from projectiles by
placing shrapnel bafriers in locations to isolate them from line of sight of the hydrogen storage
vessels. The high pressure ambient temperature helium storage requirements for the sub-scale

facility are:
Volume: 135 m' (4,700 ft), Pressure 20 MPa (2,800 psi), Temperature: 300-320K (30 - 50

C).
(U) Future expansion of the test facility to the full-scale facility could potentially increase the
quantity of helium required by a factr of two.
(U) C lant Distribution System.

The Ouids distribution piping and valving would supply

bydrogen and helium to various locations at the test facility in appropriate quantities to support
test and operational activities. Auxiliary equipment required by the fluids distribution system
includes vaporizers to maintain pressure on the bulk cryogenic hydrogen storage dewars during
transfer operations, facility pumps and vaporizers to enable filling the high pressure ambient
temperature hydrogen storage vessels, filters at the fill stations and test cell to maintain fluid
cleanliness, instrumentation to monitor conditions in the storage vessels and distribution systems,
and mixers to deliver variable temperature hydrogen to the test cell. Fluids distribution piping,
valving, and associated components will be designed to operte in the range of 690 kPa (100 psi)
at 20 K (-250Y C) for low pressure U{1 lines to 40 MPa (6000 psi) at 320 K (50 C) for high

pressun- GH2 lines (SNL, 1990a).
(U) Open isolation valves would be located at the inlets and outleas of all pmsure vessels.
Remotely actuated or pressure regulating valves would be used to control the pre sure in the
storage vesls. Pressure relief devices would be incorporated into the design of the isolation
system to avoid over pressuring the storage vessels. Pressure relief devices would also be
incorporated into the design of any fe.e line that may be iMlated when cMrying cryogenic

hydrogen (SNL, 1990a).
(U) Significant rleases of hydrogen would be vented to a coolant flare stack. Operations that
are expected to irelase large quantities of hydrogen are cooldown of the liquid hydrogen storage
vessels, fill of hydrogen storage vessels, and pos- oprational purge of hydrogen feed lines. TM
flare system would be sized for the maximum expocted flow rat reMting from ths operations

(SNL,

29903).
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2.3.2.2.1.3.2 Effluent Treatment System (ETS) (U)
M ) An Effluent Treatment System (ETS) removes potential fission contaminants generated
as a result of some of the proposed ground testing activities. There are three major reasons for
incorporating an ETS into the ground test facility. First, the test matrix which supports a fuel
element qualification program must include routine operations to determine and/or validate
design margins. The potential for releasing a larger quantity of fission products increases as the
operating parameter approaches these upper limits. The eissions of radionuclides into the
ambient air from DOE facilities are regulated by the National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAP) (40 CFR61) Sub-Part H (40 CFR61.90) which specifies that the
emissions shall not exceed an amount that would cause any member of the public to receive in
any year an effective dose equivalent of 10 mrem/year. While the NESHAPS may allow a
member of the public to receive a dose of 10 mrem in a year, the M Program is committed
to a design goal which reduces that maximum exposure to a dose of only 1 mrem/year, or 10 %
of the allowable regulatory limit. An ETS provides assurance that the emissions from planned
activities would remain within the program goals under all postulated routine operating
scenarios. Second, because the f
program is a developmental program, there is some
uncertainty in the actual composition of the effluent; an ETS is required for prudency. And
third, DOE has a policy of reducing radioactive discharges to a level that is consistent with the
current as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) program principles. The effluent treatment
system would be designed to reduce noble gases (xenon and krypton), halogens (iodine), volatile
elements, and other fission products in the form of particulates'.
(U) The effluent treatment system would be designed to accomplish the following objectives:
1) ensure that radioactive material entering the ES remains in a subcritical geometry; 2) cool
the test article effluent to temperatures acceptable for normal engineering materials used in gas
treatment systems; 3) remove particulates and debris from the effluent stream; 4) remove
halogens, noble gases, and vapor phase contamiiants from the effluent stream; and 5) flare the
resulting hydrogen gas to the atmosphere. The effluent passes through the ETS in 5-10 seconds,
although the noble gases are removed and retained for several days to allow decay of the shortlived isotopes.
(U) The design requirements associated with the effluent treatment system specify that it would
remove 99.9 percent of the most penetrating particle size and 99.5 percent of the halogens and
noble gases. These values were based upon the demonstrated performance of thc Nuclzar
Furnace as documented in the March 1973 tog report (LANL, 1973).
(U) The functional relationships of the major components of the ETS are shown in Figure 2.3-3.
The system components would be designed to meet the objectives described above.
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(U)

Cooling Alt-ratm. Tv)

(U) Two alternatives are under consideration to perform the initial cooling of the efflurnat. They
are: 1) a heat sink and 2) cryogenic hydrogen injection. These options may 1w utilized
individually or in some combLaion to provide adequate cooling for the effluent entering the
treatment syster".4
,ecause
of the complewdty a,"
and the large volume of low-level liquid
wastes that could potentially have o f4 soWffied, water injection is not cxected to be
employed. These concepts am described m the foilowing sections:

Beat ink l(U)
(U) The heat sink would be composed of a ge pebble bed. ThIe effluent waIld enter
the pebble &d v- high temperatrme. As the effluent flows through the bed, it woukl be
cooled to the Wntial temperature of the bed. This would be a total energy jimiied system.
The pebble bed would be sized to accommodate the total amount of energy anticipated

to be generaed with an appropriate safety factor. Mterial selection for the pebble bed
is critical since the pebble temperamre at the bd entrance would very nearly equal those
of the effluent. Preliminay calculations indicate that pebbles with a diameter of
approximately 1-3 cm (about I inch) would provide adequate heat transfer effectiveness
without excessive pressure drop.
(U) Wile the heat sink would be a passive system, its use would hroduce some
comphcations into the ET design. By design, this option would store the enenr
.mV
the effluent in a Tar-ge thermal mss. Components to remove this. emTry from die pebble
bed must be incrorated into the fl$ desWi . if the pbbie bo is to be cooled by
flowing a gas thImugh t bed, tis cooipm Mom,: wcud be asswne to be rdioactively
to pass the cooling gas
conaminated and tmau4 as such. it would pryobably '-a w--4t;s
through the remainder of the UT componens Tkas actviy has the potential to
significantly increase the life cycle requirmats -f the VIh. Also, a reactor failure
which resulted in the introduction of & large qwwiy of the core material into the heat
sink would yield a difficult ckwanu p .a rut&-. przblen and may require prmature

disposal of the pebble bed as low lv-"t woa.
(V Using a heat sink to cool $# VS Ims 'b disadvantages. First, is the eventual
disposal of the mast--ie rbc td This would increase waste handliug and
disposal requirements.

Secod, ther would be an additional need for process fluids

(probably hydrogen) to toi te bed post-test. -Tis would have implicatioas for
And fially, th longer cooling periods
increased pmc.s fluis sorage rqu-n.
wouid require addtio- iowver.
(U) The mjor advaWsg of this concept ari that I) it is a totally passive system and 2)
it provides a lage theral mass that may help i
e the effets of soM sveM core

disruptioi acciden.

'M
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(1) T e second option would j0 iarg quan~ltiu of cryogenic hydrogen directly into
the efflun trM atki lower the bulk temperatre through mixng. This would be a
power
imited conceT whe're the rewux coolant flow rate is established by the power
g-eated by th U article. Coli.Og by this method would significantly increase the
design flow rate for the remaining cmponents in Wie system (increasing hydrogen storage
requirements) and would resa i a lvrgr overall ETS systcm.
Other Comonents of BTn (U):
(U)A debris retention device would be inporawdinto the M design to serve as a core
catcher (to collect any debris that may be produced by failed fuel elements) and to divert the
sffluent flow. This device would be designed to ensure that the material retained within it would
be maihiaiiud in a subcritical configuration. Both cyclone and impactor concepts are being
e-41uated to perform this function. Preliminary calculations indicate that these devices could
remove 99 % of the particulates greater than 100 microns in diameter from the effluent stream.
Consequently, it is anticipated that the majority of debris resulting from a fuel element failure
would remain in the debris rention d5vice.
(U) The effluent is then passed through a filter media dmigned to remove 99.9 % of the most
penetrating siz of the remaining particulates from the stream. In addition to providing an
efficient removal media for small particles entraie in the effluent stream, the filters also
provide a certain amount of redundancy for lar
particles which escape the debris retention
device. Granular, sinted metal, and HWA filter, as well as other media, are being
conside ed to perdorm this function.
(U) I&effluent stream must be cooled to cryogenic temperatumrs to remove the radioactive
noble gases and halogen from the effluent stream. This final cooling would be performed by
injecting liquid hydrogen into the effluet stream.

(U)Incorporation of a gas-to-gas heat exchanger into the system is under consideration to use

the low temperature effluent exiting the M-S to pMe-.ool the effluent prior to removing the noble
gases. Preliminary calculations indicate that inclusion of this compownc could rodce the, flow
rate downstm of the final mixer by a fact of two.
(U) Cryogenic adsorpion beds and cold tps are under
oonieaton
for use to remove 99.5 %
of the halogens and noble gases from the effluen stream. The performance of the cryogenic
adsorption beds is a function of the bed temprture, the total bed volume, and the volumet4,
gas flow through the bed. The bed design must consider the panmejrs to enure retentiol
of the radioatve halogens and noble gases. The applicabity of col trs May be limited du-.

to the very low Aiad c

at

of the 0ntaminants.

(U) Since cryogenic adsorption beds and cold traps proMe only twmpormy r ation of
radioactive gases, a final collection and/or disxs method must be imladed in kn effluent
t ws for dM"y of the short half
proesing system. Ruention of tse g&s for several days als
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life constituents and results in a significant reduction of radioactive discharge to the environment.
One alternative would be to isolat the cryogenic beds and/or cold traps and vent the gases to
a cryopump. This concentrated waste would then be disposed of in an appropriate manner. A
second alternative would isolate the adorption beds and/or cold traps and allow decay of the
radioactive gases followed by controlled venting to the atmosphere. These methods will be
futher investigated during th, &finitive design process.
(U)An effluent monitoring system would measure the radioactive and particulate content of the
discharge stream on a real time basis in the various ETS stages and as released to the
environment. This would alert the operator to releases of radmioactivity and/or particulates in
excess of prescribed limits (i.e. NESHAP) and would also provide post-run quantitative estimates
of total releases made to the environment during each run.
(U) Finally, the remaining treated effluent would be vented through a flare stack. Intentional
burning of the remaining hydrogen effluent would prevent the accumulation and potential
denotation/deflagration of the hydrogen in the vicinity of the test <ell (SNL, 1990a).
(U) The incorporation of a metal hydride storage system into the ETS is under consideration to
adsorb the majority of the hydrogen effluent during test operations. The hydrogen would then
be released from the metal hydride in a controlled marimer after test operations at a greatly
reduced flow rate. This concept has the advantage of de~aying and retaining the effluent for the
short term and allowing a significant downsizing of the FTS components.
2.3.2.2.1.4 Roads and Services (U)
(U) Roads and other sexvice facilities (utilities such as water, power, and emergency services)
would be constructed as necessary to support the operation of the test station. Standard
construction practices for dust suppression would be followed (SNL, 1990a).
2.3.2.2.1.5 Site Security (U)
(U) Security at the sub-scale facility would be provided by a perimeter fence. Security would
be upgraded at the full-scale facility to include appropriate fencing with security cameras and/or
other detection devices. The security at the facilities would be in accordance with applicable
DOE requirements.
2.3.2.2.2 Fature Facility Use (U)
(U) A: the completion of the planned test series, the site would be cleaned and decontarrinated
to a degre that would facilitate its eactivation should the need arise. Decontamination and
decommissioxing (D&D) of the site is presented in Section 2.3.3.5.
2.3.3 System Ground Testing ()

(n)

This section describes the ground testing of the PBR engine system using a gas-cooled

reactor.
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The philosophy of the ground testing activities is to gradually approach prototypical
conditions anticipated to be experienced
Table 2.3-3 shows the matrix of
demonstrate the technology
would
testing
ground
system
proposed
The
activities.
testing
ground
through a series of tests over a five or more year period leading to the qualification of the
Particle Bed Reactor (PBR)
. In general, the ground tests are sequenced to
commence with fuel element testing, progress through multiple assemblies that gradually
approach prototypic condition, and culminate in a prototypic assembly fully qualified for
application to
4 Specificlly, this test series includes the Particle Bed Reactor
Integral Performan'e Element Tests (PIPEi) and the Engine Integration Tests (EIT) as well as
tests of the Mini Ground Test Articie (mini-GTA), the full-scale Ground Test Article (GTA) and
the Qulifyig Test Article (QTA).
MThe primary effluent from these tests would be hot hydrogen gas expelled from the

reactors.

=.

The hydrogen would be intentionally ignited (flared) after passing through
the system. Upwards
each test (SNL, 1990a).
in
used
be
could
hydrogen
of
lb)
(110,000
kg
of 50,000

()
Fission-product retention performance of the fuel particles would be evaluated during
testing activities which would be conducted prior to initiation of the ground test series. Quality
assurance data for U.S. fuel similar to that planned for ust in the reactors indicates that, during
normal operations, 99.99 percent of gaseous fission products would be etained
there is the potential for increased fission product release (Vernon, 1991; Wright,
1991). Prior to ground testing, specific release fractions would be evaluated during a planned
test program. Analysis of related research and assessment of projected operational conditions
were used to predict the following release rates: noble gases, 8 ; halogens, 5 %,volatiles; and
particulates, 0.4 %. The vast majority of solid fission products would be retained (SNL, 1990b).

()

Subsequent to completing the flial operating cycle associated with a core assembly, the
test article would be removed from the test cell and transferred to an appropriate location within
the test station complex to allow for decay of the radioactive fission products, followed by
appropriate post irradiation examination (on or off site) and ultimate disposal. All necessary
transportation would be performed in appropriately shielded containers in accordance with
applicable federal (DOT), state and local regulations. Tanspostation is discussed in detail in
Section 2.4.2.
Paned Ie

Qpea

n (U)

(U) Standard operating procedues would be prepared for each test. Each test series would be
carefully planned to include written procedures and formal review and approval. Procedures
would also be developed for mateial receipt, storage, preliminary assembly, postirradiation

component disassembly, inspection of major components, and associated transportation
requirements.
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(U) A Remote Inspection and Maintenance System (RIMS) would be provided to permit timely
evaluation of the test reactors in a high-radiation environment. The capability to conduct
multiple operations using the same reactor core assembly depends on the ability of this system
to verify the integrity of the fuel element prior to commencing each reactor operation (SNL,

1990a).

(U) Each test sequence would undergo a comprehensive safety analysis as described in Section
2.4.3. Analysis of safety would be conducted in accordance with DOE procedures for
preliminary and final Safety Analysis Reports. An outline of the Preliminary Safety Analysis
Report (PSAR) for PIPET is provided in Appendix B.

Environmental Qualification (U)
(M
The engine would be qualified for many environmental extremes. Component level
qualification tests conducted by suppliers would be the primary means of qualification for the
following environments: humidity, vibration, shock, acceleration, noise, overpressure, and
temperature. Sub-scale and full-scale development testing at the ground test site serves to
confirm that the operationally imposed system level stresses are not more severe than the levels
at which the component was qualified. Fox the radiation environment, the ground test program
serves to qualify the total system, and inclusively, the components thereof (Grumman, 1991).
(U) The engine would also be qualified for shrapnel impacts. The necessity of considering
shrapnel impacts is based on the possibility of high velocity fragments resulting from potential
turbopump disassembly impacting other components. This, in turn, is based on the breakup
characteristics of the turbopump, and its placement relative to their components. The need for
qualification testing for shrapnel exposure would be determined when turbopump development
has progressed to the point where these characteristics can be identified (Grumman, 1991).
2.3.3.1 PIPET (U)

()

The PIPET test would be the first self-sustained, power producing PBR test. This test
would demonstrate the reactor fuel element operation at prototypic power densities,
temperatures, pressures, flow rates, and power durations. The reactor would contain seven
prototypic fuel elements. Data would be obtained on the fuel element, materials, and thermal

hydraulic performance.
PIPT Des-crtion (U)
(i ) The PIPET configuration is shown in Fipre 2.3-4. Th current design indicates that
the physical size of the reactor is

While the PIPET moderator design continues to evolve,
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The reflector assembly would consist of reactor grade graphite. The reflector assembly
can consist of either cooled or uncooled graphite assemblies. Cooled assemblies may be

(U) Under the current design, this nuclear reactor has at least two coolant requirements, the first
for the PBR fuel elements undergoing testing, and the second for the safety rod assemblies and
confinement structures (SNL, 1990b).
Pre-Test Activities (U)
(U) The PIPET fuel elements and major components can be shipped to the receiving/assembly
building for assembly. [A second option is to ship the assembled devices as one unit.]
Department of Transportation (DOT) certified containers are available for either type of
shipment. Following receipt and component assembly, preoperational inspections and testing
would be required. Upon completion, the reactor components would be taken to the sub-scale
test cell for installation for further preoperational testing and test operations.
PIPET Teting (U)

(i)The initial PIPET assembly would consist of

prototypic elements and
Supplemental

low-power assist elements may also be plcdin the PIPET moearreonf necessary to
mri
assure sufficient reactivity

Ecof

cores ol1

subjected to 5 operat cycles at a maximum power level of 550 MW, for as long as 500
seconds per cycle, with a minimum of 7 days separating each operating cycle (SNL, 1990b;
SNL, 1990a). Krypton, iodine, volatiles, and particulat would be present in the exhaust
stream. The total inventory for a 500 second run is shown in Table A.l-1 in Appendix A.

(W

The hydrogen coolant would enter the reactor at temperatures

while the
ydrogen coolant from the moderator and reflector assemblies and the aety rods would exit at
significantly lower temperatures. Additional hydrogen coolant may be necessary to cool the
nozzles and their attachment (SNL, 1990b).
(U) Cryogenic and ambient temperature hydrogen would be mixed externally to obtain high
pressure cryogenic hydrogen, which would then be supplied to the test article. Hydrogen would
be used fci immediate post-tet cooling of the reactor core, followed by purging and decay heat
removal using helium at moderate flow rates hnd tempear (SNL, 1990a; SNL, 1990b).
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I) As part of the PIPET testing, one or more fuel elements (described in Section 2.2.1)
would be tested to failure to determine the design margins. Failure would occur when the
available fission product is sufficiently low so as not to impinge on NESHAP requrements.

Failure of

would still be more than an order of magnitude below NESHAP

standards, while failure of one element would be more than two orders of magnitude below
NESHAP standards. (Minimizing the number of fuel elements in the system allows for lower
coolant requirements, smaller quantities of special nuclear material, and smaller quantities of
fission products than would be present if a full size engine were tested.) (SNL, 1990a).

IELfflent (U)
MM The primary component of the effluent stream is high temperature hydrogen gas at a
Trace quantities of noble gases (xenon and
krypton), iodine, volatiles, and particulates could be present in the exhaust stream. The effect
of 5 runs of 500 seconds each on the inventory is shown in Appendix A to be small.
(U) The PIPET effluent would be processed by the Effluent Treatment System (ETS) to ensure
that concentrations of radioactive material effluent are maintained to a level as low as reasonauy
achievable (ALARA). (The ETS was described above in Section 2.3.2.2.1.3.2).

() The maximum fission product inventory associated with PIPET is thut inventory which
could result from a single operation of 2500 seconds at a maximum power level of 550 MW(,
(1.375 E6 Megajoules). The maximum fission product inventory associated with PIPET testing
would be reduced by radiological decay below the 550 MW inventory by the 7 day separation
between the 5 operating cycles. The radiological dose' from the PIPET tests without the ETS
in place would be 8.8 x 10" mrem while the projected dose from the PIPET tests with the ErS
in place would be 9.7 x 10. mrem.
PIPET Dose Rates (U)
M) Post irradiation dose rates from the PIPET systems, at one meter from the surface, are
expected to range to a maximum of 500 rem/second during operations, 3 rem/minute 24 hours
after shutdown, and 3 rem/hr several days after shutdown. There would be a necessary
cooldown period of up to several weeks prior to core removal after a series of tests.
Engine Component Tests (U)

()

Engine Component Tests at the PIPET facility are a series of development tests to expose
system components to the hot hydrogen and radiation environment. A special nozzle may be
installed to tap off hot hydrogen to feed such propellant management system components as the
mixer, the speed control valve and the turbine. The PIPET radiation environment would be used
to expose and evaluate critical flow or control system components.

')
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2.33.2 Engine Integration Tests (E=) (U)
(M Engine Integration Tests C(ETs) would be tests designed to demonstrate the propellant
management system without an operating reactor in the loop. A mock-up of the entire f
system would be tested using a gas generator system to produce hot hydrogen to power the
turbopump for system checkout. The gas generator system would consist of a liquid
oxygen/liquid hydrogen combuster, a steam/hydrogen heat exchanger, a liquid oxygen tank, a
liquid hydrogen run tank, and a tank pressurizing system. Chill and purge procedures would
be developed and leak checks and functional tests performed. Off design and failure mode
testing would also be performed. The EIT series would establish the confidence in the control
and feed system necessary to allow proceeding to the Ground Test Article (GTA) engine system
tests. Under current plans, the EIT series would be performed at the system ground test facility
described in Section 2.3.3. The use of off-site facilities for portions of the EIT are also being
evaluated.
M
During the EIT, liquid hydrogen at pressures of 310-345 kPa (45 to 50 psi) would be
fed into the pump side of the turbopump assembly; the gas generator would produce hydrogen
gas at temperatures of approximately 2700 K (2430' C) which would be used to drive the turbine
side of the turbopump assembly. Performance of various components at measured pressure,
temperature, and flow conditions would be monitored. Waste products consisting of hydrogen
and helium gases and steam would be vented to the atmosphere. Individual test runs would last
a few seconds to several minutes periodically throughout the ground test program.
2.3.3.3 Ground Test Article (GTA) (U)

()

The Ground Test Articles (GTA) are a series of from two to six reactors which gt,?dually
approach the desired prototypic conditions of the QTA. The GTA design would evolve from
technical information derived during PIPET and other program testing. The GTA tests would
employ the cut back nozzle configuration, and through a progressively expanding test envelope,
expose the nozzle to the full mission profile values of temperature, pitssure, flow iate and
nuclear radiation fields.
2.3.3.3.1 Mini-GTA (U)
(U) The mini-GTAs are
designed to be subscale versions of the GTA.
Subsequent to satisfactory operations associated with PIPET, two mini-GTAs would be subject
to tests in the same sub-scale test cell used for PIPET.

()

The mini-GTA reactors would be designed to represent more closely a prototypic full
size GTA fuel element and would be operated similar to the PIPET in the sub-scale facility test
cell. Approximately 5 tests, each of 500 second duration, would be erformed on each of the
product rnventory in the two reactors similar to that generated in the PIPET cores. The total
inventory for a 500 second run is shown in Table A.1-1 in Appendix A (SNL, 1990b). The
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radiological dose from the mini-GTA is expected to be the same as that for the PIPET (8.8 x
10-' mrem without the ETS in place and 9.7 x 10" mrem with the ETS).
2.3.3.3.2 Full-Scale GTA (U)
(
) The full-scale GTA test series would demonstrate a complete
PBR operation
with feed and control hardware and a full complement of instrumentation including the prototype
planned M
sensors. Multiple tests (up to five) would be performed on each of the full-scale
GTAs (up to four). The tests would build up from critical (zero power), to low power, to
somewhat less than M operational power and temperatures
I.
These tests would demonstrate controllability and stability at full power and rapid start-up and
shutdown under computer control over a simulated Wull mission profile. The engine mass would
be approximately

(W

The test series would progress from a cold flow test in which the hydrogen gas is passed
through the reactor while the core is held in a subcriticL! condition to tests in which the reactor
is held critical at full power levels. The initial test would have the instrumentation and controls
attached remotely to the test article.
Subsequent tests would be conducted with the
instrumentation and controls attached directly to the test article to more closely simulate
prototypical conditions.
W The duration of each test would be on the order of a few minutes. The maximum time
at full reactor power for any individual core assembly of the GTA test series would be
approxi-nately 1000 seconds (SNL, 1990a). The test matrix associated with each of these reactor
cores could potentially generate a fission product inventory (described in Chapter 4) resulting
from a single 1000 second operation at a maximum power level of 2.0 GW (2E6 megajoules).
The total inventory for a 1000 second run is shown in Table A.1-2 of Appendix A. These tests
would be conducted at intervals to allow for reactor cool down and evaluation of data between
tests (SNL, 1990b). The radiological dose from the GTA tests is expected to be 5.9 mrem
without ETS in place and 6.9 x 10" mrem with the ETS).
The GTA baseline design includes a turbopump assembly which supplies cryogenic
()
hydrogen to the reactor at the design operating pressurms and temperatures. During operations,
the coolant supply system must supply liquid hydrogen directly to the test article at a

(U) Cryogenic hydrogen for the full-scale GTA test series would be supplied from a large liquid
hydrogen tank and pressurized using a turbopump assembly included as a part of the test article.
An alternate design would employ a facility pump to supply liquid hydrogen from low-pressure

storage tanks. The supply system selected would depend upon design trade-offs.
(U)Approximately 1,000 kg (2,200 lb) of hydrogen would also be used for immediate post test
cooling to be followed by 15,000 kg (33,000 lb) of helium at sufficient pressure [approximately
1.4 MPa (200 psi)] to complete the cool down, purging and inerting of the test articles, the test
cell and the MS. This procedure could take several weeks (SNL, 1990b; SNL, 1990a).
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2.3.3.4 QuaUfication Test Article (QTA) (U)

(M The Qualification Test Article (QTA) would be a complete engine system. It would be
identical to the M test article in every way possible, and the test profile would be identical

(Mn

The QTA baseline design includes a turbopump assembly which supplies cryogenic

reactor is assumed to be 1000 seconds. The total inventory for a 1000 second run is the same
as the inventory for the GTA shown in Table A. 1-2 of Appendix A. (SNL, 1990b). The
radiological dose from the QTA is expected to be the same as that for the GTA (5.9 inern
without the ETS in 1ae and 6.9 x 102 iremn with the ETS).
(U)Following the test, hydrogen from another tank would be used to initially cool the QTA test
article. Then ambient temperature helium would be used for final decay heat removal and
purging. As with the GTA, this procedure could take several weeks (SNL, 1990a).
2.3.3.5 Decontamination and Decommissioning (D&D) (U)
M) The ground test facility wouldic developed in support of wactivities. However, the
same facility may be used to support related research and development of nuclear propulsion
systems for other applications. This facility is expected to be adaptable for use by other such
programs following appropriate safety and envi-onmental analysis and documentation.
(U) In the event that a period of inactivity should become necessary, the facility would be
preserved in such a fashion that re-activation could be accomplished with the minimum of
expense and ina timely manner. All readily accessible areas would be decontaminated to a level
allowing eneral access in accordance with appropriate safey requirements.
(U) Upon ompletion of usable service, the facility would be decontaminated and the area
restored to as near original state as deemed pctical by the cognizant authorities at the time.
DOE Order 6430.IA (General Design Criteria) would be applied to the design activities to
enhance eventual decommissioning acd-vities.
(U)A decontamination and decommissioning hD)plan would be prepared for the ground test
facility prior to the acceptance of any special nuclear material Thc plan would be consistent
with Department of Energy Order DOE 5820.2A Chapter V: Decommissioning of Radioactively
Contaminated Facilities and would contain the following elemevnts:
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(a)

(U)physical, chemical, and radiological chrceiainal data or references to
such dats;

(b)

(U a summary evaluation of decommsinn
including the preferred alternative;

(c)

(U) plans for meeting reqpuirements from the environmental review process
(Natonal Environmental Policy Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act, the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act, and the Superfund Amendments and Reuhrzton Act) and all necessary
permits;

(d)

(U radiological criteria to be used (modifications, if any, to guidance presented
in appikable PH Orders must be approved by tir Headquarters progrM
organization and EH-l);

(e)

(U)projections of occupational exposure;

(f)

(U) estimated quantities of radioactive waste to be geneivted; and

(g)

(U) detailed administrative, cost, schedule, and management information-

alternatives for the facility

(U) The D&D plan would be updated at the completion of testing at the sub-scale level and at
the completion of each major test program but no less frequently than every five years.
2.3.4
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SUPPORT ACTIVITIES (U)

2.4

(U) This section describes waste management, transportation issues, and safety.
2.4.1 Waste Management (-U)
(U) This section describes the radioactive, hazardous, and non-hazardous waste management
procedures that would be followed as part of the Ml program for wastes generated by ground
testing activities. Each type of waste is also shown in Table 2.4-1. The waste management
procedures are described in a generic manner. Site specific waste management is described for
each alternative testing location in Chapters 3 and 4.
(U) Materials and component development facilities will generate small quantities of waste as
a result of program activities. Site-specific waste management and inputs of 0 Program
generated waste at the facilities are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. Ech individual
facility would be responsible for the management of waste that are generated at that faciity.

d?
igtiye Was ! (U)
(U) All radioactive waste materials generated during program activities are classified as defens
wastes, whkh would be nanaged in accordance with DOE Order 5920.2A (Radioactive Waste
Maaagerent), DOE Order 5480.11 (Radiation Protectioa for Occupational Workers) as well as
any local protection regulations or guidelines. The radioactive wasw potentially generated would
be high-levei waste (HLW), transuranic (TRU) waste, low-level waste (LLW), and low-levoi
mixed waste (MW). Each type of r.dioactive wasp, and its impact on waste management is
doscribed below:

(5)

It is currently anticipated that with the relatively short
tiyrej.
operating times, the fuel material would not contain any TMU's in excess of 100 nCi/g and the
resultant materil would be cetified s fissionable st .peimens. Any associated waste
products would be disposed of as LLW. The only material anticipated to be generated in
program ground testing activities that would be certified as HLW would
association with the
be in fh form of spent reactor fuel. Should this occur, the HLW would be isolated at the
ground test station pending f&I disposition which would be accomplished in accordance with
the defense HLW program procedures.
v

d

f

(U) T
__Wna
at Transuranic wastes from program activities are not anticipated to
exceed 30 m (1000 M. The TRU wasta would primarily be the irradiated fuel elements, if the
concentration of tranuranic materials, elements with atomic amber higher than 92, were

greater than 100 sCi/S.
(U) Low-LeI RadioaCtive Solid Waste: It is anticipated that the low-level radioactive solid
waste generatod by the program would be on the order of 46,000 cubic meter (1,600,000 cubic
,eet) over the life of the proect. [Included in this ae an expected 6,10D m' (220,OO ft) of

concrete and steel and 1,500 n' (50,000 ft) of aluminum from docontaminatin and do-
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commissioning activities.] The possible use of a pebble bed cooling system could increase the
volume of LLW by up to 10 percent.
(U) LLW requiring disposal would consist of solid wastes from the handling, cleaning and
disassembling of the canister assemblies as well as contaminants removed directly from the
effluent stream. This material would be transferred from the testing location to the local
radioactive waste management site for disposal. In addition, the irradiated fuels and irradiated
test samples would be disposed of as LLW provided that thse materials are determined by DOE
to be wastes.
(U) Mixed Waste: Some mixed waste may be generated during program activities. This would
include low-level radioactive materials contaminated by solvents or solvent residues. It is
(7 fM or that material that could be contained in a single
anticipated that no more than 0.2 m&
210 liter (55 gallon) drum would be produced by program activities. Mixed w tes would be
,ontained at their point of generation and characterized, for eventual compliance with Land
Disposal Restrictions (LDR), and the installation waste disposal requirements. Every effort
would be made to minimize or totally eliminate quantities of mixed wastes generated by the
testing.

Hazardous Waste (U)
(U) Very little hazardous solid wastes would be generated during facility operations. Hazardous
wastes that would be produced as a result of facility operations include limited quantities of
solvents and materials such as gloves, paper, and cloth that contain absorbed solvents. The
quantities of hazardous non-radioactive waste material anticipated to be generated during the
ground testing activities are estimated to be approximately 15 in' (500 Mt). Generation of
hazardous waste would be minimized by controlling the quantity of solvent material used in
association with all activities at the testing location.
(U)Hazardous wastes generated as a result of operations would be collected at the ground test
station up to a specified limit of 210 liters (55 gal) per waste stream and then transferred to the
Area 5 Hazardous Waste Accumulation Pad for ultimate disposition at an EPA-approved
treatment, storage, and disposal facility offsite within the 90 day accumulation period. All EPA
and DOT regulations (i.e. 40 CFR 262-263 and 49 CPR 100-199) for the handling, sanpling,
manifesting, packaging, and shipment preparation of hazardous wastes would be followed.
Non-Hazardous Waste (U)
(U) Sanitary effluents generated during construction activities would be collected in temporary
facilities and removed by the designated waste removal contractor. Post-onstruction sanitary
effluents would be discharged to the septic tank/leach field system provided at the testiag
location.
(U) Facility onmstuction would generate typical quantities of non-hazardous wastes normally
associated with these activities. These wastes would be temporarily stored at the construction

site pending fina dispsa at an appropiate saitarylan fill in accodance with the rqieet
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conservatively estimated 50 kg (110 ib) shipment of U-235 would not exceed 100 milliCuries
(mCi). This is significantly below the 200 mCi limit for A2 quantities and would not require
shipment in a Type "B" shipping container.
(U) All proposed shipments consist entirely of fresh, non-irradiated uranium fuel which results
in negligible radiation exposures both at the surface of the transportation trailer and within the
driver's compartment. Radiation surveys at the point of origin would demonstrate that
spreadable contamination levels are negligible and well within 2000 disintegrations per minute
per 100 cm (DPM!100 cm2). All shipments would comply with the requirements of DOT
regulations (49 CFR 170-179).
(U) A criticality analysis has been performed and there is currently no credible scenario which
could cause the material to be repositioned into a critical mass during a hypothetical roadway
accident. In the event that future analyses identify a credible scenario which results in accidental
criticality, the quantity of material to be shipped would be reduced below the threshold level for
that criticality accident. In the event that the SST vehicle is involved in an accident, the worst
case scenario involves spreading the fuel particles over the ground in close proximity to the point
of the accident. Should this occur, instrumentation is currently available to locate the dispersed
material and acceptable methods currently exist to recover all the nuclear fuel.
2.4.2.2 Irradiated Materials and Special Wastes (U)
(U) Transportation of specimens for post-irradiation examination is routine between test reactors
and laboratories. Existing DOT approval procedures would be used. All shipments of
nrdioacidve materials including Special Nuclear Material would be accomplished in accordance
with the specific requirements at NTS or INEL. Anrangements would be made through the
respective installation O&M contractor (SNL, 1990b).
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sty

Picy (U)

itThe
Program involves reactors and a test facility which are owned by DOE,
located on a DOE site, and operated by a DOE contractor. It is the policy of DOE that all its
activities be conducted so as to ensure the protection of the environment and the health and
safety of the public and workers. With respect to radiation hazards, it is DOH's policy, as
stated, for example, in DOE Order 5480.11, to implement radiation protection standards
consistent with guidance promulgated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the
recomiendation of both the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
(NCRP) and the andaWs imposed by the Nuclear Rgulatory Cominilion (NRC) on its

icenss. Fuakr, it is DOI policy (as stated in Title 10 Code of Vederl Regulations, Part 20)
ta all oxpsuaes and reblaes of radioacve materials are to be kept as low as reasonably

achvable (ALARA), taking
n
beneflu, -mdother eleva criteUi

on the State of the technology, economics, oietal
Radiation eosures
ulting frMn aW
within

boundarits of the UVAItd si*k* would be sbown by analysis o be less than those given in 10
CPR I0 ftr the
grund test facility, the more ewictive requirenes of
ANSI/AM 15.7
t 6ar
i evaluation are pplied.
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i
Nuclear safety requirements, derived from existing applicable regulations, dose
standards, and guidelines, would be, incorporated into all appropriate design specifications and
program. T7he reactor systems contractor, the national
test plans for the
laboratories, and the flight vehicle contractor would verify through formal reports and a
systematic schedule of reviews end assessments that designs, specifications, and test plans meet
accepted nuclear industry safety requirements. The reactors would be designed to avoid
inadvertent criticality under any circumstances.
(I) Specific information regarding nuclear safety policies is available in The Safety Policy
.
program"
Implementation Guidelines and Goals of the
(U) Specifically, safety considerations would include:
1) (U) protection of health and safety of the public,
2) (U) protection of the health and safety of employees where program activities are
lixformed,
3) (U) protection of the environment and lands from contamination or damage as a result of
program activities, and
4) (U) protection of the property and facilities used in the program.
(U) It is the policy of the

*

program that:

1) (U) Safety would be considered sd incorporated into each activity or system from the
onset. Safety must not and would not be treated as an aftetthought.
2) (U) Safety would continually be considered and asessed throughout the design,

development, tosting and demonstration phases of theU paogrm.
n) (U) Explicit consideration of the effects on safety would be an essential element of every

design, development, test and oprational decision made in the 0
4) (U) Safety considerations in the !

program.

program would indude considmtion of credible

abnormal and accid&ut siAtions that coud ouw during te cati life-cycle of the program.
5) (U) The M program would meet mandated, statutory and legal requirenments for safety.
of
The requrements to be met include Air Force Flight c mdatious, DePatoi
National
Environmet
the
Orders),
the
Energy Ondes (and thos standards incorporated by

Policy Act Wr~EA), the Occuptional Health and Safety Act (OS9A, and applicable DO0D
requirements.
6) (V To the extent practicable, the I

p.gmt would mk to achieve the highea levels

of saety , the deen, tesing, opean ad denontation of the 0tachlogy. Eve
Mated&- pO u
mtk
pmctical effort shU be made to maintln fi due to raniatiw and
levels .
to A
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7) (U) Safety is the responsibility of the line management of the U program. Each
individual in the Program shares in the responsibility to achieve outstanding levels of safety.
(U) No tests would be performed without the safety reviews required by applicable regulations.
The Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) is the initial treatment of safety. Its objective
is to provide reasonable assurance that all applicable standard can be met, i.e., that all credible
safety issues have been identified and can be adequately resolved before testing begins.
Approval of the PSAR is required to initiate construction of the test facility. The Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR) presents the data and analysis substntating that all safety issues have
been resolved. Approval of the FSAR is required to initiate testing.
(U) A Safety Analysis Report (SAR) is in preparation for the initial (PIPET) tests. The elements
of the SAR are presented in Appendix B.

Safegards and Security

)

(U) Safeguards and physical security would be provided for protection of both
Special Nuclear Material (SNM) contained in the sub-scale test reactor fuel elements and the
classified information and components, that would be present at the test station. An expanded
safeguards and physical security system that would provide adequate protection for
I Special Nuclear Material (SNM) and classified information and components, would also be
located at the test station during full scale testing activities (SNL, 1990a).
(U) An *improved risk" level of fire protection would be used. .All fire protection systems
would be. fabricated and installed in accordance with National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) Standard 13 for Ordinary Hazard Group 2 (SNL., 1990a).
Effluent and Fnvironmenl Monitornzg (U)
(U) Monitoring programs at t&e ground test facility would be conducted to detemine: (1) the
oveall impact of facility operations on the environment, (2) whethr environmental levels of
radioactivity comply with applicable tandards, (3) whethe containme and control systems at
facilities are functioning as phlnne, and (4) log4m trends of coamtrationa of radioactivity
in the environment and any chasnps in those
d. Hnviroane= impacts are teteminod by
measuring radionuclides in the avironae, whee ucb meaureets am possible, or by
modeling the uanport of =&vuc
through envirome
pohways in cases where
pal
environmental concttions aft too low to matrei. Measure
within the est facility and
at the tea facility liduy ae frequtaetly cxpred to sinia measurements of bckrod

locations.

All z e,'ur

43) Lhz environmeWI
of the test facilt me
foods, anu or anima.
Includesthe ollci
Pwgram wowslt s m

e

zcma would be coqared to applicl eaviroumnal

pthways by whikh adioctivity mud affect the popukwon in the vicinity

huo direct rdiati exposure, atmqbaic Vrans, soil, waw,
IU ewvWw
mmkoto pmgmn for the tes faicrtY and Viinity
ma lys ofample fromths pot a puM wy.
e
existing onviacaita psopam. in awads wbere they do mnt povide

for adequate monitoring of all potential pathways associated with M program testing activities.
The analytical methods for environmental samples are carefully reviewed to verify that such
analyses are made with sufficient sensitivity to verify compliance with appropriate standards.
High reliability is obtained by a stringent quality assurance program.
Hydoge Safety (U)
(U)Introducti

: Large quantities of hydrogen have been used at industrial and rocket facilities

for a number of years. A review of cryogenic hydrogen safety issues related to bulk storage and

operations is given by Edeskuty (1991). This article does not identify any extraordinary safety
requirements for the use and handling of large quantities hydrogen in an industrial environment.
Reider and Edeskuty (1991) state that "The accident experience with hydrogen, other than its
use in lighter-than-air craft, has not been inordinately worse that the accident experience with
more commonly used fuels." NASA has documented accidents and incidents with its use of
large quantities of liquid hydrogen in Ordin (1974). This article states that, "The records do,
however, indicate a very high level of safety with hydrogen." Of the mishaps identified by
NASA, only half the hydrogen releases to the atmosphere resulted in ignition. Hydrogen
releases to enclosures had an even lower ignition rate of 25 % (Ordin, 1974). The majority of
the NASA mishaps resulted from operational and procedural errors (Ordin, 1974). Track record
for other applications is not vastly different. Lkrgv amounts of liquid hydrogen were also used
in the NERVA program and the safety hazards have been documented (Reider and Edeskuty,
1976; Edeskuty, 1964). Industrial experience with hydrogen accidents in the period 1965-1977
has been assembled (Zalosh and Short, 1978). Other general references on hydrogen safety are
(Chelton, 1964; Edeskuty and Reider, 1969; Roven, et al., 1970; Hord, 1976, Suaniere and
Tellier, 1983; DOE, 1990f; DoD, 1991; Edeskuty, 1991).

(U) ftazs/s: The main hazard in the use of hydrogen relates to combustion. Hydrogen will
bum in akir over a very wide range of hydrogen-air composition and is easily ignited.
Deflagration-to-etonation transition of hydrogen-air mixtures is possble over a wide range of
composition (4-75% hydrogen) if there are flame acceleration promoters (obsucle generated
turbulence, fast hot jets, etc.) (Sherman, et al., 1985; Sherman et W+, 1989; Tiem.0, et al.,
1987), Hydrogen exiting from I.aks from hydrogen storage or supply systems into air will form
a diffusion (unpremixed) flame if there is an ignition source. A unique hazard associated with
thesMmea istt they bur with
a pale bue flame ta isvWAy invisible
to t naked eye in
daylight. Hydrogen embrittlement of metals and the hazards common in the use of high pmssu
gases need to be coaderd inany design of a hydrogen system.
() The use of liquid hydrogen ixtroduces additional hazards. The sel
condensation of air
can enrich the local oxygen cot
increasig the possible violce of hydrogen bums. Ifthe

system is not purged of air, oxygen crysals can be formed in the liquid hydrogen, and liquid
hydrogen-solid oxygen can form a decad" mas. Tere must be proviN for veing in any
potential fixed volu=i whe liquid hydrogen, or even col gaeu hy&rogen, might collect.

If tnrpe ina fixed volume, the pressure builW as heat ewmen can ruptire the sysfm. At the
cryogenic temporatures of liquid hydrogen the material used must be carefully select

adequt per

a at these low tmpeairs

to en-sur

I=M: Hord (1978) has compiled an annotated bibliography of reguations, standards
(J)
and guidelines for hydrogen sfety. The elevant CFR documents are included in this list of 79
mferences. All relevant regultions, standards and guidelines for hydrogen safety included in
this list of 79 references would be wet by the final design of the ground test facility. Of the
references cited, particular note is given to t1e NIPA Pamphlet No,50A for gaseous hydrogen,
1FPA 50 for liquid hydrogea, and CGA Pamphlet 0-5 for hydrogen. Thse documents have
provided the basis for hydrogen afy and handling for the ground test facEty design. Air
Force regulation I7.-I00 (USAF, 1990) is a more general reference of 'Explosive Safety
Ha-.rds" with sow.n relvance to hydrogen safety standards. This regulation has also influenced
the facility design. Facility strcturt desig consideraions are present in DoD (1969). ThstW
refmnced standards, as supplemented by available safe handling procedures published by
facilities currently handling significant quamities of hydrogen, would form the basis for

developing siW seIfic sq

handling proedure

':
A nmlber of feareArc have been incorpurated into the facility design
(U) Faci~ty
to d'Cedu.cthe pcenti safety and envirMental impacts of storing and using Iare quantites of
hydiogen. These features are described in Section 2.3.2.2.1.3.1. Several of these features are
of particular vote and ar dizumed below.

(U) The general facility layout k intendo4 to enhance hydrogn safey. All hydrogen storage
would be ina concntrated a1eA on-cra& be.ow t of the other structures of the fac ity. A
ridge separates the bulk hydrogen stonp. from the twlt cells. ThM other facility sftcturDS
(control bunker, receiving/assembly build , dkssm biy buildiug, c.) would be uphill from
the storage area. Any liquid hydrog le I1o d dnii away from the other facility stUctes.
The facility structures would be protecte from pms&wt I4ss And pivicels that nibt tMlt
from detonations and/or deflgrations in te .hydng~ storage areas by both thde Aa-al earth
batriers that result from the facility layout and by shrApnel bariMs. -SkirVotW barriers4re
the hydron st0=40 ara
incowporated into the facility design to preclude lim of sig bt
areas.
and the facility structures and popuwatd
(U) All components in the process fluids system (CSS and ET) wouh be welded in pl= to
te
poca for hydroe leaks. At locations whMre
tht, maximum extent possible to minimi
leaks way occur (flanged fittings, valves, pumps, etc,) ipp ride 1"k and fire 4eww wd
relief would be
fir protcion would be incorporWd into the syste m des . Press
incorporated i
any coj--<ne or piping run that may carry cryogeWc hydtog ad be
isolated, This would protect these compoaenz from ovespts=c and poteal rutr should
cryogeaic hydrogen become traped in them and warm up.

(U) The pro,= fluids system is being deind to alw purging prodU

to ensure that no

combustionable mixtur s would result when hydrogen is itOd
into a line or ompet
be either ineted or
would
hydrogm
crmlift
Any nmnctuts that have the po ial to
mitu=s would
vetilted with sufficient qualities of freth air to aur that no oWsi
occur. Avoidn hydrogen accumllatIon is a nAjor conside i, Mthe ficy degn.
(U) Open air dtontion of hydrogen could expo the facility stMutres to v46ros degree of
A CMdUri4 nomal
ovcpwssu=. All sigaificat quantities of hydrogen rekasud to th,
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operations of the facility would be flared so tViat large quantities of hydrogen do no, accuMulate
in the vicinity of the facility.
(U) A major hydrogen lea could re-sult in a potential risk to the facifly. The oveipressuros
resulting from deonations can be estimated (Shermian, 1985; Twesze, et a., 1987; Sherman,
et al., 198). Overpressure estimates resulting frorn appropriate off-nial. operating conditions
would be incorporated into the facility design to minimize any damnage to the structures and
ensure protection of the test articles and other critical components.
U)It should be noted that the facility accident cas. considered to date have assumed 100%

release of the radionuclide content of thee aticle being teste. This bounding case is independent
of the initiating event, Thus, no hydrogen accident could result in a source term greater than
for the cases analyzed, i.e., the mdiological consequenc ef hydregen accidents are b-oud
by the miaximum bypothetical acciden aii'ady consi~dered. Fu~fllennore, the e~xpedence with
hydrogen handling in the U.S. desribed earlier has demonstated that the Probabilities of
hydxogn accidents causig severe dnmge cnbe made Vqiy low by the proper use of applcable
design guides and safety stadads.
(UJ) The poternial relesvs frm other radioactive ntwzials stored on-site wou4 always be w'.!c
less than the tes stilt inventory analyze. lie only: tlrr irndiated and by-product maerials
stored on-site would be long-cooledl test artiles or elemot in Ae below-gm'le temporry
storage auea or the thick-waile disassembly Wildng The probability that thes area -Would
be damaged sinutaneously with the test twacle is extremely low given the Pitysical saration
ai hydrogen sfey cotdertkmus eplfr to tW oveoral facilit 4pg aid operatibn.
(U) The Final Setby Analysis Ptpofl ~will inctge a pobability nsk asst-.mctfl of the n~plear
hauad associated with hydrogen bumrs and rzposiozt.
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at othe sitesW
oinely hadled at a number of NASA V-0, Private ind4sy.7 and V0rwoit tear Oenten
amod the, United StMAe. The renOwaess of al. sitcs bebg comwM&'_re for tW m4precludes non-ntdologca ikpact from hY&rOgWaaccdent Mgnilles4y 4Th-int Peopc.
pnqWtY off-site.
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2.4,4

=Test Saty (U)

2.4.4.1 General Issues (U)
M)Nuclear safety roquiremients would be incorporated in the
power system design, and operational caatrsis

*design,

the

(U) System design safety requirements would include the following:
Reactivity control - the reactivity control system would be capable of escalating the
reactor to full power or reducing the reactor from full power to a subcritical state.

-(U)

Instrumentation - the =instrumentation system would permit continuous ground
monitoring of reactor performance including reactor power levels and rate of change;
control element position; coolant flow rate and temuperature at reacto inlet; coolant exit
temperature; and the status of the reactivity control system, the reactor shutdown system,
and the redundant actuator power source. Each redundant element would also be
monitored.

-(U)

Automatic reactor shutdown - the reactor automatic shutdown system would use two
independent methods of achieving and maintaining subcriticality; be capable of sensing
conditions calling for shutdown and atmiclyshutting down the reactor in event of
failure of the reactor control system, excessive coolant outlet temperature, loss of electrical
power, demand for SCRAM (automated shutdown)
o xesv
neutron flux; and not be subject to common caue failure.

-(U)

(U) All reactor systems would be designed, analyzed, and reviewed through the nuclear Safety
Analysis R~eport with acceptable' margins of safety and without loss of capability to perform
their intended safety functions in all environments encownterad during storage, handling,
These-environments include: humidity, vibration, shock, aceeaton, acostic noise,
overpressure, temperature, potential shrapnel impacts and radiation.
M)Operationaa

recpuirezents would preclude
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2.4.4.2 Prevention of Indvertent Critcailty (U)
In order to assure safety and protection of the eavironment, it is necssayy to positively
prevent the reactor from becormg critical prior to the moment inteded, and to positvely assure
&aplrmn
under all conditions
that criticality can be effectively terinamted. This

-eutn qupetiafndnzLe
rm=-kto
,a set of "poison rods" (rods
To keep the reactor from b==~ig critical
which are composed of neutron absorbaing material, prinicipally boron) could be inserted into the
reactor hot gas channel. The rods would remain in the reactor until they are extracted

(U)T7hese rods would positively inhibit reactor criticality by absorbing any excess neutrons that
may result from changes in reactor geometry caused byM
= or defo-mations resulting from fire, and by prvniginctuas in reactivity due to
change in moderator characteristics caused by intrusion of fluids as a result of
(U) Ite rods are in addition to, and entirely seat and dstinct from the reactor safety
SCRAM system, which can positively turn off the reactor and the reactor control system, which
controls reactor power level.

Wi~Ado~ (U)

72A

I
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2.5 ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION (U)

(
Only the no action alternative is an alternative to the proposed action. The no action
alternative is that the M
would not carry forward with the 0 program. Component
assembly and fabrication, and ground testing would fiot be carried forward,. The no action
alternative would not davelop and demonstrate the PBR propelled rocket technology.
2.6 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT NOT CARRIED FORWARD (U)
(U) The following alternatives were considered but not carried forward,:
2.6.1 Alternative Fuel (U)
4 ) Any material to be considered as an alternate fuel for the PBR engine would have to be
either fissionable or fertile. The only potential candidaws which meet this criteria are all
isotopes of thorium (in), uranium (U), plutonium (Pu), or Californium (Cf). To be finther
considered, the material must be available from an existing manufacturing process, capable of
surviving high temperatures, require minimum weights to achieve criticality, and minimiz? the
impact to the environment resulting from either manufacturing or utilization. Thorium was
rejected as a candidate material because it would require a mass which exceeds the maximum
weight requireuents for the PBR engine; plutonium was rejected due to the M health risk
ar,-ciatd with its use; and Californium was rejected because of its non-availability.

i
Only u-inium remains as a candidate material. Two uranium isotopes were considered,
U-'33 ind U-235. T-Aditicnally, reactors requiring fast response times have used fully enriched
U-235 as the basic fuel form. Uranium-233 introduces both a significant negative fuel
tempe-atuI coefficient due in part to doppler broadening of the resonance escape peaks and a
longer neutron ifotime which results in a slower system requiring a larger quantity of fuel
matefial than a compLabb: U-235 system. Currntly operating fuel manufacturing processes are
capable of providing uranium-233 in very limited quantities. Increasing U-233 production would
also increase the quantity of w-Ase products associated with fuel production, compounding an
existing adverse enviro..ental situation. The proposed current U-235 fuel form, which is
avaibble from existing stockpiles, pY vides the maximum system performance while minimizing
potentially negative environmental imracts.
2.6.2 Alt

ative Propellant (U)

(

One aternatlv- considere? 4t not carried firward, would be to use helium rather than
hydrogen as the propelat. Because helium has larger atoms than hydrogen, its use would
necessitate increasing the size of t~e fuel pellets to allow free passage of the helium through
them; otherwise a prassure dfto would be created across the cold frit that would exceed its
structural capacity. Increasing the size of the fuel pellets would reduce the surface to volume
ratio and decruase the potential Isp of the roc&t. The use of helium as a propellant would result
in an Isp that is about 70 r
tf
for hydrogen (Hill and ?eterson, 1970) and would not
accomplish the
.
[Evn if the lowe' Lq were acceptable, helium would
require storage ad M IS at tempemures of approximately 4 K (-270 C), a significant
increase in complexity over the storae reqfiarements of hydrogen at 25 K (-250 C)].
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2.6.3 Materials and Components Testing Alternatives (U)
2.6.3.1 Simulation of Testing and Operating Conditions (U)
(U) Another alternative considered but not caried forward, would be the simulation of testing
of phsical testing. The performance of materials,
and operating conditions in
__
_could be simulated by computer codes.
components, assemblies and_ _
Significant simulation is presntly included in Mew program and extending this effort would
be po:sible. Simulation of teting a opetin conditions does not allow validation of
Eliminating physical testing decreases the
component performance 6".
chance of the program's success.
2.6.3.2 Integrated Bench Scale Tests (U)

()

Another alternative considered but not carried forward, wcald be to perform bench scale
tests that incorporate PBR technology, fluid management and ETS to provide a cost effective
validation of the system prior to testing at the sub-scale facility. The use of this alternative to
develop the PER technology would not fully demonstrate the viability of the system
2.6.3.3 Continued R&D of Components and Assemblies (U)
(U) Another alternative considered but not carried forward, is to continue researh and
development of the rocket components and assemblies until more data is available on the new
.
his would extend the schedule without
technologies being developed for
moving toward meeting the objUe fIiprogram.
2.6.3.4 Water Injection Cooling of Effluent Stream (U)
(U) One alternative considered but not carried forward, is to cool the BIS effluent stream with
water injection. Due to the high heat of vaporization of water, this concept showed potential
for being an efficient cooling option. However, water cooling greatly increases the complexity
of the overall system. During normal operations, this concept would require tens of thousands
of gallons of water to be used to cool the effluent stream. There is the potential for this entire
MTS water supply being contaminated. All nmovd water [approximately 3,800,000 liters
(1,000,000 gal)] would be required to be analyzed for radioactive naterials and hazardous waste
constituents. An additional potential diffculty with water injection is that large energy releases
may occur from chemical reactions of water with debris (primarily Al and Be) that may enter
the ETS during some postulated test article faire modes. Because of the complity added to
the system as well as the large volume of low-level liquid wastes that could potentially have to
be disposed, water injection was rejected as an Mut cooling altenatve.

2.6-1

2.6.4 Ground Test Modifications (U)
2.6.4.1 Extend Intervals Between Tests (U)
(U) Another alternative to the development and testing program as proposed would be to extend
the time interval between tests to reduce the impact of the radiological dose from the ground
testing by allowing time for radiological decay of the fission products. Ibis would intuitively
appear to offer two benefits. First, the total fission product which could potentially be released
in an accident would be reduced. Second, the average annual radiation fraction release would
be reduced.
(U)However, a s-udy (described in detail in Section 4.7) showed that most fission product decay
would occur within one day of each test. Greater intevas than those proposed do not reduce
radiological doses or improve safety to any appreciable degree.
2.6.4.2 Engine lategration Test (EIT) Performed at Alternate Location (U)
(U) One alternative considered but not carried forward, would be for the non-nuclear
components of the engine to be completely integrated at the test station or partially assembled
and tested at alternate locations and shipped to the ground test facility and mated with the PBR
for GTA or QTA. The EIT could be performed prior to delivery of the system to the ground
test facility. This alternative would increase the risk of damage to the engine during
transportation without an offsetting decrease in mironmental impacts from alternate site testing.
2.6.4.3 No or Partial Engine Integration Test (E!l) (U)
(U) Other alternatives considered but not carried forward, include testing the individual
components only without performing an engine integration test or performing a combination of
component testing and partial integration. These alternatives would not fally demonstrate the
integrity of the engine components prior to the GTA and QTA tests, itimasing tfe probability
of project failure.
2.6.4.4 No PIPET (U)
(U) Another alternative considered but not carried forward, would be to eliminate the PIPET
tests. Such a measure would eliminate the potential dangers associated with this test, but would
increase the uncertainties and dangers associated with the subsequent ground tests (GTA and
QTA). This alternative lacks an effective demonstration program which would ensure the
success of the program.
2.6.4.5 Long Duration Runs at Lower Power Levels (U)

(i)Another

aternative considered but not carri

forward, is to conduct lon

duration

ground tests at reduced power levels. For example 4-5 hour tests at 2300 K (2030 C could be
conducted. Such tests have already been conducted for other applications. The

progntm

requires the development of a propella system that geaertes extremely high tempenrtures [i.e.

2
~1

for short durations. Long duration runs at lower power levels would not
demonstrate the integrity of the PBR system at
2.6.4.6 No Ground Testing of PBR Engine

temperatures.
W)

(U) Another alternative considered but not carried forward, would be to eliminate the ground
testing completely. It is theoretically possible to conduct a rocket engine development program
without recourse to ground testing. However, the objective of a development program and the
history of actual programs argue strongly for a comprehensive ground test activity to be an
integral part of any new
(U) The history of engine development programs shows that component and system failures are
frequently encountered. Failures impose penalties and may put successful development in doubt.

Beyond the development issues associated with typical rocket engines, this program introduces
new considerations in regard to the effect of possible failures on radiological safety and
protection of the environment. Thes considerations strengthen the rationale for comprehensive
ground testing.
(U) Ground testing permits progressive build-up of the test article and progressive expansion of
the test envelope. Initially, the test article can be a simple assemblage of a limited number of
system components, which is tested at low stress levels. From this starting point, an incremental
series of tests are conducted which confirm satisfactory operation, develop confidence in the
system, and allow testing to progress to more complex levels of assembly at more severe stress
levels, culminating in the full system configuration at full mission levels.

f

()

The proposed ground testing activities that support the
program provide a means of
demonstrating PBR technology in several distiuct phases which progress from testing the
individual fuel element to operating a prototppical QTA.

(i ) Elimination of the ground test activities would reut in placing a completely new nuclear
thermal propulsion technology into

the following:

1)(U) Performance of the PBR fuel material at prooyic operating parameters including
reactivity worth, fuel temperature, pressure, reactor power density, and full power

opeating drations.
2)

(U) Adequate safety margins from which the maximum safe operating envoe can

be determined without destructive testin.
3) (U) the abiity of the automated digital contol algrithms, to control the reMor.
4)

(U) Th ability to cool tre uOn modeating materaL

(U) Eliminatin

ground testing woud decrease the chinces of a su sfl
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2.6.5 Alternative Propulsion System (U)
2.6.5.1 Chemical ftzeled Vehicle (U)
Another alternative considered but not carried forward, is to power
with chemical fuels only. A chemical fueled rocket of similar size to that p weed by
vea when scaled to very larg sizes, chamical fueled rockt cand Racive the

performnance of a M rocket (Grumman, 1990).
2.6.5.2 AlterntIve Nuclear Propulsion System (U)

(i)Another alternative considered but not carried forward, is the use of alternative nuclear

propulsion system concepts forOte
nuclear thermal propulsion concepts being consdered may have comparable hsp, however, only
the PBR concept can also provide the high thrust-t-wi it ratio needed for

2.7 ALTERNATIVE GROUND TEST LOCATIONS (U)
Three separate sites at two major DOE lnstallatiors have been identified as meeting the
exclusionary criteria. These sites are the Saddle Mountain site at the Nevada Tet Site (NTS)
and the QUEST and LOFT sites at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Thse sites
meet the prncipal exclusionary criteria required: (1) similar nuclear activities program to screen

the PBR activities, (2) 15 km (9 mi) distance to the nearest urban area, and (3) federal
owatziap of the facility. Both of the DOE insalltions have considerable infrastcture support
but the Saddle Mountain and QUEST sites would require new construction for all ground test
facties while the LOFT site would provide existing infrastructure but require modifications to
existing facilities as well as some new construction. All three sites would require maintenance,
testing, waste management, and ultimate disposition or decontamination of the test facility (THG,
1991). A deciption of the site selection process is provided in Appendix C.
2.7.1 Saddle Mountain Test Station (SMTS) - Nevada Test Site (NTS) (U)
(U) The preferred site for the ground test facility is the Saddle Mountain site [which will be
henceforth referred to as the Saddle Mountain Test Station (SMTS)] of the Nevada Test Site
(NTh), The location of the SMT'S is shown in Figure 2.7-1. The principle reasons for
preference f this site include remoteness (i.e. no nearby activities), seclusion of the site location
(ease of controlling access), distance to the site boundaries (essentially equidistant N-S and EW), integrated emergency response capability, and favorable topography.
(U) The facility is proposed to be constructed in the northwest section of Area 14 in the Nevada
Test Site, south of Mine Mountain Road and west of the Saddle Mountain Road. Distances to
the NTS boundaries are: north 34 km (22 mi), south 30 km (19 mi), east 23 km (14 mi) and
west 23 km (14 ml). Access to the test area, Shoshone Transmitter and Receiver sites and the
balance of Area 14 is controlled by the Nevad Test Security Branch of the Nevada Operations
Office Safeguards and Security Division (SNL, 1990b).
(U) Selection of the SMTS would require new construction for sub-scale and full-scale test
facilities. These facilities are desribed in Section 2.3.2.2. Other infrastructure required for
the site include power lines, phone lines, roads, a deep water, well, water storage tanks, and
roads.
Power and Telhone Lines (U)
(U) An approxinately 4-km (2.4-mi) long power tn
sion line would be required to connect
the facility to the existing power lines. Th iswlation of a stepdown transormw would also
be required. An approximaely 3-km (2-mi) long phone line would be required to tap into the
existing phone lines. Additional power capacity may be nwdeid for the SMT . This power may
be available by upmdin& the NTS power grid bw. pmsent plans assume large but transportable
generators to be boated at the SMTS. Sine peak power is required for a few houra for each

test, the total eney geew A e iWs produced by diewl motor geamtors would be so
small that air quality peaits would not be required.
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(U) Three gravel roads are required: a 900 m (3,000 f) entrance access road, a 700 in (2,300
ft) water tank access road, and a circular loop road surfaced with oil. The portion of that road
near the test cell would include a reinforced concrete working surface designed to accommodate
loads up to 70,000 kg (80 tons). Approximately 4,200 3 (5,500 yd') of material would be

excavated to accommodate the roads. Existing secondary roads would also be widened.

sani=sym (U)
(U) A sanitary system would be required for the peak 50-60 person on-site staff during test
preparation. The most appropriate system for the site would be a septic tank which drains into
a leach field. It is anticipated that less than 19,000 liters per day (5,000 gal/day) of sanitary
waste would be produced.
Water Sup&l (U)
(U) Water would be provided from an existing 1,120 mrer (3,680 ft) deep, large diameter
oxploratort drill hole located near the axis of Mid-Valley, about 3.5 km (2.1 ni) southeast of
the SMTS The well is not used for water supply purposes for any other activities at NTS.
Pumping depth would be at about 610 meters (2000 ft) below the surface. For construction and
the subscale tests, a PVC water supply line would be laid on the ground surface to the SMTS
and a portable generator would L'e used to supply power to the pump. For the full-scale systems
tests, considerntion would be given to constructing a 2.5-km (1.5-mi) buried waterline and
installing a new 4-kn (2.4-mi) long power line from the exiting line along Mine Mountain Road.
Wellhead development would consist mainly of laying a 12 x 12 meter (40 x 40 ft) concrete pad
and installing necessary piping, valves, and meters. Access to the wellhead is by an existing
unimproved road. Water would be stored in two 945,000 liter (250,000 gal) storage tanks which
would be placm in an elevatod area of the site.

u

A

(U)

(U) Construction of the test facility would require eath removal and fidl for the i

test site and

water tank installation and grading for the roads. The cut and fill required are approximately
28,000 m' (36,000 yd) and 20,000 ml (26,000 yd') reswpAvely, The total area impacted at the
Saddle Mountain Test Station is anticipated to be less than 40 hctas (100 res).

2.7.2 Idaho Natkma Engineerig ,aboxtMa

3

On,) (U)

Two sites within the Idaho National Eqglerft Laboratory INEL) are also bieing

considered for the ground test facity. INL kcated in the southaswrn pan ot Idaho, has th^
support facilities for nuclear reactor testing. Over the past 35 years a total of 52 reactors have

been oerated them. Te locations of the two s
2.7-2.
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QUEST and LOFt, are shown inFigure
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2.7.2.1 QUEST Site - Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) (U)
(U) Distance from the QUEST site to the ENEL boundaries are: north 38 kn (23 mi), south 27
km (17 mi), east 16 km (10 mi) and west 30 km (19 mi).
(U) The facilities requirements for the QUEST site are similar in many respects to the SMTS
site. This site would also require the construction of a sub-scale and full-scale test facility (as
described in Section 2.3.2.2). There are some differences, however, in the types of
inftastructure required:
Power and Telehone Lines (U)
(U) Approximately 1.2 km (0.7 mi) of new power transmission lines and 9.2 km (5.5 mi) of
new telecommunication lines would be required to connect the proposed location to the existing
utilities. The construction of a switch and substation would also be required.

RQIA (U)
(U) An approximately 5 km (3 mi) gravel road would be required to connect the QUEST site
o the existing roadways. Onsite gravel roads would include approximately 1.7 kim (1.0 mi) for
an entrance access road, a water tank access road, and a water well access road. The portion
of that road near the test cell would include a reinforced concrete woddng surface designed to
accommodate loads up to 70,000 kg (80 tons). Approximately 5,000 m' (6,500 yd') vi material
would be excavated to accommodate the roads.

51MIM

1xau (U)

(U) A sanitary system similar to that required for the SMTS would have to be consCd at the
QUEST site.

LIC So&~l (u)
(U) An approximately 140-m (450-ft) deep well would be requhYW to provide water to the site.
The water would be stored in two 945,000 liter (250,000 gal) storage tanks. A water rights
armt
gO with the Idaho State Water eu=
Board allots N
2.3 md/s (82 cfs).

PWbkW&[ (U)
() Consucdon of the ten facility would require earth removal and fill of about 25,000-30,000
the roads.
andsame
grading
site and water tank insalltio
yd3) for the M st Sitels
m' (33,000-39,000
as tfor
about te
Thetowam
ratare&*1die
ba boC5f1atC
area mpa a atthe
QU ST t afcpetobe
Tlhe towl

SMIS: kss than 40 h
l
dsate for c

r (100 acre).
additiimbout 8 hect&
of the aces road.
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would be

U

2.7.2.2 LOFT Site- Idaho National Ezgneer-Ing lAboratory (INEL) (U)

program ae already located at the LOT

(U)Existing facilities to support the

site at INEL. Approximate distances to the INEL boundaries are: not -18 In (ii mi),'south
45 km (28 ml), east 17 km (11 mi) and west 13 km (8 ni).
(U) The existing facilities at tOe LOFT site consist uf a receiving/assAmbly/hot cell facility, a
certified ASME pressuIm vessel (continment structure), a contol bunker, PIE facilities, and
administrative space. An approximately 2.6 km (1.6 mi) railroad tak connects the containment
structure to the receiving/assembly/hot cell facility. A security fence with guard stations is aiso
in place.
It is likely that the
(S) A number of modifications would be required to the existing acil.
tests. T'"the
to
accommodate
to
be
reconfigured
have
would
building
control
receiving/assembly/hot cell facility may require modest modification to accommodate the bm zest
articles as required.
(U) Use of the LOFT containment structure as the test cell would require construction of procss
fluids storage and piping, the MIh, and the flare stack near the pressure vessel. The, test article
would be secured to one of the special rail cars moved to the LOFT containment structure and
connected to coolant fluids and the ETS. Following the test and after a cWol-down period, the
test article could be moved directly to the hot-cell facility for disassembly and post irradiation
examination. Adaptation of the LOFT vessel to provide for coolant flow, debris collection,
exhaust of propellant and purging, inerting and venting has no-. been defined. If safety

requirements include significant modification, cost savings would be offset by the cost of
modificatioas.
(U) Infrastructure required for the M activities are already in place at the site. These includ
paved roads, power lines, telephone ins, a unituy system, and a water supply.

(U) (U) Modification and constncon of the test facility would affect less than 20 hwctme (50
acres) of previously disturbed land adjacen to the containment structur.
requimn are approximately 2,500-3,000 m' (3,000-4,000 yd').
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Cut and fill
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give
the reader an overview of
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CD The
program, liW any new tecbnl~cal poMM,cntisnhrt
t potmi pmgrad c Jmpacts ==aing from the
Cosequeady,
dements of umnraty.
program also contain a degme of uncertainty. Four actions have been taken to reduce the
program impacts. First, the reoUes of the mos
tinty associdted with the ponC
un
qua d exper in many fieds have bm and would continue to be involved in the remrch
program. Th7"s inwudes exprts in the fields of nuclear s-iences, awmsace ginig, and
aers devejqpmt, among oths. Secomd, the develkiental program is a step-by-step
process that ensus t itmegrity and soundness of each step of the program before proceeding
to t next step. Thir, safety anayse-s ae performed for each aspect of the testing, including
testing, and flight testing, And fourth, conservative
mawnria and component sting, g

asumpdons are used in all wmnlyss.

(3)The issut

compared he e ar ouly those in which the potential intWty of the environmental
impact have been found tm be low, modrae, or high as a result of the proposed action (See
Appea-ix D for intensity criteria). In each caw, nifgative measures would be applied to the
unpac to reduce them to insignificant l-vels. It is therefore possible to have a high level of
impact intensity that would result in insignificant environmental cownsequences because of the
context of the im-pacts or as a zesult of the implementation of mitigation measures. For example,
noise would reach high levels of impact intensity, but the environmental consequences would be
insignificant because of context and mitigation. Specifically, the general public would be far
ti impacts to the faw workers during testing would
beyond the area of noise impacts and
be mitigated by their enclosure in a control bunker and the required use of protetive safety
equipment. Radiological consequences are also addressed due to the specific MMre of the
program. Cosideriion of these impacts and mitigations in their full conxt
program would have ipsignificant
los led to the determination that the
envirnmental consequences.
2.8.1 Land Use and Infrastructure (U)
(U) Programmatic inpacts upon lan use and infrastructure from the operation of the ground test
facility would be low. It Z ponible that some highways would be tOmporarily closed during
testing, but traffic volumes are expected to be low on these highways; testing is infrequent and
durations are short so that impacts an low ad environmental consequences are insignificant.
(U) The no action alteriative would not produce any land use or infstuctiue-zeatu impacts.

2J.2 Notze (M)
U)Noise impacts woWl have the potential to be high as a reslt of the proposed action. Noise
could be raised above stort-term (ii min.) and long-term (8 hour) OSHA limits by more than
35 dBA bydth omea of heavy equipmMn duriqg t
facilty construction
and during tvs~mg, requidirg mitigatimn for the work force. Mitgation mum=re wold probably
be required for skirt peric~s (%severa minutes) during testing activities. All1 noise impact are
localized to an area wihin a 5 in (3miles) nadis of construcion and testing, hence no impacts
to the public or semsive receptor would be realized. Although noise imnpacts would be high
and environmental coon&Nuenrces petentially significant at the teat site, they would be mitigated
to insignificant kv'els as discised to Chapter 4.
U)The no action alternative would not produce noie-related imp.-,=.
2.8.3 Cultural Resouces (U)
(U) Cultural resource surveys would be conducted for any area not previously surveyed and the
appropriate State Historic Preservaton Officer would be contacted prior to conducting any
pormactivities. If site speific cultural resources are foiuO to be potentially impacted,
appn-riate measures would be~ taken to reduce the environmental consequences to insignificant
levels. These measures would include 1) identification and recovery of artifacts; 2) relocation
of facilities; and 3) flagging of sites to be left undisturbed. "Ibis would ensure that potential
programmatic impacts to cultural resources would be low and wvould result in insignificant
environmental onquences.
(U)The no action alternative produces no disturbance to cultural resources and hence causes no
impacts.
2.9.4 Safety (U)
(U)Impacts from the proposed action on non-radiological aspects of occpational safety would
be moderate, but would not exzeed OSHA or DOE swa~ards, The grwlest impact potential
would be from accidents involving the handling and stompg of hydrogen, oxygen, ad helium.
Mtigative m.asures are incorporated into thre proposed action to minimize this potential. They
include extensive training and precautionary measures for the occupational work force to greatly
reduce the Probability of an accident as well as the inclusion of safety design features of the
facility. Although potetial impacts on safety would be moderate and environmental
consequences potentially signficant, ty would be mitigated t inignificant levels as discssed.
(U)The no action alternative does not ikviolve con~struction mW~ qpeaton of the
facility and therfobre would no expos the labor force or members of the general public toany
accident hazards.
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2.8.5 Waste (U)
* It is projected that all Iow-level radiological waste would be managed at the nstltn

whe the waste is generated. Te impact from waste would be low at QUEST and LOFT and

negligible at SM. Impat from RCRA-regulad hazardous waM and any mixed and TRU
wastes gmeeed by 0

program wfivite would have vligible impacts si

handled within eisting pce

stams. Since the wastes genrated by the f

they would be

program would

be managed in accordanc with exiting waste
age procedures which inclu
of the environment, i
would be negligible to low and the env me
would be insignificant.

protection
eque

(u) The no action alternative produce no such wastes and hence caue no impacts.
2.8.6 Radiologic

Impacts (U)

(U) The calculations of the human exposum to low leves of radiation are predictd by the
MACCS model developed for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. This model is an
accepted method for predicting radiological iMpacts from radiological releases. Th1e model
depends upon a set of *program model conditions" which include assumptions of fuel particle
integrty, test run times and power levels, WS performan and meteorological conditions'.
(rhe program model conditions a= scribed fully in Section 4.3.4.)
(U) =M l Exposed In
"viduhThe program model conditions would result in a
radiological dose from normal operations to a hyptetcal *maximally exposed individual"
which would be well below NESHAp standards. Modeling of the dose effect upon the
maximally exposed individual indicates that the estimated additional risk of cancer deaths and
genetic disorders to the individual am sufficiently small that no health effects are expected to
occur from radiation exposure at the program model conditions. These impacts are considered
negligible and would result in insignificant environmental consequeces.
(U) Adoption of the no action alternative would result in no impact.
The program model conditions from normal operations would result in a
(U) Zatif
radiological dose to the population downwind of a ground testing facility from normal
operations. Population dose would be controlled by limting program operations to times of
favorable wind speed and direction. The health-related cosequences to this population,
however, indicate that the estimated increase in cancer deaths and geneic disorders are

sufficlatly small that no health effects are evected to occur as a result of normal opertons
and impacts would be considered negligible. In this context of regulatory compliance and
negligible impacts to public health, the environmental consequences would be in
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(U) The no action alternative would not result in any radiolcgical impacts to the population

downwind of a testing facility.
BoNdin Cm. Acdnt Scenario (U)
(U) Calculations of the impacts of radiological doses resulting from the hypothetical bounding
case accident scenario under program model conditions were detumined by the MACCS model.
This hypothetical bounding case accident assumes the release of the total isotope inventory. The
design base accident would be determined during the safety analysis process and would be some
fracdon of the hypothetical bounding case. Such an accident could only occur during test
activities. Them is no risk of the bounding case accident between the test periods.
(U) Maximly E s dida
The hypothetical bounding case accident scenario would
result in a dose to a maximally exposed individual which would not exceed applicable
ANSI/ANS 15.7 accident standards. Resultant health effects estimates indicate that the estimated
increased risk of cancer deaths and genetic disorder to the individual are sufficiently small that
no health effects are expected to occur. The environmental consequences for the maximally
exposed individual would be insignificant.
(U) The no action alternative would cause no radiological impacts.
(U)PoIli
Impacts to the health of the population 80 km (50 mi) downwind of a
hypothetical bounding case accident indicate that the estimated increase in cancer deaths and
genetic disorders are sufficiently small that no health effects are expected to occur. These
impacts are considered negligible. Compliance with regulatory requirements for individual dose
and public health impacts at minimal levels would result in insignificant environmental
consequences.
(U) Adoption of the no action alternative would create no radiological impacts.
2.8.7 Radiological Impact Variables (U)
(U) The safety and environmental impacts of radioactive releases are based on a number of
factors which directly affect the exposure to site workers, installation workers, and members of
the general public. Based on the best available information, including conservative engineering
judgements of fuel particle and fuel element characteristics, EIS design, required run time and
power levels, and modeled meteorological conditions, all applicable standards are shown to be
met. The analysis indicates that potential radiological Impacts are well within applicable
standards when meteorological conditions include a wind speed of 5.5 meters per second (18
fps), atmosphere stability Class DY, and an inversion level of 2,000 meters (6,600 ft).
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(3)The safety and environmental impact of radioactive releases are based on a number of factors
which directly affect the exposure to site workers, installation workers, and members of the
general public. Based on the best available meteorological information, in combination with
conservati, engineering judgments of fuel particles, ETS design, required operational
parameters such as run times and reactor power levels, the resulting analyses show that all
potntial radiological impacts are well with'in applicable standards.
(U) A review of historical meteorological data gathered from a sampling station positioned in
reasonably close proximity to the proposed testing location indicated that a wind speed of 5.5
m/s (ft/s) and an atmospheric stability Class D were input variable to the MACCS code which
reasonably represented actual conditions which can be expected to exist during operational
testing.
(U) Initial computer analyses were performed using inversion layers of both 1,000 m (3,280ft)
and 5,000 m (16,410 ft). The 1,000 m inversion layer results demonstrated that exceedance of
applicable NESHAPs limits could occur in some severe operating scenarios. While the 5000 m
inversion layer results showed compliance with NESHAPs, a review of published meteorological
information indicated that the inversion layer was seldom at that height and could not be
reasonably expected to accommodate operational testing. Iterations of variable inputs and data
research determined that an inversion layer height of 2,000m (6,600 ft) resulted in NESHAPs
compliance and existed with sufficient frequency that it would not impose unrealistic operational
limitations.
(U) As the technology is improved, additional information may indicate that test conditions can
be redefined to allow greater flexibility and continue to maintain radiological hazards within
limits set by applicable standards.
(U) For routine operations, changes which may provide greater flexibility include:
-

(U) reduced fuel particle release fractions based on better understanding of fuel
and fuel element performance and release phenomenology,

-

(U) ETS design or operation improvements to increase efficieancy for effluent
capture,

-

(U) reducing run time or power levels to reduce adiologic
operation, and

-

(U)conducting tes under vari

releases daring

meterlogial conditions.

(U) For potential accident impacts, a change to be cansiderad would include:
-

1(U)
reducing tun time or power level to reduce the total inventory of radioactive
fission products such that the total available for relase wou be maintained at
a lower level, reducing the impact in the nlikely event of an accident.
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(U)The tinting program would define, compatible with testing objectives, the appropriate set
of conditions under which tests would be conducted such that radiological releases would be

within all applicable standards. To ensure that these established conditions can be achieved, the
testing program would be subjected to the Safety Analysis Report (SAR) process. This process
is a requirement of DOE Order 5481.1B - Safety Analysis and Review System. This order
mandates the format to be used for writing the Safety Analysis Report. The order requires a

two-stage process: 1) Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) and 2) Final Safety Analysis
Report (FSAR).
(U) Each reactor review would be conducted through the initiation of a review and approval
process based on the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR). The PSAR review and
approval would provide reasonable assurance that all safety requirements and radiological release

standards can be accomplished. An outline of the PIET PSAR is provided as Appendix B.
(U) The Final Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) would be based on additional information to
increase the confidence in the conclusions of the analysis. This information would include

additional risk analyses and more detailed accident analyses based on more specific design data.
This better design iaformation combined with more knowledge regarding materials performance
would result in a Design Basis Accident scenario. The FSAR process would conclusively
demonstrate that potential impact levels would be within all safety requirments and radiological
release standards. If this cannot be conclusively demonstrated inthe FSAR, the testing program
would not be conducted. If the FSAR identifies any consequence outside the EIS, additional
NEPA review and analysis would be required before proceeding. The review and evaluation
process required for the PSAR and FSAR isdescribed inSection 3.2.1.1.5 and 3.2.2.1.5.
(U)Itmay be determined during the Safety Analysis process that the technology presently
available and the conditions established for conducting the test program can be modified while
maintaining potential impacts to the environment within limits set by applicable standards.
Modifications which may be considered include:

a)

(U)Meteorological Conditions: One of the most likely modifications to be
considered ifgreater flexibility isrequired would be to conduct tests with
different meaeorological conditions than those identified inthe program model

conditions. The program could implement a real time dose prediction system,

quantities as well as current and predicted
modeling dose using potential rdel
meteorological conditions. Flexibility to modify meteorological conditions would
allow ests to be conducted, for inswa,

when the inversion layer is lower than

requied by program model conditions which would increase the times available
to rim tests.

b)

(U)ETS Design: Control of the MTS to either improve the efficiency of the
system or increase the decay time prior to release of the captured nalonucides
is another cosideration. It also may be possible to ermanetly capture and
dispose of those radlonucides captured in the cyo-bds, eliminating thi portion

of the fission product relea

entirely. This ncease in the removal efiency of

the ETS also would provide greater flexibility to adjust other program conditions
and still maintain potential impacts to the environment at insignificant levels.
c)

(U) Test Run Times and Power Levels: Tests which have hier probability of
radiological release, including the projectzd controlled tests to failure, could be
performed when the core fission produt inventory is low. Also, some of the
tests would be run for shcfter times and/or lower power leveb than program
model conditions. This would provide flexibility to modify other program
conditions while maintaining insignificant impacts.

d)

( ) Fuel Particles: The fission power or run time for testing could be
increased if the estimates of potential radiological releases from the fuel particles
could be reliably reduced. For example, if it could be demonstrted that the fuel
would release only 10 percent of the expected fission product release used for
program model conditions, it would be expected that the radiological effects of
the entire test (all other factors remaining constant) would be reduced by an order
of magnitude. Demonstrating that fuel particles would contain a larger portion
of the nuclides during and after tests (i.e., reduce the release fraction) would
allow more flexibility in adjusting other test conditions to maintain potential
impacts to the environment at insignificant levels.

2.9 ENVIRONMIENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF STrE-SPECMC ALTERNATIVES (U)
(U)The following section discusses the environmental consequences associated with the proposed
action at each of the three site alternatives, SMTS, QUEST, and LOFT. This section is intended
to give the reader an overview of the environmental effects associated with each alternative; a
more complete understanding of these issues may be gained by reading Chapters 3 and 4.
(U)In addition to the uncertain nature of the developmental program discussed earlier, there also
is some degree of uncertainty at the site specific level regarding use of the existing facilities at
the LOFT site. There may be some advantages associated with the use of the containment
facility in that it could result in lower radioactive releases if the emissions were contained within
the vessel in the unlikely event of an accident. On the other hand, there is a potential
disadvantage if the integrity of the structure is such that it would not withstand the pressures
associated with an accident. In the unlikely event of such an accident, the facility could be
damaged and unavailable for other testing programs in the future. Since there is insufficient
information at this time to assess the probability of these types of uncertainties, they have not
been addressed in this MS. This uncertainty would be reduced as more information becomes
available during the course of technology development and the detailed design safety analysis.
(t The issues compared here are only those in which the potential intensity of the environmental
impact have been found to be low, moderate, or high as a result of the proposed action (See
Appendix D for intensity criteria). In each case, mitigative measures would be applied to the
impacts to reduce them to insignificant levels. It is therefore possible to have a high level of
impact intensity that would result in insignificant environmental consequences because of the
context of the impacts or as a result of the implementation of mitigation measures. For example,
Table 2.9.1 indicates that noise would reach high levels of impact intensity and have potentially
significant environmental consequences, but the consequences would be insignificant because of
context and mitigation. Specifically, the general public would be far beyond the area of noise
impacts and potential impacts to the few workers at the site during testing would be mitigated
by their enclosure in a control bunker and the required use of protective-eIt.
Radiological consequences are also addressed due to the sef
nature ofthe
program.
(U) In each case, mitigative measures would be applied to the potential impacts to reduce them
to insignificant levels. Consideration of these impacts and mitigafton in their full context has
led to the determination that placement and testing of the
program at any of
the three alternative sites would result in insignificant environmental consequences. Categories
which have the potential for impacts above the negligible level are discussed here.
2.9.1 Land Use and Infrastructure (U)
(U) The amount of land required at all three sites is only a small peen of the total land of
NTS and IrM, and the proposed action b compatible with existing operations of both
instllations. Lad use impacts would be negligible at SMT$, but low at QUEST and LOFT.
Vehicular traffic around QUEST and LOFT may be tmpoaily fupwd by teay

!
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activities. In the context of the total traffic volume, the traffic disrupted would be temporary,
infrequent and of short duration, and alternative routes would be avalable. Some grazing would
be disrupted at NEL, but in the context of total grzing land available on the installation, the
impact would be low. The impacts would be low and environmental consequences would be

insignificant.

2.9.2 Noise (U)
(U) Noise impacts from construction and operations would be high at all three sites from the use
of heavy equipment during construction and from operation of the ETS during operation.
Modification of the LOFT facility would require less construction than SMTS or QUEST,
resulting in slightly lower impacts. Potential noise impacts would be high and environmental
consequences would be potentially significant. However, since the general public would be far
beyond the area of noise impacts and potential impacts to the few workers exposed during testing
would be mitigated by their enclosure in a bunker and the use of protective safety equipment the
environmental consequences would be insignificant.
2.9.3 Cultural Resources (U)
(U) Surveys for cultural resources have been conducted and the Nevada State Historic
Preservation Office (SHPO) has been consulted regarding the SMTS site, the water supply well
site, and the power line to the site. This has not, however, been accomplished for the power
line nor the waterline to the water supply well. Cultural resource surveys would, therefore, be
conducted before construction of these lines commenced and the Nevada SHPO would be
consulted. Mitigation measures would be implemented to modify or reroute the lines (or any
resources discovered would be recovered if required by the SHPO following consultation to
reduce the environmental consequences to insignificant levels as required by the SHPO.
Consultation and surveys have not been conducted for QUEST. The LOFT area has been
previously disturbed by the construction of existing facilities. If SHPO consultation indicates
that there ate potential impacts to cultural resources at either MNEL site, surveys would also be
conducted and mitigation measures implemented if required by the SHPO following consultation.
2.9.4 Safety (U)
(U) Potential safety impacts would be moderate and environmental consequences would be
potentially significant at all three alternative sites. However, in addition to normal construction
and operational safety concerns, any site chosen would require strict enforcement of mitigative
measures to reduce the impacts from accidents during the storage and handling of hydrogen,
oxygen, or helium. Because of extensive training and precautionary preparations and the safety
design features of the facility, there is a low probabiity of an accident and the environmental

consequences, theseore, would be lnsugnlcant

2.9.5 Waste (U)
Waste impacts would be low at QUEST and LOFT, and nogligDt a SMS. It is projected

all low-level radiological waste would be processd and sored at the ijsaltion where

testing would occur. Impacts from RCRA-regulated hazardous waste md any mixed and TRU

wastes gerated by W program activities would be handled within existing process streams.
The handling of all types of waste, radiological and non-rdiologk*cl, would not require

exceptional procedures. Since the wastes generated by the f program would be managed in
accordance with existing waste management procedures which include protection of the
environment, impacts would be negligible to low and the enviromental consequences would be
insignificant at the three altenaive sites.
2.9.6 Biologial Rasoures ()
W) Biological resource surveys have not bee conducted for some of the areas to be
distrbed at SMTS and QUEST, but the low-diversity habitat of die areas indicate that potential
biological resource impacts would be low at these two sites. Since the LOFT area has been
previously disturbed for the construction of existing facilities, no further impacts are expected.

The potential impacts are, therefore, considered negligible at LOFt. The

fl program has

committed to conducting biological resource surveys for areas not previously surveyed and, if
any threatened or endangered species are identified, FWS consultation would take place. Any
potential impacts would be mitigated to insignificant levels.
2.9.7 Radiological

npaets (U)

(U) A site specific comparison of radiological impacts to human heath from normal operations
as well as a bounding case accident scenario is included here. Th health impacts are predicted
using the MACCS model under program model conditions.
(U) A synopsis of health effects is presented as Table 2.9-2. The figures in the upper portion
of the table describe the increased risk (above the already existing risk) to the maximally
exposed individual [within range of the testing activities (80 km or 50 ni)] of dying of cance
as well as the increased risk of producing offspring with genetic defects due to the ground testing
activities. For example, the maximally exposed individual at either SMIh, QUEST, or LOFT
would face An iwjflmed risk (above the ahdy &x
risk of 2.2 x 10") of dying of cancer
of 7 x 10' from normal operations and I x I0 from a OTA boundig case accident, This same
individual would face an increased risk (above the leady existing risk of 2.5 x 10 at NTS and
2.0 x lOW at I'JL) of producing offspring with genetic disorders of 2 x 10' from normal
cperations and 3 x l0' from a GTA accident. Again, these ris ae above and beyond the
already existing risk of dying of cancer and producig offspring with geetic defe 4L
(U) The figures in the lower put of Table 2.9-2 sow the addio

additional geeti disorde expected in the podatio within =n
due to testing

of tc

cancer ftalitias and
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TABLE 2.9-2:

HEALTH IMPACTS (U)
INCREASED RISK OF HEALTH IMPACTS TO
MAXIMALLY EXPOSED INDIVIDUAL FOR WHOLE PROJECr
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x 100 to 8 x 10's additional genetic disorder cases to the offspring of the entire population from
normal operations. A GTA bounding case accident would cause an additional 5 x 10' to 9 x 10'
cancer fatalite to the entire population as well as 2 x 0 4 to 3 x 04 additional offspring genetic
disorden.
(U) The figures in Table 2.9-2 for QUEST and LOFT may be similarly interpreted. For
example, testing ateither the QUEST or LOFT site is expected to cause 4 x 10" to 5 x 10
(much less than one) additional cancer fatalities to the entire population. That is to say, since
22 percent of the affected population of 127,494 (28,049 individuals) are ordinarily expected to
die from cancer (Krieger, 1991), the performance of ground testing activities would add only
4 x 101 to 5 x 10' cancer fatalities to this for an expected cancer fatality total of 28,049.0045.
This same population would ordinarily expect to produce 2.0 percent of its offspring (or 2,550
individuals) with genetic disorders (BE[R, 1990; Colorado, 1989). The proposed program
would add I x 0 to 2 x 101 additional genetic disorder cases to the entire population from
normal operations. A GTA bounding case accident would cause an additional 3 x 102 to
5 x 102 cancer fatalities to th entire inpulatio as well as 9 x 10 , to 2 x 10! additional
offspring genetic disorders.
Normal 'Ogrtions
(U)
(U) The impacts described below result from radiological doses which do not exced applicable
standards and result in insignifi.t environmental consequences. Included here are alterations
in the program model conditions which may be varied (when balanced by an offsetting change)
while maintaining the radiological doses to the maximally exposed individual and the downwind
population within applicable standards. These alterations in program model conditions are
improved fuel performance, variations in testing times and power levels, improvements in EMs
performance, and changes in metcomlogical condition& These were &dusd in Section 2.8.7.
(U) 7MM1ly
J.n idMA!. Radiological doses to the aximlly exposed indfividual
from progrAm model conditions during normal operations at the thre alternative sites do not
exceed NESHAP standards. Potential health impacts at each site, shown in Table 2.9-2,
demontrate insignificant evronmeatal consequenc of the proposed action. Even at the EPA
NESHAP limit of 10 mrem per year for the four year test period, expected health effects to the
t cane faalitic a
maximally exposed individual would be an incm.rsl rei of 3 x 10W l
1 x 10- genetic defewis to stueding gerzatioas
ToaUi
OA) iatin: Paiological doses to tWe downwind poPUaon of a
tesig tation do ro exced individual exposure standards at any of the three sites under

poram odel cordiions. Poplion dose would be controHld by limiting prmgm operaions
to times of favorable wind speed a

direae. Theo e rcei)d fimu SMS opuio

would

be liWy lower tbtn Wa fom QUEST or LOFT. Ils is due to the greatr poPAMIM it the
IMM arna vers the NIS ma and the additiol disa
to te fence at the NIT site.
PenW popuion health effbs, dbown in Table 2.9-2, bdicate tha potea halth impats

ate sufficiently low ta health effts are ax expected ad the impact would be neligl.
Thaeom, environmental CoWequ
would be insinfant.
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Bounding Case Accident Scenario ()
(U) The following is a site-specific comparison of the radiological impacts to human health from
the hypothetical bounding case accident scenario. The health impacts are calculated using the
MACCS model. The impacts described would result from radiological doses of program model
conditions which do not exceed ANSI/ANS 15.7 standards. This bounding case accident

scenario could only occur during testing periods.
(U) Max, nally Exposed Individual: Radiological doses to the maximally exposed individual
from an accident scenario at the three alternative sites ar well below applicable standards in
each case. In the unlikely event of an accident, doses and health impacts to the maximally
exposed individual would be minimal and within applicable standards. Even at the ANSI/ANS
15.7 limit on exposure of 500 mrem, the increased risk of health effects to the maximally
exposed individual would be 4 x l0 4 latent cancer fatalities and 1 x I0 genetic defects to
succeeding generations. Thus, the potential health impacts would be negligible and the
environmental consequences of these impacts would be insignificant.
(U) Downwind Population: Radiological doses to the population downwind of a testing station
would not exceed individual exposure standards at all three sites under program model
conditions. The health impacts to the population around the SMTS would be slightly less than
to he population around QUEST and LOFT due to the lower total population in the SMTS
vicinity and are shown in Table 2.9-2. These impacts are considered negligible. In this context,
the environmental consequences would be ;nsignificant.

(U) Because the predicted radiological effects of ground tesWig and transporting of radiological
materials as well as the radiological effects of the bounding case accident ae sufficiently low
that increa.ed health effects are not expected, the impact of radiological emissions on the
environment would be negligible. Thdore, the environmental consequenc would be

2.9-7

3.0 AITECTE ENIRONSM

(U)

() This section provides an overview of the environment that would be affected by the
by falties and
descriptions in this section are gro
propoed action. Environmnia
locations involved in (1) maerials and component development and testing and (2) system
grod testin. More deailed desriptons have been provided for the system ground test se
alternatives based on the potentially significant environmental impacts that would result from tast
activities. TIhe descriptions of this section form the baseline from which potential impacts,
described in Section 4, can be estimated and analyzed.
3.1 MATERIALS AND COMPONENT DEVELOPYMT AND TESTING

FACILTIES (U)
=Facilities involved in materials and component development and tesing include
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL); Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) Naval Nuclear Fuel
Division (NNFD); Sandia National Laboratories (SNL); Aerojet Propulsion Division; Hercules
Aerospace Corporation; Allied-Signal Aerospace/Garren Fluid Systems Division; and Grumman
Space Electronics Diviion (Figure 3.1-1).
(U) This section describes the environmental setting of each facility in terms of physical and
operational characteristics, permit status, and previous environmental documentation. Specific
physical cbaracteristics include installation size, support and test facilities, and environmental
and public health and safety conditions. Operational characteristics include the socioeconomic
conditions, the characteristics of the surrounding communities, and the infrastructure
characteristics of solid waste, sewage treatment, transportation, and water supply. Referenced
permits are those that relate to air quality, water quality, add hazardous waste. Facilities that
are involved in the manufacture and testing of nuclear materials have more detailed descriptions

of relevant safety procedures.
3.1.1 Brooklhven National Laboratory (U)
(U) Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) (Figure 3.1-2) is a multiprogram laboratory
operated by Associated Universities, Inc. for the Department of Energy. The responsibilities
of BNL include research in high-energy physics, nuclear physics, life sciences, nuclear
medicine, materials sciences, and chemical sciences. Management of the laboratory operations
is assigned to the Brookhaven Area Office under the DOE Chicago Operations Office. BNL
occupies - leve) wooded site of about 1,400 hectares (3,500 acres), with a developed area if
about 670 hectares (1,680 acres). Its location, about 100 kilometers (60 mi) east of New York
City, places BNL at the approximate center of Long Island. Suffolk County has a total
population of 1,300,000.
(U) BNL has a full-time staff of 3300 to 4000 employees. In addition, about 1500 off-site

personnel participate in research on shorter-rm projects as collaborators, consultants, or
students. Operaions are currently housed in 354 buildings with a total floor space of about
400,000 square meters (3.7 million f) including trailers and modular buildings (DOE, 1990).
The infrastructure at ENL is sufficiently developed to support all major program activities.
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(U) Implementation guidance for the aboratory safety program is set forth in the Occupational
Health and Safety Guides which make up the Laboratory Safety Manual. The Occupational
Health and Safety Guides establish the requirements for a safe working environment and define
responsibility for implementation. Development of these guides is coordinated by the Safety and
Environmental Protection (SEP) Division. They are reviewed by the operating departments and
the appropriate Laboratory safety committee, and approved for las by the Assistant Director
for Safety. Any deviations from the roquirements set forth in these guides must be approved
by the Assistant Director for Safety.
(U) Hearing protection is required for BNL workers in work locations and activities where
hearing hazards or potential hazards exist as discussed in Section 1.16.0 of the BNL Safety
Manual. Health and safety issues that have been identified at the facility are curetly being
addressed through implementation of the Facility Action Plan (DOE, 1990c).
(U) For new construction, modifications to existing facilities, and new projects with significant
potential safety hazards a safety assessment is required. Safety assessments must be completed
in a timely manner to assure early identification of potential hazards so that adequate funds for
safety-related items or systems can be included in the project proposal. If warranted by
identified hazards the Assistant Director for Safety, upon advice from the Safety and
Environmental Protection Division, shall require a formal Safety Analysis Report (SAR) to be
completed by the responsible Department prior to operation. The Assistant Director for Safety
shall request one of the standing safety committees to review the SAR and make appropriate
recommendations. Operation of the facility shall be authorized by the Assistant Director for
Safety upon completion of the review and resolution of all recommendations as well as
completion of an occupancy readiness review.
(U) There is a documented Material Control Plan for the Special Nuclear Material (SNM) to be
used for materials compatibility testing (BNL, 1990). The plan ensures compliance with DOE
Order 5633.3 Ps well as BNL's Safety Manual. The BNL Safety Manual has established waste
management procedures and policies for both radioactive and chemically hazardous waste (i.e.
solvents) generated as a result of program activities. Tmese procedures ensure that wastes are
identified, segregated, packaged, handled, stored, transorted, and disposed of In accordance

with applicable regulations (BNI, 1990).
(u) BNL is underlain by thick deposits of sand and gravel that are part of a sole-source aquifer
that provides the water supply for most of Long Island. The aquifer is protected by local land
use zoning regulations. Vegetation at the BNL site is predominantly scrub oak and pine. As
surrounding areas have been cleared for developmWnt, the BNL has been increasingly Important
as a refuge for wildlife. BNL shelters about 30 seies of mammals, including an increasing
herd of white-tailed deer (DOE, 1990c). No known threfted or endangered species are
believed to inhabit the facility. No known cultural resources ate known to exist at the facility

MG.L, 1991).
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3.1.2 Babcock and Wilcox (U)
(U) The Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) Company is an operating unit of McDermott, Inc. Two
divisions of the Defense and Nuclear Power group of B&W are located at the Mt. Athos site:
the Naval Nuclear Fuel Division (NNFD) and the Lynchburg Technology Center (LTC)
(formally the NNFD-Reah Laboratory). The Mt. Athos site is situated on a 210 hectare (525
acre) area bordering the James River 16 km (10 mi) east of Lynchburg in Campbell County,
Virginia (Figure 3.1-3). Approximately 2500 people are employed by Babcock & Wilcox at the
Mt. Athos site. The land in the immediate vicinity of the plant is sparsely inhabited. The site
is isolated from sensitive noise receptors. No significant noise issues have been identified.
(U) The NNFT is a United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) licensed facility
pursuant to 10 CFR 30, 40, and 70, and as such, is authorized to conduct activities for the
fabrication of fuel components containing NRC licensed material. The Lynchburg Technology
Center (LTC) is an NRC licensee authorized to conduct broad research utilizing NRC licensed
material. Work at NNFD is performed under the terms and conditions of Special Nuclear
Materials License, SNM-42. Work at the LTC is performed under the terms and conditions of
Special Nuclear Materials License - 778. NNFD's SNM-42 license issued by the USNRC was
first approved on June 30, 1965. Since that time, it has been renewed twice. The latest renewal
application was submitted July 31, 1989 and is undergoing NRC review. Currently, NNFD is
operating under the timely renewal provision of 10 CFR 70.33 (b). In support of the renewal
application is an Environmental Report submitted to the NRC in October, 1990. The SNM-778
License was first issued by the NRC on September 16, 1966. Since then, the license has been
renewed three times, the latest renewal date being July 31, 1987. SNM-778 is also supported
by an Environmental Report dated October, 1985. The NRC licensing process, which includes
review and approval of Environmental Reports, describes the manner by which NRC licenses
meet NEPA requirements.
(U) NNFD conducts activities according to policies and procedures issued by McDermott, Inc.
Pursuant to these corporate policies and procedures, NNFD maintains internal manuals located
in operating areas which communicate specific safety information. These manuals include the
Industrial Health and Saety Manual, the Nuclear Criticality Safety Manual, and the Radiation
Protection Manual. Work-groups such as environmental, safety, security, and materials control
and accountability have internal procedures which govern their activities. A review/approval
plan control system ensmes that personnel have available to them the proper procedures.
(U) New equipment and/or changes to plant processes such as tests, processing of fuel particles
or fabrication of fuel elements an administered through a License Evaluation Request (LER)
program. The LER program brings proposed changes before the Nuclear Licensing Board
(NLB) for evaluation and approval. Evaluations of individual LEfR's are performed by safety
and safeguards professional covering evirmnmmtal protection; industrial health and safety;

licensing; nuclear criticality safety; nuclear mateaias control (accU
protetion; and security.

ity); radiation
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technimcl areas where research and development of weapons systems, limited assembly of
weapons system components, and other related activities are ccatacted. SNL research facilities
include the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) and the Sandia Pulsed Reartr (SPR)
Facility. There are approximately 7,300 civilian employees at the SNL facility.
(U) No noise issues have been identified at SNL. Public health and safety risks include
radiological release, fire, explosion, release of toxic materials, aircraft crashes, electrical
failures, and high-power microwave emissions. Sandia National Laboratories operates in
accordance with the Sandia Laboratories Environmental Safety and Health Management
Assurance Notebook.
(U) Operation of the ACRR and SPR facilities currently comply with all DOE orders that specify
reactor safety standards, safety analysis report requirements, siting, licensing, and operating
procedures and DOE review and approval procedures (Table 3.1-1). Compliance with these
orders ensure that exposures resulting from severe accidents do not exceed applicable standa&ds.
(U) Safety Analysis Reports for the ACRR and SPR facilities (SNL, 1978 and SNL, 1981)
define upper limit (bounding) operating and accident scenarios. There are analyses of the
impacts of these bounding limits both on-site and at the site boundary. Impacts are described
in terms of radiation dose commitments and are compared to applicable regulatory limits. The
SARs serve as the operating and safety bases against which future activities are compareJ.
(U) The Sandia Internal Review Appraisal System (SIRAS) ensures that proper safety analyses
are performed for each new experiment and that the proposed experiments are properly planned,
documented, reviewed, and approved. Proposed experiments are described and analyzed by staff
members, according to established requirements. An Experiment Plan is prepared and
sufficiently reviewed by Safety Committees prior to implementation. The review includes
assessment of safety issues as presented, and a conclusion as to whether the proposed experiment
falls within the reactor safety envelope and the approved technical specifications. Issues which
pertain to radiation safety or criticality safety are reviewed by a Radiation Criticality Safety
Committee (RCSC). External reviews re performed as required, primarily to determine that
the Experiment Plan has properly considered all regulatory requirements.
(U) If it is concluded that a proposed experiment is within the technical specifications described
in the SAR, line management can approve the experiment, experimental procedures, operating
procedures and safety procedures. If the proposed experiment requires new technical
specifications, or is outside the approved operating conditions, then approval of the experiment
and new Tech Specs by DOE-Albuqueque (DOE-AL) is required. DOE-AL also pe illy

reviews internally approved expriments during progrm appraisals.
(U) Solid waste is disposed of at the Kitland AF sanitary kndfill, Portions of the SNL sewage
treatment demand are handled by the Kirtland AFB and City of Albuqueque systems. The
remaining sewage is trtted by an on-base septic system. SNL's prnipal source of water is
ferls. Daily demand is equivalent to 4 million liters
ground water from the Santa Fe group
(I miliuou gal) and the daily delivery capacty is equivalet to 12 million liten (3 million ga).

t

3.

,NIL

TABLE 3.1-1
DOE NUCLEAR SAFETY ORDERS (U)
NUMBER
DOE 5400.5

DESCRIPTION
Radiation protection of the public and the
eMvironment

DOE 5480.5

Safety of nuclear facilities

DOE 5480.6

Safety of DOE-owned nuclear reactors

DOE 5480.11

Radiation protection for occupational workers

DOE 5481.IB

Safety analysis and review system

DOE 5500.3

Facility emergency planning preparedness and
response programs

DOE 5700.6B

Quality assurance

3.1-10

Liquid sanitary waste is discharged into the Kirtland APB sewage system. Electrical power is
supplied by the Public Service Company of New Mexico through the 115kV Eubank Switching
Sitation and several substations.
(U) SNL complies with federal standards for water quality, hazardous materials, and air quality.
SNL is located in a nonattainment area for carbon monoxide. Grouad water monitoring gives
no indication of ground w, er pollution.
(U) Threatened and Endangered species that have been ]own to occur in the vicinity of SNL
include the bald eagle (Haliaefts leucocephalus), pergin falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum),
and whooping crane (Gis american). Listed category 2 species include the Mexican spotted
owl (Strix occidentalis lucida) and Grama grass cactus (Toumeya papyracanthus) (USAF, 1991).
Ground surveys conducted at SNL have not encountered threatened or endangered species but
the birds may pass Irough the area while migrating (Army, 1990b). No cultural resources have
been identified at SNL.
3.1.4 Aerojet Propulsion Division (U)
(U) The Acrojet Propulsion Division is a commercial/industrial facility in Sacramento County,
CA (Figure 3.1-5). The surrounding communities in Sacramento County have a combined
population of approximately 993,000. Approximately 3,500 people are employed at the
installation (Army, 199W). The nearest population center is the city of Folsom, CA located 5
kilometers (3 ml) northeast of the facility.
(U) Aerojet has all applicable federal, state, and local permits and authorizations necessary for
operations. The facility complies with fed-al standards for water quality ani ar quality,
although it is lomed within a nonattainment area for ozone and carbon monoxide. Tis faciity
was placed on the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) National Priorities List in 1979
for release of itichloroehylene (CE) into several munic pp! wells. Atrojet has since installed
six water treatment facilities that capture tes contmnts. The IWA is cufr y conducting
a feasibility study on remediation. No ddiltional hlth a safety ises have been identified
at the facility (Amy, 1990c).
(U) There are no recorded historic or ar4olical sites Wthe facility, and no threated or
eandangered speces are known to frequent tha ility. All haaous matetials used are disposed
of according to the specific RCRA petmit requiments and the Aerojet Safety Prou Wrs

Manual. Facility inframuctm is safoit by ad4 c
capacty (Army, 1990c).
3.1.5 l euls Affmm"

ommunities and demand is within

Corpcntion (U)

()Hffcutes Aerospace Corporaion is a cmmesial/idusal facility in MagIra UT,
aproxmaey 25 bm (15 mi) ftm Salt Lake City, Utah (Pigre 3.1-6). The Zru
ouni~ties in Saltalm County have a
dppUa
of 5p)od tiyTO,00Qi .
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Approximately 4,000 people are employed at the installation. Hercules performs rocket motor
case manufacturing, propellant mixing/casting operations and manufacturing of carbon fiber,
composite structures, impregnated materials, and carbon-carbon structure.
(U) Hercules Aerospace Corporation has all applicable federal, state, and local permits and
authorizations necessary for operation (Army, 1990c). The facility complies with Federal
standards for water quality and air quality although it is located within a nonattaimnent area for
ozone, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide and particulates. Hercules has an extensive and ongoing
industrial hygiene pogram. Potential health and safety concerns include chemical and
respiratory exposure and noise hazards. Hercules is curently in compliance with all applicable
OSHA regulations in these areas (Army, 1990c). All hazardous materials are disposed of
according to the specific RCRA permit requirements.

(U) There are no recorded historic or archaeological sites at the facility, and no threatened or
endangered species are known to frequent the area.
3.1.6 Allied Aerospace Garrtt Fluid Systems Division (GFSD) (U)
(U) Garrett Fluid Systems Division (GFSD) will carry out component manufacturing activities
at its Tempe facility and component testing at its San Tan facility (Figure 3.1-7). Turbopump
Program would be conducted by the ALAD facility,
testing in support of the
located in Torrance, CA.
Activities at the GFSD Tmpc facility (U)
(U) At the Tempe facility, GFSD has been eagaged in the manufacture and assembly of
aerospace fluid systems ant components for a variety of comvarcil, industrial, and military
applications since 1981. Manufacturing operations at the facility include pneumatic systems,
u.ndes propulsion, space power, hydraulic systems, and fuel systems. Base metals used in
include stainless steel, carbon sWee, ickel-stke alloy, aluminum,
the manufacturing procems
magnesium, and tiniwr. Currntly there ar apzt4imn-tty 3,200 employees at the Tempe
facility.
(U) The facility occupies 58 bectares (145 acres) in a ltively flat formerly agricultural amea.
It is um nded by agricultural land on the south, north, and west sides and a recreational
facility and agricultural land on the east side. Much of the existing facility, located on tho
southwestern portion ef the popty is paved or provided with curbing ta separa bad=
With an east of "isi
loca
areas from the pavement. A major portion of the ppt

facitime is undeveloped.
(1) T1,e fuility has wfitte procedures for eavrmental operatio, and has a document
peonel tning program. No health and stafety issues have been ideetWoed "~4 no noise issues
have been identified at the faillty. The facility is in full compliance with all aPPlcb
envnmeaW regulaio, aMd has curmt air and publc-owned uemeW works discharge
pL-mits as we as an EPA ID number. Wages am dVosd of t i s and Aoed
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treatment, storage, and disposal (SD) facilities, and are transported via licensed hazardous
waste transporters. Infrastructure demands are met by the city of Tempe facilities.
(U) There ame no recorded historic or archaeological sites at the facility, and no known
threatened or endangered species are known to frequent the facility.
Activities at the ZPSD Sin

acility (U)

(U) The San Tan facility is used primarily for testing of jet and other propulsion engines.
Operations include development, assembly and testing of Stored Chemical Energy Propulsion
Systems (SCEPS) which use lithium as an energy source. The facility is located on a 225 acre
site located approximately 1.6 km (Imi) south of the northern boundary of the Maricopa County
- Pinal County line. It is approximately 25 km (15 mi)southeast of the nearest population center
of more than 50,000 persons.
(U) The San Tan Facility staff varies from 15 to 50 persosdepending on test activity
requirements. The facility is staffed mostly by highly trained technicians and engineers who
work at the facility according to test program schedules. All of these employees are from the
Phoenix and Tempe Allied-Sivnal Aerospace facilities. All facility support for the San Tan
facility will be provided by the Tempe facility. San Tan is bounded on three sides by the Gila
River Indian Reservation. The facility has little interface with the Indian community, and there
are essentially no effects on tribal life-styles, cultural values, community ikfrastructure or
demographics of the reservation.
(U)
Ambient noise levels in a windy desert environment, comparable to the conditions at the San
Tan facility, have been estimated at 38 dBA (DOE, 1986). Noise levels at the test pad can
exceed OSHA standards and depend on the testing being performed. Fenceline noise level
readings obtained during an average operational mode run of one turbofan engine provided a
range of 90-96 dBA with the test cell located 38 meters (125 feet) from the fenceline (Schultz,
1990). A zone of native vegetation provides a buffer so that the fenceline noise levels are within
OSHA limits. Two of the engine test stands are enclosed within tw acoustically baffled
structures to decrease the operating noise levels. Personnel working in the areas during testing
activities are required to wear personal hearing protection (Schultz, 1990).
(U) The facility is in full compliance with all applicable environmental regulations and has an
EPA ITD number. The facility has written procedures for envinmental opetions, and ts a
documented personnel training program. No health and safety issues have been identified at the
facility. Wastes are disposed of at licensed and approved treatment, stoig and dioa (TD)
facilities.
(U) The topography at San Tan is claracterize by relwtcy flat tartw with a general
downslope to the northwest. There are no naturally occuviag surface wats festU at the site.
(U) The existing electical support system iAists of a502 kVA, 3 phase, -oAr wire, grunded
distribution system while the exulting r.ater capacity usists of four tanks with a toiat capacity
of 136,000 liters (36,000 gal) (Sdii, 1991). V'r dbsribath for t viou use.s is
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provided by a pump/piping network. All water used by the facility for testing, fire fighting, and
other purposes is delivered by truck.
(U) Vegetation on the property is typical of that in the surrounding area. Most of the plants are
small to medium sized native brush consisting primarily of creosote bush, bursage, ironwood
and mesquite which dot the terrain. Occasional cacti including saguaros, barrel, hedgehog, and
pincushions are located throughout the property (Schultz, 1990).
(U) Certain plants species are protected by agreement with the Gila River Tribal Reservation
Administration. An effort is made to avoid removing saguaros and trees during construction
activities. If it becomes necessary to remove a saguaro, it is typically transported to a more
convenient location on site under the authority of the tribal administration. Under no condition
is a saguaro destroyed. Smaller cacti may be removed and/or destroyed to make way for
construction, but only when neceasary. The facility property most likely encompasses the habitat
of many small native animals including ground squirrels, jackrabbits, quail, lizards, desert toads,
and snakes (Allied Aerospace, 1990).
(U) No threatened and endangered species are known to inhabit the San Tan site. An
archaeological survey of San Tan identified no significant cultural resources anywhere on the
site area (Schultz, 1990).
3.1.7 Grumman Corporation, Space and Electronics Division (U)
(U) The Grumman Corporation is a major supplier of aerospace products, electronics systems,
information systems and special purpose vehicles (Figure 3.1-8). Grumman's primary facility
which houses the Corporate Headquarters; the principal engineering, manufactuting, and primary
assembly facilities; and the research development and testing facilities is situated on
approximately 240 M== (600 acres) in Bethpage, New York. Manufacturing operations at
the facility include all machinery, equipment and processes n-eded to build various aircraft for
commercial, U.S. Naval, and Air Force contracts. Currently there are 10,000 employees at the
Grumman Betpe facility (GSED, 1991).
(U) The Bethpage facility is in full compliance with al applicable environmental regulations.
All air pollution sources have cmficates to operate as required by the New York State
Department of Envirnmental Consezvation (NYSDEC). Underground storage tanks meet all
county, state, and Federal regulations. The facit1h, has written procedures for environmental

operations and has a documented personnel trainin program. All waste genatmi and disposal

activitles within the Bethpage facility adhere to corporate procedures governing chemical
dosal. The Bethpge facility has a USDPA RCMlA Part B (Treatment, Stoupg and DiqoaTSD) Permit to store #AZ d wa,.e,. Wastes not treated o site e doosed of at federally

aproved TSD facilities. Fwcilty infrasoucture at the ethpge Faci
communties and is within demand capAcity.

is suplied by adjacent

(U)I a am o recrded historic or wcheoiogical i at the facility and no trated or
endngedspeies ame knwn to frequent the &Oppg Faciliy (OSW, 1991).
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3.2 GROUND TEST SITES (U)
(U) The three candidate ground test site locations are the Saddle Mountain Test Station (SMTS)
at the Nevada Test Site (NTS), and the QUEST site and LOFT facility at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratories (NL).
3.2.1 Nevada Test Site and Saddle Mountain Test Station (SMTS) (U)
(U) The following description of the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Nevada Test Site
(NTS) is primarily based on the latest NTS Environmental Monitoring Report (DOE, 1990a).
The description of the proposed test location at the Saddle Mountain Test Station (SMTS) within
the NTS was based on the Environmental Resource Document prepared by Sandia National
Laboratories in November, 1990.
Location and Backmund (U)
(U) The NTS has been the primary location for testing of nuclear explosives in the United States
since 1951. Historical testing at NTS included atmospheric testing in the 1950's and early
1960's, earth-cratering experiments and open-air nuclear reactor engine testing. Since 1962, all
nuclear weapons tests have been carried out underground. During 1989, twelve underground
nuclear tests at the NTS were announced by DOE. Radioactive and mixed waste disposal
facilities for U.S. Defense waste are also opeated on NTS.
(U)The NTS is located adjacent to the Nellis Air Force Range approximately 106 kilometers
(65 miles) northwest of Las Vegas in southwestern Nye County, Nevada, (Figure 3.2-1). The
site contains 350,000 hectares (875,000 acres) of federally owned land with ristficted access.
NTS is bordered on three sides by the Nellis Air Force Range, another federally owned and
restricted area.
(U) The proposed Saddle Mountain Test Station (SMTS) is located near the geographic center
of the NTS about 120 km (75ml) northwest of Las Vegas in Nye County, Nevada. The site lies
in an area known as Mid Valley located in the southern pan of the Great Basin, a subdivision
of the Basin and Range physiographic provinc of the western U.S. The SMTI site is on
unoccupied land controlled exclusively by the Depatment of Energy in a region of very low

-

density.

3.2.1.1 SocloecolcMs (U)

(U)Tis section summarizes the poPato dinribtion, ecoomy, and rnployn

of the NTS.

3.21.1.1 Population and Eonomy (U)
JU) The supporting region for the NIS isdened as Nye County and Clark Cowrty with its main
population center, Las Vegas (Figure 3.2-2). The total 1988 estimatod population in the
supporting region was 646,800 an increase of 267,200 people since 1975. The estimated
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average population density for Nevada in 1980 was 2.8 persons per square kilometer (REECo,

1990).
(U) The bicounty area of southern Nevada comprises two distinct social settings: (1) a rural

component which includes all of Nye County and the non-urban sections of Clark County, and
(2)an urban component, which includes about 96 percent of the Clark County population.
(U)The area within about 80 kilometers (50 mi)of the SMTS is predominantly rural. A number
of small communities are located within this area, including Beatty, the Amargosa area, and
Indian Springs. The total population within 80 kilometers (50 mi) of the SMTS, excluding th.

NTS, is estimated to be approximately 5,400 persons (EPA, 1991b). The population density
within 80 kilometers (50 mi) of the SMTS is approximately 0.3 persons per square kilometer.
(U) The hotel, gaming, and recreation industry is one of the major economic activities in the
county areas, accounting for approximately 30 percent of the total wage and salary employment
in the State. Other major sources of employment and income in the NTS region include
government, agriculture, mining, transportation, trade, construction and public utilities.
3.2.1.1.2 Land Use and Infrastructure

d

Us )

(U) The major land uses within 80 kilometers (50 ml) of the proposed test facility are (1)
underground nuclear explosives testing and related activities at the NTS operated by DOE, (2)
military weapons testing and personnel training at the Nellis Air Force Range, which is
controlled by the U.S. Air Force; and (3) grazing, recreation, forest management on public
domain lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management (Figure 3.2-3). There are also
small tracts of private land used primarily for ranching activities to the southwest of the NTS.
(U) Nuclear testing activities at the NTS have included atmospheric and underground tests of
nuclear explosives, nuclear reactor, nuclear engine and nuclear furnace tests; nuclear waste spill
tests; and nuclear waste disposal. At present, tests are conducted at Yucca Flat, Rainier Mesa,
and Pahute Mesa; these areas ar located approximately 15, 30, and 40 km (10, 19, 25 ml)
respectively from the proposed SMTS (Figure 3.24). The yield of nuclear explosives tested at
the NIS is currently limited by international treaties to 150 kilotons. Non-treaty limitations to
test yields, based on potential ground motion damage to off-site facilities, are 250 kilotons at

Yucca Flat, and 1400 kilotons at Pahute Mesa. Buckboard Mesa, a cunatly inactive test site,
test area, has been
has a 700-kiloton yield limit. Mid Valley, once identified as a po
eliminated because of adverse hydrolog codithim.
(U) The Nevada Resc and Development Am, located in Jackim Flats southwest of the
proposed SMTS, was used in the past for a number of nuclear reactor, nuclear engine, and
nuclear furnace tests carried out for a previous nuclear locket program (ROVER); this progam
largely inactive but a number of unused test facilities
was terminated in 1972. The area
rmain, including an Engine M&A W16n,
Assemly, and Disassembly (B-MAD) fWity. The
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'NTS Ara De~ignalkms, Princpa FoAllUes. 9nd Tes9g Areas (U)

rema of a rocket motor test facility are also located 3 ka (2 mi) from the SMTS at Mine
Mountain Junction.
(U) Yucca Mountain, approximately 30 km (19 mi) southwest of the proposed SMTS site, has
been designated for site characterization to determine suitability for development of a geologic
repository for the permanent disposal of commercial spent nuclear fuel and defense high-level
radioactive waste. If constructed, the repository would consist of a large underground complex
of rooms and tunnels in which the waste would be permanently stored, isolated from the outside
environment.
(U) The Nellis Air Force Range is used primarily for bombing and gunnery training. Bast of
the NTS, the Nellis Air Force Range is jointly managed by the Air Force and the Fish and
Wildlife Service as the Desert Game Range.
(U) The proposed SMTS is currently unoccupied. The nearest facilities are a radio transmitter
and receiver located on Shoshone Mountain about 3.5 km (2 mi) to the west (Figure 3.2-5).
Primary access to the site is via the Mine Mountain and Saddle Mountain Roads from the east
and north, respectively.

Infrastmcture (U)
(U) This section provides data on education, health seives, public safety, public and municipal
services, and transportation within the NTS suporting region.
(U) Ncation. In Nye county, two of the elementary schools, a junior high school, and one of
the high schools are located in Tonopah. Other communities having secondary schools are
Beatty, Gabbs, and Pahzmnp. There are no private schools in the county. Of the Clark County
schools, 66 elementary, 17 junior high, 10 senior high, and 2 special education schools are
located in the grater Las Vegas area. Also located in Clark County are the University of

Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV), and Clark County Community College.
(U) el
t
d ;ies
The health services in the NTS area are limited. All Nye County and
parts of Clark County have been ranked as a priority 1 bealth-manpower-shorage area by the
U.S. Public Health service, meaning that It has the highest priority for allocating health
manpower recruited by the Health Services Corps. (DOE, 1986).
(U) Pmbli& faIy The Nye County Sheriffs office provides police protection for the entire
county except for the city of Gabb. There were about 3.53 commissioned police officers for
every 1,000 people in the county in 1982. This relatively high ratio is explained in part by large
area of the county and the long distances between towns. Clark County is served by 893 poiice
officers for a total popla*tion of 535,150 (1983).
(U) Publicand Municipal SrvM@s:

Social services in souhe

Nevada are provided by a

vatiety of State and local agencies. The Nevada )eatment of Human Reoe adminiters
various programs for social services. Tbere &e mnmy librry and m

atal

thrughout the two cmy region. Power and waste dipoal wvi

ar all provided.

302'"

facilities located
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(U) Tra&m2WwI There are a total of 38 airports in the four county region surrounding the
NTS. Most of the runways are unpaved with few or no facilities and services. U.S. Highway
95 from Las Vegas to Tonopah forms part of the southern boundary of the NIS. There is one
entrance to the NTS from Highway 95. The northern entrance to NTS is accesile from state
highway 375 located 34 km (21 ni) to the northeast (Figure 3.2-1).
3.2.1.1.3 Noise (U)
(U) The major sources of noise at the SMTS are natural physical phenomena such as wind and
rain, and the activities of wildlife. Average annual wind speed at the Mid Valley Station ranges
from 6-8 mph. For noise assessment puposes, this area would be considered windy. Desert
voise levels as a function of wind have been measured at an upper limit of 22 dBA for a still
desert and 38 dBA for a windy desert.
3.2.1.1.4 Historik and Archaeologic Resources (U)
(U) Human habitation of the NTS area dates from as early as 10,000 B.C. to the present.
Various aboriginal cultures occupied the NTS area over this extended period as evidenced by
the presence of artifacts at many surface sites and more substantial deposits of cultural material
in several rock shellers. The area was occupied by Paiute Indians at the time of the first outside
contact in 1849. This period of aboriginal occupation was sustained primarily by a hunting and
gathering economy, based on using temporuy campsites and shelters (DOE, 1990a).
Archaeological remains include artifacts found on or just below the surfac at campsites and in
natural caves or rocksIblters in canyons and cliff taces. The attifacts comprise flakes and
ground stone tools, pottery (mostly shards), and ocasionally trade items, suh as glass beads,
indicative of post contact occuation (DOE, 1977).
(U) Many small surface assemblages of phio stone rtifacts are found scattered throughout
the Mid Valley area. A reconnuaissance survey of the proposed M site rcorded five small
surface sites, three along th propose md semen , in the cente of the facility area. and
along the proposed power line corridor. These sites have been collected an the DOE has
determined that these sites are not eligible for the Nati
W
o
frm the S=

Hstoric Pesetvation Offixer has been received (And" F).
(U) A number of cultural sites have beeno ientified during an archaeological r
assance
conducted surrowung the exploratory well drill pad somta of the SMT (DRI, 1983). To
sites that were in close proximity and wene likely to be disturbed by activities at the drill pad
standards for
were recorded and collected according to Burea of Land Mar(geme (I
small sites. Site S103183MV14, located apprximately 1 km (0.5 wi) from the drill pad, was
cosdered eligiblc for nomination to tbe NatbmQalk c (Appe"x F).
(U) Guidelines and opern procedures have been developed at the NTS to prWct known site
of pMetial acha ogica and bistoric interes in compliaU
with the Federal Antiquities Act
of 1906 (16USC Sections 431, 432, 433), the Hlismic Sites Act of 1935 (16USC Sections 461
and 467), and the National Historic Pesrvation Act of 1966 (I6,SC Section 470). These
procedures have been eablih in the sadad oprag procedum for the NT (NTS SOP
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5407 - "Preservation of Antiquities, Historical Sites, and Threatened or Endangered Plant
Species") which specifies the responsibilities and procedures to be used with regard to
preservation of antiquities and historic sites within the NTS. It also establishes procedures for

reporting and confirming new 'finds" of archaeological and historical interest.
3.2.1.1.5 Safety (U)
Nevada Test Site Safety (U)

(U) The Department of Energy policy requires establishment of radiation protection standards
commonly applicable to all DOE personnel, DOE contractors, and other NTS users. This policy
further requires that all test site operations be conducted in a manner to assure that exposure of
individuals, botli on-site and off-site populations, to ionizing radiation is limited to the lowest
levels technically and economically achievable. The requirements of DOE Orders and 10 CFR

20 are applicable. The DOE policy is to keep ocupational exposures of personnel as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA).
(U) Currently the maximum permissible exposure standards for occupational workers are set
forth m DOE Order 5480.11, Paragraph IX, "Requirements for Radiation Protection." This
policy establishes two categories within the work force: monitored workers subject to
occupational exposure standards, and general site workers administratively controlled to 1/10 the

occupational exposure standards. NTS users ar responsible for assuring that the system of
personnel dosimetry supplied by the DOE contrator is proply used by their staff (DOA,
1988c).
Safety Analysis Remorts (U)
(U) Individual safety analysir reports (SARs) will be written for ech program test seris to be
cond, ctcd at the Nevada Test Site. They follow the format of 'Standard Fomrat and Content
of Sa y Arnzysi, ERoj^ts for Nuclear Power Plants, USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.70. The
pi.iuaary SARs will b.vvitwed and approved by DONVO before submission to DOE/HQ

(Appewlix B).
')The sp soring laboratory or agrty provides radiological safety plans for each tet seis
to ihe Test Controllt
r for approval. Pis am ubmitted to cover all operations. They include
r-dioactive eofluent documentation, perso l woritouring at drill rigs, sur,,ys for radiological
safety, re-entry procWurs for both vertical hole and tunnel tes, cleanup aid pollution ontwl
pimedumC., itrunumeion typ s and deloymeat, an any other diologial safe3y featur

pertam to operation at tie Ms.
(U) The Off-Site R dioogiWa Safty Office (EPMAEMSL) is respoat

to the Tea Controller

aWdthe NIS Manager for providing off-site radlologial saWey Sece Wn 1cCord4 with NTS2) Emegency ptrnredess
- 6.N
SOP 5402 and the Therageay Agfent
-SOP 50i, am
. 3n vtlt
10, d
meponsibiliies as outlined in DOE 0r14 551.

complied with. All essential test-relatld personnel =dcive bask radiological safety training.
(U) Documented standard operating procedures have been established for radiological testing
activities that are conducted at the NTS. The Radiation Safety Manual for the NTS outlines
standard operating procedures for radioactive materials control, shipment of radioactive material,
radiological safety in specific test areas and waste management (DOE, 1988c).
(U) The perimeter of the NTS is not fenced, but is posted as a restricted area, and access is
prohibited other than at designated entrances. Road access to the NTS is restricted by guard
stations and barricades. A guard station exists at the Mercury entrance and at the northern
entrance from Highway 25. Mobile patrols are employed to provide security over the large
area. All personnel on the NTS are required to be badged (identification and film badges).
Generally, workers at the NTS are required to have a security clearance (DOE, 1977b).
(U) Temporary roadblocks are established when needed to control access to designated testing
artas in connection with the detonation of underground nuclear devices. The designated forward
areas usually include all areas north of the Control Point, and these areas are mswept" by guard
patrols to assure that all personnel have withdrawn to a safe designated location. Helicopters
and ight aircraft are available to the security force and are normally used to check perimeter
barric2des and other remote locations in the forward test areas as a part of this sweeping action.
3.2.1.1,6 Waste (U)
(U) All waste management activities at NTS are regulated by applicable federal, state, and local
laws and regulations as well as DOE midrements. Existing waste handling facilities at NTS
ar located at the Radioactive Waste Maragement Site (RWMS) in Area 5 of the NTS and the
Bulk Waste Management Facility (BWMF) in Area 3 of the NIS (Figure 3.2-4). The Area 5
RWMS is used for low-level wastes (LLW) disposal, mixed wastes (MW) disposal, transuranic
wastes (TRU) storage, hazardous waste accumulation, and classified waste disposal. Bulk LLW
that cannot be packaged, such as contaminad soil and metal from on-site activities, are
dispos of at the Area 3 B W,
(U) Transuranic (TRU)wastes are stored in a TRU storage pad at the Area 5 RWMS in
prepiation for transfer of the waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WP)in New Mexico.
The current volume of TRU is approximately 600 m (21,000 fW) (DOE, 1990d). The estimated
remainin capacity of the TRU sor ge pad is approximately 1,000 We (35,000 ft') (DOFNVO,

199oc).
(U) Low level wastes (LLW) which quaufy as Defense Wastes as specified in D0E Order
5820.2A (Radioactive Wai.s Managcnt) are managed in accordance with NVO 325 (Nevada
Test Site Wate Accepance Critenia, Certification, and Truger Requhmmi) as revised in
October 1988. The tatal volume of LLW dispos of at ithe Area 5 RWMS bctween 1961 and
1990c). The RWMS site occupies about 732
willim f) (DOW -NO,
1988 was 400,000 ' (14
acres, of which 37 hectares (92 acrm) are cureetly in use for waste d&POLa, Bime~n 1974
at te A 3
and 1988, 208,000 cubic meten of contaminaod i teual were conW

BWMV. The egimated mnanng capcity for solid LLW at t NTS is0,0
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m' (17.7 million ft) with an estimated annual input of 25,000 ' (880,000 fM' (DOE/NVO,
1990c). There is no existing capacity for liquid LLW (DOE/NVO, 1990c).
(U) To provide disposal capacity for mixed waste (MW), the DOE Nevada Operations Office
has obtained interim operating status for a Mixed Waste Management Unit (MWMU) at the Area
5 Radioactive Waste Management Site (RWMS). MW are managed by Reynolds Electrical and
Engineering Co., Inc. (REECo) in accordance with the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA) Part B, Permit Application for Generation of Hazardous Waste and Mixed Waste
Disposal (NV 389 009001) (DOE 1990d). DOEINVO has applied for a part B permit from the
state of Nevada for disposal of .'ixedwaste (DOE, 1990d). To date, approximately 5,700 m'
(200,000 ft) have been emplaced (DOE, 1990a). The MWMU is to be operable for five years
or until 150,000 ml (5.3 million ft of MW has been accumulated, whichever comes first (DCE,
1990). The annual input of mixed waste to the MWMU is approximately 20,000 3 (700,000
ft3). The draft Safety Analysis Report for the Area 5 RWMS is being updated and an
Environmental Assessment is in preparation.
(U)Hazardous wastes generated by activities at the NTS are managed by REECo in accordance
with RCRA Part B (NV 389 009001) (DOE 1990d). These wastes are collected at the local
testing facility up to a specified limit of 210 liters (55 gal) per waste stream and then transferred
to the Area 5 Hazardous Waste Accumulation Pad for ultimate disposal to an EPA-approved offsite treatment, storage and disposal facility prior to the 90 day storage limit. Approximately 100
m' (3,500 fM") of hazardous waste are generated from NTS activities each year.
(U) Nonradioactive nonhazardous waste solid waste is disposed of in the sanitary landfill located
at in Area 23 and Area 9 of the NTS which is permitted by the state of Nevada. The Area 23
and Area 9 landfills arr anticipated to be operational for an additional 10-12 years and 15 years
respectively (DOE/NVO, 1990c). Waste water effluents are discharged to ponds and lagoons
as authorized by a series of state of Nevada permits (DOE, 1990d).
3.2.1.2 Physical Environment (U)

(U)This section provides information on topography, geology, and seismic activity of NTS and
SMTS.
3.2.12.1 Topography (U)
(U) The topography of the Nevada Test Site is typical of much of the Basin and Range
physiographic province. There are numerous north-south trending, linear, ruggod mountain
ranges separated by broad, flat-floored and gentle-sloped valleys. Elevations range from 910
to 1,370 meters (3,000-4,500 ft) in the valleys to the south and cas, rising to 1,700 to 2,100
meters (5,500-6,900 ft) in the high country toward the northern and western boundaiies.
(U) The SMTS site is located in an interchannel area of an inactive alluvial fan in the western
part of the lowland known as Mid Valley. Slopes at the site area 'ange from 5% in the
interchannel area to 25 %along stream channels that are incised to depths of 20 to 25 meters (60
to 80 ft). The site elevation is about 1470 meters (4840 ft) above MSL. To the southeast, the
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land slopes grlally down to the center of Mid Valley where the existing water-supply well is
located about 150 meters (500 ft) in elevation below the site; to the west slopes steepen as the
land rises abruptly to the rugged crest of Shoshone Mountain more than 600 meters (2,000 ft)
in elevation at~ove the site.
3.2.1.2.2 Geology (U)
(U) The geology of the Great Basin is characterized by alternating sequences of folded and
faulted Paleozoic sedimentary rocks overlain by thick layers of tuffaccous volcanic rocks of
Tertiary age. Bedrock is exposed in block faulted mountains; in lowlands and valleys, bedrock
is covered by thick alluvial deposits of Quaternarjy age. Shoshone Mouatain is a typical small
fault-block mountain; Mid Valley is a typical small alluvium-filled lowland.
(U) The proposed SMTS site (Figure 3.2-6) is underlain by older alluvial fan deposits of
Quaternary age; these deposits consist of unconsolidated and weakly consolidated mixtures of
cobbles and pebbles of welded tuff and limestone in a matrix of silt and sand (Orkild, 1986).
Occasional large boulders are found at or near the surface. The percolation rate at the site
averages 37 minutes per inch. At various depths the materials are cemented by calcium
carbonate into hard concrete-like layers (caliche). These older alluvial materials are estimated
to be less than 60 meters (200 feet) in thickness over bedrock at the proposed site. Toward the
center of Mid Valley to the east in the areas traversed by the proposed water and power lines
serving the water supply well, thick deposits of younger alluvial deposits consisting of
unconsolidated boulders, cobbles, pebbles, and sand conceal the underlying bedrock. Within
half a kilometer to the west, folded and faulted beds of dolomite and limestone of Devonian age
are exposed on the flank of Shoshone Mountain. Hard layers of welded tuff and tuffaceous
rocks of Tertiary age crop out at the crests of the mountain.
(U) Typical of the geologic structure of much of the Great Basin, bedrock is cut by several
steeply dipping normal faults along the western boundary of Mid Valley. These faults are
concealed beneath alluvial deposits at the proposed test facility; their locations are approximated
by extension from observed faults to the. north and the south. Geologic evidence has been cited
indicating that 32 other faults in the general area have involved Quaternary deposits; date of
latest movement on these faults have ranged from 40,000 to 2 million years ago (DOE, 1986).
No information is available on the latest date of movement on the concealed faults that underlie
the proposed SMTS site.
(U) Undergound nuclear explosions at the NTS have caused minor displacements along
preexisting faults elsewhere in the NTS. "Ili prominent Yucca fault in Yucca Flat has groundshock-induced dis-placement by nuclear explosions along most of its length of 25 kilometers (15
mi). The vertical displacement of the Yucca fault at the ground surface is mostly less than 0.3
meter (1 foot), but at a few places it is displaced as much as 0.5 meter (1.5 feet). Preexisting
faults or Pahute Mesa characteristically exhibit displacement from nuclear explosions, resulting
in vertical nffsets of about 0.3 meter (1 foot) or less for distances along te fault of as much as
5 kilometers (3 mi). No evidence of any such ground-shock-induced dislacements has been
reported in the Mid Valley area.
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3.2.1.2.3 Seismic and Volcanic Activity (U)
Seismic A'vt (U)
(U) The area of the proposed SMTS is subject to ground accelerations resulting from natumally
occurring (tecto&') earthquakes and induced eartiquakcs resulting from underground nuclear
explosions carried out elsewhere at the NTS.
(U) Mid Valley lies in aL area of relatively low historical seismicity and is assigned to seismic
risk zone 2 (Moderate damage) of the Uniform Building Code (UBC). However, due to the
activity induced by the underground testing, all structures at the NTS need to conform to the
requirements of UBC Zone 4. Available data suggest that earthquakes with magnitudes < 4.5
Richter occur with a frequency of less than one per year within 40 km (24 mi) of the proposed
site. The nearest recorded larger earthquake occurred in 1949, had a magnitude of 5.6, and was
centered 130 km (80 ml) to the west. Peak ground accelerations from tectonic earthquakes in
southern Nevada have not exceeded 0.5 g.
(U) Over geologic time, earthquakes in the Southern Great Basin have occurred in relatively
brief episodes of intense activity in areas that may have been inactive for hundreds or thousands
of years. Although earthquakes in the region are commonly associated with Tertiary faults that
bound fault-block mountains, there is no information suggesting that any historiz earthquakes
have been associated with the faults underlying Mid Valley. In any case, current knowledge of
Quaternary faulting is not considerJd sufficient to permit reliable conrlations of earthquakes
with tectonic processes such as faulting (DOE, 1986).
(U) An unavoidable consequence of underground testing of nuclear explosives is the generation
of ground motion and shock waves which at distances resemble natural earthquakes. The
characteristics of such ground motion depends on the yield and depth of the explosion and the
geologic and hydrogeologic environment of the test location. Experience has shown that yields
above 100 kilotons may cause minor architectural damage in nearby communities. SNL has
initiated a seismic monitoring program to monitor the seismic response of the SMTS to
underground nuclear tests as well as to natural seismic events. Data from two nx ent large
underground tests show maximum ground accelerations of 0.003g and 0. lg in the vicinity of the
site (SNL, 199le and SNL, 1991f). Data from the and from future events will be used to
refine seismic design criteria for the SMTS.

YQInic AaiJV (U)
(U) Widespread past volcanic activity in the southen Great Basin suggests the possibility of
future volcanism in the region. Past activity in the ara of the SMTS has included both
explosive ash-producing volcanoes, as evidenced by the tuffaceous rocks undetlying the site, and
numerous Quaternary lava flows that are found elsewhere in the region. Tie most recent
explosive volcanic activity in the area occurred moe than seven million years ago at Black
Mountain located 45 kilometers (28 mi) northwest of SM'IS. Th most receat lava flows in the
area occurred an estimated 140 thousand years ago at the Lathro Wells volcanic center 35 km
(21 mi) southwest of the SMTS (Turrin, 1991).
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3.2.1.2.4 Water Resources (U)
(U) The hydrology of the NTS has been studied intensively since the mid-1950's, and water
quality in and around the site has been monitored since undergtound nuclear testing began. The
U.S. Geological Survey, the Environmenta! Protection Agency, and the Desert Research Institute
of the University of Nevada have conducted most of the studies.
(U) Suf
ater: Surface water in the southern Oreat Basin occurs principally in interior
drainage systems characterized by a dense network of intermittent streams that flow into closed
topographic basins known as playas. Typically this water stands on the playas for several days
to a few weeks before it is lost, mainly by evaporation. There are 13 playas within a radius of
80 km (50 mi) of the proposed SMTS site.
(U) There are no perennial sources of sutace water in the Mid Valley area. The nearest
perennial body of surface water is Lake Mead 150 km (90 mi) to the east. The alluvial fans on
which the proposed SMTS site is located is cut by many shallow boulder-dry stream beds that
contain water only during and shortly after occasional heavy rains. During rare flash floods
streams may be diverted by sediment and cut new channels into easily eroded alluvial deposits.
There is, however, no evidence of such flash flooding in the channels bordering the proposed
site. Runoff from the precipitation at the proposed site drains into the normally dry Barren
Wash which is part of an interior drainage network that terminates in Frenchman Flat, a playa
in a closed topographic basin about 25 km (16 mi) to the east. Surfac water drainage from the
proposed SMTS sitz., therefore, does not flow beyond the boundary of the NTS.
(U) Qy"'&,3ter: The groundwater hydrologic systems of the southern Great Basin ae
characterized by deep water tables and closed ground water basins that may not correspond to
topographic basins. Recharge occurs predominantly by slow percolation from upland areas
t'
.ough the unsaturated zone that overlies the water table. Ground water inthe region occurs
,.hiefly in fracture zones in at least six major aquifers at various levels within limestone,
dolomite, and volcanic rock units. The aquifers are commonly isolated from each other by
aquitards, relatively impermeable layers that act as a barrier to ground water movement. In
addition, ground water flow is commonly blocked or diverted by faults and in places where the
ground water reaches the surface as flowing springs. In the deeper aquifers, the water is under
artesian pressure.
(U) In the Mid Valley area, ground water occurs only in deep bedrock aquifers; the alluvial
deposits may contain water following rains but do not form perennial aquifers. Ground water
in the proposed water-supply well occurs in tuff aquifers that are probably isolated from the
deeper limestone and dolomite aquifers. 71U static water level in this well isat a depth of 507
meters (1663 feet) below the surface; the well head is at an elevation of 1325 meters (4346 feet).
Principal recharge areas for the bedrock aquifers ae upland areas and me to the north.
(U) Water use in Nevada is governed by the ofitce of the State Engineer and the Division of
Water Resources. Chapter 534 of the Nevada Water Laws outlinm and delineates the allowable
uses of ground waters. Total annual ground water withdrawals from any given basin may not
xced the perenni yield. Ground watrin the Mid Valley are is believed to be pan of the
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Ash Meadows subbasin (Figure 3.2-7). Tb-,e are 12 NTS wells that currently withdraw water
from the Ash Meadows subbasin for cougrucdon, drilling, fire protw-tion, and consumption uses
(DOE, 1988d). Data collected fror weWl, located in Areas 3, 5 and 6 of the NTS indicated that
there has been no detectable decline m the static water level and therefore no exceedence of
perennial yield for the aquifer(0) at t-s locations (DOE, 1988d) (Note; refer to Figure 3.2-4
to observe the locations of NTo Areas 3, 5, and 6 in relation to the SMTS). Total withdrawals
from well C and C-I locatea in Area 6 of the NTS were 26 million gallons (98 million litters)
per year each (DOE, 1988d).
(U) WtQu 4: Grcundwater from the tuffaceous aquifers such as those in the proposed
water-supply well is gernerally of excellent chemical quality. It is characterized by relatively
high concentrations of scdium and potassium carbonates and low acidity. Groundwater sampled
from a borehole approximately 30 km (20 mi) southwest of the SMTS had a pH of 7.7, 216
milligrams per liter of dissolved solids, and relatively high concentrations of silica (45
milligrams per liter), sodium (57 milligrams per liter), and bicarbonate (143 milligrams per
liter). In general, water in the tuffaceous aquifers meets U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
secondary standards in mijor cations and anions and the primary standards for harmful
constituents (DOE, 1986). There are no known incidents of groundwater conmaon (e.g.
fuel spills, solvents) in the vicinity of the SMTS location.
(U) The deep aquifers, slow groundwater movement, and exceedingly slow downward movement
of water in the overlying unsaturated zone serve as barriers to transport of radioactivity from
underground sources (e.g. underground testing) via groundwater, preventing movement of
radioactivity to off-site areas for thousands of years. The estimated average velocity of
groundwater flow through the lower carbonate aquifer in central Yucca Flat is from 2 to 180
meters (6 to 600 ft) per year (DOE, 1990a).
(U) Groundwater is the only local source of drinking water in the NTS area. Drinking and
industrial water-supply wells for the NTh produce from the lower and upper carbonate aquifers,
the volcanic aquifer, and the valley-fill aquifer. Though a few springs emerge from perched
groundwater lenses at the NTS, discharge rates are low, and spring water is not currntly used
for DOE activities. South of the NTS, private and public supply wells are completed in the
valley-fill aquifer.
3.2.1.2.5 Meteorology and Air Quality (U)
(U) The southern Great Basin area has a desert climate characterized by cool winters, hot
summers, low rainfll, and genally predictable winds.
(U) Summer temperatures generally rnge between 24" and 35" C (75-95' F); extreme summer
temperatures reach 43- C (I 10- F). Av~xage winter temperatures range from 2' to 14"C (3557 F); extreme low temperatures reach -14" C (7-F). Temperature inversion layers are low
during night and mornings and fie during tbc day by surfaie heating. Av ge annual
precipitation in the area is about 4 inchas occurring principally in winter and ding occaial
stmmer
ds
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(U) Wind direction and wind speed is an important aspect of the environment at the NTS. These
are the major factors in planning and conducting nuclear tests, where atmospheric transport is

the primary potential route of contamination transport to on-site workers and off-site populations.
The movements of large-scale pressure systems control the seasonal changes in the wind
direction frequencies. The general downward slope in the terrain from north to south results m
an intermediate scenario that is reflected in the characteristic diurnal wind reversal from
southerly winds during the day to northerly winds at night. This north/south reversal is
strongest in the summer and, on occasion, becomes intense enough to override the wind regime
associated with large-scale pressure systems. This scenario is very sensitive to the orientation
of the mountain slopes and valleys.
(U) Air movement in the area of the proposed SMTS is typical of NTS valleys. Predominate
winds in the winter are northwesterly, in the summer southwesterly, and in the spring and fall
westerly. Daily variations typically are southwesterly in early afternoon and northerly after
sundown to midday. The cool evening flow is down slope to Frenchman Flat (DOE, 1990a).
Monthly average winds, as measured at MEDA 14 (Mid Valley Station) range from 3-4 m/s (6-8
mph) (with a lower average occuring in the winter mouths and higher in the summer months.
Maximum wind velocity recorded (1983-1988) is less than 25 m/s (50 knots or 57.5 mph).
(U) The vertical thermal structure of the atmosphere at NTS is typical of the southern Great
Basin. The vertical thermal structure of the portion of the atmosphere next to the ground is

important in enhancing or restricting the vertical diffusion of airborne materials. The mixing
depth is that portion of the atmosphere where airborne materials can diffuse freely. An
inversion layer marks the upper boundary of the mixing depth, above which airborne materials
do not diffuse freely. In most regions, the height of the inversion layer has large variations both
seasonally and diurnally. In the NTS region, the mean height of the inversion layer above the
ground surface during morning hours ranges from about 300 to 600 meters (1,000 to 2,000 ft)
for all seasons of the year; during afternoon hours, it ranges from about 2,000 to 3,600 meters
(6,500 to 11,800 ft) except in winter when it is in the 1,000 to 1,400 meter (3,300 to 4,600 ft)
range (Holzworth, 1972).
(U) The air quality at SMTS is in attainment for pollutants regulated by the state of Nevada and
Federal air quality standards. SMTS is located within the Nevada Intrastate Air Quality Control
Region 147 (AQCR-147), The near nonattainment area for CO (Carbon Monoxide) and TSP
(Total Suspended Particulates) is the Las Vegas Valley in AQCR-013 approximately 120 km (75
mi) southeast of SMTS (40 CFR 81.329).
(U) Currently, there are no activities in SMTS that would disturb the air quality other than
occasional vehicle traffic on the Mine Mountain and Saddle Mountain Mid-Valley roads. This
traffic, primarily security patrol and Shehone Mountain microwave station ruaintenaac

vehicles, causes a temporary increase in sispended dust particles arising from the dil/gmvel
(U) There are no criteria pollutant or prevention of significant deterioration (PSD) monitoring
rquirements for NTS opertions. Clean Air Act compliance requirements were limited to
asbests and radouclide monitoring and iepozfing under Naia Emissions Standards for
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Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP). Air pollution sources common at the NTS include
aggregate production, stemming activities, surface disturbances, fugitive dust from unpaved
roads, fuel burning equipment, open burning, and fuel storage facilities (DOE, 1990d).
(U) The national and Nevada Ambient Air Quality Standards are shown in Table 3.2-1. The
Desert Research Institute (DRI) collected ambient air quality data 70 km (44 mi) northeast of
Las Vegas as part of the permitting process for a power plant expansion (DRI,1979). Due to
the limited amount of development in the region and the lack of industrial sources, these values
can be considered to be representative of the ambient air quality conditions at the SMTS.
Concentrations of SO2 were observed to be below 23 ug/m; monthly average NO,concentrations
never exceeded 17 ug/m&; and ozone showed an expected seasonal trend, with one hour
concentrations as high as 173 ug/m in the late spring and early summer and 60 ug/m3 in the
winter. Daily TSP concentrations were observed to vary betwen 8 and 123 ug/m' with an
annual geometric mean of 30 ug/m3 (DOE/NVO, 1990c).
(U) Previous nuclear testing operations have been conducted in accordance with the NESHAP
radionuclide emissions of 10 millirem/year effective dose equivalent at off-site locations.
Calculated maximum off-site dosage using the EPA model AIRDOS/RADRISK is approximately
0.00015 mrem/year for all radionuclides, which represents only 0.002% of the NESHAP
standard (DOE, 1990a).
3.2.1.3 Biological Resources (U)
(U) This section includes a discussion of the flora and fauna found at the NTS with a brief
discussion of biological resources at the SMTS.
3.2.1.3.1 Terrestrial (U)
(U) The NTS encompasses thrc floristic zones: (1)the Mojave Desert, which is a warm dry
desert occurring below an elevation of 1,200 meters (4,000 t); (2) the Great Bain Deert,
which is a relatively cooler and wetter desert at elevations above 1500 meters (5,000 ft); and (3)
the transition zone, often called the Transition Desert, which extends in a broad east-west
corridor between the Mojave and Grat Basin d= at elevatons of between the Mojave and
Great Basin deserts at elevations of betweea 1,200 and 1,500 meters (4,000 and 5,000 ft) (DOE,
1986). There ar areas of desert woodland (pinyon-juniper) at higher elevations. Even there
typical Great B asin shrubs, principally sagebrushes, art a conspicuou component of the
vegetation. Although shrubs, or shrubs and small tres, ar the dominant forms, herbaceous
plants are well mpresented in the flora and play an important m in supporting animal life
kiOE, 1990a).
(U) The flora of the SMTS location is typical of that of the Mid Valley avu. It is described as
Transitional Desert Association consisting predominantly of widdly W Wd clumps of low brush,
and oth low plants and scattred Joshua Trees
interspmsed with Spase growths of gfm
(..NL, 1990b). Vegetative coverage of the soil surface is approximately 20%. Blackbnash
olQoY1W ramosissimal isthe predominant plant species. Ofter plant pecie imftd during

a pre-activity survey that wa& performed at the

S
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loaion incld:

TABLE 3.2-1 (U):
AMBINT AMR QUALITY STANDARDS
(MICROGRAMS PER CUBIC METER) (U)
Pollutant and
Averaging Time

National Ambient Air
Quality Standards
Primary
Secondary

Sulfur Dioxide
3-Hour
24-Hour
Annual Arithmetic Mean

Nevada Ambient Air
Quality Standards

365
80

1,300

260
75

150
60

150
50

150
50

Nitrogen Dioxide*
Annual Arithmetic Mean

100

100

100

Ozone
l-Hour"

235

235

235

40,000
10,000

40,000
10,000

40,000
6,570'

1.5

1.5

Particulate Matter:
As TSPb
24-Hour"
Annual Geometric Mean
As PMob
24-Hour
Annual Arithmetic Mean

Carbon Monoxide
1-Hour
8-Hour'

Lead
Quarterly Arithmetic Mean

-.

-

1.5

1,300
365
80

150
75

* (U) Short-term national standards (24 hours or les) t to be exceeded more than once per
year, at any location.
'(U) TSP is in the process of being superseded by PM,, (paticulates matter with aerodynamic
diameter less than 10 micrns) as the ambient standard indicator for particulate matter.
* (U) Although there are no Nevada or National shott-tern NO standards, California has
adopted a one-hour andard of 470 pg/m!,
(U) Nevada has not yet. adopd PM,, standas, but the stanards am eVected to be at last
as saringent as the F dem Standards.
(U) At elevations above 1,524 m (5,000 ft) MSL At lower elvalions the Nevada eight-hour
CO standard is 10,000 W,/w'.
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Xubxa

iff lia (Joshua Tree)

Chrsothamnus teretifoius
Yucca schidigem

1Uphedra nevensis (Mormon Tea)
Coty

aha

'iv'a_

Annual grasses particularly Breos rbes.

E una(U)
(U) The southern Great Basin is occupied by a variety of birds, reptiles, and mammals
representing faunal elements from both the Mojave and Great Basin Deserts. Most animals are
small, secretive (often nocturnal in habitat), anti hence not often seen. Wildlife habitats on the
NTS have been modified to a considerable degree by nuclear testing activities and by a few
extensive brush fires. Because there is no sporting and only a limited amount of pest control,
faunal populations are regulated only by the ratural controls imposed by the environment and
normal predator/prey relationships. Rodent account for almost half of the known species, and
are, in terms of distribution and relative abundance, the most important group of mammals on
the NTS. Activity pattems, food habits, population dynamics, life spans, and home ranges are
well documented for the small mammals of the area (Jorgensen and Hayward, 1965).
(U) Sixty-six species of birds are recorded as either seasonal or permanent residents in the area.
Many other species visit the area briefly during spring and fall migration. There are 27
permanent breeding residents, most of which inhabit sagebrush-pinyon-juniper vegetaicr., and
a number of more widely distributed spring and summer residents. The southern Great Basin
is a winter feeding ground for large flocks of migrating passerine birds (sarrows and finches).
Several species remain as winter residents because disturbed areas have an abundance of
tumbleweed seed, which is an important winter food source. Migratory waterfowl and shore
birds frequent the temporary lakes formed by precipitation runoff in Yucca and Frenchman
playas (Appendix ).
(U) Reptiles observed in the region include eight species of lizards, one tortoise specie
(igpl
nrs igaij, and four species of snakes. The side blotched lizard (.U sladmia)
and western whiptails Q ml~ n fizxi) were the most frequently observed and ubiquitous
lizard species. The Mojave dee tortoise (QIb= ugmasi1l has beea infrequently observed
south of Shoshone Mountain and the Mid Valley. Coachwhips (Nwahm fllum); speckled
rattlesnakes (Cm~ua mkrkW; gopher nal= (baWs W*NIA ); and westmr shovel-

nosed snakes (Chin

Wsimi)

have been infrequently obzred (DO, !986).

(U) Coleogyne is described as nearly pure strands of blckbmsh dhat occupy large areas in MidValley and the lower slopes of mountais and mesas in the nortbhcmtral part of the NIS, at
elevations of 1,220 to 1,520 meters (4,000 to 5,000 f0). Resident fauna at the proposed SMTS
site ae those typical of the blackbrusb plant communities in Mid-Valley. Evidence of small
rabbits, mule
lizards and rodents living in the area have been found. Thnsient animals i
deer and coyotes. The birds found re a typil of blacUuh areas.
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3.2.1.3.2 Aquatic Ecology (U)
(U) There we no known aquatic resource within the SMTS area.
3.2.1.3.3 Threatened and Endangered Species (U)
(L) Mg
No plant species located on the NIS is currently on the federl treatened and
list.
species
endangered
(U) Guidelines and operating procedures have been developed at the NTS to protect and preserve
threatened and endangered plant species in compliance with the Endangered Spocies Act of 1973.
These procedures have been established in the standard operating procedure for the NTS (NTS
SOP 5407 - "Preservation of Antiquities, Historical Sites, and Threatened and Endangered Plant
Species").
(U) A threatened and endangered species survey was conducted at the proposed SMTS within
the NTS and no threatened or endangered or candidate species were found (Appendix F).
(U) m : The desert tortoise, 9
agnsjijj, was officially listed as a threatened species
in April 1990 by the U.S. Department of Interior. Tortoise habitats on thr NTS are found in
the southern third of the NTS, south of azeas of nuclear test activities in Yucca Flat, Rainier
Mesa, and Pahute Mesa.
(U) Based on a survey conducted by EG&G, no threatened or endangered species, or their
habitat, are known to occur at the SMTS site (EG&G, 1988). The SMTS is north of the known
range of the threatened desert tortoise. The water supply well (Figure 3.2-5) lies near the
northern limit of the estimated range of the desert tortoise at NTS although available survey data
are not considered conclusive regarding the existenc of tortoises in Mid Valley (EG&G, 1991).
3.2.1.4 Background Radiation (U)
(U) This section provides information on environuental radiation, radiation sores, radiation,
and envL-onzntal radiatioa monitoring program.
3.2.1.4.1 Envionme ntal Radiation Soures and Exposure (U)
(U) Environmental radiation consists of natural background radiation from cosmic, terestrWa,
and internal body sources. Additional sources of background radiation are medical and dental
diagnosis, nuclear weapons test fallout, consumer and industrial products, air travel, brick and
stoe buildings, and radioactive roleases associated with NTS opm.iow.
(U) Enviromental backgmund radiation levels from all our=es in the genel are surruding
the NTS vary considerably dqpending mainly on elevation and natutal adioactivity content of

the soil. At the NIS radiological effluents may originate from: (1) tunnels, (2) undeground
test event sites (at or near surface ground zeros), and (3) facilities where rdioative isou~m
are eit used, processed, stored, or disbced. All of these types of sitts have the poMtial
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or are known to discharge radioactive effluents into the ivironment (DOE, 1990a). Some
radioactivity refalus on the surface of NTS from pro-1962 atmospheric testing of weapons,
nucLar cratenng explosions, nuctlur propulsion systems t-sts, and radioactive wastes generated
by other NTS activities.

(U) The extepsive off-site environmental surveillance system operated around the NTS by the
EPA measured no radological exposures that could be attributed to NTS operations. Calculation
of potential dose to off-sie residents, based on the on-site source emission measurements and
use of EPA's AJRDOS-PC model, resu,.d in a maximum calculated dose of 1.5 x l0 mrem
(0.00015 intem) to a resident of Pahmmp, Nevada, 80 kilometers (50 ini) south of the NTS
Control Point. Monitoring network data indicated a 1989 dose of 67 inrem from background
radiation at Pahbrrmp. The calculated population dose to the 8400 residents living within 80
kilometers of the Control Point was 1.1 x 101 person-rem (0.0011 person-rm, or 1.1 x 10'
person sievert) (DOE, 1990a). It is anticipated that the population dose to residents within an
80 km (50 ml) radius of the SMTS would be somewhat less. The number of persons residing
within 80 km of the SMTS, located approximately ii km (7 mi) from the Control Point, has
been estimated to be 5,400 (EPA, 1991b).
3, .1,4.2 Envh-onmeuml Radiation Monit rng Progra

(U)

(U) The U.S. Depatment of Energy (DOE) is rsponsibl- for pnvid.ig radiological safety
services on the Nevada Test Site (NTS) and mirntAhin !n i avWeal surveillance program
ra S the NI'S working population. The
designed to convtr-l, minimize, and dwment tlo5qS
results are reported anmually in eavirnmenail repon (DOE, 990a).
(U) The on-site radioiog ica monitoring progxi is conducted by several organizations. REECo,
the operating contractor at the NtS t. tsnorsskIb fT: environmental surveillace and effluent
t,-zaWiaet,
aiit as Cho Lawrnc Livermore National Laboratory
monitoring. Sevenal other or
(LLNL) Los Alamos National LMcsoory (LNL), Doee= Psearch Institute (DR!), EPA, and
Compliance and Monitoring Program also make
participants in the Basic Evvim-an
radiological measurermen
(U) The EPA conducts tbe off-site radiological monitoring progam around the NTS. The
Agency's EMSL-LV is msponsil for condtoing the program. The routine surveillance
program includes pathways monitoing that conists of air, water, and milk surveillance networks
sumnunding the NM, an: 1 a limited anin and vegetable sampling program. In ddtion,
excnl
d in rroal tgwxsumm of off-site popultins ar asesed using state-of-the-art
dosimuy equiptn.ot.
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Th1e on-site enviroamental surveillance program maintains samplers
desig-nd to dtect airlb:ne udioactivv-pafticks, radioactive gases (including halogens and noble
gas s), and radioactive hydrogen ('H) as water vapor in the form 'H'HO or 'I-O. Air sampling
units were located at 52 stations on the NIS to measure radionuclides in the form of particulates
and halogens. All placements were chosen priniarily to provide monitoring of radioactivity at
sites with high worker ppuiron density. The results of the on-site monitoring studies are
provided in lable 3.2-2 below. Radionuclide concentraion guidelines are provided in Table
3.2-3 below for comparative purposes. Ambient gamma monitoring has been conducted at 150
stations within the NTS through the use of themoluminescent dosimeters (ILDs).
(1)

(U) The Air Sampling Network (ASN) is designed to monitor the off-site areas within 350
kilometers of the NTS, with some concentration of stations in the prevailing downwind direction.
This continuously-operating network is supplemented by a standby network which covers the
contiguous states west of the Mississippi River. During 1989 the ASN consisted of 31
continuously-operating sampling stations and 78 standby stations.
q) A =,cond part of the EPA off-site air network was the Noble Gas and Tritium Surveillance
Netwo:t (NGTSN). 1t1. sources of these radionuclides include noble gases and tritium emitted
from nuclear reactors, reproe ssing facilities (non-NTS facilities), and worldwide nuclear te ing.
Network samplers were typically located in populated areas surrounding the NTS with emphasis
on night-time "drahiiage" winds leading from the test areas. Other samplers were located in
communities at some distance from the NTS. In 1989 this network consisted of 20 sampling

stations located in the stes of Neva&. Umah, and Califoria.
(U) Water Moito6: On-s-te water samples were collected at various frequencies from
selected potable water consumption points, supply wells, natural springs, open reservoirs, final

effluent ponds, and contaminated ponds. The frequency of collection was determined on the
basis of a preliminary radiological pathways analysis. All samples were analyzed for gross beta,
tritium, and gamma emitting isotopes. Plutwmium analyses were performed on a quarterly basis.
(U) As part of EPA's Long Term Hydtological Monitoring Program, surface water and
gmundwater sampling and analysis have been performed for many years on water sources on
and around the NIS. At the sample collection sites, the pH, conductivity , and water
tempcrature were measured when the water sample was collected. Also, after the first time
samples were collected from a well, 0rSr, Sr, 1*,a, Tu
and uranium isouts were
1 , '3Pu,
determined by radiochemistry as time permitted.
(U) The samples were collected monthly, whe possible, and analyzed by gamma wecvont
as well as for 'H. For a few NTS wells and for all the water sources around the NIS, a sample
was collected twice per year et about a six month interval. One of tM semi-annual samples was
analyzed for IH by the conventional method, the other by enrichment. The results oi the on-site

monitoring studies are provid.d in Table 3.2-2 above, Radionuclide concentration guidelim
are provided in Table 3.2-3 above for comparative purpose.
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TABLE 3.2-2 (U):
NTS ON-SITE MONITORING RESULTS (U)
Fiad'nucides in Air (Network Aanual Average) (U)
Radionucide n
2 "+

uCi/Im1 ()
< 1 x 10"1
< 1 X 1017
23 x 1042 + 5.2 x 104'

MPu

z1Pu

"'Kr
Xe

*

8.5 x 10"2 + 1.5 x 10-"

"H
'OK

4.3 x 10-"4

1Sr

2.2 x 104'

(U) For the Lupc majomty of amples coUccWtd during 1989, "Xe ruuit w= below tbt. ddwtccm limit.

Radionucides in Water (Network Annual Average) (U)
Drinking Water (U)
Open Resevoir (U) Supply Well (U)
Radionuclide (U
z9+ 240Pu
2pU

1H
'K

ZuRa

..(uCi/mL)

(uCi/ml)

(uri/mL)

3.0 x 10'
-2.4 x 1040

1
2.3 x 10-"
"
-2.9 x 10y2

9.8 x 10"
-3.0 x 10"

1.1 x 107
6.9 x 10'

1.1 x 10,
6.9 x 10'

4.5 x 104
5.8 x 10'
3.0 x 10'

(U) MAximum v&lu
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TABLE 3.2-3 (U):
RADIONUCLIDE CONCENTRATION GUIDES
FOR AIR AND WATER (U)

Rad nuclide

D AC WOi)

DCG (air_)

'K
tKr (ns)
.Sr

2 x 102 x 10.
I x 10'
8 x1

1x 10r7
9 x 10-l°
3 x 10-"
9 x 10

'-Xe (ns)
2b3
2Pu
N+ZwPu

I x 10
x 10'
3 x 102
2 x10 2"

5 x 10
1 x 10"1
3 x 10"
2 x 10-"'

(ns)

=

'

DCG (water)

MCL (water) '

2 x 103
7 x 10-

2 x10
8 x 10"

"
1x107
4 x 10'
3 x 10'

5 x 10'

nonstochastic value (U)
(a)

(U) DAC - The Derivea Air Cocctatioa

Used for litgdta

eosre throug ial0tion of radio-lides by wokers. The vrue are

bawed on either a at hastif (cmmittd effective dose equivalent) dow a( 5 rem or a ,natochaadc (Organ) dos of 50 m, whichever i more
li*, In the tablc, the value zhown i a ochutw
,
limit
unleu folklwed by (m).
(b)

(U) DCC; - Donved Co.cantratim Ouidp ame foereaes vaies for conducting rdologialenvironmmtal protection pmrgam at qxteaional DOE
facilities and soe. TI DCO values for uinel exposurv shown are band on a committed effective dose equivaent of 100 iM= for the

radionuclide taken into the body by wneston or k"Wan durn one yea,
(c)

(U) MCL - The Maximum Contaminmt Level isthe maxiuc permisstki level of& contsmimao inwte which is deliver d to tbefmt-flowiag
cutlet of the utnate user of &public water system. MCL vahlue a repod in the A Natzi Prisary Drinking Water Stsndards (40 CFR
341). The ',alua led aithe table are bad on 4 mrm committed effective dose

of wor dAimg we year.

ivala for the radkft6-:lid

ta

to the body by ingeat on

(U) Milk SurveillanceNtwork: In 1989 the Milk Surveillance Network (MSN) consisted of 27
locations within the 300 kilometers of the NTS from which samples were scheduled for
collection every month. In addition, all major milksheds west of the Mississippi River,
represented by 106 locations in 1989, were sampled on an annual basis as part of the Standby
Milk Surveillance Network (SMSN). All samples were analyzed by high _*_-olution gamma
spectroscopy to detect gamma-emitting radionuclides. One sample per quarter for each location
in the SMSN were subjected to radiochemical analytical evaluations. These samples were
analyzed for 3H by liquid scintillation counting, and for "Sr and tmSr by anion exchange method.
(U) Although all samples collected for the MSN and SMSN were analyzed for gamma-emitting
radionuclides, only naturally occurring potassium-40 (K) 1 was detected for either network in
any sample. Tritium was measured above the minimum detectable concentration in two samples
from locations on the MSN - Inyoken, Ca and Currant, Nev.
(U) Biomonitring&: Samples of muscle, lung, liver, kidney, blood, and bone were collected
from cattle purchased from private herds that graze adjacent to the NTS. Soft tissues were
analyzed for gamma-emitting radionuciides. Bone and liver were analyzed for strontium and
plutonium, and blood was analyzed for SH. Each November and December, bone and kidney
samples from desert bighorn sheep killed and donated by licensed hunters in Southern Nevada
have been analyzed for strontium, plutonium, and tritium. These kinds of samples have been
collected rnd ,aalyzed for up to 32 years to determine long-term trends (Appendix G).
(U) External Gamma Eposure Monitoring: The EPA's off site TLD network was designed
primarily to measure total ambient gamma exposures at fixed locations. A secondary function
of the network was the measurement of exposures from past nuclear tests to off-site residents
living within estimated fallout zones. Measurement of exposures to specific individuals involved
the multiple variables associated with any personnel monitoring program. Measuring
environmental ambient gamma exposures in fixed locations provided a reproducible index which
could then be easily correlated to the maximum exposure an individual would have received
were the person continuously present at that location. Monitoring of individuals made possible
an estimate of individual exposures and helped to cotfirm the validity of correlating fixed-site
ambient gmnma measurements to projected individual exposures. During 1989 a total of 135
off-site stations were monitored to determine background ambient gamma radiation levels.

(U) The mean annual exposure at the fixed environmental stations was 66 . 32 mrems.
Ambient gamma exposures measumed by TLDs at fixed environmental stations as part of this
network were within the range of exposures anticipated throughout the U.S. due to "natural
background".
(U) During 1989 a total of 65 individuals living in areas surrounding the NTS were provided
with persomel dosimeters. The TLDs were used to monitor beta, gamma, neutron, and lowand high-,-,r,,y x-radiations. The TLDs used to monitor fixed reference background locations
were designed to be sensitive only to gamma and high-energy x-radiations. Because personnel
dosimeters were cross-referenced to associated fixed reference background TLDs, all personiel

'(W) -A is anajy oiarh maw&*iv ip

opw"a wA a YW
-. of 1.3 X 10'YOW.
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exposure measurements present were presumed to be gamma or high-energy x-radiation.
Exposures of this type were numerically equivalent to the absorbed dose.
(U) Of 65 offsite residents monitored with personal TLDs, 60 showed zero detectable exposure
above that measured at the associated reference background location. The apparent individual
exposures were slightly greater than the associated reference background. These ranged from
16 to 48 mrem absorbed dose equivalent for the year. Each of these represented total exposures
obtained from several dosimeters worn during the year. Apparent exposures to an individual
dosimeter of less than three times the associated reference background are considered to be
within the range of normal variation for the TLD system. Therefore, nonu of the apparent net
individual exposures are considered to represent an abnormal occurrence.
(U) Population Radionulide Uptake Monitoring: The EPA whole-body counting facility has
been maintained at the EMSL-LV since 1966. The facility is equipped to determine the identity
and quantity of gamma-emitting radionuclides which might have been inhaled or ingested by offsite residents and others exposed to 1989 NTS radiation releases. Routine "counting" of
radionuclides in a person consisted of a 2000 second count with a sensitive radiation detector
placed next to a person reclining in one of two shielded rooms.
The off-site Human
Surveillance Program was initiated in December 1970 to determine the levels of radionuclides
in some of the families residing in communities and ranches surrounding the NTS.
(U) During 1989 EPA obtained a total of 904 gamma spectra from whole-body counting of 221
individuals. In general the spectra were representative of normal background and showed enly
naturally occurring '°K.
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3.2.2 Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (U)
(U) The following description of the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Idaho National
Engineering Laboratories (INEL) is based primarily on the INEL Environmental Characterization
Report, the Special Isotope Separation Project Final Environmental Impact Statenent (EIS) and
the New Production Reactor Capacity Draft Environmental Impact Statement and a
reconnaissance carried out by DMSS staff members.
Site Location and Backeround (U)
(U) Idaho National Engineering Laboratories (INEL) of the Department of Energy (DOE) was
established by the Federal Government in 1949 to conduct research and further the development
of nuclear reactors and related equipment. Major DOE programs at INEL include test
irradiation services, uranium recovery from highly enriched spent fuels, calcination of liquid
radioactive waste solutions, light-water-cooled reactor safety testing and research, operation of
research reactors, environmental restoration, and storage and surveillance of transuranic wastes
(DOE, 1991a). More than 50 reactors have been built at the INEL, of which 14 are still in
active status. Major facilities at the INEL are operated by Argonne National Laboratory-West,
EG&G Idaho, Rockwell-INEL, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, and Westinghouse Idaho
Nuclear Company. Additional facilities proposed for INEL include the New Production Reactor
(NPR) and the Nuclear Weapons Complex Reconfiguration Site (NWCRS).
(U) INEL, located in the southeastern portion of Idaho (Figure 3.2-8), encompasses
approximately 230,000 hectares (580,000 acres) extending approximately 63 kilometers (39
miles) from north to south and about 58 kilometers (36 miles) from east to west at the broadest
southern parn. Regionally, the site is situated on the Upper Snake River Plain and is located
about equal distant from Salt Lake city, Utah and Boise, Idaho. Public access to the INEL is
restricted to a few public highways that are patrolled by on-site security personnel.
(U) The proposed QUEST site is located in the central portion of INEL. This site is currently
undeveloped and is situated approximately 8 km (5 mi) from the nearest operating facility.
(U) The LOFT site is part of the Test Area North (TAN) complex located in the northern
portion of INEL. TAN was originally established in the 1950s to support the U.S. Air Force
and Atomic Energy Commission Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion Program. The program was
terminated before a nuclear powered aircraft could be built. Facilities at TAN include an Initial

Engine Test Facility, a Technical Support Facility, a Water Reactor Research Facility and the
Containment Test Facility (CTF) (CTF was previously the Loss-of-Fluid Test Facility or LOFT.)
A four-rail raih,.4d track connects the Initial Engine Test Facility and LOFT areas to the
Technical Support Facility.
(U) The CTF area is located at the west end of TAN. The area includes the LOFT Containment
and Service Building (reactor facility), an aircraft hanger, the LOFT Reactor Control and
Equipment Building and numerous 6upport facilities. A specially designed railroad flatcar is
located inside the domed containment vessel to transport mobile reactor assemblies into and out
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of the containment vessel. Systems for operating and monitoring the reactor are located inside

structures immediately adjacent to the containment vessel.
3.2.2.1

Socioeconomics (U)

(U) This section summarizes the population distribution, economy and employment of the INEL.
3.2.2.1.1

Population and Economy (U)

(U) The supporting region for the INEL is the six-county surrounding area (Bannock, Butte,
Jefferson, Bonneville, Bingham, and Madison). The largest population centers nearest the INEL
are to southeast and east along the Snake River and Interstate Highway 15. The largest
communities in close proximity to the boundaries of the IN
include Idaho Falls, Blackfoot,
and Arco (Figure 3.2-9). The total population within an 80 km (50 mi) radius of the NWCRS
increased 9% from 118,260 in 1980 to 127,494 in 1990. The 1990 population density within
80 km (50 mi) of the NWCRS control point is approximately 7.1 persons per square kilometer.
(LU) Agriculture is the major economic activity ia the six-county area surrounding the INEL and
contained about 4,700 farms in 1987 (DOE, 1991a). Approximately 38 percent of the farmland
is used to produce irrigated and non-irrigated cultivated crops and about 48 percent is used for

pasture or grazing. Major farm commodities include grains, feeds (hay and silage), potatoes,
vegetables, and livestock. In 1988, receipts from the sale of field crops totaled $373 million,
and livestock sales were $157 million. Total agricultural sales in Idaho in 1988 were about $1
billion in each category.
(U) INEL is the largest single employer in Idaho, accounting for more than $318 million in
wages during 1987. Employment at INEL currently totals about 11,000 or about 2.6 %of total
state employment. About 320 persons are DOE employees, and the rest are employed by private
contractors.
(U) Other major sources of employment and income in the INEL region include services,
government, retail trade, and manufacturing. The three industries with the largest employment
in 1980 were services (29 percent), retail trade (15 percent), and manufacturing (11 percent).
In the six-county area, these three industries accounted for 55% of all employment. The
nonagricultural industries with the largest payrolls in 1984 came from the services, government,
and manufacturing industries.
3.2.2.1.2

Land Use and Infrastructure (U)

(U) Land use in the INEL area is severely restricted by the dry climate and shallow bedrock
(Figure 3.2-10). Arable land with moderate iruigation limitation (gravity irrigation) is present
on both sides of the Big Lost River and in the remains of the lake bed of prehistoric Lake
Terreton (between Mud Lake and Howe). The remainder of the INIL, approximately 65 % of

the surface area, has a low sub-surface water-holding cap&ity, is rocky or covered with basalt,
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or is classified as having moderate-to-severe limitations for agricultural irrigation.
Approximately 330,000 acres are open to controlled grazing by cattle or sheep as allocated by
DOE and the Department of Interior (DOI). Grazing is prohibited within 3 km (2 mi) of any
nuclear facility, and no dairy cows are allowed.
(U) Aricult
The area immediately surrounding the INEL is either desert or agricultural
land. Most of the nearby land used for farming is concentrated to the northeast along the lower
course of the Big and Little Lost Rivers. Approximately 95 percent of INEL has been
withdrawn from the public domain and is controlled by DOE. The remaining 5 percent includes
public highways crossing the site, the Naval Reactor Facility (Department of Defense), and the
Experimental Breeder Reactor, Number 1 (EBR-1) historic landmark. A series of public land
orders, dating back to 1946, has established the present uses of the site.
(U) Water &sources: Most nural agriculture in the area has developed because of storage and
diversion projects on the Snake River, Big Lost River, Birch Creek, Camos Creek, and Beaver
Creek. In addition, wells in Bingham, Butte, and Jefferson Counties provide water for cattle
& sheep grazing operations. With very few exceptions, the source of water for domestic uses
is ground water. The Big Lost River is the most significant element affecting surface water
hydrology, and besides irrigation diversions, the Mackay Dam, 48 km (30 mi) above Arco, and
the UIL flood diversion system, in the southwest corner of INEL have affects on the river.
(U) Reration The three most prominent recreation areas or attractions in the INEL area
include Craters of the Moon National Monument to the southwest, and the resort areas of
Ketchum and Sun Valley, which are approximately 96 kw.(59.5 mi) west of INEL.
(U) industry: The principal industry within the IM region is agriculture. Other major
industries include food processing, tourism, and mining. The economy is enhanced by INEL
activities.
lnfrstrutre (U)
(U) This section provides data in the following areas: education, health services, public safety,
public and municipal services, and transportation.
(1) u
In the six counties there are 16 public school districts, and five vocational
schools, colleges, and universities. Basod on demographic studies, Bannock, Bingham, and
Bonneville Counties accommodate the majority of the primary and secondary school students
from families involved in INEL-related activities.
(U) Hol
i
The health services in the INEL area are adequate and am continuously
being improved; there ae seven general medical and surgical hospitals in the six county area.
Health services in the area include nursing homes, intermediate health care facilities, and
emergency medical care. Emergency medical facilities are adequate and ar expanding.
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(U)
S
The southeastern portion of Idaho has an excellent .public safety record and
is below the national average in all major categories of crime. The number of police in Idaho
is near the national average, but local coverage is greater. Public safety is further assured by
adequate fire department coverage in all locales bounding the INL.
(U) Public and Municipal Services: These services in southeast Idaho are adequate to serve an
additional 4,000-5,000 people. Municipal services include power, water, sewage, and garbage
disposal. Drinking water is supplied through public water supply systems in each of the larger
communities; all community systems use ground water except for Pocatello which obtains 20
percent from the Snake River. Sewage services are provided in the communities by the local
governments. All systems have excess capacity or have plans to expand to meet future demand.
Public Services also include recreation areas, library facilities, etc.

(U)Trnortaion: INEL and its associated facilities are served by an extensive transportation
network capable or moving thousands of persons and tons of freight everyday. Commercial
service is available from airlines, regional and interstate trucking firms, bus lines, and rairoads.
Since there am more than 20 facilities spread over a 230,000 hectares (570,000 acres) area
inside a 242-km (151 mi) boundary, INET relies heavily on its own transportation system and
those of commercial organizations to maintain the supply of goods and services.
3.2.2.1.3

Noise (U)

(U) The major noise sources within IN include various facilities equipment and machines
(e.g. cooling towers, transformers, engines, pumps, steam vents, construction and materials
handling equipment, and vehicles). At the INEL boundary, away from most of these industrial
facilities, noise from these sources would be barely distinguishable from background noise
levels. Since the airspace is controlled, only limited overhead aircraft activity is available to
provide an impact to the existing noise levels. The acoustic environment along the INEL
boundary is assumed to be that of a rural location with typical
noise levels of 30-35
dBA (DOE, 1991a).
(U) The major sources of noise at the QUEST site are natural physical phenomena such as wind,
rain, and the activities of wildlife. Based on the average annual wind speed of approximately
3 m/s (7 mph), the location of the proposed QUEST Site is considered windy with a desert noise
level of approximately 38 dBA (DOE, 1990a). The noise level at the LOFT facility would be
relatively similar because the facility is currently not used.
3.2.2.1.4

Historic aad Arcbaeolocai Resources (U)

(U) The earliest known occupants of southeastern Idaho were big game hunters who hunted nowextinct mammals (e.g. mammoth) approximately 12,000 to 7,500 years before present. Winter
camps were reportedly scattet d along major river drainages, while populations dispersed in the
rtnainmnt senaons poWbaFy moving across what is now the INL area as they exploited a wide
selection of locally available food sources (DOE, 1991a).
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(U) Places of historic significance that are listd on the
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primarily concentrated in the cities and towns surroundibg the IN 'Z The RqE protects
cultural resources as required by the Antiquities Act of 1906, the Historic Sites Act of 1936, and
the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. The objective of these procedures is to avoid
loss of material that may have archeological or historic value. To date, approximately 3 percet

[greater than 8,100 hectares (20,000 acres)] of the total land area of the IN.L has been surveyed
for cultural resources.
(U) The QUEST Site contains scattered fiakes and chips, mainly of obsidian but including milky
quartz at the surface of the higher points of the ridge. All observed artifacts appeared to be
debitage flakes, although some may have utilized edges. No projectile points or other tools or
campsites were observed; because of the topographic prominence of the site, additional artifacts
may be expected.

(U5) At LOFT, the extensive ground disturbance and earthwork activities during construction has
destroyed, removed or buried any archeological sites that may have existed in that area. The
terrain setting at LOFT, however, does not suggest the likelihood of any permanent campsites
in the area.
(U) All INEL construction and operation activities would be preceded by a cultural resources
survey of the affected area. Consultation with the State Historic Preseation Office (SMIP)
would take place if cultural resources are located,
3.2.2.1.5

Safety (U)

(U) The Department of Energy policy requires establishment of radiation protection standards
commonly applicable to all DOE personnel, DOE contractors, and other INEL users. This

policy further requires that all test site operations be conducted in a manner to assure that
exposure of individuals, both on-site and off-site populations, to ionizing radiation is limited to
the lowest levels technically and economically achievable. The requirements of DOE Orders and
10 CFR 20 are applicable. The DOE policy is to keep occupational exposures of prsonnel as

low as reasonably achievable (ALARA).
(U) Currently the maximum pmviissible exposure standarts for occupational workers are set
forth in DOE Oyder 5480.11, Paragraph 9, "Requirements for Radiation Protection.' This
policy establishes two categories within the work force: monitored workers subject to
occupational exposure standards and general site workers administratively controlled to 1/10 the

occupational exposue standards, INEL users are rcsosible for assuring that the system of
personnel dosimetry is prope !y used by their staff.

Safey Analyses Reworts (u)
(U) Individual safety analysis reports (SAR's) will be prpared for each program test series that
is conducted at INEL. They will conform to the format of USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.70
(Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants). The two

step reporting format will be employed which will result in a final SAR prior to operating the
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facility. A SAWs will be reviewed by INEL's installation safety review process simiar to that

used by the existing reactor safety review system, and approved by the appropriate Deputy
Secremriat at DOE Headquaters (Appendix B).
3.2.2.1.6 Waste (U)
(U) All waste management activities at INEL comply with applicable Federal, state, and local
laws and regulations, as well a DOE requirements. Existing waste handling facilities at INEL

are located at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, the Radioactive Waste Management
Complex, and the Waste Reduction Operations Complex. Located at the Central Facilities Area
are a Radioactive Mixed Waste Storage Facility, a Hazardous Waste Shipping Facility, and a

sanitary landfill.
(U) TRU waste is packaged at the individual facilities that generate this waste and then is kept
in retrievable storage at the Tiansuranic (waste) storage aea in the Radioactive Waste
Managemcnt Complex. The Transuranic Storage Area consists of asphalt storage pads for
contact-handled TWU waste. Each pad can store 37,000 in' (1.3 million Wt) of waste. The pads
are constiucted as required. Sufficient room exists inside the curret Transuranic Storage Area
boundaries for 16 waste storage pads with the potential storage capacity of 595,000 n (21
million ft'). As of 1988, 64,000 in' (2.3 million fn of TRU waste was stored at this facility.
The TRU waste storage capacity is adequate to store INM baselizz projected waste volumes
until shipment to the Wa= Isolation Pilot Plant (WP?).
(U) All ThU waste is processed through the Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant prior to offsite disposal at WIPP. At this plant, each TRU waste container is examined in a three step
process to ensure that the container meets the certification criteria for waste s=nt to WIPP. The
facility has approximately 1,040 &n (37,000 ft) of on-site storage space.
(U) The liquid LLW condensate from the Process Equipment Waste Evaporator (up to 15,000
M'/yr (530,000 ft'/yr)] is combined with the 1.4-2.8 million mVyr (49-99 million W) of
nonradioactive waste water from the Idaho Chemical Proessing Plant before being discharged
to percolation ponds. The use of percolation ponds is sc.icduled to cease by approximately the
year 2000. Evaporator condensate would then be processed at the proposod Liquid Effluent
Treatment and Disposal Facility, which will recycle the acidic stream back to chemical piocess
activities at the Idaho Cheaical Processin Plant.
(U) Solid LLW is disposed of in an active uinion of the fetced Subsurface Disposal Area
located in the western part of the Radioactive Waste Managemet Complex. The Subsurface
Disposal area contains pits, trenches, and vaults excavated into baalt. The total volume of
waste disposed of in the Subsurface Disposal Area is about 105,000 m' (3.7 million fW); about

2,900 m'(100,000 ft) of olid LLW is buried annually.
(U) Mixed wastes ate sored at the Radioactive Mixed Waste Storage Facility. As of 1988, 37
in' (1,300 ft') (of mixed waste had been stored at that facility whose total capacity is 77 m'
(2,700 ft'). The current rate of mixed waste generation is 12 m'/yr (39 ftiyr). In the future
INEL will treat mixed waste at the Waste Experimeml Reduction Faciliy.

()More than 30 facilities at LNE generate RCRA-regulated hazardous waste. Hazardous
waste is temporarily stored at the Hazardous Waste Shipping Facility located in the Centra
Facilities Area. This facility currently handles 180 m3/yr (590 fts/yr) of hazardous waste prior
to regular off-site shipment for final disposal at licensed RCRA facilities.
(U) Nonradioactive nonhazardous solid waste is disposed of in the Central Facilities Area
landfill, which is permitted by the State of Idaho. In 1987, a total of 36,500 &' (1.3 million ftM
of solid waste was disposed of in INEL uanitary landfill. Nonrndioactive, nonhazardous liquid
effluent streams are discharged into percolaton ponds, evatoration ponds, or sewage treatmient
facilities, depending on the natum and the source of the waste.
1.2.2.2

Ibysical Environment (U)

(U)This section summarizes the topography, geology, seismc and volcanic activity, hydrology,
and meteorology and climatology of the [Nt.
3.2.2.2.3

'opography (U)

(-U) INEL lies in the Siaake River Plain of vomthern Idaho adjacent to the southern foothils of
the Lemhi, Ikst River and Beaverhead Mountain ranges. The surface area of the [MEL is
relatively flat, with predominant relief manifested either as volcanic butte jutting up out of the
desem floor or as unevenly surfaced basalt flows and/or flow vents and fissures. Elevationis on
the 11NEL raiise f'mn 1,585 mneters (5,200 feet) in the northeast to 1,450)meter (4750 feet) in
the southwest, witli the average being 1,525 meters (5,000 feet).
(U) The proposed QUEST site is on a lava ridge that stands 15 to 30 meters (504W0' ft Ab'vc
the adjacent plains to the north. Thie site is at an elevatjon of app xinia1Qy 1524 meter.a(5(0W
feet) and overlooks much of the northern half of IEL
(UJ) Thie LOFT' facility is located near the wester n afgeh of the Birch Creek playa, a very
smooth surfaced ephemeral lak- bed that has an -levation of albc~t 15950,M.-ers (4775 fee) at
its lowest point. During constructon, the site elevation was raised by fill pads to about 1,600
me=er (4,790 feet).
3.2.2.2.2

Gieolozy (U)

(U)Tht, !NEL is loicated on the Eastern Snake River Plain, a pbysiographic depression extending
from tht Idaho-Oregoa border on the wes to the Island Pazk-Yellowstone Volcanic Plateau on
the east, The eastern pant of i~e plan is bordered on the northwest and southeast by the Basin
and Range Province. Volcanic rocks of the plain include caldera rhyalites overlain by basaltic
lava flows and pyrocLwasic rocks. These oft=n occur interbedded with afluvW, Iaustsine, and
eolian sediments. Ttie basalt deposits and interbedded sediments thicken from nortbca, to
souithwest aloag the ax.w of the Easter Snake River Plain.
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(() Adjacent basin and Range structural features are composed of displaced Precambrian and
Paleozoic sedimentary rocks that were folded and faulted during the Early Cretaceous Ps they
were transported eastward on gently dipping thrust faults. Subsequent Cenozoic tectonism
produced the modem basins and ranges by northeast-southwest extension on the normal faults
bounding one or both flanks of the ranges. These faults cut or merge at depth with the earlier
formed thrust faults.
(U) The basalt of the Eastern Snake River Plain, upon which the INEL is located, contain
several northwest-southeast-trending rift zones that may have formed by extension of the Basin
and Range tectonism into the area. These rift zones appear to be the main centers of basaltic
eruptive activity. Normal faults, oriented parallel to the boundary of the plain, are exposed in
places and show no evidence of recent activity. Geophysical investigations of the subsurface
suggest that a fault may be present along the edge of the plain near Arco.
(U) The QUEST site is underlain by thick lava flows consisting chiefly of olivine basalt, a dense
dark colored volcanic rock (Figure 3.2-11). Overall thickness of the basalt flows may exceed
450 meters (1,500 feet). Individual basalt layers commonly contain vesicles, fractures, joints,
and other openings. The rdge on which the site is icat-d marks the forward margin of a single
basalt flow. The basalt is commouly oxtensively fractured, but little of the rock is sufficiently
loose to be excavated without blasling. The basalt is expected to provide satisfactory atural
foundations for test facility structures although bva tubes and other voids may require filling

prior to construction. The basalt is not suitable fog crashing for concete aggregate.
(I)Surficial soils are generally lacking and. the fractured lava is exposed at the surface in most
places. On the gentler slopes, the basalt is covered by a thin veneer of wind-blown silt. There
are no local sour-es of and and gravel for coau icdon uses.
(U) Test Area North, the area that includes tie LOFT facility, is underlain mostly by
unconsolidated lake bed deposits ranging in age from Pleistocene to Pzcont (Figure 3.2-12).
These deposits consist mainly of sandy and clayey silts. Remnants of ancient bars, spits, and
beaches that formi low ridges in the TAN consist mainly of sand; the largest such ridge forms
a natu-al north-south trending -mbankment tlrugh the Technical Service Facility. Alluvial
deposits flanking Birch Creek in the north consist of gravel, sand, and silt that pmvide the best
source of sand and gravel for coustruction use in the area. Basaltic bedrock underlies the facility

at dept of about 10 meters (30 ft). The unconsolidated lake-bed deposits provide suitable
natural foundations for light structures, but heavy stnictes must be supported on bedrock.
3.2.2.2.3

Seismic and Volcanrc Activity (U)

(J) The Intermountain Seismic Belt (ISB) and the Idaho Seismic Zone (ISZ) are the two major
areas of seismic activity near the Eastern Snake River Plain. Although large-magnitude
earthquakes do not originate beneath the INL, large earthquakes do occur in the adjacent
seismic belts (DOE, 1984c). The largest reported earthquake event in the ISZ occurred along

the western hank of Bomh Peak (Lost River Range) apoximately 64 kometers (40 mi)
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northwest of Arco. This earthquake occurred on October 28, 1983, and had a Richter magnitude
of 7.3. Although the shock was felt, no structural or safety-related damage occurred at the
qnf.
(U) Five earthquakes have been centered within the ESRP since 1971, although none has
exceeded a Richter scale magnitude of 1. The only earthquake to have its epicenter within the
INEL was a 0.7-magnitude event centered 6 to 8 kilometers (4-5 ml) east of the NRF. No
damage from these earthquakes was reported (DOE, 1984c).
(U) The likelihood of a sizable earthquake occurring in the vicinity of the INEL in the
foreseeable future is extremely slight because of the following factors. The Snake River Plain
and the Basin and Range Province within about 40 kilometers (25 mi) of it are notably aseismic;
possible Basin and Range structures do not extend into the ESRP and the Plain shews little
evidence of Quaternary faulting except for rift zones associated with basaltic volcanism. Thus
it appears that the ESRP responds very differently to the regiunal tectonism than does the
adjacent Basin and Range Province. A boundary fault has been postulated along the
northwestern margin of the ESRP but no evidence of any movement over the past 6.5 million
years has been observed.
VolcanicAiviy (U)
(U) The Eastern Snake River Plain has been subjected to two major stages of volcanic activity
over the past 15 million years. Massive deposits of ash-flow tuffs at depth reflect an earlier
stage of explosive volcanism from several major eruptive centers within the plain. Over
geologic time, the centers of explosive volcanism have migrated progressively to the northeast
and are now located in the Yellowstone Plateau nearly 200 kilometers (125 miles) away. Later
stages of non-explosive volcanism, beginning about 4 million years ago and continuing to as
recently as 2,000 years ago, produced a thick series of many overlapping basaltic lava flows that
issued from many local vents and small craters. The basaltic volcanism is postulated to have
originated in several northwest-southeast trending rift zones (Figure 3.2-13). The lava flow on
which the QUEST site is located originated from small vents to the southeast several hundred
thousand years ago. The LOFT site is located between two volcanic rift zones and is underlain
by basaltic flows. There are two prominent inactive volcanic craters within 10 km (6 mi) of
LOFT.
3.2.2.2.4

Water Resources (U)

Water# There are no permanent surface water features at the INEL. The surface(U) Suixf
water hydrology of the INEL is dominated by the Pioneer Basin, a dosed drainage basin that
receives water from Big Lost River, Little Lost River, and Birh Creek. These rivers are
supplied by mountain watersheds located to the nolth and northwest (Figure 3.2-14).
(U)The Big Lost River is the major river on the NEL. nhis river flows onto the INE site
across the southwest boundary, curves to the northeast, and terminates at the Big Lost River
playas (sinks). The average yearly dischare for the Big Lost River is 8.25 cubic metes per
second (290 ft per second) as measured 48 km (30 mi) nothwe f Aco, Idaho. ne maio
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storage and diversion structures on the Big Lost River are the Mackay Dam and the INEL flood
diversion dam. The INEL flood diversion system consists of a small dam that functions to divert
the river flow away from iNEL facilities into four spreading areas.
(U) Most of the flow from the Little Lost River and from Birch Creek is diverted for irrigation
before reaching the INEL. In high-flow years, however, Little Lost River and Birch Creek flow
onto the site. There, the remaining water evaporates or infiltrates into the ground through the
stream channel or playa bottom (DOE, 1984b). Because of the upstream diversions of water,
flooding under normal conditions does not occur within the INEL. A maximum possible flood
resulting from maximum flows combined with upstream dam failure would inundate the entire
Big Lost River floodplain and the playas in which the river terminates.
(U) In the vicinity of the QUEST site, water from precipitation and snowmelt generally
infiltrates into the ground; during occasionally heavy rains or rapid snowmelt, water flows into
shallow depressions forming small ponds, playas, or puddles that quickly become dry following
rains. The QUEST site lies well beyond the limits of the maximum possible flood on the Big
Lost River.
(U) The LOFT facility and the entire Test Area North (TAN) are located within the margins of
the Birch Creek playa, The playa is the terminus of both Birch Creek and Big Lost River, and
has a minimum elevation of about 592 meters (1,775 feet) above MSL. The playa is normally
dry and contains discontinuous shallow pools of water only for short periods after heavy rains.
Because of the upstream diversions for irrigation, waters from Birch Creek and Big Lost River
do not reach the playa under normal conditions. Maximum flow conditions in these streams
combined with the failure of water control structures, however, would flood the playa to
undetermined depths. Flood control facilities have been constructed in the LOFT area to prevent
flooding of the LOFT facility. The flood control facilities consist of low dikes and
interconnected drainage ditches.
(U) Grountd Water Resources: Large volumes of ground water occur in the bediack aquifer
beneath the Snake River Plain. The water occurs chiefly in fractures and voids in the basaltic
lava flows that underlie the plain. In WL, the ground water flows to the south and southwest
and discharges about 6.5 million acre-feet annually to springs that feed the Snake River below
Twin Falls, 160 km (100 ml) from INEL. Ground water flow rates range from 5 to 20 feet per
teortheagstto 300
(200 ft) in
day. Depth to the water table ranges from about 60 me
meters (1,000 ft) in the southern part of IN . Recharge to the Snake River Plain aquifer is
primarily by infiltration from streams to the northwest, north, and north=a of INEIL especially

the Big Lost River.
(U) The DOE Idaho Orions Office has negoiated with the Ido Departnent of Natural
e rces a claimed water right for 2.3 mls (81 IVs) not to exceed 43 millio m'yr (1.5
billion ft'/yr)] withdawal capacity under the Federal Reserve Doctrine. The State of Idaho has

signed a Sealement Agreement and there have been public hearings. Based on these hbMings,
an Interlocutory Order will be generated. Th INEL will abide by this Order as it affects water
use until the adjudication process is complete. Currntaly INEL withdraws an ave-ae of 0.25
m/s (9 ft's) [(7.9 million m'/yr (280 milfm yr) (DOE 2991).

(U) Ground Water Qualit: Ground water quality in the Snake River Plain aquifer in the
vicinity of INEL meets drinking water standards (DOE, 1991a). The average total dissolved

solid content at INEL is low, ranging from 200-255 mg/i consisting mainly of calcium,
magnesium, sodium, and potassium. The composition of the ground water indicates reaction
with minerals in rocks of the surrounding mountains and alluvial valleys where the residence
time of the ground water is relatively long.
(U) The INEL was placed on the National Priorities List during 1989 to facilitate cleanup and
monitoring of contaminated areas including an injection well located at Test Area North (TAN)
in close proximity to the LOFT facility. Disposal of liquid effluents generated by operations at
the Technical Service Support Facility into a well between 1955 and 1972 resulted in small
accumulations of two volatile organic compounds along with small amounts of low level
radioactive contamination in the sediments. Concentrations of trichloroethylene (TCE) at one
point ecceeded the EPA maximum contaminant level in drinking water. Removal of a 60 ft.
colum of sediment in the fonner injection well was completed in 1990. An aeration system
was inalled to remove the TCE from the water before it reached the distribution system and
the drinking water is monitored monthly to ensure that concentrations remain at safe levels.
With the removal of the source of the contaminants it is anticipated that concentrations in the
water will gradually decrease.
(U) There has been no subsurface investigations at the QUEST Site. Extrapolation from the
nearest wells show that the static ground water level is expected to be at a depth of
approximately 140 meters (460 ft) beneath the QUEST site. Ground water flow is southwest
toward the Big Lost River valley. Although no ground water analyses have been performed in
the vicinity of the proposed QUEST site, groundwater quality is expected to be good because
of the site's location upgradient from any effluent discharges on INIL.
3.2.2.2.5

Meteorology and Air Quality (U)

(U) The INEL is sitated n a semi-ad climatic region. As a result of the moderting effect
of the Pacific Ocean, winters are generally warmer and sume cooler than in locIions in a
more terpente climate at the same latitude. Average monthly tempeatures at the INEL range
from -9, C (16%F) (January) to 20 C (68' F) (July) (DOE, 1984b). The annual average relative
humidity is 50%, with monthly avenge vdues ranging fmm 30% in July to 70% in Fcbruazy
(DOA 1991a). The average annual precipitafion at INML is 22 cm (9 in). MoW. of the
ion, exoept for ta portion tha perotm through
precipitation is lost throgh evapout

the root zow during ft qsiq Oaw or pOlongd tainfall
(U) The INEL is in an area where seve

weathe, mosty c0sd01in of thndetoms and

tornadoes, occu relatively infrequendy. The frequecy of thunderorms is cona d low,
with an averg of two or three thaubertorms a month in the summr. Althoh small hail
frequently accompanies thes storms, damage due to ai iS &Mely not a comidez-ation at the

NW.. ToMdo It or ear the MMals

ave a vey low frequepy. The aual psobabilty

of a tornado striking at the INELis 7.8 x 100 (DM 1984b).
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during 1980-1982 (DOE Climatology Report. 19891.
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TABLE 3.2-4
AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO
iNEL AND MAXIMUM ESTIMATED BACKGROUND CONCENTRATIONS
(STANDARDS AND CONCENTRATIONS ARE IN pg/rn3 (U)
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(U) Ambient air quality within and near the INEL site boundary is cuirently monitored for SO,
(one location), NO (two locations), and particulate matter (PM), (two locations for TSP). These
stations are located in the vicinity of the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant in the southwestern
portion of INEL. The ambient air quality data collected during the last few years indicate that
concentrations of SC) and NO2 and TSP are well below the applicable ambient standards or
increments.

(U) The Idaho Department of Health and Welfare (IDHW) no longer monitors ambient ozone
(0,) or NO, because previous monitoring indicated that ambient concentrations were very low.
Monitoring of ambient lead concentrations in Idaho's large cities yielded concentration levels that
were only a small fraction of the applicable ambient lead standard.
(U) All nuclear testing operations have been conducted in accordance with the NESHAP for
radionuclide emissions of 10 millirem/year effective dose equivalent at off-site locations.
Calculated maximum off-site dosage using the EPA model AIRDOS is approximately .0009
mrem/yr fo; all radionuclides, which represents only .01 % of the NESHAP standard for
radionuclide emissions (DOE, 1990e).
3.2.2.3 Biological Resources (U)
(U) This section includes a discussion of the flora and fauna founW at INRL with a brief
discussion of biological resources at the QUEST and LOFT sites.
3.2.2.3.1 Terrestrial Biota (U)

EM (U)
(U) Based on the presence of domiat vegetation, six mjor vegetative communities occur on
and adjacet to the INEL. The ae sagebrush, juniper, cest wheatgiuss, Indian ricgras,
and agricultural and welands vegetation. SAgbinsh is the dominant commurity type. Juniper
communities occur in the northwest and southast portion of the site and are associated wi
higher elevatiom. Although these communities are rsritted in distribution throy provide
species. Seeded
inportant nesting habitat for raptors and are used by rs number of pas
Crested wb-atgrass areas total about 40 square kUomte r (10,000 acres) ond oc-irr throughout
the INEL. Indian ricegrass communits ar found in a nanmw band war the eastern site
boundary. Irrigated farmland borde about 37 pmatet of the site and approximately sixty
percent f the INEL is open to grazing by bvesk. Over 800 hectares (2,000 acres) of
,etlanWs may occur on NEL during pmeds of high waterfiow in the Big Lost River. Wetland
vegetation is chmacerized by -edges, cails, and buliusbe. tiparian vegei consist
primarily of cottonwood and willows.
(U)A reconnaissamce lcvol survey coMucW-at the QUEST site detrmined th the area is
located within te sagebrsh community, specifically the big sagebmsh/bndi rc aneedle thread type. Juniper and pinyon tmes were found scattee d throuhout the area st hgher
levations. Portions of the QEST Site have mininal vetative cover especially in areas
covernd by
al rock.
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(U) The LOFT facility is located within a disturbed area that is primarily vegetated by rabbit
brush and other invader species. Other plant species found in the vicinity of LOFT include
saltbrush and Indian ricegrass (DOE, 1991a). Crewed wheatgrass has been planted along the
roadways.

IFM(U)
(U) One species of amphibian and nine species of reptiles have been recored on the INEL.
Based on published ranges, an additional five amphibian and five reptile species may also be
found (DOE, 1991a). The Gmat Basin sadoot toad, the only amphibian observed, is found
in the big Lost River sinks and spreading areas. Of the nine reptile species occurring there, the
short-homed lizard, sagebrush lizard, gopher snake, and western rattlesnake occur commonly

thrwughw~t the IIEL
(U) A total of 184 bid species have been observed at various times of the year on the NEL
(DOE, 1991a). The sage sparrow, horned lark, Brewer's sparrow, black-billed magpie, robin,
and sage thrasher are the most common passerine breeding species. The sage grouse and
mourning dove are the most common upland game birds; both breed throughout the site. The
most common raptor species that are found on the INEL during the breeding season include the
American kestrel and the Long-eared owl. The most abundant raptors observed during the
nonbreeding season include the American rough-legged hawk, American kestrel, prairie falcon,
and golden eagle. Migratory bird species listed in the Migratory Bird Act also occur at INEL

(Appendix E).
(U) Thirty-seven species of mammals are known to occur on the INEL site. Of these, 18 are
rodents, 4 are leporids (i.e., hares and rabbits), 6 are carnivores (coyotes, long-tailed weasel,
and badger are most common), and 9 belong to other groups. The INEL supports resident
populations of mule deer and pronghorn. Mule deer are considered uncommon and are generally
concentrated in the southern and central portion of the MME. They occur in greater numbers
on the buttes and mountains surrounding the INEL. Pronghorn are found throughout the INEL
and are generally considered abundant. Most pronghorn in southeastern Idaho are migratory.
During winter, 4,500 to 6,000 pronghor, or about 30% of Idaho's total population, may be on
the INEL (DOE, 1988a).
(U) A reconnaissance-level survey of the QUEST site determined that the animal habitat present
there appears typical of other areas of INEL. Resident fauna at the QUEST Site are typical of
those found in the sagebrush community. Evidence of rabbits and owl was found during the
survey. In addition, pronghorn antelope, a mule deer and a coyote were observed in the vicity
of the site.
(U) The LOFT Site is not considered to be important wildlife habitat because the area has been
largely disturbed by previous construction and operation activities.
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3.2.2.3.2 Aquatic Biota (U)
(U) Wetlands may temponrrily exist on the XNEL durig periods of high water flow in the Big
Lost River providing habitat for migratory wacr fowl, shore birds and other wildlife species.
Riai wetland vegetation (primarily cottonwoods and wifows) along the Big Lost River and
along Birch Creek (which enters the northern pu' of IEL and flows south into the sink area)
provides nesting habitat for hawks, owl, and numerous songbirds (DOE, 1991a). No aquatic
resources including designated wetlands are located on le QUEST site. The LOFT facility is
located approximately one mile from Birch Creek and the Big Lost River which provide habitat
for the aquatic resources described in the previous paragraph. However, none of these resources
including designated wetlands are known to exist in the vicinity of the LOFT facility.
3.2.2.3.3 Endangered and Threatened Species (U)
(U) No federlly listed threatened or endangered plants are found on the INEL but two species
of milk-vetch aye candidates for listing (DOE, 1991a). The bald eagle and the American
peregrine falcon are the only animals observed that are classified by the Federal government as
endangered or threatened. The bald eagle (endangered) usually winters on or near the INEL.
The peregrine falcon (endangered) has been observed infrequently in the northern portion of the

site. There are no raptor spe ies on the LNE proposed for listing as endangered or threatened.
Dand ferruginous hawk (D= m=W are two additional
The Swainson's hawk (0t saw
raptors occurring as candidate species for classification as endangered on the threatened. Both
Swainson's hawks and ferruginous hawks are uncommon migrants, uncommon summer breeders,
and rare winter visitors to the INEL. The Townsend's western big-eared bat, also a candidate
species, roosts in caves on INEL. The FWS recommends that impacts to candidate species be
considered in project planning since these species may become listed at any time.
3.2.2.4 Background Radiation (U)
(L) This section provides information on environmental radiation, radiation source, radiation,
and environmental radiation monitoring program.
3.2.2.4.1 Environmental Radiation Sources and Exposure (U)
(U) Environmental radiation consists of natural background radiation from cosmic, te i,
and internal body sources. Additional sources of background radiation are medical and dental
diagnosis, nuclear weapons test fallout, consumer and industrial products, air travel, brick and
stone buildings, and radioactive releases associated with INEL operations.
(U) Natural background radiation contributes about 54 percent of the annual dose of 266
millirem received by an average member of the polation within 80 km (50 mi) of the INM.
Medical exposure accounts for 34.7 percent of the mmnul dose; brick and stone buildings in the
area account for 7.5 peet of the annual dose; and combined doses from consumer and
industrial products and air travel accou for 1.9 pcrcwt of the annual dose. The radioactivity
released to the environment from t LN EL acmu% for less tan 0.1 percet (0.1 milirem per
year) of the total annual dose.
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(U) The results of the various monitoring programs for 1989 indicate that most radioactivity
from the INEL operations could not be distinguished from worldwide fallout and natural
radioactivity in the region surrounding the INEL site. Although some radioactive materials were
discharged during Site operations, concentrations and doses to the surrounding population were
of no health consequence and were far less than the State of Idaho and Federal health protection
guidelines. Using the A DOS-EPA and RADRISK codes, a 1989 total-body dose equivalent
of 0.0009 mrem was calculated for "members of the public at the point of maximum annual air
concentration in an unrestdcted area where any member of the public resides or abides" (40
CFR 61, Subpart H). Ths dose represents only .01% of the NESHAP standard for
radionuclides (DOE, 1988a).
3.2.2.4.2 Environmental Radiation Monitoring Program (U)
(1) Environmental monitoring programs at the INL are conducted to determine: (a) the overall
impact of DOE operations on the environment, (b) whether environmental levels of radioactivity
comply with applicable standards (40 CFR 61, DOE Order 5400.3), (c) whether containment
and control systems at facifities are functioning as planned, and (d) long-term trends of
concentrations of radioactivity in the environment and any changes in those trends.
Environmentai impacts are determined by measuring radionuclides in the environment, where
such measurements are possible, or by modeling the transport of radionucides through
environmental pathways in cases where environmental concentrations are too low to measure.
Measurements on the INEL or at the RNEL boundary are frequently compared to similar
measurements at background or control locations, especially in cases where concentrations are
compared to applicable environmental standards. Where radionuclide concentrations are high
enough to be measured regularly, long-term trends are presented. Data are reported yearly in
an environmental monitoring report for the INEL (DOE, 1990b).
(U) The environmental pathways by which radioactivity could affect the population in the
vicinity of the INEL are through direct radiation exposure, through atmospheric transport, and
through soils, water, foodstuffs, an/or animals. The environmental monitoring program for the
INEL site and vicinity includes the collection and analysis of samples from these potential
exposure pathways.
(U) Air and water are routinely monitored for radioactivity at a number of on-site as well as
bounday and distant locations. Concentrations of radionuclides in milk, wheat, and lettuce
samples are measured at site-boundary and distant locations. Distant locations serve as
backgmund controls that are not affected by radloactive releases associated with NM
operations. On-site soils are sampled annually on a rotating basis, while off-site soils rat are
sampled only in even-numbe rd years. Environmental radiation exposura, rates are measured at
the site-boundai7 and at distant lotion.
Based on monitoring data no significant
nettdons of radionu"lides from the INL bave been detected. A brief distuion of major

pathways is prasented below.
(J) Ahbom particulate radioactivity Is monitored continuously by a network of 1, samplers
on-site ad 11 samplers off-site. On-slte samplers are located to give adept Cover ge in the
er the site
event of INM facility ralas of rPdloRtivty, Sewe off-it sampl are kat

bounday in communities, where possible. The remaining off-site samplers are located at distant
communities to provide background measurements for comparison with data from boundary or
on-site samplers that might be affected by site operations. The background (distant) locations
are usually in a crosswind direction to the site and are sufficiently remote to ensure that
radioactivity detected is primarily due to natural backgiound or sources other than site
operations. (All the reported results of specific nuclides were very near the minimum detectable
concentration.)
(U) The analytical methods for environmental samples are carefully reviewed to verify that such
analyses are made with sufficient sensitivity to verify compliance with appropriate standards.
High reliability is obtained by a stringent quality assurance program. Gross counting of samples
is used for establishing trends or for screening groups of samples.
(U) Because the expected INEL contribution to off-site dose rates is small, it cannot be directly
measured reliably. The most sensitive indicators of radiological impacts of INEL operations are
the analyses of samples for individual radioisotopes. The minimum detectable concentrations
for most radioisotopes permit calculation of dose commitments to the public of 0.1 miflirem per
year or less.
(U) The Snake River Plain aquifer tat lies beneath the INEL site senes as the primary source
of drini-ing water ad irrigation water for crops in the Snake River Basin. On-site and off-site
water .mples are collected routinely to monitor for movement of waste substance through the
aquifer. Tritium, strontium-90, and iodine-129 are found in aquifer samples obtained on-site.
The extent of thec radionucides in the aquifer is documented in U.S. Geological Survey
(U'GSJ reports. Over te Iast tew years, concentrations of these radionuclides in the aquifer
have generally been decreasing. Drtectable contractions of several other radionuclides have been
found in un-site aquifer wells close to the source of the nuclides. Gross alpha, gross beta, and
tritium analyses are perfnned en drinking water samples. The average gross alpha
concentration for 1989 samples was 1.9 x 17, yCi/ml. This average is within the expected
zoncentration mngy of 1.5 x 10 to 2.5 x 1' PCi/ml for naturally occurring alpha activity in
the aquifer underlying thn INM ad surrounding areas. Gross alpha concentrations in all
samples were less tha. the LPA community drinking water standard for gross alpha activity of
15 x 10' !Ci/ml. Forty-four of the 2C) site samples and nine of the fifty-four boundary and
distant samples showed gross beta concen-Mations of 8 ± 4 x 10' ACi/ml or lower, i.e. near the
minimum detectable concentration. Annual averages for gross beta activity at all locations were
below the IPA community drinking water standard of 50 x 10' ,Ci/ml.
(U) Milk, wheat, and leafy garden It- -c are sampled rmatnely and analyzed for radioactivity.
All concentrations of iodine-131, strontium-90, and tritium in milk are well below health
protection guides. Wheat and lettbe sampling results showed that the concentration of
strontium-90 was near or less thn the minimum detectable concentrations. Muscle and liver
samples were taken ii. 1985 from sheep that had grazed in ihe northern and eastern grazing areas
of the INEL site. No man-made radionuclidcs were detected in either the muscle or liver
samples of the sheep that had grazed on the site (Appendix G).
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(U) Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) are used to measure ionizing radiation exposures at
135 on-site locations, 6 boundary locations, and 6 more distant locations. The TLDs measure
ionizing radiation exposures from natural radioactivity in the air and soil, cosmic radiation from
outer space, fallout from nuclear weapons tests, radioactivity from fossil fuel burning, and
radioactive emissions from site operation and other industrial processing. The mean annual TLD
exposures for both boundary and more distant locations are generally in the range of 110 to 115
miliirem.
(U) Samples of air, precipitation, drinking water, and milk from Idaho Falls and Snake River
water from Bubl, Idaho, are analyzed independently by EPA's Eastern Environmental Research
Facility. Under a working agreement between the state of Idaho and the DOE, environmental
samples collected by the Radiological and Environmental Sciences Laboratory (RESL) or the
USGS have been split with Idaho. In addition, the DOE, in consultation with the State of Idaho,
is establishing a contract with Idaho State University to provide independent verification of the
environmental monitoring program at the IMEL. The DOE will fund the program, and Idaho
State University will furnish its findings to DOE and the State of Idaho.
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4.0 ENVIRONMEN TA CONSEQUENCES (U)
(U) The
program has the potential to affect both the natural and the human
environment. This section describes the environmental consequences or impacts that could result
from continued materials and component testing and construction of the ground test facility in
support of the
Program.
(U) The material in this section is organized by location in parallel to the environmental
descriptions in Section 3.0. Section 4.2 discusses the environmental consequences of program
activities that are conducted at the materials and component facilities. Sections 4.3, 4.4, and
4.5 discuss the environmental consequences of construction and operation of the ground test
facility at the Saddle Mountain Test Station (NTS), the QUEST Site (INEL), and the LOFT Site
(INEL), respectively.
(U) State and Federal regulations pertaining to

environmental issues are

presented in Appendix E.
4.1

METHODOLOGY (U)

(U) This section presents the methodology for assessing impacts and significance associated with
the proposed action and alternatives for each of the environmental resources addressed in the
EIS. The types and levels of impacts are discussed within each subsection.
()
A systematic, interdisciplinary approach to impact analysis was implemented. The
approach involved the collection and review of secondary data regarding program technology
and regional information for the Continental United States (CONUS). As data gaps were
identified and the need for more specific information became known, primary data collection and
research began. This involved contacting and meeting with experts and contractors involved in
the research, development, and manufacturing of materials and components MWed to PBR and

related technologies.
(U) At the same time, investigations began to identify suitable sites for the ground testing
facility. The results of these investigations are summarized in the Site Narrowing Report in
Appendix C. This study resulted in the identification of three altenmative sites at DOE
installations; one at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) and two at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL). As part of the primary data collection effort, peronnel at the NTS and
INEL installations were contacted to obtain additionl source doctments and first hand

information about the cc
test facility.

M

s of the three alternative sites being consIdered for the ground

Contractors and istalato prson

have mmaine involved in the a

program

thouhout the envimnmental analysis process to provide accrate technical infoMation

regarding MR technology and t and regional car

ate

, methods for alyzin the potantal enviomeMl
(U) Following data colleti and a
wer applied whee apptrUte ( uin g ft
tocliniu
modelg
impacts wee developed and

RADTRAN model for transportation impacts and the MACCS model for calculating radiation
dose exposures).
(U) Significance of the impacts is determined by applying criteria established by the Council on
Environmental Quality in regulations implementing the procedural provisions of the National
Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). Significance, as presented under the
CEQ regulations, requires considerations of both context and intensity. The significance of an
action must be analyzed in several contexts. For example, impacts may be significant in the
immediate surroundings of the proposed test site location, but not significant within the context
of the entire DOE installation or surrounding community. Intensity refers to the severity of the
impact. The critea established by CEQ are shown below:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Both beneficial and adverse impacts must be evaluated.
The degree to which the proposed action affects public health and safety.
Unique characteristics of the geographic area such as proximity to historic or
cultural resources, parklands, prime farmlands, wetlands, wild and scenic rivers,
or ecologically critical areas.
The degree to which the effects on the quality of the human environment are
likely to be highly controversial.
The degree to which the possible effects on the human environment are highly
uncertain or involve unique or unknown risks.
The degree to which the action may establish a precedent for future actions with
significant effects.
Whether the action is related to other actions with individually insignificant but
cumulatively significant impact.
The degree to which the action may adversely affect objects listed in, or eligible
for listing in the National Register of Historic Places, or may cause loss of
destruction of significant scientific, cultural, or historical resources.
The degree to which the action may adversely affect an endangered or threatened
species or its habitat that has been determined to be critical under the Endangered
Species Act of 1973.
Whether the action threatens a violation of federal, state or local law or
requirements imposed for the protectio of the environment.

(U) Based on preliminary research and analysi, levels of impact intensity were established for
each of the environmental resource categories included in the impact analyses. The definitions

of these evel of impacts (negligible, low, modeat, and high) are presented in Appendix D.
It was also establishad during the analysis that impcts in the negligible and low categories are

insignificant and those in the moderMe and high ctgories are ptiay

oifacan

(U)The ua of study encompmes the area within which project effects of any magnitude, both
dirms and indirect, might be expected to occur. Thit area of study depends on the region of
influenc for each environmenta mwee ay

included in the analyais.

influence rers to the a around the gmund test faty th has the -poe
ea. T size an
pqo mCotrictim And "azim
by
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Reion of

to be impacted
Of th region

varies according to the particular environmental resource under consideration. The region of
influence for each resource is defined as follows:

PoulatioQ and Ezonomy (U)
(U)Potential impacts to the population and economy resource category result from the increased
demands placed on governmental jurisdictions to provide facilities and services (i.e., education,
health care, public safety, etc.) for increased population and economic activities associated with
the construction and operation of the program. The population and economy region of influence
is defined as the area within commuting distance of the site where inmigrating workers and their
families may locate and require additional community facilities and services.
Land Use and Infrastruure (U)
(U) The region of influence for land use includes the 40 hectares (100 acres) required for the
ground test facility construction, the area that may be precluded from existing public use
activities during operations, the area within a 3 kilometer (2 mile) radius of the test facility
restricted from grazing during normal operations, and any area that could be potentially
contaminated by radioactivity in the unlikely event of accident. The region of influence for
infrastructure includes the region within which existing infrastructure (i.e. electrical, water,
transportation systems, etc.) may be affected by the Program activities.

Ng (U)
(U) The region of influence for noise is broadly defined as the area in which increases in noise
level are perceived as noticeable by the receptor.
CIturml Resources (U)
(U) Potential impacts to cultural resources result from ground disturbance during construction

activities. The region of influence for cultural resources is the 40 hectares (100 acres) of land
required for the ground test facility and any additional land required for supporting infrastructure
(i.e., access roads, power lines, water lines, etc,).

&t(U)
(U) The region of influence for non-nuclear safety is the test facility site during construction and
the area of potential impacts from process fluids accidents during the operation period. This is

the ae susceptible to injury or damage from pwjectiles or from a det

n/deflagraton in the

unlikly event of an explosion.

(U) The region of influence for waste is the test facifity site where the wase is geerted as well
as the ares required for stouge and ultimate diwal.
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IQMPU (U)
(U)The region of influence for topography is the 40 hectares (100 acres) required for the ground
test facility and any additional land required for supporting infrastructure (i.e., access roads,
power lines, water lines, etc,).

(U) The region of influence for geology is the 40 hectares (100 acres) required for the ground
test facility and any additional land required for supporting finfastructure (i.e., access roads,
power lines, water lines, etc,) and construction materials.
Seismic/Volcanic Activity (U)
(U) The region of influence for seismic and volcanic activity is the area where construction or
operational testing could trigger seismic or volcanic events which would be noticeable to
instrumentation or human observations.
Water Resorces (U)
(U) There are two regions of influence for water resources. One is the area containing any
surface bodies of water with sufficient quantity and quality of water to supply project needs
and/or experience water quality degradation and water supply depletion from program
construction or operation activities. The second is the area encompassing the aquifer which
could supply project water needs or be susceptible to water quality degradation and water supply
depletion from project construction or operation activities.

Meteoro2gy/Air Qual

(U)

(U) The region of influence for meteorology and air quality includes the area encompassed by
the Intrastate Air Quality Control Region (AQCR) within which the ground test site is located.

(I) The region of influence for biological resources is the area where resources may be affected
directly or indirectly by the Program. For construction activities the region of influeuce is the
40 hectares (100 acres) required for the ground test facility and any land required for supporting
infmstructure (i.e., access roads, power lines, water lines, etc,). For operation activities, the

region of influence is the 80 kilomer (50 mile) radius from the rference point used for the
radiological analyses.
Radiologia Imp= (U)
(U) The region of influence for pM t Oadiological impacts is the 80 kilometer (50 mile)
o a analyses, and the population centers
radius from the refemn point used for the

within that radius.

(U) Like any new technological development program the N program contains within it an
element of uncertainty. Because of the inherent programmatic uncertainty, the impacts
emanating from the program also contain a degree of uncertainty.

in) Four actions have been taken to reduce the uncertainty associated with the M

program

impacts. First, the resources of the most applicable experts in many fields have been and would
continue to be applied to the research program. Ibis includes experts from the fields of nuclear
engineering, aerospace engineering, and materials development, among others. Second, the
development program is an incremental program that ensures the integrity and soundness of each
step of the program before proceeding further. Tird, safety analyses are performed for each
aspect of the testing including material and component testing, ground testing, and flight testing.
And fourth, conservative assumptions are used in all impact analyses.

4.1 5

4.2 MATERIALS AND COM ONENTS DEVELOPMENT, FABRICATION,
ASSEIBLY AND TESTING FACILITIES (U)

n

This section describes the environmental consequences of the
program
activities at the materials and components facilities. The environmental consequences of each
facility do not affect the ground test facility (i.e. wastes generated at each contractor facility are
entered into the normal waste stream for that facility and do not affect the waste stream of the
ground test station). The facilities that are discussed in this section include Brookhaven National

Laboratory, Babcock and Wilcox Naval Nuclear Fuel Division, Sandia National Laboratories,
Aerojet Propulsion Division, Hercules Aerospace Corporation, Garrett Fluid Systems Division,
Airesearch Los Angeles Division, and Grumman Space Electronics Division.
4.2.1 Brookhaven National Laboratory (U)

in)

activities that are being performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL) primarily involve the development of refractory materials and coatings for the fuel
particles and the hot frit. Experiments at BNL are carried out using existing furnaces and other
existing material testing laboratory equipment and procedures. There is a low impact on facility
infrastructure due to minor laboratory or laboratory equipment modifications that are required
for each set of experiments. These modifications are normally handled by BNL personnel with
some on-site equipment manufacture supported by suppliers. Minor facility modification is
required to conduct the Element Blowdown Testing (BNL, 1991). Mitigations for the impact
on infrastructure include planning activities to increase the efficiency of procedures and
equipment. No additional hiring would be required to complete
activities. No
additional utilities would be required, however, the existing electrical supply might have to be
conditioned to be compatible with use in an experiment (BNL, 91).

(M) There is a noise issue associated with the seven element blowdown el ,mewnt. While
the test is conducted, hydrogen is vented from the test area to the outside that causes noise levels
estimated to be in excess & 105 dBA for less than one second duration. The OSHA limit of 115
dBA for 15 minutes duration is not applicable due to the extremely short durtion of the noise
exposure, However, based on the methodology, the noise impact on personnel in the vicinity
of the test area is considered to be moderate because the predicted noise level would exceed
ambient noise levels by 35 dBA but would not exceed OSHA limits. Since, on-site personnel

would be inside the laboratory at least 20 meter (60 fee) from (he test area and since the test
ame is remote from other BNL facilitias and the public, the CnvOM

coseqnces would

be insignificant.
() The possibility of a hydrogen detonalon/deflagratiO during the blowdown expriment
would result in a moderate impact on safety and would theomre be potenaly significant.'
The potential impact can be mitigated by desiging, eA g, and maintaiging the bydrogen

system in accorance wMil a1rprist NFPA, CA, and ASCE sandard toe
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protection for both persopnel and on-site equipment. (Of particular note is NFPA Pamphlet No.
50A for gaseous hydrogen and NFPA 50B for liquid hydrogen.) In addition, procedures
outlined in the BNL Safety Manual for the safe handling and transport of compressed gas
cylinders would be followed. Hydrogen, both liquid and gaseous, is routinely handled at a
number of NASA, DoD, private industry, and non-profit research centers around the
United States.
M) The potentially significant safety impact would be mitigated to levels of insignificance.
All other environmental consequences of the
program activities at BNL are
expected to be insignificant because they take place in slightly modified existing facilities and
are carried out by existing personnel. The activities are within the scope of routine operations
at BNL.
4.2.2 Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) (U)
M) Activities to be performed at the B&W Naval Nuclear Fuel Division (NNFD) in support
of the
program include analysis, design and fabrication of fuel particles and
reactor components. Some facility modification was required in order to complete fuel
manufacturing activities resulting in a low impact on facility infrastructure. Mitigations for the
impact on infrastructure include planning activities to increase the efficiency of procedures and
equipment. The proposed facility modification plans were subjected to the facility modification
review process to ensure that all safety and licensing considerations were adequately addressed.
The
program activities, including manufacturing, testirg, and administrative
would utilize less than one percent of the total R&W facility space at the Mt. Athos site. All
employees involved in program activities are considered baseline with no iae
in total B&W
employment.
Ma
The
program activity descriptions were reviewed and the NNFD
Licensing management
ative determined that these proposed activities we= within the
scope of routin operations currently authorized at B& V by existing licenses SNM-42 and SNM778. Where are no parts or provisions of these licenses that are specifc to the M pogam).
Specific operations, however, would mquim detailed wifety analyses and subsequent
review/approval by the Internal Nwulr Lic ing Board through the Uoeme Evaluatio Reque
system2. The impact of storage and handling of Special Nuclear Mateial (SNM) on facility
safety is anticipated to be negligible as there am saduate facilities to provide for accountability
and approved safe storage of the SNM. The SNM loventory for the
program

would account for only a small pe

nu

of NNFD's PO

imi

6000

-(66 tois)

of U-235.

i

Program acivities would have a neglgib imct on wate opeMios at E&W. Low-

level radioactive waste geSated at M&W is Wh

.ed
to Chem

licemsed and approved tratment, stonge, and dioal (TSD) f=l

Nuclear SyteMs Inc., a

located at Barnwell, South

Carolina for d1mol. The quantiies of low-lvel raditve wate that would be Igeeted
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activites ar estimated to be less than 1 kg (2.2 ibs) per month. The
from
waste would be comnmed with other B&W LLW and shipped in DOT certified containers on
an exclusive-use vehicle. Small quantities of mixed waste in the form of contaminated
trichloroetbylene (TCB) would be geneated and stored on-site. No high bvel radioactive waste
would be genrated.

program activities at E&W NNFD are expected to

W) The impacts of the

be negligible because they take place in slightly modified existing facilities and are carried out
by existing personnel. The activities are within the scope of routine operations at B&W. In
addition to NRC licenses, B&W has all applicable permits needed to conduct f program
activities. Hazardous wastes generated at B&W are disposed of in accordance with RCRA
requirements. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
4.2.3 Sandia National Laboratories (U)
program activities that are performed at Sandia National Laboratories
W )
(SNL) include the PIPE tests, Critical Assembly Exeriments (CX), Particle Nuclear Tests
(PNT), and Nuclear Element Tests (NET). Approximately 100 full and part time persons awe
program. Since
required to compkte the proposed activities in support of the
that the
this number represents a small percentage of the total SNL workforce" i antcpa
impact on the facility infrasnctwt at SNL would be negligible.

progrm test series conducted at SNL has been or woul 'dbe rtviewed

(U)Each

by thwe Sandia Intemal Review and Approval Syem (SIMS) to ensure that pr r safety.
mt s am propely
analyses are performed for each new experimn, and tha p
planned, docume nted, reviewed and aproved.
(U) The CX experiments have bm demaine by DC..E-Alquerqu to ;fal w~i

theb ou

Pu l Recte (SPR).
of he type of experiments normally .onducte4 In Area V at th Ua
facility. Adminiorive comml asue that the combimntion of thk other SPR faoility tvis
Mveo
pouctd. ntaido ludide rol
ffin
and the CX opentious do not exceed.the
authorized by DOE for the SPR-facility,. A NES

Ppemit is notcrquired for CX sin=. the

CX would not produce say w~w nuclides(dloedswihaectpstyprdedb

e

SPR).

(U) The PIPE tu av ben iad the PNT wmie wre bMig perftn~med in the. Annla o r
ReserIhReactor:(ACRR). Spectijo
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ftyls
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impact on waste management systems is anticipated to be negligible as all waste generated at
activities can be handled under existing operational conditions.
SNL from
program activities at SNL are expected to be negligible
(U)The impact of the
because they take place within existing facilities and personnel requirements nd are within the
scope of routine operations at SNL. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be
insignificant.
4.2.4 Aerojet Propulson Division (U)
program would

(U)Fabrication of test subcomponent level hardware for the

be performed by Aerojet at its Sacrameto, California facility. Exising facities would bW used

activities ad no additional utilities would be required, Combined

for aaprogram

operdons-ii the machine shop, weld shop, and egineering test area would not excead one
percent of total c bility. All area of the plaelet sho wouldbe involved at one time or
another but only at about 3 %of the total *I= availale. The fift people required to completo
the proposed activities re curmtly employed at t facility (HorAn, 1990a).

*

activities at Acrojet are expected to be negligible becase they take
(I) The impacts of the
place in slightly modified exstiug faculIties avd are carried out by existing personnel. The

activities r withk the scope of routine operaons at Aerojet. Therefore, the envimoental
consequences would bt insignficalt.
4..5HecuesAerospace -Cor~dOut
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4.2.6 Gmrett Flui SYAM~ 1M*V

n (UY)

act vii v coopcted by the Garret Flud Systems Division (GFSD) are
m GSD Teape and OF San Tan, AZ.
b g performed w two locz&,.
Actiitis at TeOae. Ari

(U)

program activitie that are performed by GFSD at the Tmpe, AZ faciity
(P
U)
inclue development tss on cryogenic f&W control compoOMns as well as on the tbime setion
. activities would
of th- Turbo Pump Assembly (MA) in vaious phases. All
be performed in existing facies at GFSD. No additional Wii are reqied to pcrfo.m th
actities. Aroxiaty ten people ,eneeded to complete the proposed tivities, all of whom
are currntly employed at GFSD (GFSD, 1991). Tre are no reglated emission o effler

as a result of

wting and no permits ar required.

(U) The impacts of t .

pogram activities at GPS

am epeftd to be

negliVble bemuse they ake pa in slighdy modifted existing, facilte and an canied omt by
existing personnel. Th actitie are comparable in scope to presest actvmes at GFSD a-d
involve mateials and material qw-utities that a= wutitely uled for many other programs at the
facility. Therfo, Ae anviromewtd omsaecs would be insignificant.

Aiiie at te ka TM FacW4t MU
activies performed at the GFSD San Tan facility include development
that would be conducted on the hydrogeo/oxygen combuster and liquid hydwge
capOblities to provid& a tuting environment for components and sub-assemblies. Ile Hot
Hydrogen Gas Generating (IIGG) test 6ilty is located -=a new GFSD lease of 44 hecar
(110 acres) of Gila River Indian Raurvation land. The impact c hd use is anticipated to be
negligible as thre would be only minor reductiois in the supply of vacant delopabFe or umble
program
land. Approxhimzy six people are needed to complete the proposed
irements at the San
activities, there would be no new additions to the pse baselie Maff
(U)

Tan facility.
activities at San Tan include an

(U)The additional on-site utilites iequired to perform the

electrical support system of 500 WA which uses a 4801277 volt, three phase, fur wire,
grounded distribution system and one additional on-site 19,000 liter (5,0U0 gal) water stora
tank to support test cooling and sanitation needs. The existing ectrical supportsystem consis
of a 502 kVA, 3 phase, four wire, grounded distribution 3ystem while the existing water

capacity consists of four tanks with a total capacity of 136,000 liters (36,000 gal) (S*ltz,
1991). Although the additional water required in support of M activities requires only a 14
percent increase in on-site water capacity, the additional suporging electricity requited would
double the electrical infratructure at San Tan. Because an additional electrical system we(ld

be required to avoid overloading the existing fadlities for potracted periods and cwsing a
reduction in service, the impact on infrastructure is anticipated to be modrt (and, therefore,
potentiy significant). The impact can be mitigated to insgnificant levels toy installing the line

along existing corridors (i.e. existing roads and water

).
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a
0u036'
impacm would be
(U) The ortntg cz;s

tha Wdoud be a

evd duing the tes acmvities ai within the

be of rwotii
ratica
at the Sa Taw faity. large
i
uid hyduogm system have been
pmviously tested d this faility and are comparable to presnt woik activities, Tat is a
potentay significant safety iue regaft the releme of hot hydrqw into the atmosphm and
the poteal impact of thennUy induced tUblence ef cts on low flying small AirfL GFSD
haa stodard procoue to notify am pilots of the test schedule and exclude low flying aicrm

t

over the sue during test periods, thus effectively mitigating the sguTance. of the impact.
(L) Waft materials genemW at the San Tan facility as a result of N

ativities include

cryogenic hydrogen and hydrogen rich steam bu-.od at a rate of 57,000 liters (15,000 gal) in
less than one hour truvgh a flare stack. There are no regulat emissions or effluents as a
result of tesin and io wate or air permits are required.

Hazardous materials consisting

primarily of liquid oxygen and iquid hydrgen would be transported in accordance with DOT
regulations and handled and stored n accorda
with DOD requirements. Tew instrucuons for
All
program operations would be written and approved by a Lab Safety
Engineer and Division Safety Manager,
(U)Based on the Environmental Reon pspred a a part of thelease transaction, the impacts
to biological rsources as a result of facility operation are anticipated to be negligible (GFSD,
1991). Aplroximately 0.4 hectaies (1 acre) of land would be cleared of vegetation for
construction activities. Aside from the few ground-dwelling animals which would lose burrows

because of building pads and access roads, most wildlife would be unaffected by the facilities
proposed for the 44 hectare (110 amre) site. Only the arear required for the few structures and
access roads would be cleared of vegetation.

The agreement with the Gla River Tribal

Reservation .Administrtion regarding th- protection of certain plant species, including the
saguaro cactus, would be strictly adhered to during all construction and operation activities.
Buildings, roads and other contuction would be located to avoid moving large saguaro cacti
where possible, If it becomes necessary to remove a magamro, it would be transported to a more
appropr te location on site under the authority of the tribal administration. The lease agreement
and permitting process protect native plant species. Buildings, roads and other construction
would be located to avoid moving lare saguaro cacti whae possible.. All native plant relocation
would be under te periting process and, as a msult, no significant impacts to vegetation arn
exected. No significant impacts to cultu:al reurces ait expected.
(U)The environmental consequences of the
activities at San Tan are expected
or
measures to infrastructure, noise,
to be not significant based on fte implem
and safety, the conclusions of the Enviroamntal Rport which suarie the impac of

.

expandin the San Tan ftc~lt, and t cormmitmnt to amlant ntve plant species and the
2einoteniess of te nstallation (GFSD, 1991).
Acivtisat the Aireseaid Los Angele Divisio (ALAD) (U)
(U) lDevelopmeuw tests would be conducted in existin test cells located in the tes laboratory of
Ahweearch Los Angeles Division (ALAD), Allie Signal ir, Torrace, Califonia. Inert fluids
would be used in place of cryogenic hydnga. Waste materials as a resut of these, tests consist
of appxmaiy 37,000 liters (10,000 gal) e, water o cryogenic nitrogen vaporized to a
gaseous phase and exhausted into t atmosphmr. Impacts ane expected to be negligible.
progrm activities at the ALAD facility are
Therefore, envirornenWa consequence of te
anticipate to be insignificant.
4.2.7 Grumman Space Ehectronks Division (U)
(U) All the activities that have and tha would be performed at G3rmman occur in existing
kabratories. The Grmmnan testing includes simulation of instrumentation and controls using
rn-line equipment and are considered to negligible. Therefore, no sgicatenvironmrental
Linra
consequences at the Grumman facility ame expected as a result of
activities.

402.

4.3 SADDLE MOUNTAIN TEST STATION (SMTS) - NEVADA TEST SITE (NTS) (U)
(U) This section discusses the oxpected environmental consequences of constructing and
operating the proposed ground test facility at the SMTS at the N7rs. The discussion includes
potential non-radiological impacts as well as radiological impacts that result from routine
operations and as a result of abnormal events or accidents.

)

Construction of new facilities would be phased to initially provide a sub-scale facility
to accommodate PtPEW and mini-GTA testing. The sub-scale facility would be expanded later
to provide the full-scale facility necessary to complete the proposed activities in support of the
Program. These activities include the EIT, GTA and QTA testing. Impacts
associated with both the sub-scale facility and the full-scale facility are described in the following
sections.
4.3.1 Socioeconomics (U)
4.3.1.1 Population and Economy (IT
(U) Construction of the sub-scale and full-scale facilities at SMTS would each require an
approximately ei'hteen month period with an average work force of 35 employees and a peak
work for'e of about 100 employees. The test facility engineering and construction, and
associated oversight activities, would be performed by existing personnel currently subcontracted
at the Nevada Test Site. The hiring of a significant number of additional personnel is not
anticipated. The construction activities are anticipated to have a negligible impact on either the
population or the economy of the NTS and the surrounding area. Therefore, the environmental
consequences would be insignificant.
(U) There would be a work force of no more than 60 technical, security and administrative
personnel during the ground test operations. Hiring of additional personnel is not anticipated.
The work force represents only I percent of the NTS labor force of 5,000. No additional
demand would be placed on services and facilities. The impact of operations personnel on the
population and economy would be negligible. Therefore, the environmental consequences would
be insignificant.
4.3.1.2 Land Use and Infastmcture (U)
(U) Construction of the ground test facility would require approximately 40 hectare (100 acres)
of land at the SMTS'. This is only 0.01 percent of the total land area of the NTS [350,000
hectares (875,000 acres)]. Chapter 2 describes the additional infmstuctuM required such as
gravel roads, power lines, and phone lines. Construction f the SMTS would require connecting
to existing roads, power lines and telephone lines.
,in) There do not appear to be any significant issues concerning land use at the proposed site
as the area is not currentily used or occupied. ThW NTS is Intended for nuclear testing so the

*
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proposed activity is consistent with the NTS's mission. There are no known mineral resources
at the SMTS. The i program is not inconsistent with NTS, Nye County, or State of Nevada
plans for that area. The SMTS is sufficiently removed from other testing areas to preclude
interference with underground testing and other activities.
(U) Since the construction of the SMTS would be compatible with existing NTS land use, would
cause only minor reductions in the supply of -acant land, and would have no noticeable effect
on operating practices or require additional equipment or facilities, the impact of construction
of the SMTS on land use and f
would be negligible. Therefore, the environmental
consequences would be insignificant.
(U) The potential impact of SMTS operations is assessed for the immediate area. A major
accident could preclude the use of the immediate area for several days. However, there are no
special use areas such as farmland, floodplains, and wetlands at the proposed testing location.
The NTS is dedicated to nuclear testing. Since the operations at SMTS would not result in a
change in land use, the impact of operations on land use would be negligible.
(U) Operation of the SMTS would not require additional facilities or equipment from the local
infrastructure. Therefore, the operation of the ground test facility would have a negligible
impact on infrastructure. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
4.3.1.3 Noise (U)
(U) Construction equipment would increase noise levels at the SMTS. Large internal
combustion engine-powered mobile construction equipment can cause sound pressure levels of
90 dBA or more at approximately 17 meters (50 feet). These noise levels could affect workers
if protective measures are not implemented. Protective measures include following OSHA
workplace noise regulation. (The actual noise limit varies depending on the total time of daily
exposure. The limit for an 8 hour exposure is a time-weighted average of 90 dBA. The limit
for 15 minutes or less is 115 dBA.) Noise caused by construction activities would be monitored
by the REECo Industrial Safety Office and workers would be required to wear appropriate
hearing protection as necessary.
(U) Non-project related personnel on NTS would not be affxnted by construction noise. They
would be at least 10-12 kilometers (6-7 miles) away from teit~ing activities.

(U)Areas outside the NTS are not likely to ee

any noticeable increase in noise levels
associated with construction because of the over 23 km (14 mi) distance from the SMTrS site to

the nearest NTS boundaries. Nearby communities would be out of rage of the noise [at least
30 km (20 mi) away] such that senitive reptus such hospitals, schools and residences would
not be affected by the noise.

(U)Na
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(U) Significant noise levels (> 110 dBA) for short infrequent periods are expected to be
associated with the ground testing activities. The noise would be generated on an intermittent
basis during the scheduled operational testing sequence with a maximum of 10 to 12 tests
operating for up to 1000 seconds each over a one year period. As with the noise generated by
construction activities, only on-site personnel would be affected by the noise; during operations,
personnel would be excluded from the test site and stationed far enough away
all non[5 km (3 mi)] to preclude adverse impacts. Appropriate protective measures would be used to
lower the impact of testing noise on operating personnel. All essential personnel would be
required to remain in the control bunker for safety purposes. While this structure provides a
formidable barrier to sound penetration, protective devices would be available and used should
the sound levels be above OSHA standards.
(U) Nearby communities would be out of range of the noise [at least 30 km (20 mi) away] and
sensitive eceptors within them would not be affected by noise levels due to operations.
(U) Construction noise would be raised above ambient levels (22-38 dBA) by more than the high
significance criteria level of 35 dBA and could exceed the OSHA 8 hour long-term exposure

limit (see Appendix D). In addition, noise from normal operations would be raised above
ambient levels by more than the high significance criteria level of 35 dBA and could exceed the
OSHA short-term exposure limit. Therefore, the impact of construction and operations activities
on noise would be high and the environmental consequences could be potentially significant.
However, because there are no sensitive receptors in proximity to the site and because hearing
protection is required for operations personnel, the environmental consequences would be

insignificant.
4.3.1.4 Historic and Archaeological Reumrce (U)
(U) Construction and operation of the proposed ground test facility would nt impact sits listed
. Archaeological suveys of the proposed site
in the National Register of Historic P
including power line and access road routes as well as the water supply well have been
conducted by the Dese Research Institute. The survey recorded and collected artifacts from
five small sites along the proposed road segments, power line corridor, and in the center of the
project area (SNL, 1990b). Thew sites are not eligible for the Nafti l.esIeofi stoi
The sensitive area S103183MV14 identified during the 1983 DRI cultural resources
Pla&.
survey located in the vicinity of the water-siqly wtl would be flagged and left undisturbed.

Because no resources Possn scientific or wlftral significance are affected, the constrction
of the proposed test facility would have no adverm impact historic properties. Comcumnoe
from the State of Nevada Deapeimet of Comevado end Reune ha bem received (see

Appwdix F).
(U)Afthough detailed cilltural surveys have -iot ben perfmmed for the power lne And watlin
leading to the water supply well, the proabiity of the exitenceof SIgificant a

or

historical sites is considered low. There is a poss ty, however, that some prehistoric cultual
The
&Wed.
d la my be entdv
renmwans such as isole ta and
dtre, is -mted as
reourca
level of impact of thes faiit 00 archeologca -and bls-:tMr0
MUM srvql-ys tht hve been
low. T would be cosise with th :'fidig of VWMu
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performed elsewhere in the Mid Valley area. Prior to any ground disturbance, detailed cultural
resource surveys would be undertaken and, following consultation with the Nevada State Historic
Preservation Office (SHPO), appropriate mitigation measu -would be implemented prior to
construction if these are required for SHPO concurrence. lftigation measures would include
1) identification and recovery of artifacts, 2) re-routing of the power and wattr lines, and 3)
flagging of sites to be left undisturbed. As a msult of SHPO consultation and implementation
of any required mitigation mesres, impacts would be low. 7 rfore, the environmental
consequences would be insignificant.
4.3.1.5 Safety (U)
(U) The design of the ground test facility has no unusual features that would increase worker
hazards during construction. Mitigation includes ensuring that all construction activities would
be carried out in compliance with all applicable regulations (i.e. OSHA, National Electric Code,
National Fire Protection Code, DOE, etc). No additional occupational impacts beyond those
currently experienced in construction at NTS are expected. Therefore, the impacts of
construction on safety would be low and mitigable. (Radiological safety issues during
construction are discussed in Section 4.3.4.1.)
(U) Operational safety issues include hydrogen, helium, and oxygen storage; Effluent Treatment
System operation; seismic and volcanic events; and non-radiological accidents. (Radiological
accident issues are addressed in Section 4.3.4.) Each safety issue is discussed below:
Hydrgen Storage Safy (U)
(U) There would be multiple hydrogen storage vessels at the ground test facility. Current plans
for the sub-scale facility include approximately 420,000 liters (110,000 gal) of low pressure
liquid hydrogen, 115,000 liters (30,000 gal) of high pressure liquid hydrogen, and 310 in,
(11,000 fe) of high pressure ambient temperature hydrogen. Storage quantities could increase
by a factor of two for the full-scale facility. If the M is cooled by cryogenic hydrogen the
amount of hydrogen required would hcrse by an additional factor of two. All high pressure
tanks would have 10-15 cm (4-6 in) thick stee walls which would provide significant protection
from penetAtion by otral projectiles (SNL, 199M).
(U) Hydrogen is very reactive in an oxygen environment. The limiting oxygen index (the
percentage by volume of oxygen required to pr
a flame) is very low, only five percent.
Hydrogen may be Ignited by sparks, open flames, or hot sufaces. A source of enr as low
as humanoinduced static electricity may igite the hydrgen. This is an order of magnitude less
energy than is required to ignite other reactive materials sch as methane and gasoline (McCarty,
et al., 1981; Sax, 1984). Details of the hydroSen safety measures are discussed inSections
2.3.2.2.1,3.1 and 2.4.3. (Safe desip and fety procedures would be required as past of

prosm policy. JHowever, details of the desig ae no yet available).
(U) Ther an two main concers asmciated with hydrogen storage: First i the filure to inert
the system, IfUtbe hydrogm tgem tanks at not puged of oxygeu deflagratio and/or
dettualim.,coulm sl, Secmd, Itthe posbilftof li-ks. Small lek mayoccur around,
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piping connections and large leaks ae possible during equipment failures. As the escping
hydrogen mixes with air the potential for deflagration and/or detonation would exist.
(U) The hydrogen system would be designed, operated, and maintained in accordance with all
appropriate NFPA, CGA, and ASME standards to ensure sufficient protection for both personnel
and on-site equipment. If a rupure should occur, only a portion of the theoretical maximum
explosive potential would be available; a high energy explosion requires &well-mixed oxygenhydrogen environment. Generally the proportion of combustible fuel in a spill is less than ten
percent of the quantity spilled. Also, although gaseous hydrogen forms a combustible mixture
very quickly, it is very buoyant, and the hazard exists for a relatively shorter time than, for
example, a methane or gasoline spill (McCarty, et al., 1981). A shrapnel barier system would
also be in place to reduce the possibility that shrapnel, generated by a nearby explosion, would
impact the hydrogen storage tanks. The shrapnel barrier would also serve to protect onsite
personnel.
(U) The deflagration and/or detonation of hydrogen would cause a threat to the physical wellbeing of personnel on site. Therefore, the storage of a large amount of hydrogen at the ground
test facility would have a moderate impact on safety, and the environmental consequences would
be potentially significant. The potential significance, however, would be mitigated to
insignificant levels by designing to strict accordance with the appropriate NFPA, CGA, and
ASME standards.
Helium Storage Safety (1)

(U) Under current plans, approximately 135 m (4,700 ft') of high-pressure helium would be
stored at the sub-scale facility. Storage quantities could double for the full-scale facility testing.
The rupture of one of the helium tanks would cause a sudden helium release. The released
helium could displace oxygen and serve as an asphyxiant.
(U) Helium would be stored in accordance with accepted industrial practices, making the
probability of a rupture very low. Because helium is very buoyant, the displacement of oxygen
would be temporary. A shrapnel barrier system would also be in place to reduice the possibility
that shrapnel, generated by a nearby deflagration and/or detonation, would impact the helium
storage tanks. Because the storage of helium would expose the personnel to conditions that
could threaten the well-being of personnel, helium storage would have a moderate impact on
safety, and the environmental consequences would be potentially significint. The potential
significance, however, would be mitigated to insignificant levels by designing to strict
accordance with the appropriate NFPA, CGA, and ASME standards.
Oxyn Stoe Sf

(U)

(U) Approximately 19,000 liters (5,000 gal) of liquid oxygen would be stored onsite to be used
in the Engine Integration Tests. Three potent dangers must be coasiderd in relation to
oxygen storage. First, leakage of the liquid oxygen may cause bums and tissue damage to the

skin of exposed personnel. This is due to the extrmely low temperature of liquid oxygen (SIx,
1984). S m, liquid oxygen is very combustible in the pmsme of readily oxidfrabl
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It is very quickly absorbed by combustible materials including clothing and may quickly ignite
(Kirk-Othmer, 1986). Leaks of oxygen are especially dangerous in the presence of a highly
combustible material such as hydrogen, which would be stored onsite (NFPA, 1986; Sax,
1984). Ihird, when liquid oxygen vaporizes at standard atmospheric conditions, the gas would
take up 860 times as much space as the liquid. Should this happen in an enclosed space, a high
pressure explosion could result were the gas not vented (Kirk-Othmer, 1966).
(U) Although oxygen would be stored in accordance with accepted industrial practices, both the
possibility of fire and the chance of oxygen burns would pose a threat to the physical well-being
of personnel on site. The liquid oxygen storage would be separated from the hydrogen storage
area (in accordance with the appropriate codes) to decrease the possibility of contact and
potential deflagration and/or detonation should a leak occur. A shrapnel barrier system would
also be in place to reduce the possibility that shrapnel, generated by a nearby deflagration and/or
detonation, would impact the oxygen storage tanks (as well as to protet workers). The pipes
carrying the cryogenic oxygen would also be insulated to prevent contact burns. Leaks of liquid
oxygen are very easy to detect; the escaping cryogenic oxygen super cools water vapor to form
ice in the leak ayea Because of the possibility of fire and the chance for oxygen burns, the
impact of the storage of liquid oxygen at the test facility would have a moderate impact on
safety, and the environmental consequences would be potentially significant. The potential
significance, however, would be mitigated to insignificant levels by designing to strict
accordance with the apropriate NFPA, CGA, and ASME standards.
ent 3

nent Ssyem Saft

MU

(U) During PIPET, mni-OTA and GTA-l, an Effluent Treatment System (EIS) would be used
to treat the exhaust. A large amount of hydrogen [25-600 kg/sec (55-1320 lbs/sec)] would pass
through the system and be flared in a stack (SNL, 1990a).
(U) There are three potential safety hazards associated with the ETS. (Note: Radiological
issues associated with the operations of the ErS are addressed separately in Section 4.3.4.2.1.)
First, air may enter the system, mix with hydrogen, and cause a deflagration and/or detonation.
A hydrogen deflagration and/or detonation within or adjacent to the MTS may cause serious
damage and loss of life. Second, leaks may develop, allowing hydrogen to escape into the
atmosphere where ignition and subsequent deflagration and/or detonation could again occur.
Third, the flare may extinguish causing a safety hazard as the unburned cryogenic hydrogen
accumulates and creates an explosive atmosphere external to the system. (these safety
considerions have been discussed above in the Hydrogen Storage Safety section.)
(U) As a safety measure, the ground test staff would be confined to the control bunker until
completion of the test. Also, the flare would be equipped with a redundant propane pilot light
to ensure that the hydrogen is combusted as it exits the flare.

MU All of the safety iues associated with the ts operation must be cosidered to pose a
threat to the physical well-being of on-site personnel. 7heer, the peation of the ETS
would have a moderate impact on safety, and te envire

poteialy sa

nt. IU pona

tietal c-nequace

would be

nficane, bowever, woud be mitigtd to insignificant.
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levels by strictly adhering to appropriate NFPA, CGA and ASME standards. Safety margins
suitable for storing and distributing flammable fluids in manned armas will be induced in the

design requirements and operational procedures would be rviewed by organizations with
experience in managing large
Seismic and

112

systems.

Actv S"

(U)
(U)ic

(U) The NTS is in a stable seismic zone clasified as Seismic Zone 2 by the Uniform Building
Code. Measurements taken during underground testing indicate that very little ground motion
is transmitted to the proposed location of the SMTS. Were significant seismic activity to occur,
buildings might collapse and leaks might occur in the hydrogen tanks or piping.
(U) The low probability of seismic activity would pose a slight but additional danger to onsite
personnel. As a safety measure, the infrastructure at the test station would be designed to the
requirements of Seismic Zone 4. The impact of seismic activity on safety would be low.
Therefore, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
(U) The NTS is not in an area of active volcanoes; the most recent volcanic activity occurred
about 140,000 years ago. Potential hazards related to volcanic activities include the collapse
of structures, the fouling of equipment, the blocking of access roads resulting from both volcanic
ash deposition, lava flows and landslides. The probability of future volcanic activities of any
type in the vicinity of the SMrs is so low (DOE, 1986) that it is not considered a potential
hazard within the life of the proposed test facility. Since there is low probability that a volcano
would occur during the life of the proposed action, personnel would be exposed to no more than
baseline operating conditions. Volcanic activity would have a negligible impact on safety.
Therefore, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
Non-Radiological Accident Safety- Bery Mum

Wlease
(E)

(U) The PIPET/mini-GTA and GTA/QTA assemblies contain beryllium (Be) metal which may
become airborne in a catastrophic failure. Since oxidized respirable beryllium is a toxic
material, its impact on the public must be considered.
W) The release data for determining Be inhalation was taken from SNL engineering
estimates. Th estimate of Be release is approximately 20 kg for PIPET/mini-GTA and 100 kg
for the GTA/QTA test systems (lipp, 1991). These amounts were assumed to be fully
aerosolized given a catastrophic accident and subsequently dispned into the resulting plume.
An additional amount of Be (axIal rflector) could be d4 ed during the accident but would
be sufficiently removed from the heat source and is assumed to be diStiued in large fam t

within the immediate vcinity of the accident site.
(U) The subsequently dispMsed Be is modeled using the MACCS plume release model. The
tindaa as a function of dism . When
MACCS code will output the time integrated cne
multiplied by the source strength and the brathi rate, here ssumed to be 3.47 x 10 m'/sec,
asa function of distnce. Ie peak
the total inhaled amont ofBe can bedeted
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concentration of the Be cloud (ig/m') at the point of maximum inhalation can be estimated by
dividing the total amount inhaled pg) by the breathing rate (m&/s) and the plume release time
(S). This information is presented in Figure 4.3-1.
(U) Short-term inhalation exposures to levels of soluble Be compounds in excess of 100 g/rn'
is reported to result in acute lung distress (Doull et al., 1980). OSHA has developed standards
for the occupational exposure of workers to Be. These standards are as follows: 2 pg/m' 8 hour
time weighted average (TWA); 5 pg/rn' acceptable ceiling level; and 25 pg/n' for 30 minute
maximum peak concentration. The OSHA maximum peak concentration of 25 pg/m' is derived
by applying a safety factor of 4 to the 100 pg/n' value (USAF, 1987).
(U) For community air, a threshold of 0.01 pg Be/m' determined at breathing height averaged
during a one month period is recommended (Clayton and Clayton, 1981). No stipulation is
made as to peak concentration limit. However, this value is based on chronic exposure and is
not a published criteria. The American Conference of Governental Industrial Hygienists
(ACGIH) threshold limit value (TLV) is 2 pg/m.
The most applicable criteria appears to be the OSHA maximum peak concentration of 25
,g/m3 because this standard was developed to protect from acute effects of Be, which appears
to most closely approximate conditions in the event of a catastrophic accident. The criteria of
25 Ag/m' already incorporates a safety factor of 4 and appears to be protective of acute effects
of Be; therefore, this appears to be a reasonable criteria to protect public health from acute
effects. Be concentrations in excess of 100 pg/nf should be a cause for immediate concern.
(UT)

(

)

.Te GTA/QTA release results in a maximum total inhalation of approximately 0.067
g/im' which is well under the 20 pg/r' limit (exposure to 2 pg/m' during an 8 hour period)
established by OSHA. Furthermore, a maximum concentration of 3 pg/m' is calculated for the
GTA/QTA =cident release, which is less than the OSHA peak concentration limit of 25 pg/rn.
As shown in Figure 4.3-1, Be exposures from the postlt PePET/mini-GTA accident are over
five times less.

(U) Since a non-radiological accident would introduce beryllium at levels below standards and
not affect humans, the impact of a nonradiological accident on safety would be negligible.
Therefore, the environmental consequeaces would be insignificant.

(U) In general, the activities taking place at the SMTS would have a modent impact on safety.

Therefore, the environmental csequec would be petenaially signillcin. Th potential
siguificance, however, would be mitigaed to nn
at vels by impleaitation of the
mitigation measusm discussed above. Because the site is far removed from the enal publi,

there would be no effects to public heth

safety.
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43.1.6 Waste (U)

(U) Operations at the ground test facility would genate radioactive and hazardous wastes.
These wastes are described below3:

(U) All radioactive waste materials generated at the NTS during SMTS activities ar classified
as defense wastes, which would be managed in accordance with DOE Order 5820.2A
(Radioactive Waste Management). The radioactive waso most likely to be generated would be
low-level waste (LLW), low-level mixed waste (MW), and poetially some transuranic (TURt)
waste. Each type of radioactive waste and its impact on wast management is described below:
:(U) kgj&L,ygLjdite Solidae: It is currently anticipated that with the relatively short
op.rating times, the fuel Material would not contain any transuramc material in excess of 100
nCi/g and the reultant material would be certified as fissionable test specimens. Any associated
waste products would be disposed of as LLW. I'be only material anticipated to be generated
in association with t SMTS activities which would be certiif*, as HLW would be in the form
of spent eactor fuel. Should this occur, the HIW would be isolated at the ground test station
pending final di,.ositdon which would be accomplisUmd in accordance with the defense HLW
program procedures. The impact of HLW on waste management would be negligible.
Therefore, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
(U)
Vranic.Wa: SMTS activities at the NTS are not expected to generate any transuranic
waste material (elemetiis with atomic numben higher than 92). The only waste material which
could potentially be crtified as TRU would be the ifdinad fuel material should the
conceanation of 11U oxced 100 nCl/g. For analytical puposes, the amount of TRU waste
to the
material ga.Uassumed to be 30 m(, ADfW), a default quatity whichrl
amount of material in a single ThUPAC-K shipment from the Nevada Test Site near Las Vegas,
'Nevada, to the Waste slztion ilt Pmject (WIP) locat near Carlsbad, New Mexico.
(U) Onsite generated wastes properly certified as TU would be packaged and stored at the NTS

pendig Intr shipment to either WP or anotr dp ed facility capabW of ptoviding
pumanent disoW for ThU wases.

() I

defaut value of 30 m (1,000 M') ef TRU wastes woukd rquire only 3 pact of the
poge c
ty t the NTS and would Werease by less than
rmaif 1,000 m3 (35,0oo f)
ny sored or foreast for the instlalatioa thrmgh the
5 percent the totl quantity of TAU cuma
year 2013. The single additiocal Wipmen require by the 30 ml of TRU wate aswmed to be
a the total number of hpm t analyzd by the WIPP
Program
generated by the
FEIS (DOE, 1980) by apprximaey 1 P=e Od does not imat the cosquences nor the

midgation measura pvend in that docuret. Since the handling of ny PFoIM geert

TRU wastes would cause no chant to the exisin c

awal

rqpesew only a very small potlom of the 1OIS ThU wafe hipmnt ad do
(W,

0 i 608iftut* b,, .,,fm"

2A4.
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at the NS and
activities as

analyzed in the WVPP FES (DOE, 1980), the impact of program generated TRU wastes on
waste management would be negJgle. Therefore, the environmemal consequences would be
(U) Low-,Level Radioactive Soli4 Wa : It is anticipated that the low-level radioactive solid
3) over th&e life
waste generated at the SMTS would be on the order of 46,000 m (1,600,000 fM
of the project. LLW equiricg dispoal would consist of solid wastes from the handling,
ceAing and disassembling of the cist assmblies as well as contaminants remcved directly
frm the effluent stram. This material would be placed in shallow land disposal at th
appropriate NIS facilities.
(U) In addition, the irradiated fuels and inradiatL- test samples would be dLTosed of as LLW
provided that these materials are detennined by DOE to be low-level wastes. These wastes
would be appropriately packaged, nondestructively assayed, and disposed of at one of the
existing Radioactive Waste Management Sites (RWMS) located in Area 5 of the NTS.
Approximately 150,000 m (5,200,000 W) of LLW is presently buried in the RWMS (DOB,
1991).
(U) NIS presently has a remaining capacity of 500,000 m (18,000,000 t') for solid low-level
radioactive waste with an anticipated annual input of 25,000 m (18,000,000 fe). At the end of
the 10 year life of the N Program, the remaining capacity at NIS would be 250,000 m'
(9,000,000 ft3). The amount of solid LLW anticipated to be produced by the program would
represent 18 percent of this remaining capacity. However, NIS is continually updating its solid
LLW storage and disposal capacity requirements. Expansion of waste storage and disposal
facilities is an ongoing process to meet the waste management mission of disposing of all waste.
Since the solid LLW generated would cause no changes in operationa; arrangement, the impact
of solid LLW on waste management would be negligible. Throvr, the environmental
consequences would be insignificant.
(U) Ni
Mti
Some mixed waste may be generated during program activities. This would
include low-level radioactive materials contaminated by solvents or solvent residues. It is
anticipated the no more than 0.2 ml (7 f') or that material that could be contained in a single

55 gallon drum (210 lite ) would be produced by program activities.
(U) Mixed wastes would be contained at their point of genation and chancteiid for eventual
compliatce with Land Disposal Restritions (LDR), and the installtion waste disposal
requirements. Full containers would be accumulated for less than 90 days, then transpoted to
a mixed waste (RCRA) disposal area at the Area 5 RWMS (DOE, I990). Mixed wastes must

meet L&W Disposal Restiction (LDR) qidremets prior to dispod. Every effort would be
made to minimize or totally eltminate q-nities of mixed wast

geneaUd by the SMIS

* NTS presmey has a remaining ap"y of 144,000 m' (5,000,000 ft) for mixed ndiotive

waste (DOE, 1990c) with an aniipated annual ip of 20,000 m'(700,000 NV). The maximum
anticipated LVW of mixed wastu

[0.2 a' (7 f')] is only 0.001 perceat of the anticipated annual

mixmd wasge inpu a: NIS.
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(U) Bcase te qMAlY of miLXed WWsOs C ated wcWd be small, the impact of
mixed
on was~t managaewW would be ncghgff*. Therefore, th MakOemMa co1sequences waste
wMud

be insigniimcant.

(U)Te. qu uties of hazanos non-radioacve waste material anticipated to be generat
during
the gromd teSing acivifies sre estimated to be approximateiy 15 m? (500 ft). These
include
lfimed quantities of solveas and materials such as gloves, Paper, and cloth that contain
absorbed
solvents. Generation of hazardous waste would be minimized by controlling the
quality of
solvent materials used in associaion with all activities at SMTS.
() Hazardous wastes generated as a result of operations would be managed
by Reynolds
Electrical aud Engiteering Co., Inc. (REECo) in accordance with the Reso
Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA) Pat B, Permit Applicaion for Generation of Hazardous
Waste and
Mind Waste Disposal (NV 389 009001) (DOE, 1990d). These wastes are collected
at the local
testing facility up to a specified limit of 210 liters (55 gal) per waste stream and then
transferred
to the Area 5 Hazardous Waste Accumulation Pad for ultimate disposal at an EPA-approved
offsite treatment, storage, and disposal facility prior to th
d of t go day storage limit. All
EPA and DOT regulations (i.e. 40 CFR 262-263 and 49 CPR 100-199) for the
handling,
sampling, manifesting, pickaging, and shipment preparation of hazardous wastes
would be
folowed.
(U) Since the qaantities of hazardous waste are projected to be low and would cause
no changes
in operational arrangements, the impact of hazardous waste on waste management
would be
negligible. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
Non-Ha

dous Waste

'()

(U) Two types of non-hazardous waste are anticipated to be produced at the NTS
from
Program activities: sanitary liquid waste and solid waste. These are described below:

(U) SRtm

Llu

s: It is anticipated that 18,000 ml (640,000 V) t18 million liters (5

million gaHons] of sanitary waste would be produced by construction and operation
activities at
SMTS. The quantities of anitary effluents associated with the work crew are
small when
compared to those for all the other construction activities at NTS as a whole.

(U) Some additional collection and disposal facilities would be required such as the
inst
eation
of temporary sanitary facilities. However, this is standard practice for construction
activities
at NTS. Operations of te ShM would require the installafio of a setic tank and
leach field.
This is standard practice tor NTS facilities outside the reach of existing sewage
facilities.
Because the septic system is antic.pated to handle less than 19,000 liters per day (5,000
gal/day)
with no industrial waste as part of it, only review by the Nevada Department of
Consumer
Health is required.
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(U) Because the gearafton of &m
opatonal O vwen, the fiP

not T r canges in exising
liquid wt
of uamr waste On w"W maw m t would b

negligible. Therefor, the anvirouental

would be insiguificant

(U dJj-W=: It is antipae that 4,000 m3 (140,000 fWs) of non-hlm s, non-radioacive
solid waste would be produced at the NTS by the
program. Because the generation of Solid
waste would not require changes in existing operaonal anugements, the impact of solid waste
on waste management would be negligible. Therefore, the eavirnmental coLquenes would

be insignificanL

(t) In general, M program activities taking place at NTS would have a negligible impact on
NTS waste management. Also, because no new waste sites would be needed, there would be
no increased risk to the workers or the environment. Since the wastes generated by the
program would be managed in accordance with existing waste management procedures which
include protection of the environment, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
4.3.2 Physical Environment (U)
4.3.2.1 Topography (U)
(U) Construction of the ground test faciity would require no more than 40 hectares (100 acres)
of land east of Shoshone Mountain within Area 14 of the NTS. The cut and fill required for
the proposed construction are approximately 28,000 ms (37,000 yd') and 20,000 ml (26,000 yd')
respectively although the munbers are subject to modification (SNL, 1990a). The borrow area
that would be used for fill material is located on the NTS. For road construction, excavated
material would either be deposited on the downhill side or utilized for fill within the tost facility.
(U) There could be alterations of the natural surface drainage as a result of grading within the
SMTS. Grading activities would include all surveying, cleaning, grubbing, and compacting
specified for the SMTS facility. Culverts would be designed into the surface drainage system
for ramps and road crossings. Runoff from heavy precipitation might fill adjacent dry washos,
but would not flood the facility because of its location on a ridgo and dign against flooding of
operational facilities.
(U) Because the SMTS would be built in compatibility with exisfing contm and bemause tL
station's size would be minimized where possible and because little change would be made to
the character of the area, the Impact of ft coustruction of the SMrs on topography would be
negligible. Tere would be no impact on topography from operations. Therfcre, the
environmental consequences would be it.

43.2.2 Geology and Sois (U)
(U) The only geolo
l effects of the SMTS faciity arm to the 8oils. Coosatncion would cause
leveling and/or reufacing of the soils -inthe ffetd ma. Ds and sol would be trns d.
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by winds diing consaton activite. It is expected, bowever, that this effect would be local

and tpormy. The removDl of va

from the constructon area should not significantly

increase soil erosion ffom rainfall siM tho vegtation is Mrse and the ground surface is
predominantly gravel. Proteon agast erosion includes 1) the orientation of the facility
parallel to the natural suface features o minimize water induced erosion, 2) the orientation of
the facility to minimize wind-induced erosion, and 3) tbe application of spray mist water to
inmze wind-caused soil erosion.
There would be no known effects upon paleontockl or mineal resources, agricultural
sonts or Construction mtetrials at the SMIS. Because construction and operation would cause
no loss of geologic or soils remsou es in the area, the project would have a negligible impact on
geology. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
4.3.2.3 Seismic and Volcanic Activity (U)
(U) Because construction and operations would not cause seismic ad volcanic activity that
would be noticeable to instrumentation or humans, the project would cause negligible impacts
to setsmic or volcanic activity. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be

insignificant.
4.3.2.4 Water Resources (U)
(U) There are no surface water resources in the vicinity of the SMTS that would be affected by
activities at SMTS (Tonopah Spring and Yucca Flats Lake are both too distant and too ephemeral
to be considered as regional water resources). The water table in the am of the ground test
facility is over 500 m (approx 1,650 ft) below the ewxth's surface in tuffaceous aquifers. Ground
water may be affected by events which take pace at the surftce. In particular, two issues must
be considered: water use and water quality.

(U) During construction, an esmated 60 million liters (16 million gad) of ground water would
be withdrawn for potable water and consauctio use. During rperations, an estimated I1
million liters (3 million gal) of ground water would be witrawn per year. This would not
cause a measurable drawdown of the existing water table. (There has been no Observable
drawdown of the Ash Meadow Sub-basin from other NIS activities.) Because water use would
cause no mesurable change in the water resource system, the impacts of water use on water

resources would be negligible.
insignificat 4
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(U) Approximately ,900,0 liters (500,000 gal) of water would be ored onsib for multiple
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hydrocarbons such as gasoline. It isunliky that any pollutats dissolved inthe water would
percolate through the 100 year to 3 million year journey 1o the ground water table.

(U)Domestc waste water products (sanitary sewage) would be collected in sewer lines and

delivered to a septic tank and subsequently to a leach field. The system would be designed to
dispose of waste water by evaporation and percolation into the soil. The ground water is of

sufficient depth to minimize the possibiity of adversely affecting the groundwater quality.
[Other waste water (i.e. from the receiving/assembly and disassembly buildings, etc) would be

collected and disposed of as hazardous waste.]
(U)Other potential impacts on water resources Include spills of oil (or other substances) which

could eventually percolate to the ground water table. Mitigation includes taking precautions
when handling fuel supplies as well as the implementation of a readiness plan to recover spills.

(U)Because there are no surface waters in the area that would be affected by the project, the
small likelihood of a spill, and the depth of the water table, the waste water produced by
operations at the site would have a negligible impact to water quality. Therefore, the
environmental consequences would be insignificant.

(U) The use of water and the discharge of waste water would have a negligible impact on water

resources. Because impacts would be negligible, and testing operations are of short duration
(approximately four to ten years), environmental consequences would be insignificant.
4.3.2.5 Meteorology and Air Quality (U)
(U) There would be no impacts on meteorology as a result of construction and operation of the
ground test facility.
(U) Air quality issues associated with the construction and operation of NTS include dust, engine
emissions, process fluids releases, ETS releases, aud hot hydrogen venting. Each ae discussed
below:

P= (U)
(U) During construction, airborne dust would occur from the movement of vehicles and
machinery and from excavation by heavy equipment. Thew dust emissions would continue
throughout the constnuction phase but would be expected to have no significat efect on areas
outside of the NS. After consruction, dust would be produced by the movement of vehicles

at and around the ground test Wflty. The quality of dust genered would depend on soil
moisture and the ievel of activity at the site. Water, oil or other dog sug mas would be

applied to the loop rowd as mitiaton
(U) The effects from dW would be local and tempo

, Subsdi

after cesutio of

construction activities. Pecause the dot tht would result from prject activitfif would not equal
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or exceed EPA minimum standards (150 #g/m3 for 24 hour averge), dust from the project
would have a negligible impact on air quality. Tierefore, the environmental consequences
would be insignificant.
BnL& Emissions (U)
(U) The construction and operation of the test cells and support facilities would require the use
of internal combustion powered heavy equipment. The amount of the emissions would depend
on the duration of the equipment operation, types and numbers of vehicle engines and the
climatic conditions such as temperature, wind speed, wind direction, precipitation and soil
moisture. Any generator that is greater than 250 bp or anticipated to be ued for greater than
I00 hours per year would require a State of Nevada permit. In addition, commuter taffic would
add to the project emissions. Pollutants associated with the operation of engines include carbon
monoxide (CO), sulfur oxides (SOJ, nitrogen oxides (NO), ozone and hydrocarbons.
(U) The total quantity of the pollutants generated by engine emissions cannot be predicted
precisely because total equipment and equipment use time is not established. However, the
emissions generated by the construction of a facility of similar size may be used as an indicator
of engine emissions for the construction of this project. The construction of the Special Isotope
Separation Project (SIS) is representative of the scale of activities required to construct the
SMTS [25 hectares (60 acres) impacted and a workforce of approximately 800]. DOE
forecasted that the construction of the SIS would generate 4.1 metric tons (4.5 tons) of NO,
57.8 metric tons (63.0 tons) of CO, and 2.3 metric tons (2.5 tons) of hydrocarbons (DOE,
1988a). Each of these criteria pollutants are under the federal Prevention of Significant
Deterioration (PSD) permitting standards of 230 metric tons/year (250 tons/yr). These quantities
are also below Nevada's standard of 100 tons/yr.
(U) There is no comparable operation from which to derive engine emissions. However, 100
tons/yr of emissions is generated from an output of approximately 34,700 horse power (based
on 240 hr/yr operation). This converts to an electrical output of approximately 11,700 kw.
Anticipated testing at the ground test station would be well within this power requirement and
would thus not exceed standards.
(U) In as much as engine emissions would be widely dispersed in a relatively isolated and
remote area of the NTS, and because the emissions do not equal or exceed standards, the impact
of engine emissions on air quality would be negligible. Therefore, the environmental
consequencm would be insigficant

= (U)
Pocs EWAuidRlae

(U)Hydrogen, helium and oxygen wod all be stor d in bulk quantity at the test facility.
e leakae may ocur. Also, helium may
During filling and pum of the Morae vessels,
be rhased to the atmospher following its uie as a purgine agent. -Beaue the tekae would
occur outdoors, any liquids (which would quickly vaprize) and aso would dispee quickly.
Mwoo am no state or fedeal swta d sovet
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gases and - 20 are principle constituents of unpolluted air and are not considered pollutants.

Leakage of these process fluids would not degrade air quality.

(U) Since the release of process fluids may be considered environmentally benign and since there
are no EPA standards for the release of these substances, the impacts of process fluids and
gaseous releases on air quality would be negligible. Therefore, the environmental consequences
would be iusignificant.
Rolems (U)
(U) The primary environmental impact associated with ETS releases would be the flaring of
hydrogen. Although flare temperatures can be expected to exceed 810 K (540 C) and rise to
a height of several hundred feet, the release of hydrogen to the environment is not rcgulated by
the EPA and the effects of thermal heating would be local and temporary. As a result, ETS
releases are expected to have a negligible impact on air quality. Therefore, the environmental
consequences would be insignificant.
Hot Hydrogen Venting (U)

(U) The release of hot hydrogen would cause thermal heating. As with the ETS releases of
hydrogen, the effects of thermal heating would be local and temporary and would not violate
EPA standards. Tnerefore, the impact of hot hydrogen releases on air quality would be
consequen es would be insignificant.
negligible. Therefore, the envi

(U) In general, the activities at the SMTS would have a negligible impact on meteorology and
air quality. Since the emissions would be well below the threshold values and the emissions
standards that protect human heath and welfare, the environmental cosequences would be

insignifcant.

4.3.3 Biological Reous ()
4.3.3.1 Terstral

Blota (U)

(U)The constnction of the round test fl

would result in the loss of a uximely 40

hectares (100 acres) of land fmft
the
l
e
Association hbiiat. An am of 2
hectares (4 acres)
unding the est facility fece would have all vegetaion removed to ad

as a fire break. Brash fires are a major ri at NIS and have acmunted for plato cover
biological rsouMces would result
modification of sizeable areas (EO&G, 1988). Impacts
from the facility coeumcon inclubg loss of habitas dtuctI of vegetatio, loss of wildlife

and drvtio of migatio ad bed

atterns. Wildlife in the immediate arm would be
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forced to relocate (SNL, 1990b). The Nevada Department of Forestry plans to remove an
estimated 312 individuals of YIa bMio
and 10 indvidual of Ixggo rk
m, prior to
construction activities for use in landscaping public facilities in southern Nevada and the NTS.
(U) Although biological surveys have not been performed for the power and water lines to the
water-supply well, the probability of the occurrence of sensitive species is considered low; the
impact of these facilities on biological resources, therefore, is rated as low. Prior to
construction activities, a biological resources survey would be performed and, if threatened or
eadangered species are identified, consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
would take place. Mitigation measures such as re-routing t' proposed waterline and power line

to the water-supply well would be undertaken to ensure that tha environmental consequences
would be insignificant.
(U) There are three potential operational activities that may imvvct trrestrial organisms. These
are noise, hot-hydrogen venting, hydrogen flaring, and steam releases. Each are discussed
below: (A description of radiological impacts to terestW biota is provided in Section
4.3.4.2.1).

oie (U)
(U)Noise from the ground tests are expected to be greater than 110 dBA and would effect the
nearby animal populations, principally birds [such as the black throated sparrow (Aiamiza
bili & and the Le Conte's thrasher CEKstoma leonei
Birds would be temporarily
fighted off but are expected to return upoa completion of each test. The noise from the tests
would actually provide a benefit by scarln away birds that might otherwise fly near the hothydrogen emissions or over the hydrogen fare stack. Other terestrial biota, such as rodents,
would also be frightened off by the noise uf the tests. Because habitat quality and diversity are
low and the duration of the noise short, the impact of noise on testrial biota would be
negligible. Therefore, the envinerarl consequences would be insignificant.
Flaring of Hydrogen frotM E

(U)

(U) As described in Section 4.3.2,5, the flaring of hydrrge from the TS would cause thermal
heating of approxmftly 1 XK(54& C) to a height of sevel hundred feet. The total
anticipated release over the 5 year period of tests 'is approximately 15 million kg (7 million lbs)
of hydrogen (SNL, 1990a). 1te flan, may pose a danger to birds which may venture near it.
The probability of a bird flying into the hydrogan flre depmds on the simultaneous occurrence
of two low probability events: 1) the probability of flaring occurring and 2) the probability of
the bird being ih the low elevation hot.hydrcSen vent dager zone. Because of the low quality
and divertty v"the habitat wd the low pmabiUly of binds being in the flare zone while the
biota would be
'toa, the impct of the flarn of hydrogen on Wt
fl= is in

negligible. It

moe, the mviro=W =omen wuddbe lgican

~Hot

Hyrogen Vntin (U)
As descrIed in Section 4.3.1.2.5, for ground tests which do not utilize an ETS, hot
hydrogen would be vented from the test articles without passin first through the ETS. The
plume could extend several hundred feet.
(U) The hot hydrogen would cause thermal heating that may impact nearby vegetation and local
bird populations that may be in the area. However, most vegetation would have been cleared
from the area as a fit-break and security zone prior to the commencement of ground tests. As
described above the probability of birds or other biota being in the area during ground testing
operations would be very low.
(U) Because of the low quality and diversity of the habitat, the low probability of animals being
near the tez! area at the time of testing, and the previous clearing of vegetation, the level of
significance of hot-hydrogen venting on terrestrial biota. would be negligible. Therefore, the
environmental consequences would be insignificant.
Synosi§ (U)
(U) In general, the activities at the SMTS would have a negligibl2 impact on terrestrial biota.
However, there is a low probability that some sensitive species could be affected. Therefore,
the overall impacts on terresti biota is considered low and the environmental consequences
would be insignificant.
4.33.2 Aquatic Biota (U)
(U) Some waterfowl may be in the vicinity of the SMTS if precipitation has caused the
temporary forniation of Yucca Flats Lake. Because there is a low likelihood that the lake would

exist during testing, and because there is little chance that waterfowl would be in the lake given
that it did exist and because of the great distance from the lake to the test station [13 kin (8
miles)], and because the lake would not support a high quality habitat, constructon and
operations would have a negligible impact on aquatic biota. Therefore, the environmental
consequences would be insignificant.
4.3.33 Threatened and Endangered Spede (U)
(U) Based on the pre-activity survey of the SMTS and Its new power line route, no threatened
or endangered species, or their habitat, ae known to occur in the vicinity of the SITS. The
species as of April 1990, is not known to
deseft tortoise (Qg~kMI M W, a treaft
has adtified the Desrt Tortoise
inhabit the pmposed test location. Addio a
nge as located south of the SM. T reore, ground Wt activities at S S would cause

no impacts to thrtened and endangered species. Tofore, the
would be insignificant. (See Append F for mutin.)

iome

osunces

(U) A pre-activity biological resources survey of the power and waterine routes leering to the
water supply well would be performed prior to any construction activities in thov, areas. The
routes would be modified to avoid auy impats to threatened or endangered specis that are
identified during this survey following consultation with the FWS.
Svnp_ is of DBiWa Resource (P
(U) Although the impact of noise, flaring, and hot-hydrogen releases would be negligible, there
is a probability that some sensitive species could be affected. Therefore, the overall impacts on
terrestrial biota is considered low and the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
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43.4 Radiological Impacts (U)
4.3.4.1 Radiological Impacts During Constniction (U)
(U) Prior to construction, radiological monitoring as required by DOE Order 5400.1 would be
performed at the proposed SMTS to ensure no more than background soil contamination exists
in the areas to be disturbed. If radiological contamination in excess of these levels are found,
the area would be remediated to acceptable levels before construction begins. Dust control
techniques would be used as appropriate, and any contamination present would be dispersed or
settle out before it reaches the NTS site boundary. Offsite exposure from construction activities
would, therefore, be negligible.
43.4.2 Radiological Impacts During Operations (U)
43.4.2.1 Normal Operations (U)
(U) The projected radiological impacts associated with the normal operations at the SMTS would
result from (1) periodic atmospheric releases during the PIPET, mini-GTA, GTA and QTA tests,
and (2) incremental releases and exposures attributable to the handling and transporting of the
reactor core and radioactively contaminated solid or liquid wastes. These operational releases
are based upon the activities discussed in Section 2.3.3. The following sections discuss each of
these a-eas.
Atmospheric Eissions (U2)

i

(15) During the test operations, small amounts of radioactive material would be released to the
atmosphere. Releases could include primarily noble gases but small quantities of halogens,
volatile fission products and particulates could also be expected. The fission product inventory
anticipated to be available for release during operational testing are given in Appendix A.

(1K) The fission product inventory would be dependent on the power levels generated during
the test and the length of time of the test (i.e., higher power levels and longer run times increase
the fission product inventory). In this analysis for normal operations, the following run
parameters were assumed: P PEr and Mini-GTA - 550 MW for 500 seconds and, GTA and
QTA - 2000 MW for 1000 seconds. Te resultant systm source term would then be dependent
on the care release fractim and the effectiveess of the effluent UtmUM system.
() The radiological impacts for routine oWeations were modeled assumi

that operational

releases for the tests would be a plume emitted through the flare stack.

"Pronrn model

codo were created to represent the exected phyi prameters associated with ttg
activities. Tee conditions ar described In the following paagapas.
s
V

Te normal operational plume power for the PIN and mini-GTA was calculated to be

wA (MW), while the plume power fot te TA and QTAwaslcuaed to-be 3,025
MW. Release times for the flared plume weremamd to be equs, to qpmiona test times.
min were asse to be 8x 10Reas fractions from the reactr ce for all qpead
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for noble gases, 5 x 102 for halogens and volatiles, and 4 x 10' for particulates. All releases
were based on the design criteria that the EIS remove 99.9% of the particulates and volatiles
and 99.5 % of the halogens and noble gases. [Similar efficiencies were demonstrated in the
NERVA tests (USAEC/NASA, 1971)]. Design capability would be confirmed by preoperational
tests. The radioactive gases would be retained in the ETS. (For example, they might be
transferred to a compressed gas cylinder for a short period of time prior to release, to allow
decay of the radioisotopes.) A decay time of one day was assumed in this assessment.
Environmental impact of controlled release of this material is included in the impact assessment.
(U) Based upon the statistical average of meteorological data obtained from a sampling station
in the vicinity of proposed operations, a wind velocity of 5.5 m/s (18 ft/s) and a Pasquill
Stability Class D', were selected as representative of typical existing conditions. Iterative
computer analysis, when evaluated against published historkal meteorological information,
demonstrated that an assumed inversion layer height of 2000 m (660 ft) resulted in compliance
with applicable NESHAPs limits and occurred with sufficient frequency that it could be
reasonably expected to accommodate operational requirements.
(U) Based on the fission product inventory, exposure pathways analysis, and risk assessments
appearing in Appendix A, radiological dose was calculated as a function of downwind distance,
and the result was used to estimate the dose to the maximally exposed offsite individual,
assumed to be at least 23 kilometers (14 mi) downwind, corresponding to the nearest NIS
boundary. Population dose was calculated for each wind direction downwind for a distance of
80 km (50 mi). The radiological doses were calculated using MACCS, a computer code system
for calculation of reactor accident consequences, developed by Sandia Nationa Laboratories.
(U) The radiological doses prewnted in this Environmeotal Impact Statement (EIS) arm expre&ed
as 50 year committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE, the sum of the external doses received
from cloudshln aud grundshine And the internal doses received from ihlation id during
plume passage and resuspension inhalton integrated over a 50 year period. Population doses
also include the dose from ingestion of ctaminated food and watr. Vitually all the
committed dose would be received in the first year following the radiologic release.
(U) The Environmental. Protection Agency (EPA) prwvdes guidance required on offsite

dispersion and consequenm modeling in 40 CPR Pat 61, Subpat H, EPA Regulations on
National Emission Sandads for Hazardous Air Plants ( MA). That guidance is
incorporated in DOE Order 5400.5, diation tfto
of the Public and the Environment for
modeling offslte doses to the public. DOE Order 5400.5 states: "Analytical models used for

dose evaluations shall be aiyripta for racterisdes of emiso ... mode of rekase (eg.,
stak or vent; crib or pond; urface water or sewer contiuus or itamtt)." Inaddition,
the order statesgo 'Dcoevaluation mdestha rcodifie, a~ov
racqe by regultoly
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and other authorities shall be used where appropriate, such as the AflWOS/RADRISK codes for
demonstrating compliance with 40 CFR Par 61, Subpart H.u
(U) As required by NESHAPS, appropriate regulatory permit modeling would be performed as
specified in 40 CFR 61.
The
reactors are anticipat to be intermittently operated for relatively
short durations only. This mode of operation is more typical of ciental releases of short
duration. It was, therefore, determined that the operational releases from the SMS would be
better modeled with the MACCS code, which was designed for accident consequence analysis
for nuclear reactors, instead of AIRDOS, which was designed for chronic releases over a 1 year
period or longer. To convert doses, which are expressed in terms of rem and person-rem, to
health effects (i.e. the risk of latent cancer fatlties and genetic disorders). the doses were
multiplied by risk model factors recommended by BEIR V (BER, 1990).
(U) The BEIR V report is the fifth in a series of National Research Council committee reports
on the biological effects of ionizing radiation (BEIR, 1990). The DOE is evaluating this report
and its implications for DOE operations and standards; similar evaluations are being performed
by national and international radiation protection organizations. Tihe mean value given by the
BEIR V committee for increased cancer fatalities resulting from an acute whole-body dose of
10 rem to 100,000 individuals (that is, 1,000,000 person-rem) is about 795 fatalities (760 for
males and 810 for females), or about 7.9 X 10' cancer fatality/person-rem. This value is used
in this EIS. The BEER V report also indicates that "for low LET (linear energy transfer)
radiation, accumulation of the same dose over weeks or months, however, is expected to reduce
the lifefime risk appreciably, possibly by a factor of 2 or more."
(U) The BEIM V e9imate of total getic risk at equilibrium is 100-200 additional cases/million
live births/rei/generation. This is roughly 1-2 x 10' genetic effectlperson-rem/genemtion. The
factor used in this EIS is 2.6 x 10' genetic effect/person-rem for all generafions. As stated by
the BEIR V committee, the genetic risk factors are bighly uncertain, and tho commitwe
recommends that further studies be conductd.
(U) Appendix A provides a more detailed discussion of the methos used to calculate rotld

onsito radiological doses and consquences due to radiation emissions.
M

um Mite In idua P= (U)

(U) The committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE) am mVmUM

dose
m. -o
l -A Sl TS re
received by &hypohe!a persm residing at the location of maximum dose r,
"ea"
summarized in Table 4.3-4 for each Opemfiozl trs re
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TABLE 4.3-1:
INDIVIDUAL DOSES AT THE LOCATION OF MAXIMUM DOSE FROM
OPERATIONAL RELEASES FROM EACH TEST
AND TOTAL PROGRAM NEAR SMTS 1 ()

Maximum
Highest

Ical Axticle

QUMa

PIPET, Mini GTA
GTA #1, #2, etc
QTA
Total'

Thyroid
Thyroid
Bone Surface
Thyroid

NBSHAPS)

N/A

Committed
Organ Dose Distance

Jikm)
WMLM

JMMwL -~
4.9
4.2
5.4
2.1

x 10
x 1WY
x 101
x 10

N/A

Committed
Effttive Dose
Equivalent
Distance

187
198
27
-

9.7 x
6.9 x
5.9 x
8.6 x

101
1010
101

46
46
28
-

10.0

(th IAD no (4AW 'k iw aa byw.

(U4 VA 40M63A, SAWN booi ftdW~wau~lpe
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(U) The highest committed organ dose' (thyroid) and Committed Effective Dose Equivalent
(CEDE) received by the hypothetical person residing at the location of maximum dose were
calculated to be 0.049 millirem (at 187 km (116 mi)] and 0.0097 millirem [at 46 km (29 mi)],
respectively from each PIPET or mini-GTA test. The highest committed organ dose (thyroid)
and Committed Effective Dose Equivalent received at the location of maximum dose were
calculated to be 0.42 and 0.069 millirem, respectively for each GTA test. The dose from QTA
testing would be 5.4 mrem [at 28 km (17 mi)] committed organ dose (bone surface) and 5.9
mrem CEDE (at 28 kin) to the individual located at the location of maximum dose. The total
dose received by the hypothetical individual residing at the location of maxinum dose from all
ground testing was calculated to be 21 millirem committed organ dose (thyroid) and 8.6 millirem
CEDE, spread over a period of approximately 4 years. The organs are used as an indicator of
the exposure of individuals to radiation. The consequences of this exoure are measured as
latent cancer fatalities and genetic defects to offspring.
(U) Virtually all the dose received would be received within the first year. For the purposes of
this analysis, the CEDE and annual EDE are considered equivalent. The expected avturage
annual dose to the maximally exposed individual during testing would be 2.2 mrem/year
(CEDE). In comparison, the annual effective dose equivalent typically received by individuals
at the NTS due to natural background would be 67 millirem. The additional annual effective

dose equivalent received by the maximum individual from other NTS operatons was about 1.5
x I0" nilirem in 1989 (DOE, 1990a).
(U) Based on health effect risk estimator for fatal cancers of 7.9 x 10" per person-rem (EDE),
the risk to the hypothetical individual residing at the location of maximum dose due to SMTS
activities would be about 7 x 101 cancer fatalities. Based on the risk estimator of 2.6 x 10

genetic effects per perso-rem (EDE), the risk to the offspring of the same individual would be
about 2 x 10' genetic disorders. That is to say, the maximally exposed individual would face
an increased risk (above the already existing risk of 2.2 x 101) of dying of cancer of 'Ix 10.
This same individual would face an increasad risk (above the already existing risk of 2.5 x 10)
of producing offspring with gene defects of 2 x 10'.

(U) If radiological exposures from this program occurred at the NESHAP limit of 10 mrem per
yea for the four years of the project, expected health effects to the maximally exposed
individual would be 3 x I le
cance fatale a 1 z 101 geetic defects,

(U) The minimum and maximum down,
population doses due to normal relcas frM SMTS
operaios for the population 80 kilomer (50 mi) downwind of the SbM are summarized in
Table 4.3-2. Winds blowing toward the following apptoximate directiois wee eliminated frOfn

sto
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winds blowing 'pr0XiMAty toward the

TABLE 4.3-2:
COLLECTWE POPULATION DOSE FROM ROUTINE OPERATIONS
AT NW
Committed Effective Dose
&WAui=e
(rsn-9= m

Q rmtions

PIPET, Mini-GTA
GTA, #1, #2, etc.'
QTA
TotaP

Minimum2

MaXimum2

4.5 x 10-1
1.0 x 10,
2.6 x 10'
2.5 x101

5.9 x 10-1
1.2 x 101
4.3 x 10'
3.0 x 10

(U)2,000 mew (6,600 f)laversia lyer.
,(U) Resticting heavily popuate setor from o*eSw (wd"
aproalawary I

90' clcwin 61=0 292.S').

wmd
(U)Ile total populaio dos quivolmt npreswa toe doe s.quima to e. populatkai wl&M SOkilcgmn (SO .1) o(be 81JX froall asaioa
over ft Io

of the tesperiod (i.e., sproud or abAt 4 you) s&mnig

variaion would result ia appuation dose bwowm di
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oa subm dose.
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east (90) clockwise through winds blowing approximately toward the west-northwest (292.50).
This would be an operational limitation on the conduct of tests; if tests were conducted while
winds were blowing in this dirction excessive doses could occur to the population. The dose

values presented inthe following paragraphs are the maximum population doses that would be
experienced for winds in the operational sectors.
(U) The collective CEDE due to a PIPET test or mini-GTA was calculated to be 0.45 to 0.59
person-mrem (depending on the direction of the wind) to the population 80 km downwind. The
collective CEDE to the same population for GTA tests was calculated to be 10 to 12 personmrem. For QTA operations, the collective CEDE was calculated to be 26 to 43 person-miem
from each test. The total collective CEDE for Rll ground testing, over the entire langth of the
testing period (i.e., about 4 years) was calculated to be 250 to 300 person-n-em. The annual
collective whole-body dose due to natural background radiation for the same population would
be about 784,000 person-oreo. The collective dose veceived by this population from other NIS
operations was about 1.1 person-torem during 1989 (DOE, 1990a).
(U) Based on the health effects risk estimators for genetic effects and cancer fatalities, the
population 80 kilometers (50 mi) downwind of the SMES project would experiec about 2 x
l0 additional latent cancer fatalities and 6 x 10 to 8 x l0- additional genetic disorders from

the project's atmospheric emissions resulting from all routine ground ttng procedures. That
is to say, since 22 percent of the affected population of 5,400 (1,18.8 individuals) are ordinarily
expected to die from cancer (Krieger, 1991), the performance of ground tting activities would
add only 2 x 10 cancer fatalities to this for an.epacted cancer fatity toal of 1,188.0002,
This same population would ordinarily be expected to produce 2.2 percent of its offspring (or
119 individuals) with genetic disorders (BER, 1990; Colorado, 1989). Th proposed program
would add 6 x 1W to 8 x lOW additional genetic disorder rasw to tk offspring of the e
.tir
population from normal operations.

(U) Radiation doses eceived by wildlift ad crops fromn radloalve matel
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Rod=e Tranoratio (U)
(U)Routine transportation of radioactive materials (and hazardous wastes) is discussed in Section
2.4.1. Shipment of fissile radioactive materials is regulated by the rquirements of 49 CPR 173,
Subpart I. Other transportation requirements for shipment of radioactive material (also in 49
CFR 173, Subpart 1) limit external radiation dose rates, radioactive material contamination
levels, temperature, pressure and containment.
(U) The environmental consequences associated with routine (non-accident) transportation of
uranium bearing fuels, both unimdiated and irradiated, TRU waste, and low-level waste from
the program are analyzed.
(U) The radiological impacts have been calculated, using the RADTRAN 4 computer system
(Neuhauser and Kanipe, 1991). Data used in the analysis includes the material properties
characteristics of shipping containers and contents, transport vehicles, numbers of shipments and
distances traveled, and population distribution for actual routes to and from the facilities
involved. Appendix A provides a detailed discussion of the transportation modeling effort.
(U) The iadiological impacts result from limited direct external radiation exposure to people
sharing the roads with transport vehicles and those living near the roads or near rest stops. The
incremental pe-ulaton dose increase to this group from incident free SMTS material shipments
is conservatively calculated to 6- 120 person-rem. The corresponding risk of radiation-induced
0
population would be 5.9 x I latent cancer fatalities and 2.4 x 1O
he teeffects fort
genelK diso~es,

4.3.4.2.2 PeduWWe Facility Atcldents (U)

releases that could hypothetically result from
( UThe following sctions afrs accid
groud tests, Since the design a safety analysis ar in the prellminary phase, expectation of
evets ar based on engieeing judgenmie . Whil today's best engineering judgments cannot
anigu a dnitive prbabil-ty of occuntewe for this bounding case accident scenario, the

likelWo of this rear

ocuwrg exactly as postulated Is extremnely low. As the design

evolves, a compleft probabW t skanlysis would be peforned for this bounding case
accent as well " for Vaioss M severe Accidents. Moreover, the delip critria would

incud sufftmt aiwin to ussmr that rzudiol dos would ao exceed allowable limits.
(U) The posuktd fadlty accident would take the form of a vaporization caused by the rapid
(20,O001 (20,0W C) per scod)). The vaporized material would
how* of the tst ar
as a pluMe to tie atmosphefe. ThIs -Mcdent would nW result in a nuclear
te be Ma
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of less severe consequence related to PIPEr and the mini-OTA. Dose receptors (individuals)
of concern are the test personnel (occupational workers) stationed in the SMTS control bunker
during the test, other NTS personnel assumed to be evacuated prior to each test and not at risk
from accidental releases, members of the public at the location of highest dose (maximum offsite
individual), and members of the public residing offsite out to a distance of 80 kilometers (50

miles).
(U) The applicable dose limits for occupational exposures are given in DOE Order 5480.11, and
are 5 rem annual effective dose equivalent and 50 rei annual dose equivalent to any organ of
the body except the lens of the eye (15 rem annual dose equivalent). In the event of an
emergency, DOE Order 5480.11 allows a one time whole body dose of 25 rem. Applicable
public dose limits appear in DOE Order 5400.5, "Radiation Protection of the Public and the
Environment" and 40 CFR Part 61, "National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants" Subpart H, for normal operations, and by 10 CPR 100 for accident conditions.
However, for the ground test facility, ANSVANS 15.7 has been identified as the applicable
siting regulation. The maximum allowable dose to an offsite individual from a reactor accident
specified in ANSIANS 15.7 are5 rem whole body and 15 ram to any organ from a 2 hour
exposure. The maximum allowable doses at the urban boundary are 0.5 rem whole body and
1.5 rem to any organ from a 24 hour exposure.
(U) ANSIANS 15.7 defines radiological dose limits in terms of zones around the test facility.
The innermost zone, the operations area, is that area in the immediate vicinity of the test facility
set off by a physical barrier such as a fence over which the test facility administrator has control
of access and activities. The operations area is sunranded by a site in which there may be
people only generally aware of test facility activities and emergency responses. Outside the site
is a rural zone, generally an area which may include members of the general public, but limited
to populations which allow reasonable expectation that the people can be evacuated or prottd
within about two hours. The urban zone (i.e., the area outside the rural zone) includes

populations too large to assume such evacuation or protection.
(U) The actual population accident expo e pattern would most likely lie only in one wind
direction because of the short term nature of th acidental release. Umitations on the wind
direction prior to testing would also limit the exposure direction.

MetoIQUY (U)
(U)Consequence assement was developd using the MACCS computer code as dcibed in
the normal operations impact assessment (&tion 4.3,4.2. 1). The accident modeling scenario
assumes that the full operating plume power would be released over a 60 second time period.
Accident core release fractions are conservatively defined as 1.0 (100% release). The effect
of the M3T8 were not included in the scenario.
(U) Weatirm conditions ammumed in the analyts were a wind eed of 5.5 mets Per scnd (18
fps) and Pasquill Stability Ca D. An inversion layer was assumed at 2,000 meters (6,600 ft).
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(ii ) ORIGEN2 (Croft, 1983) was used to develop the radionuclide inventory. A nuclear cross
section most closely approximating this reactor core was used. The GTA and QTA reactor core
history was assumed to be 2000 MW for 1000 seconds. The PIPET and Mini-GTA reactor
history was assumed to be 550 MW for up to five 500 second runs. These parameters were
selected to generate a reasonable bounding case estimate of the fission product inventory for the
assemblies. These assumptions are discussed in Section A.4 of Appendix A.
(U) Plume rise was calculated based on the plume thermal energy content assuming a release
height of 6 meters (20 ft) (1 meter above the top of the building). Th results of a release at
ground level (0 meters) were compared with releases at 8 meters (26 ft) and 16 meters (53 ft).
The release height had no noticeable effect on the resulting doses.
Bounding Case Accident Scenario (U)
(U) The bounding case accident scenario would be the complete release of the GTA fission
product inventory as an aerosol and gases for dispersion downwind. These results would be
used to evaluate proposed sites and for comparison with accidents of lesser consequence.
(U) The mini-GTA would be the same size and have a similar core history as PIPET, and thus
would result in a similar potential accident dose as PIPET. This dose would be well below that
for the bounding case accident which involves GTA or QTA.
(U) The ETS is not considered in the accident scenarios. The EIS would be designed to be
functional during accidents and would effectively reduce the effluent source term and resulting
dose commitments'.
Other Accidents -PIP T Failure (U)
(U) The PIPET tests would run at only a fraction of the power and time of the full scale (GTA)
tests. Thus the maximum fission product inventory would be substantially less than the bounding
case GTA accident. This would result in a proportionally lower dose. The end result would
be a lower dose to the maximally pose individual from this hypoth
accident.
Other Accidents

-

GTAIOTA Failure (U)

(U) These assemblies are the same in terms of reactor core size and anticipated run time, and
are identical to the assumptions used for the bounding case accident. Thus the bounding case
accident does bound accidents which could owr in any of thee te=n.

Other Accidents - Natural Phenomena (U)
(U) Several accidents due to natural pheaomena, thM could cause a r
of radioactive
Such accideats are equally likWy to occ

materikl are bouded by the boundn case accidW
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during periods of reactor shutdown when fission product inventories are low, as during test
activities, but even during full power operation, releases occurmg during full test operation are
properly bounded by the full core inventory release (bounding case accident).
Okm~afional EM sm (U)
(U) Design detail uncertainties preclude dose calculation to control bunker personnel. Dose to
the test personnel housed in the control bunker would be mitigated by the control facility design.
Earth covering and structural material would reduce external radiation exposure, and HVAC
design would be adequate to prevent excessive exposurs to airborne radioactivity. Evacuation
procedures would be in place to assure personnel protection following any accident.
Offsite Dose Consequences Due to Boundine Case Accidents (U)

(U)Distances to site boundaries and terrain characteristics would affect the dose received by the
offsite population. Wind direction, wind speed, and meteorological conditions also significantly
affect the dose to the offsite population. Operational constraints would be applied, such that
testing would only be performed when meteorological conditions are acceptable. Committed
Effective Dose Equivalents to the maximally exposed individual and the dose to the population
80 kilometers (50 miles) downwind from the postulated bounding case accident are summarized
in Table 4.3-3.
(U) The location of maximum dose downwind from the accident, indicates a Committed
Effective Dose Equivalent 20 mrem at 34 km (21 mi)from an accident during PIPET or miniGTA operation.
(U) The GTA or QTA accident scenario resulted in a Committed Effective Dose Equivalent at
the location of maximum dose [34 kin (21 mi)] of 130 mrem. These doses were calculated
assuming that an individual resided at the centefline of the plume as it passed overbd.
(U) The increased risk from the (bounding case) GTA accident is estimated to be Ix l0 latent
cancer fatalities and 3 x 101 genetic defects. That is to say, the maximally exposed individual
would face an increased risk of dying of cancer of 1 x I01. This same individual would face
an increased risk of producing offspring with genetic defects of 3 x 101.
(U) If an accident occurs resulting in radiological exposures at the ANSI/ANS 15.7 limit of 500
murem, expected health effects to the maximally exposed individual would be 4 x 10' latent
cancer fatalities and 1 x 10' genetic defects.
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TABLE 4.3-3:
COMMITTED EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT AT THE LOCATION OF
MAXIM

OFFSITE DOSE AND COLLECTIVE POPULATION DOSE FROM
ACCIDENTS AT THE NTS'(U)

Maximum Individual:
Maximum
Committed
Organ Dose

Test System

Highest
Q(ml

PIPET, Mini-GTA
GTA and QTA

Bone Surface 2.2 x 101
Bone Surface 1.5 x 102

Distance

km)
34
34

Population:
Committed
Effective Dose Equivalent

PIPET,Mini-GTA
GTA and QTA

Minimu2

Maximum'

5.5 x 10'
6.7 x101

1.2 x 102
1.2 x HY
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Committed
Effective Dose
Equivalent Distan,,e
mm)
(km
2.0 x 10
1.3 x 101

34
34

(U) The collective whole body dose to the downwind population 80 kilometers (50 mi) of the
accident scenarios was calculated to be 55 to 120 person-mrem from an accident during PIPEr
or mini-GTA tests. The population CBDE is projected to be 670 to 1200 person-mrom for the
GTA or QTA accident. As discussed previously, the operation of the SMTS would be
dependent on the wind direction, wind speed, and other meteorological conditions. If the test
systems are only operated when the wind is blowing towards the north, the collective whole
body dose would be substantially lower since few people reside north of the NTS. The
additional cancer fatalities and additional genetic disorders expected to be caused by the
bounding case accident scenario would be 5 x 10 to 9 x 104 and 2 x 101 to 3 X 10
respectively. That is to say, since 22 percent of the affected population of 5,400 (1,188
individuals) are ordinarily expected to die from cancer (Krieger, 1991), the performance of
ground testing activities would add only 5 x 10' to 9 X 10' cancer fatalities to this for an
expected cancer fatality total of 1,188.0007. This same population would ordinarily be expected
to produce 2.2 percent of its offspring (or 119 individuals) with genetic disorders (BEIR, 1990;
Colorado, 1989). The proposed program would add 2 x 10 to 3 x 10' additional genetic
disorder cases to the offspring of the entire population from normal operations.
4.3.4.2.3 Transportation Accidents (U)
(U) The impacts of potential accidents involving the tinsport of unirradiated and irradiated fuel
including transport of radioactive and mixed wasted were analyzed using the RADTRAN 4 code
(Neuhauser and Kanipe, 1991 in preparation). The analysis required a definition of the
properties of the material to be transported, a description of accidents that might occur, and
representative transportation routes. It was assumed that materials shipments include the
following: shipment of fuel material to Lynchburg, VA, from Oak Ridge, TN; select
uninadiated fuel specimens from Lynchburg, VA, to Albuquerque, NM; and shipments of
unirradiated fuel elements and assemblies, up to and including full GTA from Iynchbuig, VA,
to NTS, including onsite transportation. The irradiated fuel elements are assumed to be shipped
back to Lynchburg, VA, for analysis. Details of the t
analysis are presented in
Section A.3 of Append; A,
(U) The transportation analysis uses both route-seific and national average tranpotafion data.
The route-specific data include total distance, adjacent population, and fraction of the route on
various types of oads (e.g., rural, urban, or suburban). The road-type fractions are then
combined with national average truck accident data for each road type, and data specific for
DOE Safe Secure Thosport (SS shipmen TheMnionul average data used in the analysis
yield accurate isk estimates for the crss-country routes to which they were applied. Data
included in Appendix A show that the natioal avertge cmbination-truck accident rate on
interstate highways is about 3.1 x lO' acchient per kilometer. Limited variability in accident
rates supports the use of nationa average data. For onste shipmeats, the analys does accout
fu dnifty.
for r
mevant
site-qeif factors such as low p*o

(U) Weather-related mad closure in the region are nx e*c

to affect the risk estimates.

Effects due to weather would be kept to a minimum by coatidetig actal and forecast road

conditions and by not dispatching trucks
either
Restricting truck transport to good weather in bad weather or under poor forecast conditions.
conditions would reduce the overall truck
rate by only about 10 percent (NRC,
accident
weather conditions ar included in the1977). Since accide associated with travel
DOT Accident-rate data that were used
analysis, the risk estime is slightly conservative
in the
wirespect to this parameter. The stop risk
is based on actual operational rquim
time
for SST shipments. A decreased stop
tme does
result in a decrease in incident-free risk,
but has no effet on accident risk calculaions.

) The consequences of a severe accident

presented in the NRC Final Environmental involving the trnsport of enriched urnium are
Impact Statement on Radioactive Material
(NRC, 1977) in terms of both the number
Transport
of potential latent cancer fatalities and
the
economic
consequences (e.g., cleanup and agricultumi
products).
The
accident presented in
consequem
of the severe uranium
NRC (1977) are probably higher than
those associated with enriched
unradiated uranium beause of improved
containment afforded by the SST. In
evaluating both
the consequences and risks of radioactive
material transport, including severe accidents,
concluded that "the risks attendant to
the NRC
accidents involving radioactive materal
shipments
are
sufficiently small to allow continued
shipments by all modes."
(U) The estimated radiological risks
from
shipments would be 8.5 x M 4 person-rem. transportation accidents associated with program
This exposure would result in 4.2 x
10,7 latent
cancer fatalities and 1.7 x 10" genetic
effects. Risk of nonradiological fatalities
is 0.21 for this

facility.

4.3.4.3. Projected Doses (U)
(U) A summary of the prjected doses
at program model conditions is compared
to the standards
below:

BZB17Min-MT (M)
(U) Current radiological impact assements
would be below the 10 mrem/year NESHAPindicate that normal operation of PIPEr/Mii.GTA
standard. The controlled element failure
test is
predicted to be below the NESHAP limit.
PBTtMi4.GA acident impacts would
be below
the ANSI/ANS 15.7 limit.

=&(U)
(U) GTA normal operations do not
exceed the NESH
ANSI/ANS 15.7 limit would not be exceeded.

limit. For the GTA accident, the

QIA(U)
(U) Operation of the QTA at
power eel without an WTS would result in
does nm exceed the tandardsexpected
a dose that
for both the %ertion an accident cs.

--
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(U) Because the predicted radiological effects of ground testing and transporting of radiological
materials as well as the radiological effects of the bounding case accident are sufficiently low
that increased health effects are not expected, the impact of radiological emissions on the
environment would be negligible. Tierefore, the environmental consequences would be
insignificant.
4.3.5 Summary of Environmental Consequences at SMTS (U)

(U) Noise is the only area that has a potential for high impact at SMTS. However, since
members of the general public would not be exposed to these noise levels, and since the few
workers (five) in the area during testing operations would be subject to the mitigation measures
discussed, the environmental consequences of noise would be insignificant. Although there is a
potential for moderate impacts to site workers as a result of the storage and handling of process
fluids, the mitigation measures discussed would reduce the probability of an accident to very low
levels and result in insignificant environmental consequences. Because the site is far removed
from the general public, there are no effects to public health and safety.
(U) There would be a potential for low impacts for waste at SMTS. Waste would be processed
within the existing NT process streams and within compliance of all existing environmental
regulations. Environmental consequences would, therefore, be insignificant.
(U) Cultural and biological impacts are rated low pending a cultural and biological resources
survey of the proposed waterline and power line to the water supply well at SMTS. Relocation
of the waterline and power line to avoid areas of importanc or recovery of resources would
mitigate potential impacts. Cultural and biological surveys would be conducted and the
appropriate agencies would be consulted prior to any construction activities at SMTS.
Environmental consequences, therefore, would be insignificant.

(

) Radiological impacts would be negligible at SMTS. Analysis of the radiological dose

from the facility indicates that the estimated risk of additional latent cancer deaths and genetic
defects are sufficiently small that no health effects (anticipated cancer deaths or genetic defects
as a resul: of routine operations or an accident) would be expected from radiation exposure at
the program model conditions or at applicable andards. Envionmen
coscquenes
insignifcata.
be
therefore, would
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4.4 QUEST SITE - IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY (INEL) (U)
(U) This section discusses the expected environmental consequences of constructing and
operating the proposed ground test facility at the QUEST Site at INEL. The discussion includes
potential radiological and non-radiological impacts that result from routine operations and as a
result of abnormal events or accidents.
(U) The environmental consequences of locating the ground test facility at the QUEST Site are
based on the same atmospheric emissions, liquid effluents, solid wastes, and radiological source
terms for normal and accidental releases previously discussed in Section 4.3.
(U) Construction of new facilities would be phased similarly to the proposed SMTS with Rn
initial sub-scale facility expanded to a full-scale facility after successful completion of PIPET and
mimn-GTA testing.
(U) The normal operational impacts associated with locating the ground test facility at the
QUEST site would be similar to those described for locating the project at the SMTS at NTS.
The following sections describe the impacts associated with locating the ground test facility at
the QUEST site.
4.4.1 Socioeconomics (U)
4.4.1.1 Population and Economy (U)
(U) Construction of the sub-scale and full-scale facilities at QUEST would require a similar time
period (approximately 18 months each) and work force (35-100 employees) as consuucting the
facilities at the NS.
(U) The construction workforce would not cause an additional demand for services and facilities
because: (1) the required construction workforce is small and (2) most of the workforce would
be drawn from construction craft workers at INEL. The impact of the construction woddorce
on the population and economy would be negligible. Tihetfore, the envirmnmentalconsequences

would be insignificant.
(U) Operfion of the ground test facility at the QUEST site would iequlre the same number of
operating personnel (60) as would operation at the SMTS. aaed on the total number of
approximately 11,000 people currently employed at INL, the 60 extra personnel required for

operation of the grond test facility represents only 0.5 perct of the workforce. This small
percentage of extra workers would caue no incras

demand for scmices and facilities ensuring

that the operation of QUEST would impose only a negligible Wipa on the population and
economy. Th ore, the enviroomental cneunce would be insignificant.
4.4.1.2 Land Use and InfrastruAct

(U)

(U) 'The land area that would be aflced at the QUEST Site has no existing facilities and has

wit been used previously for INEL opeaimoa activitios. Less than 40 hoctms (100 aces)

:

NMI
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would be used by the ground test facility. This is only 0.03 percent of the total land area of
BqL [230,000 hectares (570,000 acres)]. The construction of the QUEST facility would not
necessitate the constrc on of offsle support facilities.
(U) Since the construction of the QUEST facility would be compatible with existing land use,
would cause only a minor reduction in the supply of vacant land, and would not require
extensive offsite equipment or facilities, the impact of construction on land use and infrastructure
would be negligible. Therefore, the environmental conequenes would be insignifica.
(U) The opeation of the ground test facility might preclude the use of land for other activities.
Areas adjacent to the QUEST facility are used for grazing. This would no longer be possible
within 3 km (2 mi) of QUEST during testing periods. A major accident could preclude the use
of grazing area for several days. Operations would deplete the supply of useable grazing land,
the impact of operations on land use would be low but temporary. Because the affected land
area is small, would be impacted for a short duration, and is not in close proximity to special
use areas, the impact would be low. Threfore, the eavronmental onsuencs would be
insignificant.
(U) The operation of the ground test facility would require no additions of facilities or equipment
from the local infrastructur. However, during testing operations it is likely that public roads
within 15 km (9 mi) of the ground test facility and within the favorable winds testing zone
(212.50 clockwise to 22.50) would be temporarily closed. This would include only State Road
33 [with an average daily traffic of 1,170 (DOE, 1991a)], which may be detoured using State
Roads 28 and 22. Closing State Road 33 during testing would cause a disruption of traffic flow
through the facility. In the context of the total traffic volume, however, the disruption would
be temporary, infrequent, and of short duration. Since operations at QUEST would require

temponay changes in operations practices and cause degradation of existing service, the impact
of operations on infrastructure would be low. Because of the sort duration and infrequent
occurrence of the testing operation as well as the availability of alternative rout the impact
would be low and the environmental consequences would be insigmficant. (Although the impact
would be insignificant, the disruption could be minimized by seedulin Wing at projected low

traffic use periods).
4.4.13 NoIse' (U)
(U) Noise impacts for the construction of the QUEST se would be the ame as those for the
SMTS (a maximum of 90 dBA produced by lr internal combution agine powered
equipment). As described for the SM , mitigation clu following OSHA wr
noie

regulation with hearing protection supplied as APPAteA
(U) Non-project related personel at INEL would not be affected by the c
disce from QUEST to tI M a d b 12 km (8 mi).

t(WNow. akut e raMG we akuw is &"n433
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(U)Sensitive receptors in areas outside INEL are not likely to experience any noticeable increase
in noise levels because of the long distance from the QUEST site to the nearest INEL boundaries
[16 km (10 mi)].
(U) Operational noise issues are the same at QUEST as at the NTS; significant noise levels (110
dBA for short infrequent intervals) associated with ground testing activities would raise ambient
levels by more than 3: dBA and could exceed OSHA short-term exposure limits. Mitigation is
the same for the QUEST site as for SMTS which includes sound barriers, hearing protection,
and the physical isolation of non-essential personnel from the facility during testing.
(U) During operations, all non-essential personnel would be excluded from the test site and

stationed at least 5 km (3 mi) away and would not be adversely impacted. Non-project related
sensitive receptors in nearby communities would be out of range of the noise [at least 55 kn (33
ni) away] and would suffer no impacts from noise levels.
(U) Construction noise would be raised above ambient levels (22-38 dBA) by more than the high
significance criteria level of 35 dBA and could exceed the OSHA 8 hour long-term exposure
limit (see Appendix D). In addition, noise from normal operations would be raised above
ambient levels by more than the high significance criteria level of 35 dBA and could exceed the

OSHA short-term exposure limit. Therefore, the impact of constn.-tion and operations activities
on noise would be high and the environmental consequences could be potentially significant.
However, because there are no sensitive rceptors in proximity to the site and because hearing
protection is required for operations personnel, the environmental cmsequeaces would be
insignificant.
(U)

4.4.1.4 Historic and ArchaeDlogkl Raurt

(U) Although detailed cultural surveys have not been performed for the QUEST ares, ground
reconnaissance of the site identified isolated artifads (mainly to w chips and flakes Scattered

over the surface). The small individual sites themselves are typically not sigzcarit, however,
their conteat and komdon should be accuamly recorded as an acura e desc4io of all sites

in the egion Such a e¢cmd would provide insight to prehistoric and historic culturl activity
and wcld be a valta-b rewoue. However, inc there would be a minimum loss Of Afrifacts
at the
, the Impact of =tivitias to cultural MesoU
uorui
g scientific
p"esIx
QUEST sit is considered low.
()J Prior to any ground disturbance, deuW tlural resourme surveys would be undertaken and,
foUowing consultation with the Idaho State Hi~oric Prervatiom Office (SIWO), appropriate
mitigation measures would be implemented prior t co sructio if ts ar required for SHPO

concurencl, .itigatii msurems would include 1)kimificafi and recovery of atfa ; 2)
mlocaflon of facilities; and 3) laggtng of slts to b. left U0 0Wb As a Mlt of SRWO
consulation and implemeatation of any
u idmin amo MeaS
euvi-ammG
l
insignificant.
be
would
Corqu=ene
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4.4.1.5 Safety (U)
(U) As at SMTS, the design of the test facility at the QUEST site has no unusual features which
would increase work hazads during construction. No additional occupational impacts beyond

those currently experienced in construction activities at INEL are expected. Therefore, the
impacts of construction on safety would be low but mitigable. Mitigation includes ensuring that

all construction activities would be carried out in compliance with applicable OSHA and DOE
reg Wns.
(U) Except for the potential for seismic and volcanic activity, the safety issues at QUEST are
identical to those for SMTS (See Section 4.3.1.5 for a description of these safety issues and their

impacts.]
Seismic and Volcanic Safety (U)
(U) The INEL is in an active seismic area. Two earthquakes over magnitude 7.0 on the Richter
scale have occurred within 320 km (200 mi) of UNEL in the past 35 years. Significant seismic
activity might cause a leak in the hydrogen tanks or piping leading to a deflagration or
detonation of hydrogen. Mitigation includes the design of buildings to a Seismic Zone 4 rating.
Because the possibility of seismic activity would increase the danger to personnel above baseline
conditions, the impact of seismic activity on safety at QUEST would be low. Therefore, the

environmeatal consequence would be insignificant.
(U)INEL is in a formerly active volcanic activity area. No volcanos have occurred in this area
in at least 2,100 years. Since there is little probability that a volcano would occur during the
life of the proposed action, volcaniuc activity would have a negligible impact on safety at
QUEST. Therefore, the enviroa l co
uences would be insignificant.

(L) Due to the large quantities of hydrogen that would be stored and used at the ground test
facility, activities taking place at QUEST would have a modert impact on safety. There is a
powtial for moderate impacts to site workers as a result of the storage and hwlling of proces
fluids. Therefore, the enviromental consequeaxs would be potentially significant, However,
the mitigation measres dismd above ad in Section 4.3.1.5 would reduce the probability of
an accident to ve-y low levels and result in insigWif Wenvironmeal cofequene. Because

the site is far removed f om the geneml pblic, there would be no effecs

to

public helth and

safety.

4.4.1.6 Waste (U)
(U) Was es generted by the opjiou of the facilitles would t the UM as those produced by

proposed operatioas at SMTS. The
discusred below:

inchue radiactive and hard

wast.

The

are

adioaive Ka= (U)
(U) At QUEST, the types of radioactive waste that would most likely be generated as a result
of cjperations include low-level waste, low-level mixed waste, and potentially some travsuranic
waste. Each are described below:

() High-Level Radioactive Solid Waste: It is currently anticipated that with the relatively short
operating time, the fuel material would not contain any transuranic material in excess of 100
nCi/g and the resultant material would be certified s fissionable test specimens which are
handled as LLW. Any high level radioactive waste generated at QUEST in association with the
* program ground tL-sing would be in the form of spent reactor fuel. Such HLW would be
treated in accordance with defense HLW and temporarily stored until a permanent storage
facility is made available. The impact of HLW on waste management would be negligible.
Therefore, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.

(I)

suraniW t. Transuranic wastes from ground testing activities are not expected to
exceed 30 m&
(1,000 fe). Since 1988, 64,000 ' (2,200,000 ft) have been stored at the
Transuranic Storage Area awaiting shipment to WIPP for permanent disposal'. DME presently
has a remaining storage capacity of 595,000 in' (21,000,000 ft') for transuranic waste storage
(100,000 ft) [including 100 i'/yr (3,500 ft') if
with an anticipated annual input of 2,900 m&
NPR is built]. At the end of the 10 year life of the f Program, the remaining storage capacity
at INEL would be 566,000 in' (20,000,000 ft). The amount of TRU waste anticipated to be
produced by the program would represent less than 0.01 percent of the remaining capacity.

(U)Any TRU waste generated during test facility operations would be certified and shipped to
WIPP for disposal. The TRU waste would be packaged and certified according to WIPP waste
acceptance criteria. Since the TRU wasts generated would cause no changes in operational
arrangements, the impact of TRU waste on waste management would be negligible. Therefore,
the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
(U)Low-Level Radioactive Solid Waste: Operation of the test facilities at INEL would generate
the same kinds and quantities of waste as previously discussed for the NTS (Secdon 4.3.1.6).
Approximately 46,000 in' (1,600,000 ft) of low-level radioactive solid waft would be generated
by testing at QUEST. Prior to disposal, the waste would be packed in drums or LLW crates
and nondestructively assayed. Solid waste is disposed of in the Subsurface Disposal Area (SDA)
located in the Radioactive Waste Management Complex. As of 1988, the estimated volume of
LLW buried at the SDA was 100,000 cubic meters (3,530,000 cubic feet) (DOE, 19S8b)
(U) INEL presently has a rewinining capacity of 100,000 ' (3,500,000 ft) for low-level
radioactive solid waste with an Mticipated annual input of 5,100 in' (180,000 f) [including
2,200 m'/yr (78,000 ftp) if NPR is built]. At the end of the 10 year life of the program, the
remaining capacity at INEL would be 78,000 in' (2,700,000 '). The amount of solid LLW

2 R TxU watue have bm puMW id atord for ova 20 ym at uIAtg DOE &OI&W wh*& 0094 Oi Pfa&i

bee mdwoay.
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anticipated to be produced by the program would represent 60 percent of the remaining capacity.
However, INEL is continually updating its solid LLW storage and disposal capacity
requirements. Sxpansion of waste storage and disposal facilities is an ongoing process to meet
the waste marigemeTt mission of disposing of all waste. An inplace volume reduction program
would reduce the isiput of solid LLW even more. Although, the solid LLW generated would
cause no changes in operational arrangement, it does represent over half of the projected solid
LLW inputs through the life of the project. Therefore, the impact of solid LLW on waste
management would be low Therefore, the environmental conmquences would be insignificant.
(U) Mixed aste: Some mixed waste may be genc-ated during program activities. This would
include low-level radioactive materials contaminated by solvents or solvent residues. It is
anticipated that no more than 0.2 m3 (7 ft) or that material that could be contaided in a single
55 gallon drum (210 liters) would be produced by program activities.

(U) INEL piesently has a remaining capacity of 80 m (2,800 ft) for mixed radioactive waste
(Nelson, 1991a) with an anticipated annual input of 172 m (6,900 ft) [including 160 m/yr
(5,600 ft) ff NPR is built]. The maximum anticipated input of mixed wastes [0.2 m (7 ft')] is
only 0.3 percent of the remaining capacity for mixed waste at IEUL.

(U)Because the quantity of mixed wastes generated would be small, the impact of mixed waste
on waste management would be negligible. Therefore, the environmental consequences would
be insignificant.
madu

at (U)

(U) Hazardous wastes that would be produced as a result of facility operations include limited
quantities [approximately 15 m' (500 W)] of solvents and materials such as gloves, paper, and
cloth that contain absorbed solvents. A mininization program would be implemented to prevent
the generation of any of these types of wastes. Hazardous wastes generated as a result of
operations would be stored temporarily at the test facility and then transported to an EPAapproved treatment, storage, or disposal facility prior to the 90 day storage limit. All EPA and
DOT regulations (i.e. 40 CFR 262-263 and 49 CFR 100-199) for the handling, sampling,

manifesting, packaging, mid shipment prqaation of hazardous wastes would be followed.
(U) The hazardous waste genorated would not pose adverse impact to operating employees,
offsite population, or the environment. The hazardous waste could be handled under existing
operational arrangements. Thus hazardous waste generated by facility operations would cause

a negligible impact on waste management. Therefore, the environmental csuences would
be insignificant.

(U) Construction activities would generate the same quantifies of uncom
nonhazardous wastes as at the SbM (discussed in Section 4.3.1.6).
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cd nonradioactive

P San i~ Quid W=se: It is anticipat that 18,000 mn (640,000 ft) of sanitary waste would
be produced by construction and operation activities at QUEST. The quantities of sanitary
effluents associated with the work crew are small when compared to those for all the other
construction activities at INM. Some additional collection and disposal facilities would be
required such as the installation of temporary sanitary facilities. However, this is standard
practice for construction activities at NML. Operatons at QUEST would require the istallation
of a septic tank and leach field. This is also standard practice for INEL facilities outside the

reach of existing sewage facilities. Because the generation of sanitary liquid waste would not

require changes in existing operational arragements, the impact of sanitary waste on waste
management would be negligible. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be

insignificant.

(U) &i-.0c: It is anticipated that 4,000 m (140,000 f') of non-hazardous, non-radioactive
solid waste would be produced at DNEL by the
N
program. This waste would be disposed of
in the Central Facilities Area (CFA) Landfil. The amount of waste generated would not
significantly impact the CFA Sanitary Landfill. Nonradioactive and nonhazardous wastes would
be managed in compliance with Subtitle D requirements of RCRA. Because the generation of
solid waste would not require changes in existing operational arrangements, the impact of solid
wate on waste management would be negligible. Therefore, the environmental consequences
would be significant.

SY=lQij(U)
(U) In general, activities taking place at QUEST would have a low impact on waste
management. Since the wastes generated by the
program would be managed in accordance

fl

with existing waste management procedures which include protection of the environment, the
environmental consequeces would be insignifica.
4.4.2 Physical Environment (U)
4.4.2.1 Topography (U)
(U) The construction of the 40 hectare (100 acre) gmond test facility would require the cutting
and filling of about 25,000-30,000 ' (33,000-39,000 W). As at SMTS, there could be
alterations of the natural surface drainage as a result of grading. Because the QUEST facility
would be built in compatibility with existing contours and because the station's size would be
minimized where poible and because little change would be made to the chaacter of the area,
the impact of the construction on topogrpy would be neligible. The would be no impacts
on topography frm operations. Therefore, the enviroatal conm s would be
insignificant.
4.4.2.2 Geology and Soils (U)
(U) As at NTS, the only geological effecwt of the constuction of the QUEST facility are to te
soils. Construction would cause leveling and/or resurfacbg of the soils in the immediate area.
Dust and soil would bo tasred by winds during consbudtion activities, but the effect would
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be local and temporary. Removal of vegetation from the construction area should not
significantly increase soil erosion from rinfall since the vegetation is sparse and the ground
surface is predcminantly basalt. Protection against soil erosion would include the orientation
of the facility parallel to the natural surface features to minimize drainage and erosion impact
as well as the application of spray mist water to minimize wind-caused soil erosion.
(U) There are no known paleontological or mineral resources, agricultural soils or construction
materials at the QUEST site. Because the proposed construction and operation of the QUEST
facility would not cause the loss or irretrievable commitment of any geologic or soils resources,
the project would have a negligible impact on gGology and soils. Therefore, the environmental
consequences would be insignificant.
4.4.2.3 Selsmic and Volcanic Activity (U)
(U) Because construction and opeiations would not cause seismic and volcanic activity that
would be noticeable to instrumentation or humans, the project would cause negligible impacts
to seismic or volcanic activity. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be

insignificant.
4.4.2.4 Water Resources (U)
(U) The water table in the location of the ground test facility, the Snake Plain aquifer, is over
140 m (approx 450 ft) below the earth's surface. There are no surface water resources in the
vicinity of QUEST. As at NTS, water resources may be affected by water use and water
quality. Each are described below:
Water Use ()
(U) The volume of water to be used during construction and operation of the ground test facility
approximates that used to build the SMTS. During construction, an catmated 60 million liters
or 0.06 million ml (16 million gal) of water would be withdrawn from the Snake River Plain
aquifer for potable water and construction use, while during operations, an estimated 11 million
liters or 0. 11 million m3 (3 million gal) would be withdrawn per year. The construction
withdrawal voltlme would represent about I part in 100,000 of dw annual discharge of 6.2 x 1IV

cubic meters [C.2 x 10' liters (1.6 x 0': gal)] of the aquifer to the Snake River and 1 part in
30,000 of the 2.0 x 10' m (2.0 x 1011 liters (5.0 x 10" gal)] withdrawn by all users of the
eastern Snake River Pikin. The average annMl project wtlhdrawal for opeomions would
represent about I part in 50,000 of the annual dischare of the aquifer to the Snake River and
1 part in 200,000 of the volume withdrawn by all itsers of the eastern Snake River Plain.
(U) All of the water used at MEL is withdrawn from the Snake River Plain aquifer. Of the 30
production wells on-site, 27 are routinely in use. The combinOd pumpage from these wells was
approximately 7.9 million m [7.9 billion liters (2.1 billion gal)] per year for the period 1982
through 1985. This is only 0.4 percent of the 2.0 billion m! [2 trillion lites (0.5 trillion
gallons)] of the annual groundwater withdrawn by all uses from the aquifer in the eastern Snake

lilT
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River Plain. Most of the annual volume of water withdrawn from the aquifer in the eastern
Snake River Plain (1.8 billion &n or 1.8 trillion liters (0.5 trillion gal)] is used for agriculture.
(U) The Idaho Operations Office has negotiated with the Idaho Depament of Water Resources
regarding a claimed water right for no more than 42 million in' [43 billion liters (11 billion gal)]
withdrawal capacity per year under the Federal Reserve Doctrine. The State of Idaho has signed
a Settement Agreement and there have been public hearings. Based on these hearings, an
Interlocutory Order will be generated. The INEL will abide by this Order as it affects water use
until the adjudicadon process is complete (DOE, 1991a).
(U) The construction and operatio& requirements of tLe ground test facility at INEL would
require 0.14 and 0.03 percent respectively of the remaining capacity for ground water use and
0.75 and 0.13 percent respectively of current usage at the INEL. Although the potential for
construction of the NPR at INEL would strain the current allocation for water withdrawal at
INEL, the effect of this ground test facility can still be considered negligible (Nelson, 1991b).

(U) Because water use would cause no measurable change in the wate, resource system, the
impacts of water uise on water resources would be negligible. Therefore, the environmental
consequences would be insignificant.
Eater
Quiy (U)
(U) As at SMTS, stored water could potentially leak and seep into the water table carrying
surface pollutants. Lomestic wasoe would be introduced into the environment only after
processing through a septic tank and leach field. Spills of hazardons substances could introduce
pollutants tn the ground water table.
(U) Because there ale no surface waters that could be affected, the depth of the water table
red es the potential for seepage of wastes into the ground water, the waste water produced by
opr rations at the site would result in no easily measurable change in the water resources system.
Therefore, the impacts of waste water on ground water resources would be negligible.
Therefore, the environmental consequence would be insignificant.

(U) The use of water and discharge of waste water would have a negligible impact on water
resources. Because impacts would be negligible, and testing operations are of short duration
(approximately four to tan years), environmental consequences would be insignificant.
4.4.2.S Meteorology and Air Quality (U)
(Ul There would be no impacts on meteorology as a reul of construction and operation of the

ground test facility.
(U) Air quality issues and impacts associated with construction and operation of the QUEST
ground test facility would be identical to those affecting the SMTS. In general, the activities at
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QUEST would have a negligible impact on meteorology and air quality. [See Section
4.3.1.2.5]. Since emissions are well below the tlurold values and the emissions standards that
protect human health and welfare, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
4.4.3 Biological Environment (U)
(U) The same activities as those d'scribed for dhe NTS would impact the biological environment
at QUEST.
4.4.3.1 Terrestrial Biota (U)
(U) The construction of the ground test facility would result in the loss of approximately the
same land area as that impacted by the construction of a ground test facility at SMTS [40
hectares (100 acres)]. The laud area affected by the proposed construction is predominately of
the sagebrush vegetation community. Impacts on biological resources would result from the
facility construction including loss of habitats, destruction of vegetation, loss of wildlife, and
disruption of migration and breding patterns.
(U) A pre-activity biological resoturces survey of the site would be performed and, if thrcatened
or endangered species are identified, consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
would take place prior to any construction activity !o ensure that construction activities would
have a minimal impact on biological resources including threatened and endangered species such
as the bald eagle and peregrine falcon that are known to inhabit INEL. Because affected land
areas would be small, all effluents and emissions would comply with regulatory standards, and
the land in the vicinity of QUEST does not support a great diversity, construction activities
would have a low impact on terrestrial biota. Therefore, the environmental consequences would

be insignificant.
(U) The same activities that impact terrestrial biological resources during operations at NTS are
also an issue at QUEST. The impacts of noise, flaring of hydrogen, and hot hydrogen venting
are discussed in Section 4,3.3.1. The pronghorn antelope, which frequent INEL, would flee the
test area for short durations upon the commencement of testing. Mitigations that would help

minimize any impacts to habitat and wildlife include rescheduling of activities to avoid seasonal
sensitivity of a species, limiting the number of personnel in the area, controlling accges,

and

minimizing disturbance to the site. Because QUEST is surrounded by habitats with low diversity
and quality but has some seasonal wildlife activity, the impacts of operation on terrestrial biota
would be low. Because testing would be scheduled to minimize impacts to species, unnooessary
personnel would be excluded from the area, and any pronghorn antelope would flee the aea for
the short duration of testing, environmental coseqtueces would be insignificant4.4.3.2 Aquatic Biota (U)
(U) Because there are no surface water resoum in the vicinity of QUEST, the consruction and
operation of the QUEST facility would have a negligibla impact on aquatic biota. Thefore,

the envivomental conseque

s would be inificont
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4.43.3 Threatened and Endangered Species (U)
(U) There are two endangered species that frequent INEL: the peregrine falcon and the bald
eagle. Both of these birds rarely frequent the QUEST site and avoid human activities.
Therefore, the proposed action would have a negligible impct on threatened and endangered
species. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
4.4.4 Radiological Impacts (U)
4.4.4.1 Radiological Impacts During Construction (U)
(U) Prior to construction, radiological monitoring as required by DOE Order 5400.1 would be
performed at the proposed site to ensure no unacceptable soil contamination exists in the areas
to be disturbed. If excess radiological contamination is found, the area would be remediated to
acceptable levels before construction begins. Dust control techniques would be used as
appropriate, and any contamination present at low levels would be dispersed or settle out before
it reaches the INEL site boundary. Offsite exposures from construction activities would,
therefore, be negligible.
4.4.4.2 Radiological Impacts During Operations (U)
4.4.4.2.1 Normal Operations (U)

(1)
Radiological

program sources are not anticipated to differ
releases from
from those previously discussed at the NTS; however, the location of the project relative to the
site boundaries and the sumunding population, and the different distances to facilities that would
be involved in routine shipments of program materials would result in small differences in

potential environmental consequences.
(U) This section considers the QUEST site. The QUEST site is approximately 16 kilometers
(10 miles) for the nearest INEL site bounday. This distance is about 7 kilometers (4.3 miles)
less than the distance to the site boundary at the NTS. The population within an 80 kilometer
(50 mile) radius of both sites at INEL of 127,494 people was used for this analysis.
(U) The following sections briefly discuss the results of the calculations for locating the test
facilities at QUEST. The methodology used to perform thee calculations is discused in Section
4.3.4.2 and Appendix A.
Maimum O

ite Individual ]k

(U)

(U) The individual doses asociate with normal oeations ae summarized in Table 4.4-1.
(U) The Committed Effective Dose Equivalent at the loation of maximum offsite dose was
calculated to be 9.7 x 10,1 willirem [at 46 km (29 ml)] for mwtine =eases from each PIPET or
Mini-GTA test. The effective dose equivalent at the ame kotion from ech GTA test was
calculated to be 0.069 milli-em, [at 46 km (29 ml)] and the dose from the QTA test was
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TABLE 4.4-1:
INDIVIDUAL DOSES AT THE LOCATION OF MAXIMUM OFFSUTE DOSE
FROM OPERATIONAL RELEASES FROM EACH TEST
AND TOTAL PROGRAM NEAR QUEST' (U)
Maximum
Committed
Organ Dose
PIPET, Mini-GTA
GTA #1, #2, etc.
QTA

Distance

Committed
Effective
Dose Equivalent

4.9 x M
102
4.2 x 10-1
5.4 x 100

187
198
27

9.7 x 1Cr
6.9 x 102
5.9 x 10

TotaP

Thyroid
Thyroid
Bone Surface
Thyroid

2.1 x 10

-

8.6 x 10

NESHAPI

N/A

N/A
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Distance
46
46
28

calculated to be 5.9 millirem [at 28 kan (17 mi)]. The maximally exposed organ for the PIPET
or mini-GTA tests was the thyroid with a calculated doe of 0.049 millirem [at 187 km 116 mi)].
The GTA test resulted in a maximum organ dose (thyroid) of 0.42 millirem [at 198 km (123
ml)]. The maximum organ dose (bone surface) from each QTA test were calculated to be 5.4
milrem [at 27 km (17 ml)]. The Committed Effective Dose Equivalent at the location of
maximum dose from all operational tests was calculated to be 8.6 millirem, and the maximum
total organ dose (thyroid) was calculated to be 21 millirem.
(U) The estimated risk applied at the location of maximum offsithe dose, from routine test
facilities operations are 7 x I0 latent cancer fatalities and 2 x 10' genetic defects. That is to
say, the maximally exposed individual would face an increased risk (above the already existing
risk of 2.2 x 10-1) of dying of cancer of 7 x 1(. This same individual would face an increased
risk (above the already existing risk of 2.0 x I) of producing offspring with genetic defects
of 2 x 10*.
(U) There are no differences between proposed locations or sites with respect to maximally
exposed individual exposures.
~Qftln(U)

(U) The population doses are summarized in Table 4.4-2 for the population 80 kilometers (50
mi) downwind of the INEL sites.
(U) The Collective Committed Effective Dose Equivalent received from routine operational
releases from the test facilities by the downwind population within 80 kilometers (50 mi) of
QUEST was calculated to be 8 to 11 person-mem from the PIPET and mini-OTA tests for the
range of downwind populations. Since the test event would be a relatively short period of time,
the wind is assumed to be blowing in a single direction. Thus, only those individuals downwind
(i.e., in that direction) would receive exposures from this source. High population sectors have
been eliminated as possible exposure sites, placing an operational limit on testing at this facility.
The dose range indicated is for the minimum and maximum population eposures for wind
directions considered. The GTA Collective Committod Effective Doe Equivalent in the same
population was calculated to be 150 to 170 person-rrem. The Collective Committed Effective
Dose Equivalent recived by the popuaiton for routine operational releaws from QTA test was
calculated to be 1300 to 2300 person-airem. Th population dose from all operational tests
the proposed test facility was calculated to be 4500 to 6200 pero n-mnm, spread over a period
of about 4 years. The number of health effcts expected to occur in this population as a remlt
of routine operations of the test facility would be 4 x 1W to 5 10 laWt cancerfatalities and
I . 'r to 2 x IW geaefic disoders. Th is to say, since 22 percent of the affected population
of 127,494 (28,049 individuals) are ordinarily expect to die from cancer (Kriege, 1991), the
performance of ground testing activities would add only 4 x 10 to 5 x 1W' cancer f-ialties to
this for an expected cancer fatality total of 28,049.0045. This same pOpulation wouk ordinarily
be expected to produce 2 perent of its offspring (or 2,550 indivldual) with genetic disorders
(B R, 1990; Colorado, 1989). The proposW pmgm would add I x 10Hto 2 x 10 additioal
genetic disorder cases to the ffspdAg of the enf pOpulMa9 from Uemal OPUAIML
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TABLE 4.4-2:
COLLECTIVE POPULATION DOSE FROM
ROUTINE OPERATIONS AT QuEsT'(U
Ccamittd Effectve Dose
2
?vilnimum

PIPET, Mini-GTA
GTA, #1, #2, etc.
QTA
Totap

8.0 x101
1.5 x 0
1.3 x PY
4.5 x 10

1,Ix 10'
1.7 x HY
2.3 x10
6.2 x I0
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Roinem Transprtton (U)
(U) The risks of transportation of radioactive material and waste to and from the proposed test
facilities at INEL were determined using the same methodologies as in Section 4.3.4.2.3 and
Appendix A. The incident-free population dose to the population aong the shipping routes was
calculated to be 140 person-rem from material shipped to and from the proposed test facility.
The risk of radiation indiced health effects for the population was calculated to be 6.9 x 10 and
2.8 x 1Y latent cancer fatalities and genetic disorders, respectively.
4.4.4.2.2 Postulated Facility Accidents (U)

(U) The postulated accident scenarios are the same as those presented in Section 4.3.4.2.2. The
plume power, release fractions, release time, and fission produt inventory are the same at
QUEST as at the SMTS (see Section 4.3.4.2.2). The same meteorology assumptions were used
in this analysis.
W to Bounding Case Accidents (U)
Consuences at the Lc ation of Maximum Dos Due
(U) Radiation exposures to the maximum offsite individual are summarized in Table 4.4-3. The
maximum Committed Effective Dose Equivalent resulting from a PIPET or Mini-GTA accident
is 20 millirem at 34 km (21 ml). The maximum organ dose is 22 millirem to the bone surface
at 34 km (21 mi). For the GTA (bounding case accident) the CEDE is 130 millirem and the
maximum organ dose (to the bone surface) is 150 millirem, both at 34 kilometers (21 mi). The
anticipated health effects from the bounding case accident &me I x HY0latent cancer fatalities and
3 x 10' genetic defects. That is to say, the maximally exposed individual would face an
increased risk of dying of cancer of 1 x I0. This same individual would face an increased risk
of producing offspring with geaetic defects of 3 x 10'.
(U) There are no differences between proposed locations or sites with respect to maximally
expsed individual exposures.

(U) Populafion dose from postulated accides are premted in Table 4.4-3. The Collective
Committed Effective Dose Equivalent to the downwind population residing within 80 kilometers
(50 m) of the bounding case accident scenario was calculated to be 4,200 to 8,000 perwn-mrenr
from an accident during PIPET or mini-GTA. If an accident occuncd during the GTA or QTA
tests, the Colctive CEDE was calculated to be 35,000 to 62,000 prson-mrem. As discussed
previously, the operation of te test ficilitim would be dependent on the wind daction, wind

speed, and other meteowAogical conditions. If the tett systems are only opeating when the wind
is to the north, the collective whole body dose would be substantially lower, since fewer people
reside north of the INEL (i.e., Idaho pdhl would nM be included), The additional cancer
fatalith N addidoa gewtic disordrs expected to be caused by the bouming cas accide
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TABLE 4.4-3:
COMMITTED EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVJMT AT TBE LOCATION OF
MAXIUM OFFSTE DOSE AND COLLECTIVE FOPULATION DOSE
FROM ACCIDNTS AT QUEST (U)

Maxdmum Individual:
Maximum
Committed
Organ Dose
(

Test SystemL

Highest
=

PIPET, Mini-GTA
GTA and QTA

Bone Surface
Bone Surface

2.2 x 101
1.5 x IP

Distance
k

Committed
Effctive Dose
Equivalent
(

Distance
(In)

34
34

2.0 x 10'
1.3 x 101

34
34

Population:
Committed
Etf'ective Dose Equivalent

JU~QflSystem
Maximum'

Minimum,
4.2 x 10'
3.5 x 10'

PIPET, Mini-GTA
GTA and QTA

(U D~wu.hi I~auu d,,; mw~a eawi

j
.

pqumis
.
a

t,
fgi.

8.0 x 10'
6.2 x W

gIm
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scenario would be 3 x 91 o 5 x 101 and 9 x l' to 2 x 0 , spectively. I'iat is to say, since
22 percent of the affected population of 127,494 (28,049 individuals) are orinaily exp A-ted to
die from cancer (Krieger, 1991), the performance of round testing activities would add only
3 x 10-2 to 5 x 10 2cancer
ties to this for an ed cancer fatality tott of 28,049.04.
This same population womld ordinarily be expected to produce 2 percent of ii offspring (or
2,550 individual) with gendic disorders (HM 1990; Colorado, 1989). The proposed program
would add 9 x 101 to 2 x 10"r adzoitiontJanetic disorder caus to the offspring of the entire
population from a boundig case auciftt.
4.4.4.2.3 Transr, rtlon Accidents (U)

(I)

The
project requires shipment of uninadiated and m-diated, enriched
uranium beariug fuel, fukel samples, fuel elements, fuel assemblies, and complete test articles.
Uranium-beariog low-level and TU radioactive and radioactive mixed wastes are also included.
(U) If the site , zlected were INEL rather than NTS, the unpact of transportation accidents would
be quite similar o those predicted for activities at the NIS. The radiological risk for possible
transportation accidents would be 7.3 x I0 " latent cancer fatalities and genetic defects compared
to 5.1 x 10' for NTS; the non-radiological risk (probability of a single traffic death due to
vehicle accident) for shipments was estimated to be 0.24 compared to 0.21 for shipping to NTS.
4.4.4.3 Projected Does (U)
(U) A summary of the projectefd doses at program model coditions is compar- tu the standards
below:

ELUjn&T CU)
(U) Current radiological 'nip-At asessin ts indcat ricTt
ncnij operation of PIPET/Mini-GTA
would be below the 10 miren/year NMISHWI ',atd'ard. The controlled element failure test is
pradicted to b below the NBSHA Ilmit PLf/M.m-6 rA accident impacts would be below
the ANSIIANS 15.7 limit.
CA (U)
(U) GTA normal opertions
ri xceed the NESHAP limit. For the OTA acciden, the
ANSI/ANS 15.7 limit
uotsid
bt "cooded.

(U) Operxao- of the QTA at

-poctedpower levels without an LI., would result in a dose that

does

for both the opetion and aie

exccd te &M
a
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case

(U) Becuse the predictzd rainoogical effects of groino testing and transporting of radiological
nrnafls as well as the radiological effects of t1w bounding case accident are sufficiently low
tht incnaed health effWs are not expced, the impact of radiological emissions on the
environment is negligible. Therfore, the evaimeal consequences would be insignificant.

4.4.5 Summary of Eavinamena Coequens at QUEST (U)
(U) Noise is the only area that has a potential for high impact and potentially significant
environmental consequences at QUEST. However, since meanbers of the general public would
not be exposed to these noise levels, and since the few workers (five) in the area during testing
operations would be subject to the protective measures discussed, the environmental
consequences of noise would be insignificant. Although there would be a potential for moderate
impacts and potentially significant environmental consequences to site workers as a result of the
scrage and handling of process fluids, the measures discussed above would reduce the
probability of an accident to very low levels and result in insignificant environmental
consequences. Because the site would be far removed from the general public, their would not
be effects to public health and afty.
(U) There would be a potential for low impacts for waste at QUEST. Waste would be processed
within the eiting INEL process st-cams and within compliance of all existing environmental
regulations. Environmental consequences would, therefore, be insignificant. Impacts to land
use and infrastncture also would be low because of grazing restrictions and the closing of public
roadways during testing operations, rrspecxtvely. Impacts to land use would be low since the
amount of land removed from grazing would be a very small percentage of the total grazing land
available at INNL. Closing the public roads would be temporary, infrequent, and of short
duration. Impacts to land use and infrastrucmr would be low and therefore the environmental

consequences would be insignificant.
(U) Cultural and biological impacts are rated low pending a detailed cultural and biological
resource survey of the QUEST site. Prior to any constuncdon activities, cultural and biological
survey would be conducted and the approprim agencies would be consulted. Environmental

consequences, therefore, would be insignifwat.
(U) Radiological impacts would be ngligible at QUEST. Analysis of the radiological dose from
the facility indicates that the estimated risk of additional latent cance deaths and genetic defects

are sufficiently small that no health effects (anticipatd Cancer deaths or genetic defects as a
result of routiae operations or an accident) would be expected frma radiatio expoSre at the
program model conditions or at aplb standards. Ea o ent cosequencs, therefore,

wouW be insign
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4.5 LO3FT SITE - IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY (INEL) (U)
(U) This section discusses the expected environmental consequences of constructing and
operating the propos ed ground tt facility at the LOFT Site at INEL. The discussion includes
potential non-radiological and radiological impacts that result from routine operations and as a
result of abnormal evints or accidents.
(U) The environmental consvluences of locating the ground test facility at the LOFT. Site are
based on the same atmospheric emissions, liquid effluents, solid wastes, and radiological source
terms for normal aad accidental releases previously discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
() There are existing facilities that can be used at the LOFT site for
Program
activities. Therefore, consau- ion activities at the LOFT site would primarily involve
modification of the existing facilities and installation of storage tanks, process fluids distribution
system, an ETS and a ilare stack. All construction is expected to occur within areas previously
fenced and set aside for development, testing and operations.
(U) The normal operational impacts associated with locating the ground test facility at the RNL
LOFT site would be similar to those described for locating the project at the INEL-QUEST site.
The following sections describe the impacts associated with locating the ground test facility at
the LOFT site:
4.5.1 Socioeconomics (U)
4.5.1.1 Population and Economy (U)
(U) The impacts of modifying the LOFT site would be expected to be less than those described
in Section 4.4.1.1. The construction workforce would be smaller because less construction at
the LOFT site is required. None of the workforre would be immigrating into the region due to
the availability of construction craft workers that have been involved in other construction
projects at INFL. Because no additional demand would be placed on services and facilities, the
impacts of the modification of the LOFT facility on the population and economy would be
negligible. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
(U) Operation of the ground test facility at .o FT would require the same number of personnel
(60) as would operations of the proposed SMTS or QUEST facilities. The 60 extra personnel
required for operation of the LOFT facility represents less than 0.5 percent of the INDL
workforce and would placo no additional demand on services and facilities. Thus, operation of
the ground test facility at LOFT would have a negligible impact on the population &Ldeconomy.
Therefore, the environmental consequence-s would be insignificant.
4.5.1.2 Land Use and Infrastructure (U)
(U) The land area that would be affected at the LOFT site. has existing facilities. Approximately
20 hectares (50 acres) of additional expansion would be required. This represents less than 0.01
peixrert uf the land area of INEL.
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(U) Impacts to land use and infrastructure from modifying the LOFT site would be lower than
the impacts for constructing QUEST because the LOFT site was at one time an operational test
facility. A water system, sewage system and power lines are already in place. No additional
infrastructure would be required to support the proposed action. Since the expansion of the
LOFT facility would be comptible with existing land use, would cause only a minor reduction
in the supply of vacant land, and would not require additional equipment or facilities, the impact
of construction on land use and infrastructure would be low and the environmental consequences
would be insignificant.
(U) As described for QUEST, the operation of the ground test facility at LOFT might preclude
the use of land for other activities. Although, LOFT is used exclusively for nuclear testing, the
modification of the containment facility may preclude its use for conventional future nuclear
testing. A major non-radiological accident could preclude the use of LOFT for several months
or years until the facility could be reconstructed. Areas to the east of LOFT are used as grazing
land but, as discussed for the QUEST site, would be affected very little by operations at LOFT.
Mitigation to reduce the possibility of accidents are described in Sections 4.3.1.5 and 4.5.1.5.
Operations would cause little change in land use, the impact of operations on land use would be
low. Because the proposed action is compatible with the nuclear research objectives of LOFT,
the impact would be low and the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
(U) The operations at LOFT would not require additional equipment or facilities. However, as
at QUEST, testing may require the temporary closing of public roads within 15 km (9 mi) of
the ground test facility but within the favorable winds testing zone (212.50 clockwise to 22.50).
This would include portions of State Roads 22, 28 and 33. The average daily traffic on the
affected portions of these roads are 376, 1120, and 1170, respectively (DOE, 1991a). Closing
these roads would cause a disruption in trffic through the INEL. This disruption would be
temporary, infrequent, and of short duration. Since operations at LOFT would require some
changes in operational pracfzes as well as cause some degradation of existing service, the impact
of operations on infrastructure would be low. Because of the short duration and infrequent
occurrence of the testing operation as well as the availability of alternative routes, the impact
would be low and the environmental consequences would be insignificant. Although the impact
would be insignificant, the disruption could be minimized by scheduling testing at projected low
traffic use periods.
4.5.1.3 Noise' (U)
(U) Because less construction is required, noise impacts for the construction of the LOFT site
would be at the same level as at QUEST (90 dBA) but for shorter durations. Non-project
related personnel at INEL would not be affcted by the construction noise. The distance from
LOFT to the main road is 3 km (2 mi). Sensitive receptors outside RNJL are not likely to
experience any noticeable increase in noise levels because of the long distance from the LOFT
site to the nearest INEL boundaries. The narest community is 18 kui (I
1 ml) away. Mitigation

1
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for on-site personnel includes following OSHA workplace noise regulation with hearing
protection supplied as needed. Because noise would be raised above ambient levels by more
than the significance criteria of 35 dBA and could exceed the OSHA 8 hour long-term exposure
limit, the impact of construction noise (at the project site) would be high. Therefore, the
environmental consequences would be potentially significant. However, the environmental
consequences would be mitigated to insignificant levels as discussed above.
(U) Noise issues associated with testing operations are the same at the LOFT site as at the
QUEST site except that the containment facility could be expected to dampen some of the testing
noise. As at SMIS and QUEST, mitigation includes sound barriers, hearing protection, and the
physical isolation of non-essential personnel from the facility during testing. Sensitive receptors
(in the nearest communities) would not be impacted by the noise.

(U) The testing is expected to raise ambient noise levels by more than the high significan-e
criteria of 35 dBA and could exceed the OSHA short-term exposure limit. Therefore, the noise
associated with testing activities would have a high impact on noise levels (at the project site).
Because there are no sensitive receptors in proximity to the site and hearing protection is
required for operations personnel, the environmental consequences would be mitigated to
insignificant levels.
4.5.1.4 Historic &,dArchaeological Resources (U)
(U) Because the LOFT site is located in an area that has been previously disturbed and regraded, no significant cultural or historic resources are expected. Therefore, the impact of the
activities at the LOFT site would be negligible. However, if the site is selected, plior to any
construction, consultation with appropriate agencies would take place. If detenined to be
necessary, a detailed cultural resources survey would be performed and appropriate mitigation
measures would be undertaken to ensure that the environmental consequences would be
insignificant. Mitigation measures would include: 1) identification and recovery of artifacts;
2) relocation of facilities; and 3) flagging of sites to be left undisturbed.
4.5.1.5 Safety (U)
(U) The design of the teat facility at the LOFT site has no unusual features which would increase
work hazards during modification. Construction activities would be carried out in compliance
with applicable OSHA and DOE regulations. No additional occupational impacts beyond those
currently experienced in construction activities at INEL are expected. Therefore, the impact of
modifying the LOFT facility on safety would be low but mitigable. Therefore, the
environmental consequences would be insignificant.
(U) The safety issues and their impacts at the LOFT site would be identical to those for
operations at the QUEST facility except for containment structur safety and flooding hazard
which are deribed below:

•
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ntahmet"Structure Sety (U)
(U) The use of the containment structure for testing purposes would require the inerting and
venting of the structure before personnel could enter. An improperly inerted or vented
containment structure could pose a danger of deflagration or detonation and/or a danger of
asphyxiation. These dangers would be mitigated by the use of hand-held atmospheric detection
systems.
(U) Because the use of the containment structure could threaten the physical well-being of
workers, its use would have a moderate impact on safety. Therefore, the environmental
consequences would be potentially insignificant. The consequences would be reduced to
insignificant levels by the implementation of the mitigation discussed above.

(U)Flooding of the LOFT facility may be possible under conditions of maximum f-ows in the
Big Lost River and Birch Creek combined with failure of water control structures on these
streams. Water depths in the playa would have to exceed 4.5 meters (15 ft) in order to reach
LOFT.
(U) The LOFT facility is a Class I facility and hydrologic analyses were performed prior to
construction. It is unlikely that a flood could occur that would reach the LOFT facility.
Because flooding would pose no danger to personnel, the impact of flooding on safety would be
negligible. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
N;yoopsis (U)

(U)In general, the activities taking place at LOFT would have a moderate impact on safety and
would therefore be potentially environmentally significant. Although there is a potential for
moderate impacts to site workers as a result of the storage and handling of process fluids, the
mitigation measures discussed would reduce the probability of an accident to very low levels and
result in insignificant environmental consequences. Because the site is far removed from the
general public, there are no effects to public health and safety.
4.5.1.6 Waste (U)
(U) Because of the smaller scale of activities, facility modification activities would generate
smaller quantities of uncompacted nonhazardous wastes than at the SMTS or QUEST sites.
Nonradioactive nonhazardous waste would be disposed of in the Central Facilities Area (CFA)
Landfill. The amount of waste generated would not significantly impact the CFA Sanitary
Landfill. Nonhazardous wastes would be managed in compliance with Subtitle D requirements
of RCRA. Sanitary effluents generated during construction would be collected in existing sewer
lines and delivered to a water treatment plant located at the facility. Since no changes in
operational arrangements are anticipated to handle the waste, the impacts of nonhazardous,
nom'adioactive waste on waste management would be negligible. Therefore, the environmental
consequences would be insignificant.
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(U) Wastes generated by the ground testing operations at LOFT would be the same as those for
SMTS and QUEST. The wastes would be handled as described in Section 4.4.1.6 for the
QUEST facility. In general, the f activities taking place at LOFT would have a low impact
on waste management. Since the wastes generated by the f program would be managed in
accordance with existing waste management procedures which include the protection of the
environment, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
4.5.2 Physical Environment (U)
4.5.2.1 Topography (U)
(U) The expansion of the LOFT facility would require the cutting and filling of about 2,5003,000 m (3,000-4,000 ft'). Some alterations of the natural surface drainage could occur as a
result of grading. But because the area of impact would be small and because little change
would be made to the character of the area, the impact of the modification of LOFT on
topography would be negligible. There would be no impacts on topography from operations.
Therefore, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
4.5.2.2 Geology and Soils (U)
(U) As at QUEST, the only geological effects of the modification of the LOFT facility would
be some leveling and/or resurfacing of the soils in the immediate area. Dust and soil would be
transported by winds during construction activities, but the effect would be local. Removal of
vegetation from the modified area would not significantly increase soil erosion from rainfall
since the vegetation is sparse. Protection against erosion would include the orientation of the
facility parallel to the natural surface features to minimize drainage and erosion impact as well
as the application of spray mist water to minimize wind-caused soil erosion.
(U) There are no known paleotological or mineral resources, agricultural soils or construction
materials at the LOFT facility area. Because the proposed modification and operation of the
LOFT facility would cause no loss or irretrievable commitment of geological or soils resources,
the project would have a negligible impact on geology and soils. Therefore, the environmental
consequences would be insignificant.
4.5.2.3 Seismic and Volcanic Activity (U)
(U) Because construction and operations would not cause seismic and volcanic activity that
would be detectable by humans or instrumentation, the project would have a negligible impact
on seismic or volcanic activity. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be

insignificant.
4.5.2.4 Water Resources (U)
(U) The water table in the location of the ground test facility, the Snake Plain aquifer, is over
140 m (approx 450 ft) below the earth's surface. Surface water resources in the vicinity of
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QUEST include Birch Creek and Big Lost River. Water resources may be affected by water
uses and water quality. Each are described below:

H= U

(U)

(U) The volume of water to be used during construction of the ground test facility is
approximately 10 percent of that used to build the SMTS or QUEST sites [approximately 6
million liters (2 million gal)]. This water would be supplied from the in-place water supply
system. The construction water use represents about 1 part in 1 million of the annual discharge
of the aquifer to the Snake River and about 1 part in 300,000 of the volume withdrawn by all
users of the eastern Snake River Plain. During operations, an estimated 11 million (3 million
gal) would be required per year, also supplied from the in-place water supply system. The
construction water use represents about 1 part in 5 million of the annual discharge of the aquifer
to the Snake River and about I part in 2 million of the volume withdrawn by all users of the
eastern Snake River Plain. The proposed construction and annal project water use would
represent onl; 0.5 and 0.1 percent of the volume negotiated in the water rights agreement with
the Idaho Department of Water Resources.
(U) No surface water withdrawals or discharges would occur during test facility construction.
Because water use would cause no measurable change in the projected baseline water resource
system, the impacts of water use on water resources would be negligible. Therefore, the
environmental consequences would be insignificant.
water Oualt (U)
(U) As at SMTS, stored water could leak and seep into the water table carrying surface
pollutants. Domestic waste would be handled by an existing sewage system. Spills of hazardous
substances could introduce pollutants to the ground water table. Because the depth of the water
table reduces the potential for seepage into the ground water and because of the lack of surface
waters that would be affected, the impacts of waste water on ground water resources would be
negligible. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
Syngosis (U)
(U) In general, the use and discharge of water would have a negligible impact on water
resources, Because impacts would be negligible and testing operations would be of short
duration (approximately four to ten years), environmental consequences would be insignificant.
4.5.2.5 Meteorology and Air Quality (U)
(U) There would be no impacts on metorology as a result of construction and operation of the
ground test facility.
(U) Air quality issues and impacts associated with modification and operation of the LOFT
facility would be similar to those affecting the SMTS and QUE3ST. [See Sections 4.3.1.2.5 and
4.4.1.2.5]. Since modifications of facilities at LOFT would require less construction activity,
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construction caused dust and emissions would be less at LOFT than at the other two potential

sites. Since emissions would be well below the threshold values and the emissions standards that

protect human health and welfare, the impact of the activities at LOFT on meteorology and air
quality would be negligible. Therefore, the environmatal consequences would be insignificant.
4.5.3 Biological Environment (U)
(U) The same activities as those described for the QUEST site would impact the biological

environment at the LOFT site.
4.5.3.1 Terrestrial Biota (U)
(U) The LOFT facility is located within a disturbed area that has been regraded. Plant species
include invader species such as rabbit brush as well as saltbrush and Indian ricegrass. The
LOFT site is not considered to be an important wildlife habitat because the area has been largely
disturbed by previous construction and opeation activities.
(U)The same activities that impact terrestrial biological resources during operations at NTS and
QUEST would also be an issue at LOFT. The impacts of noise, flaring of hydrogen, hot
hydrogen venting and steam releases are discussed in Sections 4.3.3.1 and 4.4.3.1. Mitigations
that would help minimize impacts to habitat and wildlife include rescheduling of activities to
avoid seasonal sensitivity of a species, limiting the number of personnel in the area, controlling
access, and minimizing disturbance to the site. Because LOFT is surrounded by previously
disturbed habitat that are of low diversity, the impacts of modification and operation of LOFT
on terrestrial biota would be negligible. Therefore, the environmental consaquences would be

insignificant,
4.5.3.2 Aquatic Blota (U)
(U) Aquatic biota exist in the vicinity of LOFT at Birch Creek and Big Lost River. These biota
could be susceptible to activities at LOFT such as the release of beryllium. In the unlikely event

of an accident the low concentrations of beryllium released would have little effect on nearby
aquatic biota. Because the area supports an aquatic habitat of relatively low diversity and are
I to 3 km (0.5 - 2 mi) from the LOFT site, the impacts of activities at LOFT would have a
negligible impact on aquatic biota. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be
insignificant.

4.5.3.3 Threatened and Endangered Species (U)
(U) As explained in Section 4.4.2.3.3, the proposed action would have a negligible impact on
threatened and endangered species (i.e. bald eagle and peregrine falcon).

environmental consequences would be insignificant.
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Therefore, the

4.5.4 Radiological hmpacts (U)
4.5.4.1 Radiological Impacts During Construction (U)
(U) Prior to modification, radiological monitoring as required by DOE order 5400.1 would be
p orfmed at the proposed site to ensure no unacceptable soil contamination exists in the areas
to be disturbed. If excess radiological contamination is found, the area would be remediated to
acceptable levels before construction begins. Dust control techniques would be used as
appropriate, and any contamination present at low levels would be dispersed or settle out before
it reaches the INEL site boundary. Otfsite exposures from construction activities would,
therefore, be negligible. Therefore, the environmental consequences would be insignificant.
4.5.4.2 Radiological Impacts During Operations (U)
4.5.4.2.1 Normal Operations (U)
(U) This section considers the LOFT site. The LOFT site is about 13 kilometers (8 miles) from
the nearest INL site boundary. The population within an 80 kilometer (50 mile) radius of both
sites at INEL of 127,494 people was used for this analysis.
(U) The following sections briefly discuss the results of the calculations for locating the test
facilities at LOFT. The methodology used to perform these calculations is discussed in Section
4.3.4.2 and Appendix A.
Maximum Offsite I iwviduaDose (U)
(U) The individual doses associated with normal operations are summarized in Table 4.5-1.
(U) The Committed Effective Dose Equivalent at the location of maximum offsite dose was
calculated to be 9.7 x 10-' millirem [at 46 km (29 mi)] for routine releases from each PIPET or
Mini-GTA test. The effective dose equivalent at 46 km (29 mi) from each GTA or QTA test
was calculated to be 0.069 millirem. The maximally exposed organ for the PIPET or MiniGTA tests was the thyroid with a calculated dose of 0.049 mllirem [at 187 km (116 mi)]. The
GTA or QTA tests resulted in a maximum organ dose (thyroid) of 0.42 millirem at 198 km (123
mi). The Committed Effective Dose Equivalent at the location of maximum dose from all
operational tests was calculated to be 8.6 millirm, and the maximum total organ dose (thyroid)
was calculated to be 21 millirem.
(U) The estimated risk to the individual applied at the location of maximum offsite dose, from

routine test facilities operations are 7 x 10r cancer fatalities and 2 x 10' genetic defects.

That

is to say, the maximally exposed individual would face an increased risk (above the already
existing risk of 2.2 x 10) of dying of can of 7 x 10'. This same individual would face an
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TABLE 4.5-1:
INDIVDUAL DOSES AT THE LOCATION OF MAXIMUM OFFSITE DOSE
FROM OPERATIONAL RELEASES FROM EACH TEST
AND TOTAL PROGRAM NEAR LOF1V (U)

_Operion

Maximum
Committed
Organ Dose
M)_

Q=

PIPEr, Mini-GTA
GTA #1, #2, etc.
QTA
Total2

Thyroid
Thyroid
Bone Surface
Thyroid

NESHAP3

N/A

4.9 x
4.2 x
5.4 x
2.1 x

102
10-'
100
10'

Distance
am
187
198
27
-

N/A

Committed
Effective
Dose Equivalent Distance
(Im'em)
_(lan)
9.7
6.9
5.9
8.6

x
x
x
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46
46
28

increased risk (above the already existing risk of 2.0 x 1Y0) of producing offspring with genetic
defects of 2 x 10r.

These are the same as the risks for the other alternative sites.

Population (U)
(U) The population dose is the same as presented in Section 4.4.4.2.1. The number of health
effects expected to occur in this population as a result of routine operations of the test facility
would be 4 x 10' to 5 x 10- latent cancer fatalities and 1 x 1O' to 2 x 101 genetic disorders.
That is to say, since 22 percent of the affected population of 127,494 (28,049 individuals) are
ordinarily expected to die from cancer (Krieger, 1991), the performance of ground testing
activities would add only 4 x 10- to 5 x 101 cancer fatalities to this for an expected cancer
fatality total of 28,049.0045. This same population would ordinarily be expected to produce 2
percent of its offspring (or 2,550 individuals) with genetic disorders (BEIR, 1990; Colorado,
1989). The proposed program would add 1 x 1{3" to 2 x 10a additional genetic disorder cases
to the offspring of the entire population from normal operations.
(U) These results are applied to operations at either the QUEST site or the LOFT site. In
reality, there may be slight differences in the doses from operations at the two sites due to local
topography, meteorology, and demographics. These differences, however, are less than the
uncertainties associated with these impact estimations and are neglected in further discussions.
4.5.4.2.2 Postulated Facility Accidents (U)

Inta&Odutin (U)
(U) The postulated accident scenarios are the same as those presented in Section 4.3.4.2.2. The
plume power, release fractions, release time, and fission product inventory are the same at
LOFT as at the SMTS. The same meteorology assumptions were used in this analysis.
Conssuences at thie LocatiQn of Maximum Dose Due to Bounding Case Accidents (U)
(U) Radiation exposures to the maximum offsite individual are summarized in Table 4.5-2. The
Committed Effective Dose Equivalent resulting from a PIPET or Mii-GTA accident is 20
millirem at 34 kilometers (21 mi). The maximum organ dose is 22 millirem to the bone surface
at 34 kilometers (21 mi). For the GTA or QTA (bounding case accident) the CEDE is 130
millirem at 34 km (21 mi) and the maxinum organ does (to the bone surface) is 150 millirem
[also at 34 1m (21 mi)]. The anticipated health effects from the bounding case accident are I
x 10 latent cancer fatalities and 3 x 101 genetic defects.
(U) There are no differences between proposed locations or sites with respect to maximally
exposed individual exposures.

h~awtfo(U)
(U) Population dose results are the same as presented in Section 4.4.4.2.2.
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TABLE 4.S-2:
COMMTTED I1FFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT AT THE LOCATION OF
MAXIUM OFFSITE DOSE FROM ACCIDENTS AT LOFT (U)
Maximum Individual:
Maximum
Committed
Organ Dose Distance

Highest

PIPET, Mini-GTA

Bone Surface

2.2 x 10'

34

GTA and QTA

Bone Surface

1.5 x 10,

34

Committed
Effective Dose
Equivalent

Distance

2.0 x 10'
1.3 x 10 2

Population:
Committed
Effective Dose
Minimum2 Maximum'
PIPET, Mini-GTA
GTA and QTA

(w)2,000 =

(6,W0 1)

4.2 x 10' 8.0 x 10!
3.5 x 104 6.2 x 10'

1.1
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4.5.4.2.3 Transportation Accidents (U)
(U) Transportation impacts would be the same as that presented in Section 4.4.4.2.3.
4.5.4.3 Projected Doses (U)
(U) A summary of the projected doses at program model conditions is compared to the standards
below:
PJM

ini-GTA IM

(U) Current radiological impact assessments indicate that normal operation of PIPETJMini-GTA
would be below the 10 mrem/year NESHAP standard. The controlled element failure test is
predicted to be below the NESHAP limit. PIPET/Mini-GTA accident impacts would be below
the ANSI/ANS 15.7 limit.

GTA (U)
(U) GTA normal operations do not exceed the NESHAP limit. For the GTA accident, the
ANSIANS 15.7 limit would not be exceeded.

2M (U)
(U) Operation of the QTA at expected power levels without an ETS would result in a dose that
does not exceed the standards for both the operation and accident case.

SY~s(U)
(U) Because the predicted radiological effects of ground testing and transporting of radiological
materials as well as the radiological effects of the bounding case accident arm sufficientdy low
that increased health effects are not expected, the impact of radiological emissions on the
environment would be negligible. The1fore, the environmental consequences would be
insignificant.
4.5.5 Summary of Environmental Consequences at LOFT (U)
(U) Noise is the only area that has a potential for high impact and potentially significant
environmental consequences at LOFT. However, sine members of the general public would
not be exposed to these noise levels, and since the few workers (five) in the are during testing
operations would be subject to the protective measures discussed, the envirnmental
consequences of noise would be insignificant. Although tre is a potential for moderate impacts
to site workers as a result of the storage and handling of process fluids, the measures discussed
would reduce the probability of an accident to very low levels and result in insignificant
environmental consequences. Because the site is far removed from the geeMal public, there are
no effects to public health and safety.
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(U) Waste would be processed within the existing NEL process streams and within compliance
of all existing environmental regulations. impacts would be low and environmental
consequences would, th erfore, be insignificant. Impacts to land use and infrastructure also

would be low because of giazing restrictions and the closing of public roadways during testing
operations, iv'sWtively. Environmental consequences to land use would be insignificant since
the amount of land removed from grazing would be a very small percentage of the total grazing
land available at IN.
Closing the public roads would be temporary, infrequent, and of short
duration. The impacts would be low and environmental consequences would be insignificant.
(U) Radiological impacts would be negligible at LOFT. Analysis of the radiological dose from
the facility indicates that the estimated risk of additional latent cancer deaths and genetic defects
are sufficiently small that no health effects (anticipated cancer deaths or genetic defects as a
result of routine operations or an accident) would be expected from radiation exposure at the
program model conditions or at applicable standards. Environmental consequences, therefore,
would be insignificant.
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4.7 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF EXTENDING TIME BETWEEN GROUND
TESTS (U)
(U) The following section describes the impacts associated with extending the time interval
between ground testing activities to reduce the potential impact of radiological dose (this
alternative is described in Section 2.6.4.1).
(U) Most test articles would be run multiple times, resulting in a steadily increasing fission
product inventory within the fuel in the test article. This effect would be opposed by the normal
radiological decay process, which would decrease the fission product inventory following the
completion of each test run. Both processes are a complex combination of isotope ingrowth,
daughter product production, and decay of radionuclides with diverse decay rates. ORIGEN2
(Croff, 1983) is a computer code used to accurately model radionuclide inventory during and
after fission events.
(U) Intuition suggests that increased "cooldown" time between runs would result in a lower
radiological dose from normal operations or from a potential accident dispersing the core, due
the lower fission product inventory.
(U) To investigate this alternative, analyses were performed (see Appendix A, Section A.4),
simulating both PIPET, mini-GTA, and GTA operations and accident conditions and QTA
accident conditions. The operations analyses compare the difference in the dose to an individual
from normal operations runs separated by one week each (considered to be a practical minimum)
and one month each (a reasonable alternative). The results of these comparisons show an
insignificant decrease in Committed Effective Dose Equivalent to the offsite individual from the
increased time between tests.
(U) These small decreases are due to the fact that a large portion of the fission product decay
occurs within the first day following the experimental run. Relatively little decay occurs in the
one week to one month time period. Hence, the environmental impacts of adopting this

alternative would be very similar to those anticipated from nMt adopting this alternative.
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4.8 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS (U)
(U) Cumulative impacts are the impacts to the environment that would result from the
incremental effects of a proposed action when added to other past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (federal or non-federal) or person
undertakes such actions. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively
significant actions taking place over a period of time (CEQ 40 CFR 1508.7).
(U) This section identifies and discusses the impacts from continued development of the program
including construction and operation of the ground test facility that would be cumulative with
the impacts of other activities beyond the site boundaries and beyond the control of site
operations. These include 1) impacts of increasing radiation levels, 2) impacts of air pollutant
emissions on global conditions, 3) impacts of TRU waste accumulation, 4) impacts of water use,
and 5) reduction of bird habitat.
Cumulative Radiological Effects--NTS (U)
(U) The Effective Dose Equivalent (EDE) for all radioactive releases from the entire NTS site
in 1989 to the maximally exposed individual was reported as 1.5 x 10" millirem to the whole
body (DOE, 1990a). [This translates to a an increased risk (above the already existing risk of
2.2 x 10") of dying of cancer of 1 x l0 " and an increased risk (above the aheady existing risk
of 2.5 x 102) of producing offspring with genetic disorders of 4 x 10"]. Natural background
radiation (that from cosmic, terrestrial, world-wide fallout, medical x-rays, and consumer
products) contribute an additional 67 millirem per year to the maximally exposed individual in
the vicinity of NTS (DOE, 1990a).
(U) Routine operations of the proposed test facilities at NTS would add an additional 8.6
millirem (CEDE) exposure over about a 4 year period (2. 1 millirem/year). This translates to
an increased risk (above the already existing risk of 2.2 x 101) of dying of cancer of 1 x 10
and an increased risk (above the already existing risk of 2.5 x IM) of producing offspring with
genetic disorders of 4 x 10"". The total radiation exposure to the maximally exposed individual
in the vicinity of NTS from all sources of radiatla, including the proposed tst facilities, would
be about 69 millirem per year.
Cumulative Radiological EffMcts--I

-(

f.,i the tire INE. Si in 1987 to thMe
(U) The cumulative doses for all radiozctive -,.n
maximally exposed individual were reported as less than 9. 1 mi lirewto the whole body (DOE,
1988a). The EDE was reported as 0.005 millirem. Natural background radiation contributes
an additional 144 millirem per yea to the avetage, iividul in the vicin of INEL (DOE,
1988a).
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(U) Routine operations to the proposed test facilities at INEL would add an additional 8.6
millirem (2.1 millirem/year) to the maximally exposed individual if located at the QUEST or
LOFT site. This translates to an increased risk (above the already exis-ting risk of 2.2 x 10")
of dying of cancer of 1 x la" and an increased risk (above the already existing risk of 2.0 x 10'
)of producing offspring with genetic disorders of 4 x 10"'. The total radiation exposure to the
maximally exposed individual in the vicinity of INEL from all sources of radiation, including
the proposed test facilities would be about 146.1 millirem per year.
() At both the NTS and INEL, the resulting increase in radiation due to normal operations
represents a small percentage of the natural background and other radiation sources that the
average individual would be exposed to. Therefore, the resulting cumulative impact is
anticipated to be not significant. The operational doses are based on present understanding of
release fractions that will be further defined by the f test program and are likely to be
modified. Updated dose calculations following operation of the ground test facility should be
compared with facility release levels and background levels to determine if there would be a
change in the resulting cumulative impact.
Cumulative Atmospheric Emissions (U)
(IU)The release of certain trace gases into the atmosphere has potential consequences on global
conditions. Gases that are strong absorbers of infrared radiation, such as carbon dioxide, are
known as "greenhouse" gases - a reference to their ability to contribute to global warming, or
the greenhouse effect. Other greenhouse gases are methane, nitrous oxide, chlorofluorocarbons,
Halon-1301, and tropospheric ozone (ozone at the earth's surface). Increases in atmospheric
concentrations of these gases from combustion of fossil fuels, of synthetic chemicals, biomass
burning, and deforestation have the potential to increase global temperatures. Potential global
waiming of the surface air temperature by 1.5-4.5" C has been predicted as a result of a
projected doubling of the current concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. The
combined warming and thermal radiation effects of other greenhouse gasm could potentially be
as large as that from carbon dioxide (DOE, 1991a).
(U) Several of the chemicals that are potential contributors to global warming, as well as
chlorofluorocarbons, have been implicated in depletion of the stratoqphcnc ozone, a trintomic
molecule of oxygen (01). Ozone in the stratosphere [the region 20-35 kIn (12-22 mi) above the
earth's surface] absorbs short-wavelength ultraviolet solar radiation that can be harmful to human
health (e.g. skin cancer) and to plant and animal life. Ozone is maintained by a balance of
photochemical proces that can be disrupte by the introductim of chlorine, nitrogen, and
lter catalysts (DOE, 1991a).
(U) Construction and opertmion of the proposed grod test facility at SMI'S, QUEST or LOFT
would produce trac gases from combustio of fossil fuels from mbile sources and fossil fuel
oMM60. T.
TpiWe
uce,
cemicah d foing
power generation and from release of p

marum power avaiale from the NoS pid for use at the SIMdfor ope
megawatts (electric). Since the electical rquirentu

aio
Would be 1.2

for operato of the test facility at SMTS

would require additional capacW, temporany usil-filed power gene001o units may be
wme lso be
required, which coul proda up to !0,000 ns/year of wbon dioxide,
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emissions of carbon dioxide as a result of construction of the ground test facility. The
cumulative effect of the test facility operations would be to slightly increase the potential rate
of global warming discussed earlier.
(LI) The operations of N support facilities may involve the release of small amounts of ozonedepleting gases such as TCA (trichloroethane) and TCE (trichloroethylene). However, the
production of these gases could be phased out in the early 2000s. The chemical industry is
currently developing substitute materials to replace the chlorofluorocarbons. When suitable
substitutes become available, the ozone-depleting gases would be replaced in I operations.
Even if they were not replaced, the ozone-depleting gases produced by N operations would
constitute only a very small fraction of the approximately 400,000 tons of chlorofluorocarbons
produced yearly in the United States (Piccot and Saeger, 1990).

Aum ulation-of TRU Waste (U)

(1)Trans,,iranic (TRU) waste from a program activities are not anticipated to exceed 30 m'
(1000 ft). TRU wastes would be packaged, certified, and stored at Y-S or INEL, pending later
shipment to WIPP. The handling procedures and storage capacities at both NTS and IM can
accommodate the volume of TRU wastes generated by the f program. However, although
this volume would be relatively small whm compared to the total amount of TRU wastes
generated nation wide, it would add to the growing volume that would continue to accumulate
until the WIPP facility is available for storage sometime in the future.
Cumulative Water Use (U)
(U) N1S: Ground water appropriation for areas surrounding the NTS is reguiated by the Office
of the State Engineer and the Division of Water Resources. Local ground water supply
problems that have been identified include, but are not linfited to the Amargosa Valley, Oasis
Valley, and Indian Springs Valley. The construction and operation of the ground test facility
at SMTS would require approximately 60 million liters (16 million gallons) and 11 milfion liters
(3 miilion gallons) per year, respectively. Although these quantities are relatively small in
comparison to water requirements for irrigation and larger facilities, the could be a cumulative
impact on the Ash Meadows subbasin as a result of all IS activities including the SMTS. The
potential for a cumulative impact would increase if any additional facilities were constructed
within the general vicinity. Water use in excess of the pereanial yield of the Ash Memdows
subbasin, measured by a decxease in the static water level, would esault in rogulation by the state
(i.e. designatiou order).
(U) lL:
All the water used at INEL is withdrawn from the Snake River Plain aquifer.
Current water use at INM [0-25 m'is (9 ft'/s) or 17.9 million m'lyr (280 million m'lyr)J

represets only 0.4% of the 63 mds (2,220 ifes) or 2.0 billion m'Iyr (7.0 billion ft'/yr) of
groundwater withdrawn by all users from the aquifer in the Easten Snwake River Plain (ESRP).
Most of the water withdrawn from the ESRP is used for agriclture. Th INEL operatio

office has negotiated with the Idaho Depu%1 of Natul Resur regarding a clAimed water
right for 2.3 m'/s (82 ft'Is) [not to exceed 43 million m'Iyr (1.5 billion m'lyr)] widimwal
capacty tuder the Fedeia Reve Doctrine. TMe conaructio and operao
iemnms of
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the ground test facility at I&L would require 60,000 m3/yr and 11,000 m'/yr, respectively.
This represents 0.14% and 0.03 % of the remaining capacity for ground water use and 0.75%
and 0.13 %of the current usage at the INEL. Although the potential for construction of the New
Production Reactor (NPR) at INEL would strain the current allocation for water withdrawal at
INEL, the effect of this ground test facility can still be considered negligible (Nelson, 1991b).
Cumulative Bird Habitat Loss (U)
(U) Species of special concern are listed by federal or state authorities in order to protect the
species and their habitats. These species may be rare, localized in distribution, and/or
vulnerable to human disturbance. Reduction in population numbers of these species may be due
to the cumulative effect of many small, insignificant impacts from many sources.
(U) At INEL, species of special concern include open-country birds. In general, undisturbed,
native grasslands and desert shrublands that serve as habitat for these species have been greatly
reduced due to agricultural use, urban development, and fire. However, the MM represents
large blocks of relatively undisturbed native grassland and desert scrubland that are largely
protected from agriculture and other forms of human disturbance. Industrial development is also
controlled and represents less than 5% of the total areas of the sites. Thus, INL affords
excellent habitat for open-country species that are under threat from habitat loss at other
locations.
(U) Construction and operation of the ground test facility at the INM, - QUEST site would result
in a reduction of habitat for the bald eagle and the peregrine falcon which are federally listed
threatened and endangered species. Construction and operation of the ground test facility at the
INL QUEST site could also disturb some nseg and foraging habitat for the Swainson's hawk
(Federal Category 2 candidate Reie) and foraging and neting habitat of the fermginous hawk
(Federal Category 2 eonidate). F-tihermore, neting birds might be disturbed during 1
construction. If the INEL were selected as the bot iwtiAlla n, and biological resurce surveys
species, consultation with the Fish one Wildlife Seavice
identified any threated or en&ng=e
would take place prior to any consrnction activities ,easol conotuction Mquirenents as a
Fish and WildOlfe
mitigation measure would depend on the outcoome of the conItation with
sites to
fcli
of
sriR
constion
the
be
would
masure
mitgation
additional
An
Service.
compensate for any removed during con.iuction. If construction occurred in the vicinity of
nestig sites, mitigation masurs would be develped in coamAWo with the Fish and Wildlfe

Service (DOE, 1991a).
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4.9 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS (U)
(U) The DOE has issued a series of orders specifying the requirements for emergency
preparedness (DOE 5500.1A, DOE 5500.2A, DOE 5500.3, draft DOE 5500.3A, DOE 5500.4,
and DOE 5500.9), and each DOE installation has established an emergency management
program. These programs are developed and maintained to ensure adequate response for most
accident conditions and to provide the framework to readily extend response efforts for accidents
not specifically considered. The emergency management program incorporates activities
associated with planning, preparedness, and response. Officials at each installation have issued
orders specifying the emergency preparedness requirements for the DOE facilites under their
jurisdiction (DOE, 1991a).
(U) Emergency preparedness requirements for INEL are specified by the DOE Idaho Operations
Office in DOD Orders 5500.2 and 5500.4. The emergency preparedness requirements for the
NTS are specified by the DOE Nevada Operations Office as per the DOE Order 5500 series and
the "DOENV Emergency Preparedness Plan. All existing facilities have emergency plans and
procedures that either implement the DOE and site requirements or are integrated with the site
planning. If either DOE site were selected for constnution and operation of the ground test
facility, that site's emergency preparedness requirements would be revised to include the I
facility.
(U) Based on existing requirements and plans, the following procedures would be implemented
for a emergency planning. ThIe
facility would list and assess the hazards and potential
accidents associated with each facility, aperation, and activity. An emergency planning zone
would be identified for each operation, and activity at the ground tea facility. Special planning
and preparedness efforts would be required for that zone to ensure that prompt and effective
protective actions could be taken to minimize the risk to on-site personnel, th general public,

and the environment in the event of an emergency.

Procedurm would be developed to

implcment the emergency plan. An emergency response organizan would be established and
maintained. The organization would consist of expeienced and trained personl respmible
;r timely emergency resxse functions. The emtrgency reqs
activities and the day-to-day
duties and responsibilities of the personnel would be corrlated (DOE, 1991a).
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4.10 SUMMAR; D)F UNAVOIDABLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS (U)

f

(U) Siting, construction and operation of the
program would result in some impacts to the
environment. Most of these could be eliminated, avoided or reduced to insignificant levels by
changes in project design or other mitigation measures. There are some impacts, however, that
cannot be avoided if the proposed action is to be implemented.
(U) Up to 40 hectares (100 acres) of land would be required for construction and operation of
the
ground test facility. This land would be unavailable for other uses for the duration of
the
program. Following completion of the program, the facilities would be decontaminated
and decommissioned and would be available for use by other testing programs.

f

(U) Construction of the
facility would result in the loss of wildlife habitat, destruction of
vegetation, and displacement of wildlife. This would be minimized to the extent practicable by
coordinating project schedules with migratory and breeding patterns and transplanting those
plants suitable for landscaping purposes.

(
Noise would be unavoidable during all ground tests at SMTS, QUEST, and LOFT. The
noise generated would be mitigated for
personnel in the area by adhering to OSHA noise
protection standards and poses no problem to offsite population. The departure of some nearby
wildlife from their habitat would occur during the tests. It is expected, however that they would
return following the tests.
(U) Radioactive, mixed, hazardous and some TRU wastes would be generated by the
program. Although these wastes can be handled with existing facilities and procedures, the land
required for their disposal would be unavailable for other uses.

(3)Unavoidable

radiation exposure would include increased occupatioral exposures and
exposures to the general public from nomui operations. Consideration of meteorological
conditions, materials composition, and EMS design would keep these exposures weall below
acceptable standaids. Prqpaion of the PSAR and FSAR would ensure that the 0 program
can and would adhm to t
standads prior to the cowMmenoemca of any tests.
facility, there would be a possibility that a
(U) In the unlikely event of an accident at the
portion of the land on the NTS or the INEL would be unavailable for use becau of

contamination. Tis would i -ud some grazing lhmd (at DMJL).
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4.11

IRREVEPSIDLE OR IRREIRIEVABLE COMMIMENT OF RESOURCES (U)

() The irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources for the 0 program includes the
land required for the disposal of hazardous and radioactive waste. LLW is currently disposed
of primarily at the WMU 3 and 5 of the NTS or at the Subsurface Disposal Area of the RMWC
at INE. In the unlikely event of an accident, additional land could be lost as aresult of the
contamination of soil from radioactive releases. In either case, the unavailability of land would
be restricted to NTS and INFL for the most part and would preclude the use of land for testing
programs and activities normally conducted there.

(*)
Construction materials as well as materials and chemicals used in the f

testing program

also would be irretrievable. This includes the l1,0Wk,000 liters (3,000,000 gallons) of water
used per year for operation that may have to be treated to remove the radiological materials then
released as steam or discharged to the sanitary sewer system (if water is selected as the coolant
for the EMS). None of the materials or chemicals required for the construction or operation of
program are in short supply and thiir use would not affect local or national supplies.
the

*
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4.12

SHORT-TERM USES AND LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY (U)

(U) The short-term effects of the construction and opeation of the N program would be the
removal of land from other research or testing uses commonly conducted on the NTS and INEL
installations. Terrestrial habitat would also be lost on the 40 hectares (100 acres) required for
the facility and wildlife would be temporarily disturbed during testing activities. Land would
also be unavailable for other uses as a result of the disposal of hazardous and radioactive wastes.
The short-term use of the land would be negligible, however, since none of the alternative sites
are used for any other purposes nor are there any plans for their use for the duration of the l
program. There would also be short-term use of additional energy to support testing activities
of th. M program. Although this use would be minimized through the implementation of
conservation methods, the details of the methods cannot be defined at this time because of the
developmental nature of the program. An analysis of the conservation potential of various
alternatives would be performed as additional information is developed.
(U) Long-term productivity includes the potential for the E facilities to be used for other
testing programs following decontamination and decommissioning. In addition to providing
long-term improvements to national defense capability, the technological advances achieved
program may contribute to significant advances in space exploration far into the
through the
future.

*
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ACRONYMS (U)
ACRR
AEDCALAD
ALARA

ANLW
ANS
AQCR
AQO
ARAC
ASN
ASME
ATR
B&W
BECAMP
BLM
BN1.
BWMF
CAA
CEDE
CEQ
CERCLA

-

Annular Core Research Reactor (U)

-

t ter (U)
Arnold Engineering D elo
Air-Research Los Angeles Division (U)
Achievable (U)
yeasonably
As Low As

-

-

-

Argonne National Laboraory Wes- (U)
American Nuclear Society (U)
Air Quality Conirol Region (U)
Air Quality Officer (U)
Atmospheric Analysis Code (U)
Air Sampling Network (U)
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (U)
Advance Test Reactor (U)
Babcock & Wilcox (U)
Basic Environmental Compliance and Monitoring Program (U)
Bureau of Land Management (U)
Brookhaven National Laboratory (U)
Bulk Waste Management Facility (U)
Clear Air Act (U)
Committed Effective Dose Equivalents (U)
Council on Environmental Quality (U)
Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation

and Liability Act (U)
CFA

-

Central Facility Area (U)

CFCs
CR-

-

CGA
CHCWA

-

Chlorofluorocarbons (U)
Code of Federal Regulations (U)
Compressed Gas Assocition

-

Contact Handl (U)
Clean Water Act (U)

Cx

Critical Eperiment (I)
Decontamination & Decommissioning (U)
Derived Air Concentfion (U)

-

D&D
DAC
DAS

dBA
DCGs

-

Data Acquisition System (U)
Decibel (U)

-

Derived Conceriad Goldes (U)

DMSS
DOD
DOE

-

Dames & Moore Special SM
Departme t of Defens (U)
Dqwmt of Enen ()

-

DOI

'AC

DOT
DFM

-

DRI

-

EA

-

Depatment of Interior (U)
Deptment of TranpMtlion (U)
Disitati Pa Minute (U)
Desert Reemah Instut (U)
Environmeal A umet ()

(U)

EBR

-

EDE

-

ESPs
EIS

EIT
EM
EMSL
EPA
ESD
ESRP
ER
ETS
FIF]RA
FLPMA

-

-

Environmental Restoration and Waste Maaement (U)
Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory (U)
Environmental Pnection Agency (U)
Environmental Science Deartment (U)
Eastern Snake River Plain (U)
Environmental Report (U)
Effluent Treatment System (U)
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodent Act (U)
Federal Land Policy and Mangement Act (U)

GCD

-

GFSD
GH2
GPALS
GSED
GTA
GTF
GTS
GW
HHGG
HMTA
HVAC

-

-

Gaseous Hydrogen (U)
Global Protection Against Limited Strikes (U)
Grumman Systems Electronics Division (U)
Ground Test Article (U)
Ground Test Facilities (U)
Ground Test Station (U)
Gigawatts (U)
Hot Hydrogen Gas Geerator (U)
Hexamethylene Tetumine (U)
Heating, Ventilation, and Air Condiioing (U)

HEPA

-

High Efficiency Particulate Air (U)

ICPP
ICRP

-

ao Chemical P e g
nt (U)
International Commission on Radiological Protection (U)

Ics

-

Integrated Control System(U)

IS

-

Idaho National Engineering Labotoy (U)
International Systems (U)

ISP

-

ISZ
K
kV

-

kPa

-

Kilascal

LANL

-

Los Alamos Natdi

LDR
LER
LET
LUI2
LLNL-

-

LAd Dispoal Retic6os (U)

LLW

-

-

-

L-

-,

Epermental Breeder Reactor (U)
Effective Dose Equivalents (U)
Engineering Safdy Features (U)
Environmental Impact Statement (U)
Engine Integration Test (U)

Greater Confnement Disposal (U)
Garrtt Fluid Systems Division (U)

Specific Impulse (U)
Idaho Seismic Zone (U).
Kelvin (U)
Kilovolt (U)
XAboratory (U)

ILIces

Evaluation Request (U)
Linear-Energy-Thasfer
Liquid Hydrogen (UJ) (U)
LAwrece Livermor Nadtmi abomtory (U)
Low

vel Wass (U)

AC -2

LPS
ISA

-

LTC
MACCS
MCL
Ma
MW
MWMU
NAEG
NASA
NCRP
NDEP
NE
NEPA
NESHAP
NET
NFPA
NGTSN
NBNNFD
NNFD-RL
NNWSI
non-TRU

-

NPDES

-

NPR
NRC
NRF
NRS
NTS
NVO
NWCF
NWRS

-

-

-

-

MEICOR Accident Consequence Code System (U)
Maximum Contaminant Level (U)
Megapascals (U)
Megawatts (U)
Mixed Waste Management Unit (U)
Nevada Applied Ecology Group (U)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (U)
National Council on Padiation Protection (U)
Nevada Department of nvi mea Protection (U)
Nuclear Energy (U)
National Environmental Policy Act (U)
National Emissions Standards for mzardous Air Pollutants (U)
NucleRr Element Tests (U)
National Fir Protection Association (U)
Noble Gas and Tritium Surveillance Network (U)
Nuclear Licensing Board (U)
Naval Nuclear Fuel Division (U)
Naval Nuclear Fuel Division Research Laboratory (U)
Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigation (U)
non-Transuranic (U)

National Polutant Discharge Elimination System (U)
New Production Reactor (U)
Nuclear Regulary Commission (U)
Naval Reactors Facility (U)
Nevada Revised Statutes (U)
Nevada Test Site (U)
Nevada Operations Office (U)
New Waste Calcining Facilities (U)
National Wildlife Refuge System (U)

Ocupational Safety and Health Act (U)

OSHA
OTV
PBR
PIPE

-

PIPET
PMS

-

-

PNT
PSD
psi
psia
QTA

-

RCRA

-

RCS,

Limited P tection System (U)
Low Specific Activity (U)
Lynchburg Technology Center (U)

.
-

Orbital Tranfer Vehicle (U)
Particle Bed Reactor (U)
Pulse Irradiation Particle Element (U)

Particle Bed Reactor Integl Peafonmne Eeent Tests (U)
Propellant Mangement System (U)
Particle Nuclear Test (U)
(U)
Psventioa of Sinf
Pounds Per Square Inch (U)
Pounds Per Squam Inet Absolute (U).
Qualification Test Articl (U)

Resureo-se vation and Recmy Art (U)
Reacto Contd Systm (U)

AC 3

RCSC

-

Radiation and Criticality Safety Committee (U)

REECo
RESL

-

RIDP

-

Reynolds Mectrical and Engineering Company (U)
Radiological and Environmental Sciences (U)
Remote
up- Hadled (U)

RIMS

-

Remote Inspection Maintenance System (U)

RWMP
RWMS
SAR
SARA
SCEPS
SDA

-

Radiation Waste Management Project (U)
Radioactive Waste htanagement Sithe (U)
Safety AnalysRepoit (U)
Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act (U)
Stored Chemical Energy Popisions (U)
Subsurface Disposal Ara (U)

-

-

Radionuclide Inventory and Distributon Program (U)

SDWA
SE
SEP
SHPO
SIP
SIRAS
SMSN
SMTS
SNL
SNM
SOPs

-

-

Safe Drinkg Water Act (U)
Space Exploration Initiative (U)
Safety and Environmental Protection (U)
State Historic Preservation Officier (U)
State Implementation Plan (U)
Sandia Internal Review Approval System (U)
Standby Milk Surveillance Network (U)
Saddle Mountain Test Station (U)
Sandia National Laboratories (U)
Special Nuclear Material (U)
Standard Operation Procedures (U)

SPRF

-

Sandia Pulse Reactor Facility (U)

SRC
SRSC
SSD

-

SST

-

Sv
SW
TAN
TCA
T-E

-

Safety Review Committee (U)
Sandia Reactor Safety Committee (U)
Safeguard and Security Division (U)
Safe Secure Transport (U)
Sieverts (U)
Solid Wastes (b)
Test Area North (U)
Trichlorethane (U)
Triehloroethylene (U)

11
TLDs
TPA

-

-

Transportation Index (U)

-

-

TARU

TSDTSP

-

-

UN

Thenmolumiuesct DosiHos (U)
Turbopump Aumbly (U)
Test Reaor Ara (U)
T wuanic (U)

T met, Storage, and DiVo (U)
Towa Suv"pen d
ati e (UT)
(J

USAF

-

United States Air. Fo=ce (U)

USFWS

-

Unied States Fish and Wi&lli

AC-4

SM vice (U)

USGS

USNRC
UST
VAFB
WINCO
WIPP
WSMC

-

-

-

United States Geological Survey (U)
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (U)
Underground Storage Tank (U)
Vandenberg Air Force Base (U)
Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company (U)
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (U)
Western, Space and Missile Center (U)

GLOSSARY (U)

(U)AQ

A

A computational methodology for estimating environmental concentrations
and dose to man from airborne releases of radionclides.
-

(U) ALARA - As Low As Reasonably Achievable - An approach to radiation protection to
control or manage exposures (both individual and collective to the work force and general
public) as low as social, technical, economic, practical, and public policy considerations permit.
ALARA is not a dose limit but a process, which has the objective of dose levels as far below
applicable limits as possible.
(U) Ambient Air Quality Standards - Standards established on a state or Federal level which
define the ceiling height for allowable ambient air quality concentrations for the designated
criteria pollutants: NO2 , S%3, CO, 0, Pb, HC, & TSP.
(U) Atmospheric Dision - The process of air pollutants being dispersed in the atmosphere
by the wind that carries the pollutants away from their source and by turbulent air motion that
results from solar heating of the earth's surface and air movement over rough terrain and
surfaces.
(U) Auahimo
- An area that has been designated by the U.S. EPA and the appropriate
state air quality agency as having ambient air quality [levels below the ceiling levels defined
under the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)].
(U) Automaic Ret Shutw - The Automatic Reactor Shutdown system is an automated
procedure for shutting down a reactor in the event of failure of the reactor control system,
excessive coolant outlet temperature, loss of electrical power, demand SCRAM via uplink
command, or excessive neutron flux. This system uses two indqxndent methods of achieving

and maintaining subcriticality.
(U) Backgund Radiation - Ionizing radiation present in the environment from cosmic rays and
natural sources in the earth; background radiation varies considerably with location.

(U) Basline - The existing cba

erization of an area under no-project conditions.

(U) CQlect Effeive. s Euuivalkn - The sum of the effective dose equivalents of all
individuals in an exposed population. Coctive Effective Dose Equivalent is expressed in units

of person-rem (or person-sievat).
(U) £QSW

tiDs EqiyAJuilet - The awm of the dose equivalents of all individuah in an

exposed population. Collective dose equiva
sievert).

t is c

s

in uNits of pron-=m (or Yso-

(U) Comite Dos liuivalent =M - The calculated dome equivalent projected to be received
by a due or orga over a 50-year period after an intak of adioicld into the body. It does

not include contributions from external dose. Committed dose equivalent is expressed in units
of rem (or sievert).
(U) Coniment Disgsal - A type of waste burial that most often subject to confinement
disposal are those which present special hazards or concem to the public or environment.
(U) Contr Bunker - The control bunker is an earth covered reinforced-concrete building in
which the ground test activities would be controlled and monitored. Other projected activities
performed from the control bunker include access control to the test station.
- A substance, either gas or water, circulated through a nuclear reactor or
(U) .ln
processing plant to remove heat.

(U) Core Release Fractions - That fraction of the Fission Product Inventory released from the
reactor core during either normal operation or during accidental release.

- The quantity of tadionucdides released from the reactor com. The result of

(U)C

the Fission Product Inventory and the Core Release Fraction
(U) ConicRay - Electrons and the nuclei of atoms, largely hydrogen, that impinge upon the
earth from all directions of space with nearly the speed of light. Also known as cosmic
radiation; primary cosmic rays.

m - An assembly of sufficient fissionable and moderator material to sustain
(U) iAi Assmbly
a fission chain reaction at a low power level.
(U) Cryogeni Euid - Those fluids that are below a temperature of 150k, In the context of this
IS, cryogenic fluids include liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen.
below 150k, which has been transformed
- Hydrogen at teme
(U) Qygeni' HydMn
from a gas to a liquid. Cryogenic hydrogen may be used as both a coolant and propellant.
(U) Cutal RsWr

- Any building, sit

dstict, stmaucture, object, data, or other material

significant in history, architecwe , archwoogy, or culture.
he aggreation of project iluded effects within the project's Region
(U) muin Effect
effects over several
of Influence. The term cumlative has also be= used to denm #gea

years as aginst net effects ina given year.
(U) Qfm (.C - The curie is the activity asocial with I gram of Wudiom-226. The corb is
also the activity of that quantity of rdoctive material in which 3.741(" atoms are tanformed
per second. I curie v 3.7 x 100 Becquer (S).
(U)
co__p_

of

Tehmieiind
permaent removal from svice of the surface faciit
-T
____pond
_ _
test f__ity.
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-
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.

(U)

The removal of unwanted material (especially radioacive matmw from
the surface of or from within other material.
-

(U)Derived Air Contaion (DAD- Used for limiting radiation exposures through inhalation

of radionuclides by workers. The values are based on eigher stochastic (committed effective
dose equivalent) dose of 5 rem or a nonstchastic (organ) dose of 50 rem, whichever is more
limiting.
(U)Derived Concentration Guides =lCG) - Refernce values for conducting radiological
environmental protection programs at operational DOE facilities and sites.

(U) & - A double walled glass or metal flask container that is well insulated with a vacuum

in the annulus. It is used for storing liquified gases and hot or cold beverages. Large vessels
are used for truck and rail movement of liquified gases.
M Diffusion Process diffusion process uses a chemical vapor.

. The

(U) D
- Specific land area which has had its surface altered by grading, digging,
or other activities related to construction.
(U) Ms Commitment - Dose commitment is that total radiation dose equivalent, internal or
external in origin, to the whole body or specified part of the body, that will be received during
the 50-year period following the release of radioactive material to the specific environment.
Dose quantities that apply to the "d.,y" shall also apply to the head and trunk, active
blood-forming organs, gonads, and lens of the eyes. Dose quantities that apply to "Qe
Qrgai" shall apply to those organs not speified above.
(U) Dose Eqivalnt l) - The product of absorbed dose (d) in rads (or gray) in tissue, a quality
factor (Q), and other modifying factors (N). Dose equivalM (H)is expressed in units of rem

(or siever).
(U) Dy=Qiite - An instrument used for measutn mechanical force.
(U) DE -Effective Dose Equivalent Q
H,) - The sum over specified tissues of the products of
the dose equivalent in a tissue (H)and the weighting factor (W) for the that tism, i.e., 14 w

WA. The effective dose equivalent isexpressed in units of zcm (or severt).
(M)
f!'pn - The
the Oftlent Tre atu Sy~am
(U) ]ffhiu

-

o of adionuclides sent toth ET that

Waste material dischmrged into the eavironme.

released from

In the case of this IS, the

major effluent of concern Is that prodwued by the testiug of thi ground test articls.

(U) Effluent Treatment Syste= ET) - A system designed to remove fsion cotminants
generated as a result of some of the ground testing activities. The ETS would be designed to
mt adioactive paticultm, iodine, and noble gas elaes.
GL~

3(-

(U) Eiagion

- The rate at which a pollutant is emitted from a point, line, or area source.

(U) Endangered S~des - A species that is threatened with extinction throughout all or a
significant portion of its range. Defined by the Endangered Species Act, as amended (16 USC
703 et seq.).
- The engine nozzle is the orifice through which the hot hydrogen propellent
(U) B
is ejected to initiate thrust.
Tes(MT - The Engine Integration Test is a test designed to demonstrate
(U) EngWo IntegratiM
the propellant management system without an operating reactor in the loop. Heat would be
generated by combusting hydrogen in an oxygen-rich environment.
(U) Eicntr - The point on the earth's surface directly above the focus of an earthquake.
(U) Exour rate X - The exposure per unit time.
(U) Fission Product Inventory - Those radionuclides created within the reactor core during
operation (including the unracted fuel material).
lemat - The smallest structurally discrete part of a reactor or fuel assembly that has
(U) Fl
nuclear fuel as its principal constituent. The term fuel element is a general term and a more
precise term such as fuel pellet, plate, rod, pin, cluster, bundle or subassembly, or assembly
should be used.

(U) EugL Krnels - Fuel kernels ame the cente of the fuel particles which contain the enriched
uranium.

Im

ol MCiS - A fuel particle is a tiny microspe that contains fissile material. It

enriched uranium carbide, concentric carbon layers of
of either and
a kernel
highly
consists
varying densities,
one orofmore
refractorycotig

(U) ElULk Facfilis - The full-scale facility consists of the sub-scale facility expanded to
accommodate the HIT, mini-OTA, GTA and QrA testing activities. Additional upgrde from
the sub-scale facility includes additional testing cells, coolant storage and cotrol
instruentation.

(U) Gelation roe - This is one of three proces

used to create fuel kernels. The gelation

process uses a chemical reaction that cmrea= oxides.
(U) Gig&

- a utit of power equal to

billio wats.

fl)

nd TU ArtiC MWOTA - The Ground Test tcls a eties of two to six reactors
conditions of the Qwiffying
bohthe dpiW
which, as they are tested, gradually ap
i

Whil the fWul-cale GTAs anl

Test Article (QTA). TIe mii-GTAs are
-L

__

(u) HWLfbr - Te time required for the activity of a radionuclide to decay to half its value;
used as a measure of the persistence of radioactive materials.
cconstant
half-life.

Each radionuClide has a

(U) HdQgen - Any of the elements that form part of group VII A of the periodic table and exist
in the free state normally as diatomic molecules, these include fluorine, chlorine, bromine,
iodine, and astatine.
(U) Heliocentic-Orbit - A sun-centered orbit.

(

)

Hot Hydrogen Gas Generator - This is a generator that generates hot hydrogen gas
(approx 2700 K; 24300 C) by combusting hydrogen in an oxygen-rich environment. The hothydrogen gas genator is used as part of the Engine Integration Test.

(U) lanion - A reversal of a normal atmospheric temperature gradient, causing increasing
temperatures with height.
(U) Ionizing Raitin - Radiation that can displace dectrons from atom3 or molecules, thereby
producing ions.
(U) Irrevrsible & Irretrievable Commitment of Resources - Involves land areas committed
during operation, funding for constuzction and materials, chemicals, and water that would be
consumed during construction and operation and would be unable to replace.
(U) IS3

- Isotopes of en element are atoms that contain the same number of positive nuclear

charges and have the same exta-nuclear electronic stcture, but differ in thie anber of
numtrons.
(U) law-

- The eect on the atomic prpi of isotopes of the sm elment between

two molecules or between diflferent positions in a single molecule.
(U) lak - A unit of =U of work equivakst to I Watt per econd, 0.737 foot-pound, or 4.18
calories.

(U) JLin %) - A temerure wale that esgat

abSout zer as 0 K.

(U) 1nd MaL Mi&MI ILR1 - Hawdous wast

which are subject to rerictioas for

land dV a as identif'd and definod in 40 CFR 1il 268.
a roue ad its eleMs the
LMiaj3 - For ea.h envln
(U) LU
derwfilios for nqligie, lo, modle and high impM for the MS.

are SPif'c

anfl- TMe "0uiace distribufmo of radlaon dqosit
= Tnna..mu
(U)UL
unit legth of particle ra,* wipesd a t MOMf of Omy in Meium or K vlum,
GL

-
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(U) LowLevel Wastes (LLW - All radioactive waste not classified as high-level waste, spent
nuclear fuel, transuranic waste, uranium mill tailings or Mixed Waste. LLW can contain
transuranic nuclides in concentrations not greater than 100 nanocuries per gram.
(U) MaximuM Contaminant ILeveM. L - The maximum permissible level of a contaminant
in water which is delivered to the free-flowing outlet of the ultimate user of a public water
system. MCL values are reported in the EPA National Primary Drinking Water Standards (40
CFR 141).
(U) Mogajoul - A unit of energy. Work performed when power is expended at the rate of
1 watt for I second. The work performed by 1 newton acting through a distance of I meter.

Million joules.
(U) Megawatts - a unit of power equal to 1,000,000 watts.
(U) Me~zoi - a period of geologic time extending from about 245 million to 66 million years
ago.
(U) millimM - A fractional unit of rem. 1 mil

()

x 101.

Mini-GA - The mini-GTA is the

(U) NMigafims - Methods to reduce or eliminate adverse project impacts.
(U) Min
P
- Wse containing both radioactive and hazardous components as defined
by the Atomic Eneargy Act and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, respectively.
(U)Non-attinent

- An area that has been designated by the U.S. EPA and appropriate

state air quality agency as exceeding one or more National Ambient Air Quality Standards.
(U) Nomal .Matio - The range of full-power operation conditions that can be achieved when
seasonal variations in ambient conditiom are taken into account.
(U) NUckmr & =1 Teas a=

atd performance of fuel ele e

- This is a eries of tos designed to demonstrate the integrity

esigs under codon of hg te

e

and todea

hydrogen flow.

(U) NV&Ld -An waomic nucleu specified by its atomic weight, atomic nmber, and energy
ROW&V - The opeju-on boundary is the reactor build (o the nearst
physicei peruonne barier in caue whee tme meawo builing i rio a princia phy"ia
persoane buaier) where the m zor Aid adminlsar has direct autholity over all activities.
l have preanraged evacuaon pocedures known to perscnd
The arm within this bound
(U)oMEoI

frequenin the e

6

GL- 6

(U) I
of the code.

-

An acronym for ORNL Isotope Generation. ORIGEN-2 is the second generation

(U) h-rt'ie Nuclear Test (1= - Particle Nuclear Tests are a series of in-reactor
tsts to
detemine candidate fuel particle behavior and failure mechanisms when subjected
to nuclear
heating.
Particle Bed Reactor lutegra! Perfonnance lement Test PPET - This is a series
of
tests designed to demonstrte the reactor fuel elements operation at prototypic power
densities,
temperatures, pressures, flow rates, and power durations. The PIPET would consist of

(

) Particle Bed Reato

- The Particle Bed Reactor is a nuclear reactor fueled by
elements comprised of small microspheres placed in an annulus formed by a cold
and hot frit.
The reactor is cooled by cryogenic liquid hydrogen.
(U)
PasQuill Stabilit Class - Stability classes ranging from A (extremely unstable) through
F (Moderately Stable) indicate the turbulent nature of the atmosphere. Extremely
unstable
conditions enhance diffusion (generally reducing pollutant concentrations) while
modetely
stable conditions inhibit diffusion and pollutant dispersion.
() Ei= .The e!ongated pattern of contaminated air or water originating a1tpoint-source
emission, such as a smokestack, or a waste source, such as a hazardous waste disposal
site.
(U) Population Center Distce - The distance from a power or testing reactor to
the nearest
boundary of densely populated center containing more than 2.5,00 residents (see 10
CFR 73.2).
(U) B~ nalYil - The amount of water that can be withdrawn on an annual basis
from a
groundwater basin without depleting the reservoir,
(U)
engine.

Iplsion System - In the context of this ES,the propulsion system is the PBR reactor

(U) rduction Reato - A reactor whose primary purpose is to produce fissile or other
materials or to perform irradiations on an industrial scale. Uiless otherwise specified,
the term
usually refers to a plutonium-production reactor. Reactors in this clss include fissile
materl
production reactor, isotope-production reactor, and irraditon ,eactor.
(U) Pmt=W.Am - An area encompassed by physical bariemr to which access is contlled
(see 10 CFR 73.2).
(U) R h
mid tdio Particle Element PIPInie - A series of tests to investigate the
performance of single fuel lmnents at moderate temperamu and power densities using
gaseous
hydrogen coolant.
(U) Qualifying Test Article (QTA) - The Qualifying Tost Article is a system which
simulats
the operation of the complete engine system at near protypical flight conditions.

QL- 7

(U) Q
- A geologic period of the Cwnoic era extenciag from about 1.6 million years
ago to the present.
(U) Wonuclid - An unstable nuclide that decays toward a stable state at a characteristic at
by the emission of ionizing radiation.
(U) Radioctive Waste - Materials from nuckr operations that are radioactive or we
contaminated with radioactive materials , and for which use, reuse, or recovery are impractical.
(U) Rdia i - The spontaeous decay or difintegrato
accompanied by the emission of radiation.
(U) Radioito

of unstable atomic nuclei,

- Nuclides of the same element (same number of prcts in their nuclei) that

differ in the number of neutrons and that spontaneously emit particles or elewog
radiation.
() Rativity Control - The reactivity control system is a system capable of controlling the
power of the reactor.
(U) Re ion of Influence - The largest region which would be expected to receive measurable
impacts from the proposed action.
(U)
- The unit used to measuir dose equivalent. T1he rem is the product of the absorbed
dose (D in rads)in tissue, a quality factor (Q), and other modifying factors (N). (1 rem- - 0.01
Sievert = 100 rem
1 tissue).
(U) &mote IspQ gn Ud
M&IuM
ystm - Inspection and maintenance of radioactive or
contaminated equipmeat by means of a manipulator or robot.
(U) b
h R to - A research reactor is a device designed to support a self-sustaining
neutron chain reaction for research, or davelopmeal pwposes, and which may have provisins
for the production of nonfissile radioisp.
(U) &B Zgn - A fund zone is a Warsely populated bt not directly controlled area or
neighborhood where evacuation of all pesoal cc. be achieved in less thn 2 har usk*
available rtsources,
(U) SCRAM System - 1) A sudden satting down of a nuer reactor, usually by dropping
safety rods, when a predetormlned neutron flux or other dangemrus woditk occurs. 2) To
close down a reactor by bringing about a scram.

(U)SkuL( y - A unit used to measure dose equlvalen The S ai is the podict of -h
absorbed dose () in gry) in tue, a *Way factor (Q), &Woter Moifylg fictr -(N).(I
Sv 100 rem I ouldkIlam tisuw).
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- Determined by applying criteria established by the Council on
of Im
(U)Sinific
implementing the procedural provisions of the National
regulation
in
Quality
Environmental
Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR parts 1500-1508).

-The site boundary is that boundary, not necessarily having restrictive
(U)Sie
baffl"i surrounding te operations boundary wherein the reactor administrator may directly
initiate emergency activities. The area within the site boundary may be frequented by people

naainted with reactor ove o.

(I) fikSpif - Characte itic of a geographically defined location that may vary considerably
a larger area within which the
from characteristics of adjacent locations or the csof
location in questions is containd.
(U) Sol d aii - Waste material that is an esaontialy in a dry, solid form. Waste may
include well-drained containers or liquids which have been entrapped or otherwise solidified so
that they will retain their solid form without the presence of free liquids during handling,
transportation, storage, or disposal. Viscous wasto material is determined to be a solid by testing
in accordance with American Society for Testing Materials Standards D4359, *Standard Test
a Solid.w
Method for Determining Whether a Material is a Liquid or
Ie (SystoLm dlm - The quantity of radionuclides releasd froza the test system
) -c
to the environment during either oporational or accidental conditions. Thb Source Term is the
product of the Fission Prodc Inventry, tdw Cor Re3se Fractions, ar the ITS ReUea
Fractions.

a l - Plutonium, uranium-233, unium enrich*d in the isotope 233
(U) smi LNUjl
or in the isoope 235, and any othe material which th NRC, pursuant to the provi-Ans of
section 51 of tho Atomic Enwrgy Act of 1954 &terimlne to, be speal nuclar marial.

(U S & .WRulei - Spedflc impulse i a mesure of the effetivenes of rock eg ae
and is expred in units of time (seeo&); it-repremts the capbility of gm t a unit of
force (pnd) for a fgmen period of time (secod) for a unit of popd it weight (pouds).

i ity - The sub-sca facift &th .ftphs of the grou d tes ivit t
(Q- V f-s
is intankd to acconwodat tlh-, PIPHT t~l. ThV sb-scale facilty would ncude a owivflr

Wr sytes, i xceivin and assembly facdity,

bunker, dam acquisition and inwumentati

test cell, a coolant suply sysla, an effluent tatment system, a remote inspction and
set .
miuna system, roMas -and srai, a d aftuads and phy

(U)Sug 'lwEluids hm - Thi is oft of tme procem used to cnvt W tiels.
This process involves the de4 osition of oamium into a pious uaniumca0on k=el.
Superitil fli arm non.weing dene gase and are oIalned by coawft
chmwber. MIby are used to cat t
-acti
pressure in a cul

ftgpwAt and
oew!= ca d ie

precursos into the fine proosity of the kneL
(U) TMJjohamnC M A M=

'-These bMwW

from natul wdioaaivity in the sir and

mem=ure io g a

oil, caic ndia

exposures

fmm outer qaM fallout from

nuclear weapons tests, radioactivity from fossil fuel burning, and radioactive emissions from site
operation and other industrial processing.
(U) Threatened $Mies - A species that has the potential to become endangered. Defined by
the Endangered Species Act, as amended (16 USC 703 et seq.).
(U) Thrust to Weight Ratio - This is the ratio of thrust divided by weight.
(U)Masuranic Was TU - Radioactive waste containing alpha-emitting radionuclides having
an atomic number greater than 92 and half-lives greater than 20 years in concentrations greater
than 100 nci/g.
(U) Mgbw -ump - An abbreviated form of turbine-pump, or regenerative pump: rotating vane
device that uses a combination of mechanical impulse and centrifugal force to produce high
liquid heads at low volumes.
a- An area to which access is not controlled for the purpose of protecting
(U)Untrio _AM,
individuals from exposure to radiation and radioactive materials.
(U)U)ta Bond= - The urban boundary means the nearest boundary of a densy populated
area or neighborhood containing population of such number or in such a location that a complete
rapid evacuation is difftcult or cannot be accomplished within 2 hours using available resources.
(U) Wtlnd - Areas defond by the prevailing vegetation types and soil moisture content and
consisting of vegetation types and soil moisture content and consisting of vegetation typical of
soils that are saturated for a major portion of the year.
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